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The goal of this report is to characterize lateral fluid movement within the
Hunton Group in the Anadarko basin, thereby helping to better predict oil and gas
accumulations. The study of fluid movement caused by force imbalances is tenned
hydrodynamics. An implicit assumption within this investigation is that flow of
formation water affects the distribution ofhydrocarbons. Traditionally, exploration for
petroleum begins with the assumption that petroleum is pervasive within a basin. Yet,
locating a reservoir rock is no guarantee of finding oil and gas. Characterization of
hydrodynamics of the Hunton may reduce this risk and help to identify subtle and hard-
to-fmd hydrocarbon traps.
Study Area
In the Anadarko basin, the Hunton Group is composed ofcarbonate strata of
Ordovician-Silurian-Devonian age (primarily Silurian). A regional map ofthe Hunton
subcrop in the Anadarko basin, stratigraphic cross sections, and locations of Hunton well
penetrations are shown in Figure 1, Plate 1, Plate 2 and Plate 3. The Anadarko basin is
Mexico
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Figure I. Study area with counties and Hunton subcrop boundary.
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the deepest basin in the U.S., with a sediment thickness of 40,000 feet (Johnson, 1989, p.
3). The basin is S-dipping and asymmetric (Amsden, 1989 p.143, and shown in the
conceptual cross section, Figure 2). Sediments thicken toward the ancient eroded
Amarillo- Wichita Mountain Front. Bounding the Anadarko basin on the south and
s~parating it from the Wichita Mountain uplift is the Wichita Fault Zone. The Central
Oklahoma Fault Zone associated with the Nemaha Ridge bounds the basin on the east.
To the west and north are shallow shelf areas.
Scope of Work and Procedures
This study follows a basic blueprint:
1) describe Hunton stratigraphy,
2) characterize typical Hunton reservoir pressures and porosity,
3) develop a computer database ofHunton reservoir pressures using drill stem tests,
4) construct basic geologic maps and cross sections of the Hunton and adjacent
formations of the Woodford Shale and Sylvan Shale,
5) construct a map showing direction 0 f fluid movement in the Hunton,
6) construct a general Hunton perrneabiJ ity map,
7) integrate observed rock properties such as porosity and permeability with lateral
fluid migration throughout the Hunton within the Anadarko basin,
8) identify basin-wide producing trends,
9) demonstrate how drill stem tests can be combined with reservoir facies maps
produced from electric logs and core analyses, and
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Figure 2. Generalized structural cross section of the Anadarko basin showing the
Hunton Group highlighted in yellow. Note truncation of upper units
shelfward. Adapted from Johnson (1989, p. 8) and unpublished cross
section by HG. Davis.
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Reservoir characteristics of the Hunton were compared with fluid flow
characteristics to detennme if the Hunton is hydraulically continuous, and ifthere is a
pattern to hydrocarbon accumulation. Migration of formation fluid was examined using
pressures from formation tests called drill stem tests or DSTs. Hunton wells with DSTs
are shown in red, Plate 3. DSTs are used to test a given interval for the likelihood of
economic production. Location of oil and gas cumulative production in the Hunton is
shown in Plate 4. During the process of examining formation pressures, a methodology
was developed to screen out erroneous DST data Pressure-depth (P-D) plots and a
pressure gradient map were constructed using the DST data.
Total hydraulic head for each well was calculated by adding the pressure head to
the elevation head. Head values were used to construct a potentiometric contour map.
Arrows drawn perpendicular to these potentiometric contours represent flow directions
of the formation fluids within the Hunton Group. In conjunction with the potentiometric
map, a permeability index map was used to identify regional flow patterns and likely
areas for hydrocarbon accumulations. A permeability index map is a contour map of the
ratio of the highest flowing pressure (FP) to the highest shut-in pressure (SIP) for each
DST interval. Finally, pressure information was integrated with geological maps and
facies distribution in the Hunton. Hence, pressure relationships in the Hunton were
linked to rock characteristics, such as porosity and dolomitization.
Previous Work
AI-Shaieb and Puckette (AI-Shaieb et aI., 1991) compiled a database of fluid
pressures, petrographic thin sections, cores, x-ray diffractometer analyses,
cathodoluminescence studies, scanning electron microscope (SEM) photomicrographs,
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and correlation of facies with electric logs in the Anadarko basin. These data have
helped to characterize lithologic units within the basin, and in particular the Hunton
Group. From this research an interesting phenomenon was observed in the strata above
the Hunton Group, namely the existence of a basinwide, completely sealed,
overpressured compartment coined by AI-Shaieb et aI., (l994a, p. 55) as the
Megacompartment complex (MCC).
"All reservoirs within this complex exhibit pressure gradients that exceed the
normal gradient 0[0.465 psi/ft," (Al-Shaieb et al., 1994a, p. 55). The top seal zone is
between 2290-3050m (7500-1 0,000 ft) below the surface and is relatively horizontal.
dipping slightly to the southwest and appears to cut across stratigraphy. The basal seal is
stratigraphically controlled and coincides with the Devonian Woodford Shale (Al-Shaieb
et aI., 1994a, p. 55). Al-Shaieb et aI., (l994b) categorized the different-sized
compartments within the Megacompartment complex.
Below the overpressured strata is the normally pressured Hunton Group. The
normal pressure gradient of 0.465 psi/ft is the slope ofa line connecting pressure-depth
plot to the surface (0 depth, 0 pressure) on a pressure depth profile. Puckettc (1996, p. 9)
referencing Stuart (1970) and Bradley (1975) stated that a saline water column has been
used by the petroleum industry because fluids at depth in basins generally increase in
salinity. As a result, an average gradient for Gulf Coast basin brine with 100,000 ppm
total dissolved solids (TDS) became the benchmark for a nonna1 static gradient. The
static gradient is a function of fluid density. On average, pressure gradients in the
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Figure 3. Pressure-depth gradient (psifft) of the Hunton Group showing near normal
pressures (Puckette, 1996, p. 55 in reference to Al-Shaieb et al., 1994).
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A detailed study of reservoirs in the Anadarko basin area near or below the
nonnal pressure gradient 0[0.465 psi/ft included the Hunton Group carbonates, which
are believed to behave as a regional aquifer (Puckette 1996, p. 74). Jorgensen (l993, p.
845), referring to Cambrian and Ordovician rocks of the Anadarko basin, suggested
some regional hydraulic continuity. Dahlberg (1995, p. 152) in reference to Freeze and
Frederick, (1967) illustrated a potentiometric map of the Anadarko basir4 showing the
effects of overpressuring on the strata above the Hunton in the deeper parts of the basin.
With the exception of the work ofPuckette (1996) and AI-Shaieb et al., (1991) few
publications have dealt with the regional pressure architecture and potentiometric
surface of the Hunton Group, (see Figure 3 and Figure 4). Bottom hole pressures, as
opposed to DST pressures, were used to construct these previous pressure gradient and
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The stratigraphy of the Hunton Group in Southern Oklahoma is displayed in
Figure 5. Overlying the Hunton is the \Voodford Shale, a major source rock for the
Anadarko basin. Underlying the Hunton is the Sylvan Shale. Two laterally extensive
unconformities have been recognized in the Hunton by Amsden (1975, p. 7-9), the Early
Devonian (pre-Frisco) and pre-Woodford unconformities. Erosion associated with the
pr~-Woodford unconformity in the northern Anadarko shelf removed upper units of the
Hunton so that the Devonian Woodford Shale rests on the Ordovician Sylvan Shale.
Erosion of Hunton removed more strata in the northern part of the basin than the
southern part, thereby exposing older rocks in the north, (Figure 6). The shape and
distribution of these depressions suggest that they are remnants of ancient stream
channels, (Amsden, ]975, p. 9). The undulatory nature of the top of the Hunton
throughout the Anadarko basin is portrayed in stratigraphic cross sections, Plate 1 and
Plate 2. A map of the Hunton tops is shown in Plate ."'. Thicknesses of the Hunton
Group, overlying Woodford Shale, and underlying Sylvan Shale are shown in Plate 6,
Plate 7, and Plate 8. Thick Hunton intervals coincide with thiru1er intervals of the
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Figure 5. Stratigraphic subdivisions of the Hunton Group in Southern Oklahoma
(AI-Shaieb and others 1993a, p. 183 in reference to Barrick and others, 1990).
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Figure 6. Pre-Woodford subcrop map (Amsden, 1989, p, 146).
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channels that were filled during Woodford deposition (Woodford paleodrainage map,
Plate 14, discussed in Chapter IV).
Depositional Environment and Facies
The Hunton Group was deJX>sited in a shallow inIland sea, during a period of
unusually slow subsidence within the Anadarko basin, (Al-Shaieb et al, 1993a, p. 4).
Matthews (1992, p. 13) in reference to Reeds (1911) stated that one cause of the variable
thickness of the Hunton was differential erosion during and following sedimentation.
An extensive karst system developed on the dendritic drainage pattern of the pre-
Woodford unconfonnity in the northern Anadarko shelf. Matthews (1992, p. 83-84)
confJIms the unconformity in the Arco, Marcum (Woods County), Cox, Armis (Harper
County), and the Mackellar Ferguson (Woodward County) cores. These cores consist of
Chimneyhill rocks; the Hunton units above were eroded off. "There is a sudden change
oflithology with no facies gradation represented in these three cores" ([bid., p. 84).
Other indications of unconformities in the Hunton include the occurrence of karst
features, such as collapse breccia features and dedolomitization.
!\. type log of the Hunton with associated lithologies and an outcrop photograph
ofthe Hunton with the Henryhouse - Haragan boundary are shown in Figure 7 and
Figure 8. As shown in Figure 8, the outcrop has individual beds that are part of larger
bed sequences that vary in thickness. Each sequence contains several shallowing-
upward cycles that typically are composed of mudstones and wackestones at the base to
packstones and grainstones near the top of the sequence (AI-Shaieb et ai., 1993b, p.
193). Within each shallowing-upward cycle, the beds become thinner and fmer grained
13
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Figure 7. Type log of Hunton Group in central Oklahoma, excluding the
Sallisaw Formation (Fritz and Medlock, 1993, p. 163).
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LOWER DEVONIAN I SILURIAN---------------------
HUNTON GROUP
Figure 8. Outcrop of Henryhouse - Haragan/Bois dlArc on the south flank
of the Arbuckle anticline looking toward the west from 1-35, mile 43
(AI-Shaieb and others, 1993b, p.193-194).
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toward the base, and thicker and courser grained toward the top. "The coarser grained
(shallow, high energy) carbonates are more resistant to weathering and form ridges on
the land surface. The fmer-grained (deeper, low energy) rocks form the soil-covered
areas between the ridges." (AI-Shaieb et aI., 1993b, p. 194). These sequences are
indicative of an overall sea level regression during the Silurian.
AI-Shaieb et al. (1993a, p. 6) recognized three facies within the Hunton.
Transitions between these facies can be subtle and difficult to distinguish because of
compaction, dolomitization, and dissolution. The Henryhouse Formation is a
particu larty good example of facies development because it was deposited over much 0 f
Oklahoma with no major unconformities (Al-Shaieb et at., 1993'1, p. 6 in reference to
Shannon, 1962), Figure 9.
Three facies developed in the Henryhouse, designated by AI-Shaieb and others
(1993a, p. 6-9) as facies I, II, and III (supratidal, intertidal, and subtidal facies), Figure
10. The supratidal facies I is recognized by its massive appearance, cryptal algal fabric.
lack of fossils, and poor porosity. Intertidal facies II, in contrast, has an abundance of
peImatozoan fossils, evidence of burrowing and consequently good porosity. Facies II
can be subdivided into lagoonal and oolitic shoal subfacies, Ira and lIb, found in Blaine
and Oklahoma Counties. The subtidal facies III has a less abundant, but more diverse
fossil assemblage that appear more ddicate (preserved) and therefore diagnostic of a
lower energy environment. Facies III is more massive and is typically a poor quality
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Figure 9. Henryhouse subcrop map; lagoonal and oolitic subfacies are indicated
by cross-hatched pattern (Al-Shaieb and others, 1993a, p. 6).
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Figure 10. Facies within the Henryhouse Formation (Al-Shaieb and others, 1993a, p. 7).
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Dolomitization and Porosity Preservation
Dolomitization is critical to porosity preservation in the Hunton. Three distinct
types of dolomite related to three different processes of dolomitization in the
Henryhouse Formation have been reported by Beardall (1983, p. 109), and Al-Shaieb
(1993, p. 9-11). The types of dolomite are three: I) brownish, cloudy, hypidiotopic
dolomite fonned shortly after deposition, at the expense of the micritic matrix due to
magnesium-enriched hypersaline brines; 2) white or limpid idiotopic dolomite formed
after the hypersaline dolomite, but before significant compaction, due to
freshwater/marine water mixing; 3) post cornpactional mold-, vug-, and fracture-filling
dolomite with undulose extinction, baroque dolomite (Beardall 1983, p. 109).
Dolomitization requires an existing porosity network, and therefore formed best
in the intertidal facies. Erosional features such as unconformities associated with
karstification may have enhanced the existing porosity network. AI-Shaieb et a1. (1993a,
p. 10) stated that during periods of nondeposition a system of recharge and
hydrodynamics may have developed sufficient for formation of dolomite by mixing of
marine water and fresh water. The final stage of dolomitization in the Henryhouse,
called baroque or saddle dolomite, was recorded generally in crystal lengths measured in
millimeters (as opposed to less than a millimeter). Saddle dolomite appears to be a
passively precipitated, void-filling cement ofdeep-burial or hydrothermal origin at
shallower depths (Ibid.). A thin section photograph otall three stages of dolomitization
within an intertidal facies is shown in Figure 11.
Facies changes in the Hunton are important in predicting porosity development.
Four types ofporosity developed in the Hunton: moldic, vuggy, intercrystalline, and
19
1. shortly after deposition, hypersaline brine dolomite
2 pre-compactional, freshwater I marine-water mixing dolomite
3. post-compactional hydrothermal baroque dolomite
Figure 11: Thin section photo (polarized light 4Ox) of three stages of dolomitization
shown in order of fonnation. Photo of intertidal facies IT, dolowackestone
with baroque dolomite replacement of brachiopod mold.
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fracture porosity. Moldic and intercrystalline porosity are fabric-selective, whereas
vuggyand fracture porosity are non-fabric-selective (Choquette and Pray 1970, p. 212).
Non-fabric-selective rocks have no discernable relationship between porosity and fabric
elements, solid depositional and diagenetic constituents. Porosity in reservoir facies is
commonly 5-15%.
In the Henryhouse formation, the reservoir facies contain approximately 6-9%
porosity (Al-Shaieb et al., 1993, p. 17 Fig. 22). Carbonate average porosity is difficult to
estimate; a core plug or even an entire core may not be enough if large pores are present
(Choquette and Pray 1970, p. 21]). Tortuosity oftluid flow within carbonate pores is
increased by diagenetic and disso lution processes. Porosity is primary or secondary,
depending on if it formed during deposition, or as the result of dissolution that enlarged
voids. Intercrystalline porosity is either primary porosity preserved by dolomitization, or
late secondary dissolution porosity (AI-Shaieb et aI., 1993a., p. 16). Most porosity in the
Hunton is secondary moldic porosity fonned after dolomitizing fluids preserved the
primary porosity.
Paleohydrology
Maps by Jorgensen (USGS Professional Paper 1414-8,1993, p. B23, 825,826),
Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14 show Middle Ordovician, Early Silurian, and Early
Devonian paleogeology. The Silurian - Devonian shoreline in these figures parallels the
boundaries of known intertidal biofacies. Furthennore, the intertidal facies coincide
with the dolomitization fairway in the Anadarko basin presented by Howery (1993, p.
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Figure 15. Hunton dolomite porosity failway, structure on top of Hunton, and Hunton oil or gas fields (Howery, 1993, p, 80),
(Amsden, 1989, p. 146 and Davis, 1989, p. 70-71). A reasonably well-defmed
I imestone/do1omite boundary extends across this region, separating a dolomite province
lying to the north and west from a limestone province lying to the south and east
(Amsden, 1989, p. 144). Regressing seas subaerially exposed the Hunton in the Silurian
and Early Devonian, enhancing porosity and dolomitization near the shoreline where
freshwater and marine water mixed (Jorgensen, ]989, p. 176).
High permeability zones represented within the permeability index map,
constructed from DST pressures, coincide with the limestone/dolomite boundary and
dolomite fairway, Plate 20. An explanation of how DSTs were screened to construct this




Using Drill Stem Tests
Drill stem tests (DSTs) were the sole source of pressure data for this study.
Appendix A explains the mechanics ofa drill stem test and how to recognize quality
data. The suggestions in Appendix A are primarily from ScWumberger's "Review of
Basic Formation Evaluation" by Johnston (1976) which assumes access to the full DST
report (rarely available for old wells). The locations ofHunton DSTs in the Anadarko
basin are identified in Plate 3 and Appendix B.
The DST is the only evaluation tool that obtains reservoir parameters under
dynamic, rather than static, conditions early enough to make a decision regarding well
completion (Johnston, 1976, p. i). The DST is accepted as the best and most
economical means of "temporarily" completing a borehole (Johnston, 1976, p. i, and van
Poollen and Bateman, 1958, p. 90). However, DSTs are not easy to evaluate. Dahlberg
(1995, p. 21) stated that assessing the reliability of any subsurface pressure measurement
is more an art than a science.
DST data was used to help determine the following reservoir characteristics:
formation pressures, either original or depleted pressures, and effective permeabilities in
the form of a unit-less permeability index. Hydrogeologic maps were constructed and
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applied to exploration of the Hunton Group in the Anadarko basin. More than 1,000
Hunton DST intervals (approximately 850 wells, at least 150 with multiple DSTs) in the
Anadarko basin were identified using scout tickets (abbreviated well completion
reports), Figure 16 and Petroleum Information (PI) digital database, Figure 17. An
indispensable guide to deciphering scout ticket abbreviations is "The D&D Standard Oil
Abbreviator" (1994).
DST data from a scout ticket is incomplete, because scout tickets lack the
pressure-time chart that records pressure changes during a DST (Appendix A). Poorly
conducted tests are also a problem. In the 1950's and early 1960's many tests recorded
only one shut-in pressure (SIP). Dolan (1957, p. 321) reconunends using two shut-in
periods for more accurate extrapolation of formation pressure and transmissibility. Most
Hunton DSTs were conducted in the 1960's and early 1970's. Bateman, (1974, p. 1)
stated that one factor responsible for so many unusable tests is the practice of
standardization - attempts to use the same techniques and procedures from test to test.
Johnston, (1976, p. 24) developed rules-of-thumb from a statistical analysis ofDSTs, but
contends that these should serve as general guidelines.
Johnston's (1976) guidelines were expanded to include use of incomplete DST
data. Calculation of fluid potentials requires an accurate pressure-depth measurement; in
this case, the base of the DST interval was used as the depth to the measured pressure.
Dahlberg (1982. p. 15) stated that using the midpoint between the top and bottom of the
test interval is another option and that the effects of using one depth or another are
probably not important. The accuracy of DST measured pressure is ± 1% psi (pounds
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SPUD 7-18-76: Drlg 3257
10-3/4" @ 4110 w/2575; Drlg 4320
Drlg 7150 (8-23) Drlg 9564 (8-30) Drlg 10.505
Drlg 11,286 (9-17) Dr1g 11,991
@ 12,132 - Logs: 7-5/8" @ 12,132 w/675; WOC
Dr1g 13,337
DST #1 (Hunton Lm) 13,360-442. op 12, strong blow air
irnmed, WCTS 3. GTS 6. Fest 10,000 MCFGPD. 51 45,
op 37, GT5 immed, F 60CO MCFGPD/IO. 13.000 MCFGPD
115, 16,000 MCFGPD/20, 17,500 MCFGPD!25,(Cont'd)
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18,000 MCFGPD/30, 18,250 MCFGPD/37, reversed I
out ree, ISIP 5042/45, 1st IFP 3072, FFP 4698,
2nd IFP 3929, FFP 4563, FSIP 5042/98, lHP I
6838, FHP 6759, BHT 196; Dr1~)3,670 I
No cores ~OPERTYOF OCQS
Drlg Camp 10-19",76 GEOLOGICAL LlBRARyl
TO 13,720 - Logs, Dl, FDC, GRL, CALP I
5-1/2" 1nr ll,8:p-13,719 w/200; WOCT
DOC: 2-7/8" tbg w/pkr @ 12,242 I
PERF (Hunton Lm) 92/13,370-416 - did not treat I
F 16,320 MCFGPD/no time, 1/2" TC, FTP 2800
F 5,690 MCFGPD/no time, 1/4" TC, FTP 3500, I
SlTP 3900 I
F 4300 MCFGPD/15 hra, 1/4" TC, FTP 3450
F 3130 MCFGPD/17 hrs, 12/64" TC, FTP 3390, CP 2750 I
F 4691 MCFGPD/no time, 15/64" TC, FTP 3325, CP 3275 I














Figure 16 (cont'd). Hunton scout ticket with It quality DST II
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petroROM Well Report
Copyright 1998 by Petroleum Information/Dwights LLC































final Status : GAS
Total Depth : 13720
Spud Date YYYYMMDD: 19760718
Comp Date ytYYMMDD: 19770405
Hole Direction VERTICAL
Init Lahee Class : D




Producing formation: 269HNTN HUNTON
---------------------- Additional Location Information -----------------------
Footage Location 820fSL 1320FWL QTR SEC L





La tit ude (Bo t )
Longitude (Bot)
Latitude & Longitude Source: USGS
--------------------------- Initial Potential Tests --------------------------
Test Form Top Base Oil Rate
0001 269HNTN 1]370 13416
Gas Rate Wtr Rte fTP
13295 Mcm
BHE' Ck M BHT
17 f
------------------------------ Production Tests ------------------------------
Test form Top Base Oil Rate Gas Rate Wtr Rte FTP BHP Ck M BHT
0001 269HNTN 13370 13416 16320 MCFD 2800 32 F
0002 269HNTN 13370 13416 5690 MCFD 3500 16 F
000] 269HNTN 13370 13416 4300 MCfD 3450 16 F
0004 269HNTN 13370 13416 3130 MCFD 3390 12 F
0005 269HNTN 13370 13416 4691 MCfD 3325 15 F
0006 269HNTN 13370 13416 5113 MCfD 10 BW 15 F
0007 269HNTN 13370 13416 5134 MCFD 8 BW 3350 15 F
0008 269HNTN 13370 13416 65 BC 13295 MCfD 8 BW 2422 17 F
------------------------------ formation Tops --------------------------------




















------------------------------- Fonnation Tests ------------------------------
Hydrostatic Flowing Shut In Open Cush
Test Type F'onn Top Base Init. Final Init. Final Init. Final Time Amt
0001 DST 269HNTN 13360 13442 6838 6759 3929 4563 5042 504 37M
Material to Surface
Test Amount Unit Type Time Amount Unit Type Time Amount Unit Type Time
0001 CUSH 3M GAS 6M 1000 MCFO GAS
0001 6000 MCFO GAS 10M 13000 MCm GAS 15M 16000 MCFO GAS 20M































Ft Deg Min Footage
State County
Code Code
------------------------- Actual Bottom Hole Narrative -----------------------
---------------------------- Drilling Narrative -----------------------------
Date Remarks
Figure 17 (cont'd). Petroleum Information (PI) data of a "quality" Hunton DST. Under
formation tests, initial and final shut-in pressures are close in value (note the
fmal shut-in pressure of 504 is a rare typo and should be 5042). Final flowing
pressure is greater than initial flowing pressure indicating no short-term
reservoir depletion. Initial and fmal hydrostatic pressures are close in value
and greater than shut-in pressures (no significant mud loss that could affect
DSTs pressures). Large recovery of formation fluids, i.e. gas suggests good
permeability which is also shown by ratio of final flowing pressure to final
shut-in pressure, 4563 psi to 5042 psi which is 0.90. Gas to surface in 6
minutes is an indicator of a strong blow and good permeability.
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an accuracy of ± 100 psi. The accuracy of the DST pressure was used to help decide a
contour interval for the potentiometric map (Plate 10 and Figure 34, discussed later).
Formation Fluid Recoveries
DSTs with adequate formation fluid recoveries have pressures that approach
original reservoir pressures. A test with an adequate fluid recovery is defmed to be
formation fluid at the surface or within the drill pipe (author's definition). Formation
fluid is defined as oil, water, or gas and is represented by terms GCSW (Gas Cut Salt
Water) or MCSW (Mud Cut Salt Water), tor example. For a full listing ofthe
abbreviations used in DST terminology refer to the 0 & D Standard Oil Abbreviator
(1994) compiled by the Association of Desk and Derrick Clubs. Terms such as SGCM
(Slightly Gas Cut Mud) were not used as an indicator of recovered fonnation fluid,
because it was assumed that the primary fluid recovery in such terms was mud not
formation water, oil, or gas. DSTs conducted in high permeability rocks have better
fluid recoveries, and pressures more likely to approach original reservoir pressures
(Puckette, 1996, p. 30). Extremely permeable formations may reach static equilibrium
within a few minutes (Puckette, 1999, personal communication).
The average pressure gradient for DSTs with formation fluid recovery is 0.42
psilft compared to 0.25 psi/ft for those without fluid recovery (60% difference). Gas-
bearing reservoirs may flow gas to the surface (GTS) within minutes, and oil·bearing
reservoirs may flow gas to the surface in an hour, producing tens to thousands of feet of
oil or oily fluid in the drill pipe. Water-bearing zones normally yield several hundred to
several thousand feet of water in the pipe. Boreholes deeper than 8,000 feet require a
33
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water cushion inside the drill pipe (to prevent crushing of the drillstem by the mud
hydrostatic pressure) and may flow the water cushion to the surface ahead of formation
fluids (Puckette, 1996, p. 31). John Forster ofIHS Energy is quantifYing and
normalizing DST recoveries so they can be mapped (1999, personal communication).
Fluid recoveries are related to the ratio of flowing pressure to shut-in pressure.
The closer the flowing pr~ssure (FP) is to the shut-in pressure (SIP) the more penneable
the formation (see Appendix A for explanation). John Forster of IHS Energy has
successfully used the ratio of the FP to SIP as a permeability indicator (1999, personal
communication). The average FP/SIP for DSTs with formation fluid recoveries is 67%
greater than DSTs without recoveries (0.53 compared to 0.35)~ implying fluid recoveries
are from the more permeable zones.
Screening Drill Stem Tests from Scout Ticket Data
A flexible and comprehensive screening strategy was developed for evaluating
DST scout ticket data Bair (1985) showed that a strict method of screening DSTs is not
effective. Bair (1985, p. 201) used a screening process based on the duration of the
initial shut-in time, [mal shut-in time and agreement ofFSIP with ISIP with no more
than 5 p~rcent difference. Bair's process was ineffective at screening abnormal DST
pressures for regional potentiometric mapping purposes. Ultimately, "most of the
refinement in the data was due to culling depressured DSTs" (Bair, 1985, p. 210).
One of the more difficult tasks in constructing a potentiometric map of the
Hunton was interpreting the extreme variability in pressures, which may vary by as
much as three orders of magnitude within one township (6 miles by 6 miles). A
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representative potentiometric map requires DST pressures close to original (pre-
production) pressures. \\!hen lacking these original pressures. assumptions have to be
made to estimate them. John Forster ofIHS Energy suggested the following two
assumptions: (I) the highest SIP, either initial or final, is the closest to initial reservoir
pressures and (2) the highest SIP within a defmed spatial window, one township for
example, is most representative of initial reservoir pressures.
For each DST in the PI database (an example shown in Figure 17) there is one set
of initial and final flowing pressures, one open flow time, water cushion, and fluid
recoveries (usually in feet). The initial or fmal shut-in time is not included in the PI
database. Approximately 30% of the Hunton DSTs examined in the PI database and
scout tickets had only one shut-in period and in turn, one flow period associated with
them. DSTs with only one shut-in period may have recorded in the PI database the
initial fIrst flow pressure and the final first flow pressure (see B and C, Figure Al
(pressure-time chart) in Appendix A). For DSTs with two shut-in pressures (C and F,
Figure Al in Appendix A), the final fIrst flow pressure and the final second flow
pressure may be recorded in PI database. No consistency was observed in reporting
Hawing pressures; for example, reported flowing pressures may include pressures only
in the second flow period. However, the PI database usually reported the highest
flowing pressure, making construction ofthe FP/SIP ratio for the permeability index
map relatively easy.
After identifYing DST wells, the well headers were exported into a comma
delimited ASCII (American Standard Code for Infonnation Interchange) file and
imported into an Excel spreadsheet file. DST data of the Hunton Group were cut-and-
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pasted into the spreadsheet (from the PI databa..-.e) for DST data screening. Appendix B
is the screened DST data set.
The strategy for screening data uses a three-tiered approac~ level 1 being the
most general and level 3 being the most specific. Levell screening is the most
important phase of data screening because it is constructing the data table to be used in
subsequent screening levels. Level 1 screening is organizing all useable data, such as
pressure data from DSTs. DSTs with no recorded pressures were deleted in level I
screening. However, these data could have been retained and mapped (mostly along the
eastern Anadarko shelf). Unusable data have no horizontal or vertical coordinates and
are excluded from the data table. All PI data had horizontal coordinates, but a few
points had no depths associated with DST intervals, and were excluded from the data
table. Judgements on data validity are withheld in level 1 screening.
Organization of data in level 1 screening requires formatting data by rows, each
row representing a data point in three-dimensional space. To maintain data integrity
during sorting, well headers must be copied on a unique row corresponding to each DST
interval (Figure 18). When sorting according to API (American Petroleum Institute)
number, unique weJl identifier, multiple zoned DSTs are recognized by consecutive rows
of identical well headers. Each column in the spreadsheet represents a unique parameter
such as well number, operator, depth to DST, and initial or final DST pressure (Figure
18 and Appendix B).
Level 2 screening is analyzing data within a row. Level 2 screening techniques
involve using parameters within a row for calculations and qualifying parameters within




API Long La! Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Bill Sec Elell ref Camp dat TO Stat Prod Fm
350013207630000 ·99.12354 35.81694 Mt>.RUN OIL ROUNDS 1 ALEDO DEWEY NOle W018 33 1931 KB 19780602 15677 GAS 402MRRW
350013207740000 ·99.01512 38 10806 TEXAS O&G JONESH I CESTOS SE DeWEY N019 W017 21 1878 GR 19770510 13100 GAS 354CSTR
35043207740000 ·99.01512 38 10606 TEXASO&G JONES H 1 CESTOS SE DEWEY N019 W017 21 1878 GR 19770510 13100 GAS 354CSTR
ooסס3504320841 ·98.93542 36 0453 COX EDWIN PANNElL 1 PUTNAM DEWEY N018 W016 6 1657 OF 19771130 12355 GAS 402MRRWI
3504 3209780000 -99.06603 3590996 HELMERICH GORE 1·38 PUTNAM DEWEy N017 W016 38 1740 KB 19790919 14050 2 GAS 4040SWG
350432'10020000 -99.03132 3597546 CHAMPLIN E THOMPSEN I I PUTNAM DEWEY NOI? W017 5 1729 I<B 19800605 130470 GAS 269HNrN
35043210180000 -99 05237 35863304 MONSANTOC WILLIAMS 1·18 PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 16 1917 KB 19800415 14644 CAS 404RDFK
35043210180000 -9905237 35.86334 MONSANTOC WILLIAMS 1·16 PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 18 1917 KB 19800415 14644 GAS 404RDFK
35043210880000 -9919243 36.08311 HILLIARD 0 KENNEDY 1 CESTOSSW DEWEY N019 W019 35 206-! KB 19800914 13350 GAS 402MRRW
35043212120000 ·991016 35.99649 DyeO PET GORE 1-34 PUTNAM DEWEY NOIS W016 34 1984 GR 19810510 13860 D&AG
ooסס3504321288 -99.07465 36.01626 ARCOO&G THOMSEN UN 2 PUTNAM DEWEY NOl8 W018 24 1858 KB 19811018 13370 D&A
35043218270000 -98.8004 36.06322 STONE PET PARMENTER 1-4 HUCMt>.C NW DEWEY N018 WOl5 4 1929 KB 19831209 11&85 OIL 354CSTHL
35043219770000 -9865415 35.86688 HELMERICH BOYD 1014 EAGLE CITY S DEWEY N016 W014 14 1824 KB Hl841123 12490 O&AG
35043219780000 ·99.33853 35.88626 BRACKEN EX STOUT BENJ 2·4 LEEDEY DEWEY N016 W020 4 2106 KB 19&50420 18588 GAS 269HNTN
35045000840001 ·99,67407 38.16617 PANAMERIC BOYD UNIT 1 AANETI NE ELLIS N020 won 32 2470 OF 196~O621 15000 GASW 269liNTN
35045000840001 ·99,67407 38_16817 PAN AMERIC BOYD UNIT I ARNETT NE ELLIS N020 W023 32 2470 OF 166506'1 15000 GAS·W 269HNTN
35045000840001 -9967407 36 16817 PAN AMERIC BOYD UNIT 1 ARNETT NE ELLIS N020 W023 32 2470 OF 19850621 15000 GAS-W 269HNTN
3504500084·0001 -99.67407 36.16817 PAN AMERIC BOYD UNIT 1 ARNETT NE elLIS N020 W023 32 2470 OF 19650621 15000 GAS·W 269~INTN
35045000910001 ·99.38793 36.04858 BROWN TOM CREE ESTAT 1-12 WILDCAT ELLIS N018 W021 12 2030 OF 19710211 15074 O&AWG
35045000910001 -99.38793 36.04858 BROWN TOM CREE ESTAT 1-12 WILDCAT ELLIS N018 W021 12 2030 DF 19710211 15074 D&AWG
35045200500000 ·99.70211 36 48419 PANAMERIC HAINESUNI 1 UNNAMED ELLIS N023 W023 7 2293 OF 19660901 10830 GAS 402MRRW
35045200870000 -99.85688 3618198 WOODS PET OBLANDER 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N020 W025 27 2495 KB 19670801 14422 D&A-G
- -
- -
Level 1 (formatting downloaded data from Petroleum Information database).r-- !.-evel 2 (basic calculations using data on each row).
Level 3 (comparing data from different rows). -_.- .- .-- - - .-
Header abbreviations are defined in Appendix B. --
----
I
Well Header Table ~-~' ._- --
- I - --





API CST Fm CST Top CST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FPISIP) Fpstal Multi-zn permHL Gradhl UsePS Rec ResC
35043207630000 269HNTN 15282 15677 6719 6877 M17 1(04) J 44 117 1915 1915 027"8 ~9hl YO FmR OK
35043207740000 269HNTN 11924 12080 5833 5668 5833 2342 048 1801 1884 1864 0320 mulU·zn L h
35043207740000 269HNTN 12338 12400 3952 3924 3952 2023 032 2141 2141 214\ 05-12 mulu-zn H I
350432080410000 269HNTN 11865 12039 5163 4336 5163 72.1 043 1616 1729 1729 0335
35043209780000 269HNTN 13612 13870 5030 50:>0 ·1113 03; 53 !l3 0011 bghl
35043210020000 269HNTN 13070 13470 5780 5865 5865 8~' 0401 1406 1594 15G4 0;P2 ught,-
35043210180000 269HNTN 14175 14260 6904 6849 6904 25;)..1 048 4011 2220 4011 0581 multi·zn l h
35043210180000 269HNTN 14112 14160 471e 4718 2097 033 4662 4662 4662 .~ 96ll mulb·zn H I
35043210860000 269HNTN 12978 13350 6010 5983 6010 1639 045 2887 5983 5983 0990 Y FmR 01<
35043212120000 269HNTN 13550 13650 3787 5787 5787 179 o41 4592 5787 5787 1000 Y rmR oalTl.l'J''''
35043212880000 269HNTN 12980 13370 5393 5697 5697 ,0\0 043 1800 1800 1800 0316
35043218270000 269HNTN 11230 11261 4813 4791 4813 919 041 4746 4791 4791 ofigS Y FmR U"
35043219770000 269HNTN 11936 12036 4866 5314 5314 1216 0""- 886 850 Bll6 016, Iighl
35043219780000 269HNTN 16700 16832 720B 7:1l8 775 D 4- 3042 3417 3417 0474
35045000840001 269HNTN 13425 13478 5763 5763 1388 043 3267 3623 3623 0629 mulU zn L m FmR N()F~IP
35045000340001 269HNTN 13370 13425 5348 58:l5 5840 1621 o~.. 4712 4284 47\2 0806 mutu-zn H h '( FmR m
35045000840001 269HNTN 13498 13499 50C 5610 5610 1030 0.':: logh\ mulO zn I
3504 500084000 1 269HNTN 13431 13432 5700 5600 5700 lZV6 1>42 ught multi-lfl m
35045000910001 269HNTN 14345 14467 6394 6117 0)\:;01 1314 0401 1687 2075 20~5 03:'5 mulU·zn H I Y rmR OK
3~045CC0910001 269HNTN 14350 14450 6505 6007 6505 1569 045 1687 1770 l' '0 02<2 11Q1l' rnulUzn L h
35045200500000 269HNTN 10520 10560 4400 4186 4':no l1S5 04:' 4012 4110 4110 0~34 '( Fd,R ~ ...
35045200570000 269HNTN 14039 14063 5633 56S3 5693 6;5 040 2832 2832 2dn 0497
r-- f- -- -- I - i-- -I ---- - - ---- ------ - '----
Level 1 (formatting downloaded data from Petroleum Information database)_
- -- --- -~~ -- -
r Level 2 (basic calculations using data on each row).
Level 3 (comparing data from different rows). - - - -
Header abbreviations are defined in Appendix B. .-
r- -- ~ - - -- -




Figure 18. OST Data Screening Levels (Well Header and DST Tables).
" •• ..... .....rs...t.':\A(Jt'=;. .-... J lZI c,_. ....-. j.JC }I .;;-
~
pressure gradients, determining validity of scout ticket data, and qualifying fonnation
fluid recoveries (FmR). The abbreviation, FmR. for formation fluid recovery is a
qualifier that is used to designate formation fluid recovered at the surface or within the
drill pipe. Any number of qualifiers can be added and used in combination when sorting
data. For example, if-then statements can be used in Excel spreadsheets to define criteria
for determining a tight formation or a DST suspected of being erroneous (Figure 18).
Level 3 screening involves making comparisons between rows. Calculations and
analyses made in level 2, such as potentiometric heads and FP/SIP, are compared
vertically and horizontally to identify the most representative ones for mapping
(explained in subsequent sections). A qualifier "¥" (Yes) is added in a unique column
to designate the potentiometric head to be used for mapping. Another example of level 3
screening is the addition of qualifiers "H"' (High), "M" (Middle), and "L" (Low) in a
single column to designate pressure gradient comparisons within multiple zoned DSTs
(Figure 18).
In summary, the strategy developed for DST screening can be applied to any
spatial and temporal data set. Level I screening is construction of a data table, row by
row; each row represents a data point in three-dimensional space. In level] screening,
judgements on data validity are withheld and all data are included except data with
incomplete coordinates. Level 2 screening is analyzing data within a row using
calculations and qualifiers. Level 3 screening involves spatially and temporally
evaluating data points by making comparisons between rows and using more qualifiers.
This strategy produces a data table that can be sorted easily using numerous screening
parameters.
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Appendix A, Mechanics of Drill Stem Tests, explains conditions for determining
a "quality" test: DST pressure near true formation pressure (author's definition). A
"quality" DST has some of the following characteristics: ISIP > FSIP and close in value
to each other, hydrostatic pressure (HP) > shut-in pressure (SIP), two shut-in periods
with pressures in reasonable agreement, and flow and shut-in times close to suggestions
by Johnston (1976. p. 22-23). Recovery of formation fluid, a good blow to surface, and
FP/SIP > 0.5 are indications that a test may be in a high permeability formation and
more likely to represent true formation pressures. Figure 16 and Figure 17 is a well that
has a "quality" test, in scout ticket and PI database.
DSTs that do not fall into the "quality" category may have some of the following
characteristics: FSIP»ISIP, HP < SIP, large mud recovery compared to formation fluid
recovery, large discrepancy between ISIP and FSIP, one SIP, no flow period, and short
shut-in time (see Appendix A). Low FP or SIP, weak blow to surface or no blow, and no
fluid recovery are indications of a low-permeability formation. Experienced geologists
have shown that it is more difficult to obtain accurate formation pressures in low
permeability formations than otherwise. Figure 19 and Figure 20 are of a questionable
test (data from scout ticket and PI database). Analyses ofDSTs from scout tickets are
subjective and depend on good geological sense.
Geologic Database and Computer Contour Maps
Petroleum Information (PI) data and Dwight's cumulative production Hunton
data were downloaded into the geological mapping and database program, Geographix.
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SPUD w/CT: 20" @ lJ3 w/5 yds
SPUD wlRT 9-9-79: 9 5/8/1 @ 3899 w/800
DV Tool 970 w/70a, Dr)g 3905
@ 11,950 - Logs
1st Run: 3892-11,945
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Figure 19. Hunton scout ticket with "Questionable DST," continued next page.
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7" @ 11,949 w/400, drlg 12,241
111 (Hunton) 14,112-160, 5000' we, op 15, SI 60,
op 120, 51 240, rec 5000 1 we, 90' mud, ISIP
4718, IFP q664-q662, FFP 4662-4662, F51P pkr
failed, BHT 250 I
#2 (Hunton) 14,175-222,5222' we, op 5, pkrfailed
lrec 5222' WC, 372' mud + 930' wtr. no press
#3 (Hunton) 14,175-260. 5000' WC, op 20, SI 60, !
op 90, SI 120, rec 5000' we, 90' mud, ISIP 6904 ,/
IFP qOl1, FFP 2220, FSIP 6849, IHP 6821, FHP
6739, BHT 254 I
TD 14,640 - Logs to 14,644 [
2nd Run; 11,8oo-14,64~
(DI, SFL, GRL, NL/FDC-GRL, CWL, HDT) I
BHT 262 I
CtBP 11,B26 capped w/cmt to 11,817 (cont'd)
l? ..· ..... ,;-·i:.:RT'Y :'»- ()CG~
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lOG TOPS~ (KB lq17)
(1-16-80) 2 7/8" Tbg w/PSA 11,339
PERF (Morrow) 16/11,478-486 20/11,442-452
16/11,412-420. 2500 GA (7~%l + 60 ball
sealers, Max BP 3300, AlP 3200 @ 4 BPt1, ISIP
2~00, 2050/5 mins, 1950/10 mins, 1800/15 mins
(132 BLWTR). 5/71 BLW + 50-75 MCFGPD/9 hrs,
SITP 1650/13 hrs
PERF (Morrow) 20/11,376-386. RBP @ 11,465
S/12 BFPH + 100 MCFGPD/5 hrs, SITP 1700/13 hrs
(2-1) Pull RBP. Set CIBP @ 11,470, Frac 50,000/1 sd +
30,000 gals Apollo-gel, Max TP 5550, ATP 5100 @
12 BPM (792 BLTR). PSA 10,831
PERF (Morrow) 10/10,949-958 40/11,004-024
26/11,056-069 20/11,104-114
5/47 BLW/4t hrs, rec NS. no treatment rptd
Pul I tbg & pkr @ 10,831. clap 10,400 w/P5A 9383
PERF (Cherokee) 10/10,048-058. 5/30 BLW,
SITP 1600/13 hrs. S/56 BF (25% cond)/5 hrs,
S/dry
PERF (Red Fork) 22/9957-63
5-4-41 lcont'd)





',[e 1U- 1&N- 17W
tOC SW S\,J SE NW
125 ! r.o 5
\oJ i I Iiams 1395 I I fR W
5/12 BF (25-50% cond)/3k hrs, SITP 1225113 hrs
1500 GA (7!%) + 25 bal I sealers
Max TP 3500, 5TP 3300 @ 4t BPI1, I SIP 2250
2200/l5 mins (100 BLTR)
F 10 BLW & died; s/88 BLW/7 yds, S/dry
SITP 3800/62 hrs.
Frac 52,000H sd + 13 ball sealers + 40,000 gals wtr,
tlax TP 5750, ATP 5500 ~ 11 BPM, ISIP 2850,
2750/15 mins (1019 BLTR). F 185 MCFGPD + 23 BF
(135% cond)/23 hrs, 16/64" TC, FTP 100-200
F 177 MCFGPD + 23 BC/24 hrs, 16/64" Te, FTP 125
Orlg Comp 12-23-79. No cores rptd
COMPLETED 4-15-80
Cherokee IPF 184 MCFGPD + 24 BO + 2 BW/24 hrs,
Gty 50, GOR 7667-1; Perfs 9957-10,058 OA
.. J SA't' f1?


















Figure 19 (cont'd). Hunton scout ticket, "Questionable DST"
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petroROM Well Report
Copyright 1998 by Petroleum Information/Dwights LLC































Final Status : GAS
Total Depth : 14644
Spud Date YYYYMMDD: 19790909
Comp Date YYYYMMDD: 19800415
Hole Direction VERTICAL
Init Lahee Class : D







---------------------- Additional Location Information






La ti tude (Bot)
Longitude (Bot)
Latitude & Longitude Source: USGS




Top Base Oil Rate
9957 9968 24 BO
10048 10058
Gas Rate Wtr Rte
184 MCFD 2 BW
FTP BHP Ck M BHT
F
------------------------------ Production Tests ------------------------------
Test Form Top Base Oil Rate Gas Rate Wtr Rte FTP BHP Ck M BHT
0001 402MRRW 11412 11486 75 MCFO S
0002 402MRRW 11376 11386 100 MCFO S
0003 402MRRW 10949 11386 U
0004 404CHRK 10048 10058 14 BC S
0005 404RDFK 9957 9968 6 BC S
0005 404CHRK 10048 10058
0006 404RDFK 9957 9968 20 BC 185 MUD 200 16 F
0006 404CHRK 10048 10058
0007 404RDFK 9957 9968 23 BC 177 MCFD 125 16 F
0007 404CHRK 10048 10058
PDT Treatment
Test Top Base Volume Meas Amount Tip PSI Inj Type Nbr Agent Add
0001 11412 11486 2500 GALS 4 ACID
0003 11376 11386 30000 GALS 50000 LBS 12 SGFR SAND
0006 9957 10058 1500 GALS 5 ACID
0006 9957 10058 40000 GALS 52000 LBS 11 SWFR SAND
Note: There Are Detail Perforations Associated With These Production Tests
Figure 20. Petroleum Information (PI) data of a "questionable" Hunton DST, continued.
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II? TEST-O & G












------------------------------- Formation Tests ------------------------------
Hydrostatic Flowing Shut In Open Cush
Test Type Form Top Base Init. Final Init. Final Init. Final Time Arnt
0001 OST 269HNTN 14112 14160 4662 4662 4718 2H 5000
0002 DST 269HNTN 14175 14222 5222
0003 uST 269HNTN 14175 14260 6821 6739 4011 2220 6904 6849 1H30M 5000
Pipe Recovery
Test Amount Unit Desc Amount Unit Oesc Amount Unit Oesc
0001 5000 F'T WB 90 FT M
0002 5222 FT WB 372 FT M 930 IT W


























































ft Deg Min Footage
State County
Code Code
------------------------- Actual Bottom Hole Narrative -----------------------
---------------------------- Drilling Narrative -----------------------------
Date Remarks
Figure 20 (cont'd). Petroleum Information (PI) data ofa "questionable" Hunton DST.
Upon first inspection of "formation tests", shut-in pressures appear to be those
ofa good test because the ISIP is slightly higher than the FSIP. After further
inspection, however, the initial flowing pressure (4011 psi) is observed to be
significantly higher than the [mal flowing pressure (2220 psi), indicating
limited reservoir extent, reservoir damage, or both. The ISIP (6904 psi) and
FSIP (6849 psi) are higher than the mud hydrostatic pressures of 6821 psi and
6739 psi, indicating leakage of mud around the packer, which could cause
inaccurate shut-in pressures. Approximately 90 feet of mud recovered in the
third DST and no fonnation fluid recovery is evidence of a low penneability,
damaged, limited, or depleted fonnation. In this case, no fonnation fluid
recoveries make detennination of accurate reservoir pressures questionable.
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Geographix., to minimize database size. Wells that partially or fully penetrate the
Hunton were identified using a query in PI database. County names within the study
area were entered into the PI database with a list of formation codes that correspond to
formations within the Hunton Group. Using this query method, more than 10,000 wells
with a Hunton top were identified in the study area (Plate 3). Hunton DSTs were
identified using the query system in PI by entering Hunton formation codes in the
formation test section of the query boxes. Within the study area, 798 wells with DSTs in
Oklahoma and 118 in Texas were identified, Plate 3. Several DST intervals had no
associated pressures.
Formation tops were included in the PI data. Formation tops in PI are
estimations by the well operator and should be avoided when possible (Jeanne Allen,
Devon Energy, 1999, personal communication). For purposes ofcreating isopach maps
ODS tops were available for all counties within the study area except Blaine, Caddo,
Canadian, Grady, Kingfisher, Major, and Woods counties. In constructing thickness
maps with Geographix, the ODS tops were given priority over PI tops. GDS data only
for the Woodford, Hunton Group, Sylvan, and Viola formations were imported from a
"dummy" project into the Hunton project.
The method of computer contouring, called interpretative contouring, (Jones and
Hamilton, 1992) was used to map the Hunton Group. "This method allows the
incorporation ofthe geologist's interpretation and experience, plus regional information.
Interpretative contouring allows use of geologic license, with no inherent assumptions of
constant slope, constant spacing, etc" (Jones and Hamilton 1992, p. 1). Amsden (1975)
produced many Hunton maps that demonstrate the inconsistent nature (thickness for
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example) of the Hunton Group in the subsurface. Gayle Riggs, geologist with Devon
Energy Corporation, emphasizes the interpretative nature of geology in that different
interpretations may honor the same data (1999, personal conununication).
The best computer contour maps of the Hunton thickness, on a regional scale, are
produced using a variably spaced grid. Unlike a hand-contoured map, a computer-
contoured map is generated from grid nodes, not original observation points. Grid nodes
are approximations of the observation points. By default, Geographix computes a square
grid. For sparse data, distribution that is not equidistant in all directions, this default grid
may be too general. \\!ben using a default parameter, such as grid spacing, it is common
to see a closed contour where there is no data. The default grid size calculated by
Geographix was approximately 9300 feet in the "x" and "y" direction. However, most
of the maps (thickness maps and permeability index maps) in this study were made using
a grid size of7500 feet in the x-direction and 9000 feet in the y-direction.
The north-south rectangular grid size biased the computer generated contours to
coincide with the north-south erosional patterns on the Hunton that are evident on the
Woodford Shale paleodrainage map, Figure 21 (Howery, 1993, p. 81). Hunton tops
were contoured with a square grid to express Hunton regional strike and dip (Plate 5).
The gradient map (Plate 9) also was contoured using a square grid (9300 by 9300 feet) to
emphasize the pressure gradient that increases basinward. All computer-contoured maps
were visually modified to better honor data trends.
The gridding technique used to contour aU Hunton maps is called minimum
curvature, "an iterative solution based upon a continuous, localized polynomial to




Figure 21. Woodford Shale paleodramage shoWIng areas >25 feet thick and Hunton dolomite porosity tillrway (Howery, 1993, p. ~O).
installation and technical reference, 1994, p. 6-6). An explanation of this technique is
beyond the scope of this study. From an empirical standpoint, however, this gridding
method was most representative of hand-contoured geological maps of the Hunton by
Howery (1993. p. 78, 80) and Amsden (1975).
Pressure-Depth Plots and Gradient Map
Analysis of pressure architecture within the Hunton begins by plotting reservoir
pressures against their depth below the surface (Puckette, 1996, p. 46). The base
measured depth of the DST interval was used as the depth to measured pressure.
Common gradients for subsurface fluids are shown in Figure 22 (Dahlberg, 1995, p. 99).
The normal hydrostatic gradient of water with a total dissolved solids (TDS)
concentration of 100,000 parts-per-million (ppm) is 0.465 pounds-per-square inch (psi)
per foot (ft). An Wlfiltered plot of over 1,000 DST intervals within the Hunton showing
a significant percentage of pressu res that plot below the normal hydrostatic gradient of
0.465 psi/ft is represented in Figure 23. Reasons for these abnormally low pressures
may be erroneous data, reservoir depletion, and naturally underpressured reservoirs.
Filtered Hunton DSTs with formation fluid recoveries plot closer to a straight
line, Figure 24, than the unfiltered data in Figure 23. The filtered P-D plot represents
pressures from more permeable rocks that are less likely to be rapidly depleted compared
to lower permeability formations. The straight-line correlation near the 0.465 psi/ft
gradient suggests predominantly hydrostatic conditions and hydraulic continuity in the
Hunton. Hydrodynamic conditions would show up as a deviation from the hydrostatic
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Figure 22. Pressure M depth gradient plot for common subsurface fluids
(Dahlberg, 1995, p. 99).
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Figure 24. P-D Plot of DST pressures with formation fluid recoveries (filtered data).
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upward flow within the formation; a steeper slope below the hydrostatic gradient would
indicate downward flow.
Plate 9 is a pressure gradient map constructed using DSTs with adequate
formation fluid recoveries. If a DST had multiple test intervals, then the largest pressure
gradient was used to represent the gradient at that longitude and latitude. Ideally,
pressure gradients should be plotted in three-dimensions. The gradient map shows
higher pressures in the deep Anadarko basin, and lower pressures in the shallow shelf.
Dahlberg (1995, p. 161-163) stated that 0.465 psi/ft is the recommended fluid
gradient for an average salinity ofthe water column above the point of interest. The
actual average regional fluid gradient is impossible to determine, and it is rarely the case
not to use a general fluid gradient such as 0.465 psi/ft (Dahlberg, 1982, p. 164). General
fluid gradients will vary depending on the overall salinity of formation water in a
hydrogeologic unit. The Hunton Group was treated as a single hydrogeologic unit acting
as a confined aquifer, overlain by the Woodford Shale and underlain by the Sylvan
Shale. On a basinwide-scale over geologic time, considering the Hunton as a single
hydrodynamic unit is a valid assumption, as shown in similar studies by Toth (1980).
Salinity in the Hunton Group is assumed to average 100,000 ppm TDS and 0.465 psi/ft.
Close agreement of plotted pressures-depths with the 0.465 psi/ft slope confIrms the
validity of using a 0.465 psi/ft average fluid gradient.
Potentiometric Surfaces
An average fluid gradient is necessary to calculate potentiometric elevation
(Dahlberg, 1995, p. 161); the elevation fluids would rise in an open hole in the absence
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of drilling mud. The potentiometric map is a map of fluid potential energy. Just as a
ball on a table has more potential energy than a ball on the ground., a tall column of fluid
has more potential energy than a short column. To obtain a true measure of the fluid
potential, one needs to measure the elevation to which a column of fluid would rise in a
well that penetrates a confined aquifer. A confined aquifer is bounded above and below
by impermeable strata. For the potentiometric surface to have any validity, it must be
from the same hydrogeologic unit or aquifer. Arrows drawn perpendicular to the
potentiometric contours are an indication of the direction ofgroundwater flow.
Groundwater flows from a high hydraulic head (potential) to a low hydraulic
head. A contour map of hydraulic heads is a potentiometric surface. "The concept of
potentiometric surface is only rigorously valid for horizontal flow in horizontal aquifers.
The condition of horizontal flow is met only in aquifers with hydraulic conductivities
that are much higher than those in the associated confming beds." (Freeze and Cherry,
1979, p. 49). Hydraulic head is a function of the pressure head plus the elevation head
and has dimensions oflength (L) measured in units of feet (ft) above a datum, usually
sealevel.
Equation 1: Hr = Hp + Hz
Hr = total hydraulic head, elevation of top of fluid column (L)
Hp = pressure head, height of fluid column above measured pressure (L)
Hz = elevation head, elevation of measured pressure in reference to a datum (L)
Freeze and Cherry (1979, p. 23) gave dimensions and common units for basic
groundwater parameters.
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If the pressure heads are the same and elevation heads differ, then fluid will
move from a high elevation head to a low elevation head, as the case with variable
topography and a horizontal aquifer ofinfmite extent. Moreover, if the elevation heads
are equal, fluid will move from high-pressure head to low-pressure head, such as, flat
topography of infmite extent and a tilted aquifer. Vertical distances are generally small
in comparison to horizontal ones so an aquifer of infmite horizontal extent is an accurate
assumption. Assuming a single-phase, constant-density, isothermal fluid groundwater
flow depends on total hydraulic head. For horizontal flow of an otherwise homogeneous
fluid, small variations in temperature and density will be dominated by variations in
head (Nicholl, 1999, personal communication).
In regard to Darcy's Law, King Hubbert (1940, p. 793) stated that "a liquid can
with equal facility be made to flow from a region of higher to one of lower pressure, or
from a region of lower to one of higher, quite arbitrarily." Hydraulic head is the driving
force of groundwater flow shown in Darcy's experiment (Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p.





q Qspecific discharge of fluid through cylinder, measured in length/time (LIT)
A
Q = total discharge (L3IT) and;
A = cross sectional area ofcylinder (L2)
K = hydraulic conductivity, function ofperrneability and fluid viscosity, units (LIT)












A circular cylinder of cross section A is filled with sand, stoppered at each end,
inflow and outflow tubes at each end, and a pair of manometers. Water fills the
tube and saturates the sand until the inflow rate Q equals the outflow rate Q.
where:
z = 0 is an arbitrary datum elevation,
61 is the distance between manometers,
z1 and z2 are elevations of the manometer intakes,
P1 and P2 are the pressures at the manometer intakes, and




Darcy's Law can be expressed, where (K is hydraulic conductivity, a function of the




Figure 25. Darcy's Experiment, the above relationship is true for all angles of theta,
adapted from Freeze and Cherry (1979, p. 15-16). Note the column of
water above P2 is greater than the column above PI, indicating that flow
is from a low pressure (PI) to a high pressure (P2).
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h = hydraulic head (elevation of fluid levels) and;
I ;::;:. distance between manometer intakes
"Darcy's Law is valid for groundwater flow in any direction in space" (Freeze
and Cherry, 1979, p. 16). The specific discharge, q, has the dimensions of velocity or
flux and is sometimes known as Darcy velocity or Darcy flux. The specific discharge is
an easily measured macroscopic velocity that is an average of microscopic velocities of
the groundwater flow paths within the rock matrix (Freeze and Cherry, 1979, p. 17).
The microscopic groundwater velocities are most likely impossible to measure. Darcy's
Law is not limited to only formation water. Hubbert (1957, p. 47-48), in reference to
Klinkenberg, (The permeability ofporous media to liquids and gases, 1941) shows that
at reservoir pressures greater than 300 psi, gases obey Darcy's Law.
In practice, the total hydraulic head, HT, is calculated from pressure





Hr total hydraulic head, elevation to which fluids rise in the well (L)
P = pressure from DST (highest SIP), Ibs/in2 or psi, force per unit area (FIr.')
gradP = Dwg static pressure gradient (0.465 psi/ft) 100,000 ppm TDS water, (F/I}/L).
D w = density ofwater throughout fluid column and;
g = is acceleration of gravity
Z == (Zsur - Zdep), elevation head relative to sea level at measured pressure, feet, (L)
Zsur = surface (kelly bushing, derrick floor, or ground) elevation and~
Zdep = below surface, OST base measured depth ofDST interval
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The elevation to which fluid rises in a well is dependent on the pressure at the
point ofentry and on the fluid density. Less dense fluids will rise higher because a
greater amount of fluid is required to balance the internal pressure. The tenn gradP is an
average pressure gradient, 0.465 psi/ft, ofthe fonnation fluids for a brine of 100,000
ppm TDS (total dissolved solids). The constant quantity, g, can be removed from the
above equation so that the total hydraulic head, Hr, serves as a practical approximation
of fluid potentialllJ, (Dahlberg 1995, p. 134). Appendix C is a proofby Hubbert at the
request of Dahlberg, (1982, p. 135-136) that demonstrates the difference between fluid
pressure (P) and fluid potential (llJ). Cross sections of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
conditions are shown in Figure 26 (Dahlberg 1995, p. 134, 135). H"" hydraulic head of
water in these figures, is the same as the total hydraulic head, Hr, discussed previously.
A Potentiometric map (from DST pressure data of the Hunton Group) was
constructed using the fo llowing steps.
1) The highest shut-in pressure (SIP) of a "quality" test (DST pressure near true
formation pressure) and the base measured depth of the DST zone was input into
Dahlberg's Equation (Equation 3) where Hr (total hydraulic head) relative to sea
level is the unknown being solved, P is the highest SIP for any given well location,
GradP is 0.465 psi/ft, and Z is the subsea elevation of the pressure gauge. A
spreadsheet was used to carry out these calculations, (see Appendix B).
2) A comma delimited ASCII file was constructed using selected spreadsheet data. The
ASCII file consisted of three data columns (longitude, latitude, and Hr) that were
imported into GeoGraphix and plotted. Hr values were compared by overlaying an
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Figure 26. Cross section of hydrostatic and hydrodynamic conditions and their
relation to the potentiometric surface (Dahlberg, 1995, p, 134-135),
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block as most representative of the original hydraulic head. The purpose of this step
was to remove low hydraulic heads from depleted reservoirs. One township (6 miles
by 6 miles) was used as a grid block in which to choose the single highest Hr.
3) The highest hydraulic head values, highest Hr, were hand-contoured using geologic
interpretations (assumes variable slope contours and data spacing). Extremely high
values of hydraulic head (see Figure 4) were assumed to be compartmentalized. thus
having a minimum effect on the regional potentiometric surface.
Closely spaced contours (areas with steep hydraulic gradients) in the hand-contoured
potentiometric map Plate 10 and Figme 34, may indicate low-permeability zones that act
as barriers to flow, discussed in Chapter IV.
Permeability Index
John Forster of IHS Energy (1999, personal cornmunicat ion) suggested a method
of using DSTs to construct a map showing the intrinsic tlowcharacteristics of reservoir
rocks. Jason Hamilton (1999, personal communication) suggested the tenn permeability
index to name Forster's method. Forster's idea has the advantage of removing the <time
factor' in a DST, which is the time a DST was perfonned relative to reservoir
production. In heavily developed reservoirs, DST pressures show signs ofdepletion,
making prediction of original reservoir pressures difficult. A potentiometric map
requires near original reservoir pressures to calculate original hydraulic heads to predict
where petroleum accumulations may exist.
A permeability index map is a ratio of the highest flowing pressure to the highest






differences between the flowing pressures and the shut-in pressures furthermore reflect
the penneability of the formation itself (Dahlberg 1995, p. 23). In highly permeable
formations, the flowing pressure will be close to the shut-in pressure. Conversely, in
low- permeability formations the flowing pressure will be significantly lower than the
shut-m pressure. For the most part, this relationship holds true because of the mechanics
ofa OST, explained in terms of borehole damage (Appendix A).
Van Everdingen (1952, p. 47) stated that the effect of a reduction in permeability
immediately around the borehole, due to the skin effect, is proportional at all times to the
rate of production from the fonnation. Hence, even in the worst-case scenario, the
FP/SIP ratio should remain the same, whether borehole damage exists or not.
Furthermore one would expect that this ratio would remain nearly the same whether the
reservoir is depleted or not. Precautions, however, were still applied to guard against
assuming higher permeability indexes in areas that are known to have moderate
permeabilities. Inaccuracies in pressure-gauge measurements at Jaw pressures may
justify these precautions.
Two permeability maps were constructed using GeoGraphix: I) an Wlfiltered
map of all the DST data with flowing pressures (FP) and shut-in pressures (SIP) that
could be used for a FP/SIP, and 2) a filtered permeability index map, with pressures
lower than an arbitrary value of500 psi with FP/SIP ratios above OJ removed from the
mapped data set. Both maps are shown as Plate 11 and Plate 12. The map of filtered
data, Plate 12, is a conservative estimate of permeability indexes. The ro bustness of
using this ratio, however, is shown by the fact that both penneability index maps appear
similar, even after over 100 points were culled to make the filtered map. In conclusion,
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using this ti.lter suggests that penneability index maps in the Hooton are relatively
W1affected by depletion pressures and from damaged boreholes. The penneability index











APPLICATION OF HYDRODYNAMICS TO EXPLORATION
IN THE HUNTON GROUP
Potentiometric Maps and Hydrocarbon Traps
Potentiometric maps are used to predict hydrocarbon traps. Closely spaced
contours on a potentiometric map may indicate decreasing permeability and a potential
trap. A trap is a dynamic system, explained by Roberts (1980, p. 218) as an apparatus
for creating an oil or gas deposit, not just for holding it. He identifies a hydrocarbon trap
as having the following six characteristics:
1. A trap is a paradox because it must leak to function as a trap.
..., A trap is a forced-draft, flow-through system.
3. A trap is a center of deep-water-discharge.
4. A trap is an active focal mechanism, not a passive, sealed, dead-end container.
5. A trap is a hydrocarbon separator, in a sense a filter.
6. A trap is an imperfect and hydrochemically noisy system.
The most important function ofa trap is to leak: water while retaining hydrocarbons
(Roberts, 1980, p. 217). Though traps have a similar function, not all traps are the same.
Identifying hydrocarbon traps in the Hunton is difficult. There are three types of










as a pinch-out or tnmcation ofpermeable facies against less permeable facies. (2) A
structural trap is the result of folding or faulting, (Dictionary ofGeological Terms, 1984,
p. 495, 499). (3) A hydrodynamic trap results from fluid movement and accumulation of
fluid potential energy lows associated with a stratigraphic or structural trap. Generally,
stratigraphic traps are more difficult to predict than structural traps in the Hunton
because stratigraphic traps are difficult to recognize on seismic logs. Hydrod)'1lamic
analyses may help locate these subtle stratigraphic traps.
Petroleum will accumulate in potential energy lows in a manner analogous to
mountain-water flowing to the potential energy lows of the coastal plain. The potential
energy low in the subsurface, however, usually will be at a higher elevation than the
potential energy high. For example, in a hydrostatic environment the potential energy
low for oil and gas, due to buoyancy forces, may be below the crest of an anticline in
which the oil-water contact would be horizontal (Figure 27). In a hydrodynamic
environment the potential energy low may be on the flank of an anticline, as in Figure 27
(Dahlberg, 1995, p. 44). Oil-water contacts are tilted in hydrodynamic traps. Internal
force imbalances will cause hydrocarbons to come to rest in areas of potential energy
lows that are surrounded by higher energy levels and/or impermeable hydrocarbon
barriers (Hubbert, 1953, p. 1957). Application of hydrodynamics to exploration of the
Hunton Group is not new.
Menke (1986, p. 19) in reference to Logsdon and Brown (Hunton. hottest play in
Oklahoma, 1967) stated that higher porosity dolomitic facies may have a water-drive
mechanism. Understanding water-drive mechanisms is accomplished by using
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Figure 27. Hydrocarbon traps in hydrostatic and hydrodynamic conditions
(Dahlberg, 1995, p. 44). Note tilting of oil-water contact.
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in some areas and other areas do not exist (Larson, 1988, p. 1043). Hill and Clark (1980,
p. 239) outlined several Anadarko basin producing trends: (1) east-Nemaha Ridge, (2)
north-truncation of Hunton in isolated erosional remnants, (3) ancient shelf break of
basin north of deep basinal axis where faulting caused by down-warping ofbasin created
linear pattern of structural traps through Roger Mills, Dewey, and Custer COW1ties, and
(4) near Amarillo-Wichita Uplift.
According to Hill and Clark (1980, p. 239) 43% of known hydrocarbon traps in
the HW1ton are stratigraphic and 57% structural. The majority of Siluro-Devonian
production to date is associated with rather well defined structural and/or truncation-
style traps. Yet the trapping mechanism in these settings depends to a large extent on the
development of particular depositional facies within the carbonates (Wilson et aJ., 1990,
p. 151). Recognition of these facies boundaries is critical to identifying Hunton
reservoirs. Wilson et al. (1990) used cores and electric logs to identify these facies; so
did AI-Shaieb et al. (1993).
Hunton Reservoir Models and Variations in Permeability
Various geologic models have been developed to predict Hunton facies.
Davis (1989, p. 65) developed a working model to illustrate Hunton porosity
development related to paleohighs. As sea level decreased in Early Devonian time,
Hunton limestone became subaerially exposed, enhancing porosity and increasing
dolomitization. The contoured gross Hunton porosity isopach map illustrates the strong
tendency of leached dolomite to be preferentially developed on structure (Ibid., p. 71).







thickness of confining units in relation to Hunton permeability index. By comparing
these thickness maps to the penneability index map, trends in permeability can be
correlated to areas of thicker Hunton and thinner Woodford Shale. Sylvan Shale is
thinner than the Woodford Shale, and thickness changes in the Sylvan are subtler and
more difficult to evaluate.
Associations ofHunton thickness with the permeability index map are most
pronounced in Roger Mills, and Dewey Counties (Plate 13). The highest penneabilities,
indicated with red in Plate 13, are associated with increasing Hunton thickness, most
likely paleotopographic highs. The Woodford Shale paleodrainage map, Plate 14 and
Plate 15, show a strong correlation between Woodford thinning and Hunton permeability
index in Ellis, Roger Mills, and Dewey Counties, further supporting the idea of
permeability being enhanced near paleotopographic highs.
Thinning ofthe Hunton with a decrease in permeability is a scenario for a large
hydrocarbon trap, known as the Sooner Trend (in Blaine and Kingfisher Counties).
Permeability decreases on the potentiometric map, Plate 17, are indicated as a steepening
of the hydraulic gradient (decrease in contour spacing). An increased hydraulic gradient
(closely space potentiometric contours) may indicate decreases in Hunton thicknesses, in
addition to facies changes. In fact, Menke (1986, p. 19) in reference to Logsden and
Brown, (Hottest play in Oklahoma, 1967) recommended mapping large areas of the
Hunton to recognize subtle geologic changes in thickness and facies. Transitions
between facies are commonly gradational and subtle (AI-Shaieb et aI., 1993a, p. 6).
Menke (1986, p. 62) in reference to a detailed study of Cheyenne Valley field in







thicks, but rather on the flanks." The flanks ofthicks may have been more higWy
dolomitized if they were near the freshwater and marine interface. Menke (1986)
developed porosity maps of zones within the Hunton using cores and density logs
calibrated to limestone of the total feet of density porosity greater than six percent. Six
percent is considered to be sufficient for commercial reservoirs.
Potentiometric maps overlain on structure maps have been used to predict
hydrocarbon traps, (Mike Lacey, Devon Energy, 1999, personal communication).
Similarly, the Hunton potentiometric map overlain on the permeability index map was
used to identify barriers to flow, seen as closely spaced contours (steepening hydraulic
gradient and permeability index), as in Plate 17. DaWberg (1995, p. 137) provided a
conceptual model for the effect ofa decrease in permeability on the potentiometric
surface (Figure 28). Oil and gas are trapped against barriers formed by abrupt decreases
in permeability, shown as a rapid shift in color from red to blue for example, in Plate 18.
Flow of formation fluids is predominantly to the north and east, where large
reserves of hydrocarbons accumulated in the Sooner Trend. Few hydrocarbon producers
are in the high permeability zones (red), unless structurally trapped. Most producers are
in the green to light blue areas and along the edges ofhigh permeability zones against
decreases in permeability (Blaine County and Kingfisher County), seen in Plate 18. On
a field scale, variations in the permeability index correlate with reservoir facies.
Integrating Reservoir Facies with DST PIessures
An example of integrating DST pressures with reservoir characteristics is
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Figure 28. Effect of decrease in permeability on potentiometric surface, seen in plane
view and cross section. Note steepening of potentiometric surface in low
penneability zone and flow perpendicular to contours, from high hydraulic
head to low hydraulic head (adapted from Dahlberg, 1995, p. 137).
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Hunton Group in the Cheyenne Valley field, Major County and mapped two Hunton
facies, Zone B-3 and Zone B-4 (Figure 29). Menke (1986) constructed facies and
porosity maps for these two zones that correspond with the Hunton PenneabiJity Index
Map, Figure 30, Figure 31, Figure 32, and Figure 33. Menke's orange intertidal zones
correspond to the green or light green areas on the permeability index map in Cheyenne
Valley field and are indicative of zones with good penneability and porosity. Brown and
blue subtidal areas on Menke's original maps correspond to light blue and dark blue
areas on the penneability index map in Cheyenne Valley field. Menke mapped several
zones within the Hunton section, whereas the Hunton was assumed to be one hydraulic
unit in the permeability index map.
The Hunton was treated as one hydraulic unit in the penneability index map by
choosing the highest penneabitity index in a multi-zoned DST (primarily because high
permeability zones are the zones of interest). Another limiting factor for construction of
the penneability index map is that most wells did not have multiple zoned DSTs.
Treating the Hunton as one hydraulic unit, however, is based upon the observation by
Toth (1980, p. 161) that in geologically mature drainage basins, the rock framework
tends toward hydraulic continuity. A three dimensional approach for mapping
permeability indexes would compare the low penneability and high permeability
intervals in multiple zoned DSTs. Such a study would be required when looking for
hydrocarbon prospects.
A more accurate correlation between Menke's maps and the permeability index
may be possible upon closer examination ofDST intervals in multiple zoned tests
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08T(S): 8492·8509,8612-66 ft
Prod Zone (Hunton): 8499 & 8503 ft
Cum Prod: Gas=0.116 BCF; Oil=?BBL
Figure 29. Electric Jog of Hunton Group in Cheyenne Valley Field with Upper
Zone 8-4 and Lower Zone B-3, adapted from Menke (1986).
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Figure 30. Upper Hunton Zone B-4 (Menke, 1986) compared to permeability index
map. Blue zone on Menke's map T. 22 N., R. 14 W. corresponds to blue
on the permeability index map. Orange and brown zones in Menke's map
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Figure 31, Upper Hunton Zone B-4 porosity map (Menke, 1986) compared to


















Figure 32. Lower Hunton Zone B-3 (Menke, 1986) compared to permeability index
map. Blue subtidal zones on Menke's map 1. 22 N., R. 14 W, and
T. 21 N., R. 13 W. correspond to blue on the permeability index map.
Orange intertidal zones in Menke's map 1. 22 N., R. 14 W. and
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Figure 33. Lower Hunton Zone B-3 porosity map (Menke, 1986) compared to
permeability index map. Green zones on the permeability index map
correspond to intertidal zones on Menke's porosity map.
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corresponding DST interval). Nevertheless, the permeability index map still compares
with Menke's (1986) individual facies maps, Zone B-4 and Zone B-3 (orange areas on
Menke's original map correspond to green area on the permeability index map), Figure
30 and Figure 32. Densely spaced DSTs, such as in the Cheyenne Valley field, yield
good correlation of rock facies and reservoir pressures. Porosity can be seen in thin
section from the Resource Investment Corporation (RICO) Davis No. 1 well near
Cheyenne Valley.
The RICO Davis No.1, is located just a few miles southeast of Cheyenne VaHey
field, in the Okeene NW field, Section 10, T. 20 N., R. 12 W., (South Major County).
This area has numerous DSTs. Using surrounding DSTs, the RICO Davis plots within
the green on the permeability index map. Thin sections made from a RICO cored
interval show dissolution and moldic porosity (Figure 34). Most of the moldic porosity
resulted from dissolution of fossil fragments. The reservoir in this interval is classified
as a dolowackestone, according to Dunham classification (Dunham, 1980). The
estimated FP/SIP for RICO (from examination of the color contours on the permeability
index map) is 0.5 and thin section porosity near 7%. Correlation ofrock facies and DST
pressures is good in this area.
Conversely, quality reservoir facies and pressure correlation is not possible in
areas of sparsely spaced DSTs as in the Conoco, Woman Going Uphill Well No. 1
located at Section 17, T. 13 N., R. II W. (SE Blaine County). Although this area is
green on the permeability index map (slightly more blue-green than the RICO location),
the Conoco Woman core is characteristic of a subtidal open marine facies, with no









Figure 34. Resource Investment Corporation (RICO) Davis 8578 feet, intertidal
facies Il, dolowackestone, baroque dolomite infilling vuggy porosity,
4Ox, continued next page.
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Figure 34 (cont'd). Resource Investment Corporation (RICO) Davis 8578 feet,
intertidal facies II, dolowackestone, moldic porosity from






Figure 34 (cont'd). Resource Investment Corporation (RICO) Davis 8578 feet,








Figure 35. Conoeo Woman 13,763 feet, subtidal facies ill, dolomudstone with




Figure 35 (cont'd). Conoeo Woman 13,763 feet, subtidal facies Ill, dolomudstone
with baroque infilling of mold, no porosity, 10Ox.
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area to determine whether subtle changes in the permeability index signify large
differences in porosity and penneability. No correlation of facies and pressures is
possible near the Conoco, Woman well.
Implications for Exploration
Producing zones are fOlUld within a wide range ofpermeability indexes. Average
permeability indexes ofproducing wells are less than indexes of non-producing wells,
0.407 compared to 0.447, implying that production is not from the rocks ofhigher
permeability. In fact, at most places the Hunton is a tight limestone with primary
porosity less than 3% (Brevetti et at, 1985, p. 3). Production can be established in
secondary porosity created by natural fracturing with a total porosity of less than 2%.
Drilling experience shows the Hunton to be primarily low permeability rock (George
Davis, Devon Energy, 1998, personal communication).
Within hydrocarbon traps, vertical and horizontal permeabilities may differ,
thereby affecting the fluid flow rate. For a functioning trap with deep-water-discharge,
the upward flow rate may exceed the lateral flow rate (Roberts, 1980, p. 220). Toth
(1980, p. 160) quoting Meinhold (1971) stated that numerous examples over the world
show that large accumulations exist in regions ofgroundwater discharge, accompanied
by geothermal and hydrodynamic anomalies that can be explained onJy as the results of
groundwater moving in open hydrodynamic systems. Rice et aI. (1988, p. 52) provides
geochemical evidence that gas from the Woodford Shale has migrated from the deeper
part of the Anadarko basin into the Sooner Trend.
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Exploration strategies may differ depending on proximity to the shelfor deep
basin. For example, the Anadarko Shelf is an ideal location for hydrocarbon
accumulation. Flow is primarily to the north and east, as shown by the potentiometric
map (Plate 10 and Figure 36). Flow up structural dip, and abrupt thiruring of the Hunton
produces conditions for petroleum to settle in a potentiometric low or quasistagnant
zone. On the other hand, caution must be used when predicting petroleum updip
because Hunton reservoirs may decrease in thickness updip or terminate (Tom Farrell,
1999, personal communication). An overall sea level regression, discussed in Chapter
II, would imply that the intertidal zone (highest porosity zone) moved basinward.
Reservoir thickness may increase basinward.
Permeability indexes may help determine reservoir location. The rate ofchange
of the permeability indexes is more important than their absolute value when identifying
flow barriers. In the absence of structural traps, hydrocarbon accumulations are found
along the boundaries between the higher permeability facies and low permeability ones
in the direction of regional groundwater flow (plate 18). Production in fields with high
permeability indexes (0.8) may be structUrally trapped as in Washita Creek and Buffalo
Wallow fields in Hemphill County, Texas (plate 18 and Plate 19).
An example ofusing hydrodynamics to identify stratigraphic traps can be seen
by reference to Cheyenne Valley field. A production map was combined with a
potentiometric map, permeability index map and Menke's (1986) facies map to show
producing trends in Cheyenne Valley field (Figure 37). Most of the producing wells in
Cheyenne Valley are along boundaries of low and high permeability facies, in T. 22 N.,
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Figure 36. Potentiometric surface in feet above sea level of the Hunton Group in the Anadarko basin.












Hunton permeability index and potentiometric Upper Hunton facies map with producing wells
map (C.I. =200 feet) with producing wells
INTEGRATION OF FLUID FLOW WITH GEOLOGY
Figure 37. Overlay of potentiometric map on penneability index map shows accumulation of hydrocarbons in zones of no flow
or hydrostatic conditions. Producers are along the boundaries of lower penneability and higher permeability facies.
Predominate flow is northeast suggesting hydrocarbons were flushed from the intertidal facies T21N R14W, updip.
permeability indexes, shown as a transition from green to blue across short distances.
The potentiometric contours shown in white indicate the flow direction.
Flow is perpendicular to the potentiometric contours and primarily to the
northeast in the direction ofregional flow, Moreover, potentiometric contours shown in
Figure 37 designate the shift in permeability from high to low. The potentiometric
surface is approximately 1000 feet above sea level in T. 22 N'. R 14 W. and is relatively
flat indicating no flow or hydrostatic conditions. The hydrostatic conditions coincide
with a petroleum accumulation in T. 22 N.• R 14 W. Toth (1980. p. 160) stated that a
correlation exists between the position ofpetroleum deposits and regional groundwater
flow patterns.
Hydrocarbons are associated with low or nonexistent lateral hydraulic gradients
combined with saddles or closed minima of fluid potential explained by Toth (1980).
Oil and gas fields have been found associated with, ascending limbs and stagnant zones
of groundwater flow in the following regions discussed by Toth (1980. p. 142. 158.
160): Caspian region (from Bars et aI., 1961, Fig. 2. p. 652), Persian Gulf (from
Chiarelli, 1973. Fig. 100, p. 177), and Devonian I Hydrogeologic Group Red Earth
region. northern Alberta, Canada (Toth, 1978. figs. 16 and 30). Hitchon (1971, p. 675)
stated that in quasistagnant regions where gravity segregation is effective, petroleum will
tend to accumulate.
Significant trends in production are seen in the P-D plot. Figure 38:
I) depleted reservoirs.
2) a gap in producing wells with DSTs at 7.000 to 8.000 feet,
3) lower production between 10,000 and 13.000 feet. and
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Figure 38. Note depletion at 8·9,000 feet, gaps in DST data (esp. at 7,500 ft),
hydrocarbon dead zone between 10-13,000 feet, and overpressuring
and compartmentalization between 17-18,000 feet.
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4) overpressured compartmentalization ofwells in the deeper basin
Smith et al. in the Shale Shaker (1999, p. 95) states that a carbonate 'dead zone' is
present in the Hunton between 10,000 and 13,000 feet, from which production is
virtually nonexistent. Below 13,000 feet production increases substantially, at a rate far
beyond what gas compressibility would imply (Ibid., p. 96). Smith concludes that
increases in reservoir thickness with depth more than compensate for any porosity
decreases with depth. Al-Shaieb et al. (1993a) showed that porosity is related to
depositional environment and dolomitization and does not necessarily degrade with
depth. Dolomitized zones can have porosity up to 15% (Brevetti et aI., 1985, p. 3).
The Hunton in the deep Anadarko appears to be slightly underpressured, except
for local overpressured compartments (Figure 38). The average pressure gradient in the
Hunton plots closer to a freshwater gradient of 0.433 psilft than to a brine gradient of
0.465 psi/ft (l 00,000 ppm total dissolved solids). USGS Water Resources Investigations
Report 86-4355 lists numerous Hunton wells with TDS roncentrations in excess of
100,000 ppm TDS. Many oftbese TDS concentrations above 100,000 ppm are from the
Anadarko shelf, not from the deep basin. TDS concentrations in the deep basin may be
lower than concentrations in the shelf.
TDS concentrations of waters in the shelf margin are commonly above 100,000
ppm (compared to concentrations in the deeper basin that may be below 100,000 ppm).
Observation by Roberts (1980, p. 219). of basins worldwide, suggest that hydrocarbon
traps are zones of deep-water-discharge and likely to have higher TDS concentrations.
Concerning the Hunton, petroleum accumulations not explained by lateral flow may, in
fact, be explained by upward flow of formation water from deeper Hunton strata
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Demonstration or dismissal of this idea is subject to another report and would require a
three-dimensional transient analysis ofthe Hunton.
Pressures within the Hunton are normal to subnormal and plot along a straight
line with the exception of local compartmentalized overpressured zones deeper in the
basin. Most of the reservoir depletion from production occurs in the upper shelf margin,
shown by the P-D Plot (Figure 38). Locations ofmajor Hunton oil and gas fields are
shown in Plate 4 and Plate 19. Actual production in the Hunton Group is difficult to
estimate because of nwnerous multiple perforated zones in the Sooner Trend.
Hunton wells in the deeper Anadarko basin in Oklahoma and the Texas
Panhandle mostly are perforated in single zones. Smith et al. (1999, p. 96) stated that
the perforated-to-saturated thickness ratio decreases with increasing reservoir thickness,
implying that increased perforation intervals in the deeper Hunton could improve
production. Of42 Hunton fields evaluated by Smith et al. (Ibid., p. 91) there are 672
single Hunton completions and 458 connningled completions.
Most production in the Hunton comes from doIomitized Henryhouse- Haragan---
Bois d'Arc strata (AI-Shaieb, 1999, personal conununication). Howery (1993, p. 77, 79)
used the term 'dolomitic fairway' to describe these zones ofdolomitization within the
Hunton (Figure 14 and Plate 20). Howery stated that 80% ofHunton oil and gas
production comes from the uppermost 100 feet of the Hunton in the dolomitic fairway
which he defines as a "continuous NE-SW trending band, nearly orthogonal to the basin
axis, that contains Hunton reservoir porosity, not specific to any formation, and where
the dominant lithology is dolomite rather than limestone." Amsden (1975, p. 56) stated
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that many oil and gas reservoirs in Upper Ordovician and Silurian rocks in western
Oklahoma and the Texas Panhandle are porous dolomites.
Amsden emphasized, however, that not all Hunton porosity is associated with
dolomite as shown by porosity in the low~magnesium limestones of the Frisco
Fonnation of Early Devonian age. Porosity in Lower Devonian limestones is primary
porosity whereas porosity in some of the Silurian dolomites is related to diagenetic
events (Ibid., p. 56). The Hunton rocks that Amsden tested range in porosity from near
zero to ahnost 20%, and have a penneability range of three orders of magnitude, from
less than 0.1 to 211.28 mel, millidarcy's (Amsden, 1975, p. 59).
Hydraulic Continuity of the Hunton Group
The straight-line plot on the P-D graph and the continuous nature cfthe
potentiometric map suggest hydraulic continuity within the Hunton over geologic time.
The P-D graph is characteristic ofpredominantly hydrostatic conditions. According to
roth (1987, p. 49) hydrodynamics is based upon the observation that in geologically
mature drainage basins the rock framework is hydraulically continuous. In the Anadarko
basin, there appears to be two unique flow regimes: the underpressured deep basin and
the normally pressured shelf margin. The saddle-like nose extending from east to west
on the potentiometric map (Figure 36 and Plate 10) approximates the boundary between
the shelf margin and the deeper basin. Observations suggest that the Hunton in the
northern Anadarko shelf: because ofkarstification., is more hydraulically continuous than
the deeper basin.
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Pressure declines on the P-D graph (Figure 23, Figure 24, and Figure 38) indicate
that the Hunton in the northern Anadarko shelf is being depleted. This is interpreted as a
sign of good hydraulic continuity. Matthews (1992) confirmed karstification in the
northern shelf in core and reservoir fluid recoveries. Permeability development
suggested by the permeability index map shows two distinct fairways ofpermeability
that correspond to producing fairways. The main producing fairway trends SW-NE from
the Mills Ranch field in Wheeler County Texas to the Sooner Trend area in Major and
Kingfisher Counties (Plate 19). The second producing trend is more E-W on the
northern shelf, in Harper and Woods Counties and includes fields such as Lovedale and
Hopeton North (Plate 19). Porosity in these areas is more related to karstification of the
Chimney Hill Formation than to dolomitization, as discussed by Matthews (1992). The
regional producing trend corresponds with the dolomitic fairway shown in Plate 20 and
with known intertidal facies and good permeability. This trend contains the top 10
Hunton reservoirs according to Howery (1993 p. 77).
An accurate hydrodynamic analysis is dependent on detailed geological data.
Davis (1991, p. 127) stated: "Fluid movements are detennmed by the geology and by
the physical state of the fluids themselves. A good hydrodynamic analysis is absolutely
dependent upon a good geological model. Hydrodynamic analysis provides a method of
integrating the geological data by evaluating the interaction between different
components of the geological model and migrating fluids." Distinguishing between the
effects of geology and the intrinsic characteristic of fluids on their movement helps
predict where the largest hydrocarbon accumulations are likely to be found (Figure 39).
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Figure 39. Hunton dolomite porosity fairway, structure on top of Hunton, and Hunton oi
l or gas fields (Howery, 1993, p. 80) and




potentiometric surfaces. Hitchon (1969a, 1969b) discussed the effect oftopography and
geology on the flow of fluids in a sedimentary basin.
The Hooton dolomite porosity fairway map (Howery, 1993, p. 80), overlain on
the potentiometric map (Figure 39) shows the relationship between geology, fluid
migration, and hydrocarbon accumulation. The average elevation of the Anadarko basin
goes from near 3000 feet in the western basin (Texas Panhandle) to less than 1500 feet
in the eastern basin. Migration of fluids in the northern shelf may be more influenced by
topography than pressure. Flow is to the east in the direction of decreasing topographic
elevation in the Hunton of the northern shelf.
The depletion of the upper shelf margin is characteristic of a hydrogeologic
system in equilibrium with surface pressures. Overpressured compartments in the
deeper basin, seen in structural traps, may reflect pressures corresponding to
paleotopographic highs (Wichita Mountains). Petroleum accumulations in the deeper
basin are more influenced by pressure or other variables. Likewise, Hutasoit (1992 p.
131-132) in a study of the Illinois basin, concluded that topography might control the
shallow system whereas other variables control the deeper system. In addition, he
reported that the deep system is underpressured. Understanding the pressure architecture




A hydrodynamic evaluation of the Hunton offers an explanation for petroleum
accumulation, especially in areas of subtle stratigraphic traps. The geologic study of
Cheyenne Valley Field (Menke, 1986) is an example. Hydrodynamics can be integrated
with reservoir facies and porosities. Maps of supratidal, intertidal, and subtidal facies by
Menke (1986) directly correlate to variations in hydraulic gradients in potentiometric
maps and permeability variations calculated from drill stem tests (OSTs). Furthermore,
by overlaying a potentiometric map on a permeability index map, hydrocarbon migration
and entrapment may be predicted. On a potentiometric map and permeability index
map, closely spaced contours indicate barriers to flow.
An example of using hydrodynamics on a regional scale is shown by combining
the production map by Howery (1993) with the potentiometric map and the permeability
index map. Results show that high permeabilities calculated from DSTs correspond to
the Hunton dolomitic fairway (major producing trend). Production, however, is not
necessarily from the more permeable zones within this trend. In fact, geochemical
evidence shows that hydrocarbons migrated updip, from the deep basin (Rice et al.,
1988, p. 52), and were trapped against the less permeable Hunton carbonates of the
eastern shelf margin. Typically, production comes from zones of less than six-percent
porosity and areas of low flow or hydrostatic conditions.
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The following have been concluded based upon a hydrodynamic study using drill
stem test (DST) pressures in the Hunton Group of the Anadarko basin:
1. Hydrodynamics is helpful in predicting hydrocarbon migration in the Hunton.
2. Flow of fluids in the Hunton Group is primarily north and east in the Anadarko.
3. Petroleum reservoirs tend to be associated with hydrostatic conditions.
4. Potentiometric maps help identify stratigraphic and structural traps, interpreted as
closed or partially closed potentiometric contours and steep hydraulic gradients.
5. The ratio ofhighest flowing pressure to highest shut-in-pressure is a relative index
that can be used successfully to represent actual rock permeability.
6. The permeability index map corresponds with permeabilities in the dolomite fairway
and the index predicts the higher permeabilities associated with karstification in the
northern shelf of the Anadarko basin.
7. Producing fields are on the flanks of Hunton paleotopographic highs.
8. Small changes in permeability have large effects on petroleum accumulations.
9. Topography on the shelf probably controls flow of formation fluids in the shelf, and
paleotopography and pressure probably controls flow in the deeper basin.
10. The combination of Hunton thickness maps, permeability index maps, and
potentiometric maps is useful for identifying facies boundaries.
Recommendations
For a robust understanding of hydrocarbon migration and occurrences, the
function ofhydrocarbon traps in connection with regional flow of formation fluids
should be given more consideration. In hydrocarbon traps, water saturated rock helps
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remove water (like a wick), which facilitates the separation and isolation ofoil and gas
(Roberts, 1980, p. 217). This exchange requires subswface flow of fluids. Hydrocarbon
separation is caused by abrupt changes in pressure, temperature, and salinity related to
the change in flow direction of water from lateral to upward. This study concentrated
primarily on lateral movement of fluids in the Hunton Group, but another study on
vertical movement of fluids may help explain more anomalies.
An exploration strategy using these ideas should help visualize the subsurface
environment in four dimensions - both spatially and temporally. A three-dimensional
mapping program developed by IHS Energy for the personal computer helps to view
geologic formations and production data in a block diagram that can be rotated on the
computer screen. Combining several time specific intervals of depletion pressures, for
example, would help to understand the interaction of rocks and fluids. John Forster of
IHS Energy is normalizing DST fluid recoveries so this data can be mapped; another
example ofhow fluid data from DSTs is useful in formation evaluation. Visualizing
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MECHANICS OF DRILL STEM TESTS
111
What is a Drill Stem Test?
A drill stem test (OST) is a temporary well completion designed to sample
formation fluid and to establish the possibility of commercial production (Dolan, 1957,
p. 318). The OST is completed in an open hole environment (uncased borehole filled
with drilling mud). A well may have had several OSTs intervals or zones that were
tested for commercial viability. A normal DST according to Johnston (1976 p. 1)
obtains the following data:
1) Permeability: The calculated permeability is the average effective permeability of the
formation to the actual fluid produced and a direct measurement of subsurface
reservoir pressures (core analysis gives absolute, not effective permeability).
2) Well Bore Damage: Pressure fluctuations induced by a DST can help to determine
well bore damage.
3) Reservoir Pressure: Static reservoir pressures are determined and used for other
calculations.
4) Depletion: If a pressure depletion occurs during the relatively short duration ofa
DST, then it is likely the reservoir is too small for commercial development.
5) Radius ofInvestigation: The removal offluid near the borehole in a DST provides
information for volumetric calculations and well spacing decisions.
6) Barrier Indications: Barriers may be detennined within the radius of investigation.
A graphical representation of the events during a typical DST is shown in the
pressure - time chart (Figure AI). Inaccuracies in pressure measurements can be
reduced or eliminated by examining the DST chart. Errors result from (1) reservoir
characteristics that prevent measurement of true reservoir pressures, (2) mechanical
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Two Flow Two Shut-In OST Chart
I
_ nUE INCAu.5ES----
Drill Stem Test Chart Components
1. Base Line - The base line is a horizomallint> scribed near the bottom of Ihe chart. This base line is
put on at the surlace at atmospheric pressure. The procedure for scribing this base line is outlined in
our Recorder Manlklls.
2. Pressure Lines - The pressure line increases from the base Hne vertically up.
3. Time line - The time line increases from right to left on all AK-l recorders. This is a horizontal line.
4. Going-In-Hole·Line. This is a line that measures the hydrostatic pressure of the wen bore fluid while
going in hole. This hydrostatic pressure increases from atmospheric at the surface to the maximum
hydrostatic pressure at bottom of the hole. This is marked point A. Initial Hydrostatic Fluid Pressure.
5. Initial First Flow Pressure - This is the point when the tool is first opened and the fonnation pressure
is flowing the rat hole mud into Ihe drill stem Labeled point B.
6. Final First Flow· After tool has been opened for the first flow period. This is the last point of the first
flow period. Labeled point C.
7. Initial Shut-in Pressure - This is the point at the end of the initial shut-in period. Labeled point D.
8. Initial Second Flow Pressure - After the tool has been opened for the final flow period this is the first
point on this final flow and is Labeled point E.
9. Final Second Flow Pressure.- After the tool has been opened for the final flow period this is the last
point on this final flow and is Labeled point F.
10. Final Shut-in Pressure - This is the point at the end of the fUlaJ shut-in pressure buildup curve labeled
point G. This is the point at which the tool is pulled loose.
11. Final Hydrostatic Fluid Pressure - This is the point where lhe packer is pulled loose and the recorder
is measuring the finaJ hydrostatic pressure and is labeled JX>int H. NOTE: There are occasions where
the final hydrostatic pressure is less than the initial hydrostatic pressure. The reason for this is that
the mud may have dropped in aJUlUlus dUring test. This mud will go into a low pressure zone
somewhere above the packer.
12. Coming-Out-Of-Hole-Line . This is recording the hydrostatic fluid pressure from a maximum at
bottom to atmospheric at the surface.
Figure AI: Example of DST chart with recorded events (Kopco Inc., DST Report).
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failures of the DST, and (3) alteration of the reservoir conditions by the drilling fluid
system (Puckette, 1996, p. 26). Pressure-time charts, however, are often unavailable.
The general stages in a DST are shown in Figure A2. The main stages ofa DST
include (l) the running in, (2) flowing period, and (3) shut-in period. Small variations in
gauge pressures are recorded as jagged lines on the far left and right ofthe pressure-time
chart (Figure AI). Each small segment 0 f the jagged line represent a segment 0 f drill
pipe that is being added (running in) or taken out (running out). As pipe is added
(running in) to the drill stem, the mud hydrostatic pressure increases and flows past the
ports on the side of the tool. The tester valve, ofFigure A2 part 1 is closed during the
nmn.ing in phase of the DST. Closing of the tester valve prevents the air or water (water
cushion) within the drill stem test tool from mixing with the drilling fluids. Wells
deeper than 8,000 feet use a water cushion to prevent the collapse of the drill stem from
increased mud hydrostatic pressure, as the tool is lowered (Puckette, 1996, p. 28).
When the formation depth is reached, a flexible rubber packer expands against
the side of the borehole and separates the hydrostatic mud column from the reservoir by
forming a seal. The tester valve is opened causing a pressure drop in the tool compared
to the fonnation pressure (Figure A2 part 2). The pressure differential causes formation
fluid to flow (flowing period) into the DST tool and up the drill stem. During this
flowing period fluid samples are collected and pressure gauges record formation
pressures. In Figure A2 part 3 of the DST, the tester valve is closed, trapping the fluid in
the chamber above it (shut-in period). The pressure within the closed tool builds up,
eventually reaching equilibrium with the pore fluid pressure of the isolated formation








Stages in a drill stem test consist of three main parts:
part (1) is running in,
part (2) is flowing period, and
part (3) is shut-in period.
Figure A2: Mechanics ofa typical DST (Dahlberg, 1995, p. 16).
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verification. When the DST is concluded, the packer is collapsed and the tool pulled out
(running out) with a sample of formation fluids.
In a typical DST there are three pressure regions: the pressure above the valve
assembly within the drill pipe, the recharging reservoir pressure below the valve
assembly during a close-in period, and the hydrostatic head of the mud in the annulus
(Halliburton Services Primer ofDST Chart Interpretation, Fulton, p. 10). Knowledge of
these pressure regions helps to evaluate the pressure - time chart, a continuous record of
the stages of a DST.
In a low permeability formation, the test may be terminated before reaching the
true formation pressure (Dahlberg, 1994, p. 17). In this case, the logarithmic pressure
buildup curve is used to predict the pressure if the well was shut-in indefinitely.
Recognition of high and low permeability formations is possible by examining the shape
of the pressure buildup curve (shut-in curve). Low permeability formations will
approach equilibrium along a curved path, whereas higher permeability formations will
have a more squared-off shut-in curve. Puckette (1996, p. 30-41) provided examples of
these curves and associated fluid recoveries. According to Murphy (1970, p. 8) many
buildup curves are unusable for extrapolation of static reservo ir pressure because of
insufficient closure resulting from very low permeabilities. Murphy (1970) provided
many practical DST chart interpretation techniques.
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Damaged Borehole and Permeability Indicators
According to Basic Formation Evaluation by Johnston (1976, p. 5) in the past,
low fluid recovery meant poor production potential. Many wells were abandoned
needlessly that may have been producers. Johnston (1976, p. 5) referencing van
Everdingen (1953 p. 198, 171) and Hurst (1953, B-6) has shown that some of these
abandoned wells were actually commercial producers requiring stimulation, such as an
acid wash. Johnston (1976, p. 5) defined well bore damage (skin effect or skin damage)
as a zone of reduced permeability immediately adjacent to the well bore; it is generally
the result of the mechanical action of drilling a hole in the formation. The net effect is to
reduce fluid entry into the borehole. The damage can be so extensive that it can even
prevent formation fluid production completely (Johnston, 1976, p. 5).
Though some degree of damage may occur, the pressures stiJl may be useful for
evaluation ofpermeabilities. Bredehoeft (1965, p. 34) quoting van Everdingen (1953 p.
173) explained the skin damage affect on fonnation pressure measurements. "The
volume of the fluids contained in a cylinder around the well-bore in which permeability
is reduced by mud invasion is small compared to the volume of fluids within the
drainage area ofthe well. It may therefore be concluded that any transient conditions set
up in this cylinder are short duration and can be neglected in the analysis. Hence, the
effect ofa reduction in permeability in this cylinder can be taken into account as an
additional pressure drop, proportional at all times to the rate ofproduction from the
formation. "
Since the reduction in permeability, in the above analysis by van Everdingen
(1953), is proportional to the rate ofproduction from the formation, the ratio of the
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flowing pressure (FP) to the shut-in pressure (SIP) should be constant regardless of
formation damage. Pressures are indicative ofpermeability changes near the borehole
and adjacent reservoir.
Pressure Variability near the Borehole
Pressure variability near the borehole is easier to identify from DSTs with two
shut-in periods and may result from borehole damage or mechanical failure of the DST.
All factors being equa~ the initial shut-in pressure (ISIP) and final shut-in pressure
(FSIP) should be close in value with the ISIP slightly higher than the FSIP. An ISIP
significantly less than the FSIP may be a result offonnation damage. If the FSIP is
greater to an extent that it closely approaches the mud hydrostatic pressure (HP), it is
likely one ofthe packers has collapsed (Dahlberg, 1995, p. 23).
Low capacity formations are susceptible to mud-leakage effect that may cause
abnormal pressures (DoIan, 1957, p. 319) or packer failure. If the hoIe is too irregular or
large for the packers to seat (seal), the drilling fluid will flow past them and fill the drill
pipe. An inadequate packer seal may be possible in fractured rocks. Test failures are
reported as "test failed." Packer failures are recognized by large volumes ofdrilling
mud and pressures near hydrostatic pressure (Puckette, 1996, p. 28, 30).
Marc Pearcy reservoir engineer with Schlumberger Well Services, said DSTs
completed by Schlumberger showed the ISIP was usually closer to actual reservoir
pressures than the FSIP (1998, personal communication). Pearcy stated this is a result of
volumetrics or the storage capacity of a cylindrical volume of rock around the well bore
to release fluids during a decline in hydraulic head. A pressure drop within the well bore
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induces this decline in hydraulic head and occurs after the packer is seated and the tool is
opened to atmospheric pressure or the water cushion. Less time is required for pressure
build-up during the initial shut-in time because the fIrst flow period is relatively short
and removes a relatively small volume of fluid around the well bore. The initial shut-in
time, therefore, is more likely to reflect original reservoir pressures.
The FSIP sees deeper into the formation on the condition that adequate pressure
build-up time is allowed for formation fluids to come out of reservoir storage and flow
into the well bore. Adequate time is required to replenish formation fluids that were
removed from storage in the frrst flow period. initial shut-in time and second flow
period. In low permeability wells even after a few days pressures may not build-up to
true formation pressures (Brad Thompson, Devon Energy, 1998, personal
communication).
Pearcy (1998) ofSchlumberger stated that supercharging ofa reservoir,
recognized by high ISIP compared to FSIP, is less important than volumetrics.
Supercharging is believed to occur during drilling and completion operations when the
hydrostatic head, plus pressure surges set up by pipe movement, induce a zone of
abnormally high pressures in the fonnation around the well bore (Bateman, 1974, p. 2).
The purpose of the fIrst flow period is to remove abnormally high pressures caused by
supercharging, stated Bateman. High pressures, previously attributed to supercharging,
may in fact be characteristic oforiginal reservoir pressures.
"Because experience has shown it difficult to obtain a stabilized mechanical
reading during the final shut-in build-up period, it has now become general practice to
take an initial shut-in build-up. The initial shut-in should be taken with a minimum of
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fluid flow from the formation. By so doing, there is a minimum amount of disturbance
to the formation and pressure will build-up to a maximum and stabilize in a minimum
length oftime." (Johnston, 1976, p. 8). The pressure build-up in the radius of
investigation around the well bore, says Johnston (1976, p. 9), is affected in three ways.
1) The higher the permeability and longer the time of flow is held, the larger the area of
influence by the test. 2) The greater the porosity or storage capacity of the formation the
smaller the area of influence. 3) The higher the fluid viscosity and/or compressibility,
the smaller the area of influence will be in the formation
Considerations for a Quality DST
Johnston (1976, p. 22) provided some statistics from several thousand DSTs
regarding initial shut-in periods. ISIPs held for 30 minutes, only 50% reached a
maximum static pressure (almost exclusively in high permeability, high pressure
formations). ISIPs held for 45 minutes reached a maximum static pressure 75% of the
time (in good permeability, good pressure fonnations). Those held for 60 minutes
reached a maximum and static pressure 92%. Consequently, Johnston (1976, p.22)
recommended as a rule of thumb a minimum of60 minutes be given to the ISIP time.
The general purpose of the flow period according to Johnston (1976, p. 22) is to
induce flow of formation fluid into the test tool in sufficient quantity to recover a
representative sample. 10hnston suggested that when the blow at the surface dies, it is
generally indicative that fluid entry at the bottom of the well has ceased, and
recommended shutting the tool in for pressure build-up. "One to two hours is suggested
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as being sufficient flow time to obtain an adequate sample ofreservoir fluid in most
instances" (Johnston, 1976, p. 23).
"As far as formation evaluation is concerned the final shut-in time is the most
important portion ofthe DST." (Johnston, 1976, p. 23). The resuhs of the flow periods
are reflected in the FSlP and hence the final shut-in time should be based on the length
of time of the flow period. Johnston recommended that for a good well (good blow and
flow of fonnation fluid to the surface) that final shut-in time be one half the flow time
and regardless of the surface or flow reaction the shut-in time should never be less than
30 minutes. On an average well (blow but no flow) [mal shut-in time should be at least
the same as the flow period. lfthe DST showed poor flow characteristics indicated by
the blow dying during the open flow period the [mal shut-in should be at least twice the
open time. DSTs from scout tickets in Dewey County, for example, are in general
agreement with these guidelines (first flow time == 15-30 minutes open time, initial shut-
in time == 1 hour, second flow time == 1-2 hours, [mal shut-in time = 2-3 hours on
average), an example is shown in Figure A3. A helpful summary of the abbreviations
used in DST data is shown in Figure A4.
Assumptions for using Darcy's Law with Drill Stem Tests
Most equations in reservoir engineering describing fluid flow in porous media
originated from Darcy's Law, an empirical equation developed by a Frenchman, Henry
d' Arcy (Johnston, 1976, p. 2). Certain assumptions are intrinsic in Darcy's Law and
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10-3/4" 4082 950v~
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co.- Viers en-Cochran (RT) nolo. , U<. .--:=:-- . _
API NO 35-043-20648 PROV.N::E ~Petroleum(.....!.n,_formation~



























LOG TOPS: (KB 1961)
Tonkawa Sd 7840 (- 5879) Morrow Sd
Cottage Grove Sd 8470 (- 6509) Chester Lm
Hogshooter Lm 8690 (- 6729) Miss Lm
Cleveland Sd 9100 (- 7139) Woodford Sh
Oswego 1m 9600 (- 7639) Hunton Lrn
Red Fork Sd 9920 (- 7959) Sylvan Sh
Morrow Sh 10 550 (- 8589) TD
(1-7-76) SPUD w/ ti, 20" @ 110 w/ 10 yds
SPUD w/ RT 12-14-75, 10-3/4" @ 4082 w/ 950, Drlg 7963
Drlg 9931 (1-21) Drlg 10,891 (1-28) Drlg 11,435
Dr1g 11,960 (2 -11) Drlg 12,330 (2 -8)
@ 14.063 cond hole (2-25) @ 14,243 to DST
DST #1 Oiunton 1m) 14,235-243, pre op 15 mins,
SI 90 mins, re op 70 mins. rec 4030' SGCWC,
6684' SGCSW, ISIP 4966/90 mins, IFP 3164-3943
FFP 3987-4881, FSIP 4966/120 mins, IHP 7463
FHP 7216, BHT 2580
No Cores; Drlg. Comp 2-24-76
TO 14,685 - 01, CORL, GRL &CALP Logs.
DST (Strd) f~ (Morrow sd) 11,275-360. pre op 30 mins.
weak blow air, 51 60 mins, re op 60 mins, very






Figure A3: Example of Hunton scout ticket with DST, continued next page.
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DST 1/2 (Cant I d)
Rec 3000' wtr cush, 100' SGCM, ISIP 3163/60 mins,
IFP 1308-1329, FFP 1329-1329, FSIP 3011/120 mins


















bill. bbIa - barFat b_"
BCPO/llCPH - barre" 01 <:end.n..'. 0.' day""'u,
Bf·_oInuld
llH - botlorn _
BHC - bottom 1loIII_
llHFP - _l1oi. IIowtng pt'UA".
BliP· bottom _ pr....".
llH61P - boI1om _ IIlut In _II"'.
BHT • Ilollom hoi. ' lure
Bt.OPOIBtOPH ·balT.'s of load l)/1 oe' day"",""
8OfBOPDIBOPH • barrels 01 '""- dayl!>ou,
BPti - tlenall oe' how
BSWPDI8SWPH ........It of __Ie< per day/llOUr
IlIm - bottom
IIWl'DI!lWI'H - barrall 01_'... oe' dlIylbCKll'
CNJF - _led _luIe open 1_
CCM ·_le-aII mud 11ll'l1tCandan~'lllO'lo Mud)
CFG-...-_oIgu
cIll·-"
COF· _led ooen lIow...... ·_011
DC - dr!llc:ollar
DP· drIt Ilioe
CPM - dill p~ m...",.m.nl
CPU· drlII p10e unloaded
DST-d_mllll\
CST - (STROI' drlbtem I." "'/ ....del.. I>«k.~




F11 P • IInal hydroalllua pr...u,.
1m • fonnsllon
FP - "_ pnuur.
FSlp· _ shu! In _,.
FU·nIlUO
FW·_wata,
got - gallon. o.aons
Ge-_cutllll'lltGaa)
GeM • _ cui mud l'll'lIt G..,.r- Mud)
GCO - gee cut 011 (lll'llt Oasl' (tll'lIt 0lI)
OCSW .".. cu1 IOn _let 11ll'l1t Clu) • r- Sail WII..,
fJCW • _ CUI _II' (lll'llt 0111 • leo.. WI""
gu - _ In pipe (teported In ""1caI'MQ
GlP - _ In Ilioe I",ported In .ettiall ' ••q
GlhlCO·_ a mud cuI 011 (' _ OIQ '(2ll'l1t Mud & Gul
GIOCM • _ & 01 cut mud 12ll'l1t Ou & OIn - (8O'lb Mud)
GOA-_-oII11II1o
GSG • good Ihow g..
GSO -good _ 01 01
GSO&O - good IIWlw 01 011 & gu
GT8·gasto __
gty 'grhlIy
HOCM - _tr (ItIgfll)lgu cuI mud (4ll'l1t Gaol_ (8O'lb Mud)
HOCSW - h.avIIy (11lghly) II" cut sell wa'., 1_G..) _c_ Sl Wl'J
HGCW - "'hOy (Illghly) g.. cu1 """e' C_ On)' (8O'lIo WI'."
HOCM • hee.tIy (IIlg1llyl 011 cut ""'d 1_Oil)- (l101lo Mud)
HQCSW - h..vlly (I>lghlY! oU cut ..n "'al., ceO' 010 -I&ll'lIt Sl Wl'J
HOCW .1IuvtJy (IIlg1llyl 011 CU1 _I., cell'llt OIQ - (Ila.. WII."
HOIGeN .....vtJy (hIg hfYl 011 &ga. cut mud1_Oil & 0 ..) +(6Cl' Mud)
HP • hyd_11c pralOur.
hr· hOUf(oI
H2S • hydtogen IUlllda
IIo;y • hn'Y, h•••11y
HWCM· h.avII\I (l>lghlY! "",I., cu' mud 1_WlJ'J - (llll'llt Mud)
IFP • InlIIaI_ ",a...",




IPF InIllaJ IlOtenllal now
ISIP • initial o/lulln p,_u,.
loot eln: • l0oi dn:vlallon
MC - mud cuI (1ll'l1t Mud)
MCF· _cubic IHt
MCFOPD· _ cubic 'Ht 01 gu _ day
MCO - IBud cu, 011 (lll'llt Mud) • 1_ OI~
MCSW -muclcut __t.,(,ll'lIt Mud) -1_ S_ Wlr~
Mew • mud cui _I.r (10'll0 Mud) - 1_Wlq
md·_rd••
mcIy. muddy
min· n*1ute(11 or minimum
mud M - mud welghl
MSW-etudclyNlI_I_I'a.. Mud)'leo.. 8. WI'J
M1'S • mud 10 .urI...
WW· mudlty.olar(1ll'l1t Mud 1-r-Wl'J
NA-nol~
H<nS -no _10 ...-
NOB - nat bonom
N8·_ )
OB·llfIbo_
DC· 01 cut (lll'llt Of)
OCN • 011 CUI mud Illl'lIt 0lII'r- MucIl
OC8W. 01 out ... _1M (lll'lltOin 'ClIO'Io So Wl1~
OCW • 01 .... _Ie, (1ll'l1t Oln +r- WIT.)
OF,,·__ P<Jlanllal
0&11 ....&_
oaGeN - aU a _ cuI mud (20010 Oil & O"I-llIO' Mud)
O&GCSW· 011 & _cut selI_te,~01 & Gaol> (_ S. wtrJ
O&OCW'oI & _cut "",.... (20'10011 & Gaa'- (Ila.. WI,jQH._-
ClO'_.....-
,*n·oIlotelnll .. OUl
O&SW· 011 & _ ....,.. _ 011 & llOOI. San W.lo<\
OT8 - 01110 IUrl_
O&W • 001 & _Iv 160010 011 a 50'10 WOla.,
QZ - oWtCe
PD-_day
pe,m • _oabI.. oerm..1dlIy
DIU • pocket
ppm' parle _ m;mon
pr.-....... -......,..
P$A·"-""'al
R8SO . rolnbow 1_01 011 (1" 0111
.... ,-thIly
.... ...-j.d) (lIlg1
~ out • rev.,.. out
I'l"Ig • running
SCF . _dan! cubic ,_
SFP • M:andard now pr,,,U1'.
/JO·_g.. (lll'lItG.oj
SOle· o/l_lIu & oonda"..t. (lll'lIt 0 .. & ConcIJ
50&0· an_g.l& oil (1ll'l1tO.. &Oln
SG&W· __ & _,... (1ll'l1t 0 .. & Wa••.,
SOCM - IIlghlly lIM ad mud 15.. 0 .., -Ill'" M.ud)
lOCO· .lIghtly _ cui oIIlK Gaol -(IIR OIQ
SOCSW '1IIgh11y lIM cuI .....01., IS" GUI' raa.. S_ WI'J
SGCW . 1flG1\Ill' _ cui WIlle' I'" 0011 -(_ Wol..,
SGCWB . oIghlly _ cul ••,... blank.I Ill.. Gu) -I"" Wlr.)
SOCWC • oIIghllr lIM cuI Inter cu_ IK Gal + (8R Wl'J
Sl -.huJ In
S19HP . shut In baflom hole p'_'.
SIP - thvt In Pf'Ma.Uf.
Ill· oJght, .lIgfIUy
om-om'"
sao -oIaIn & odor
SO· 1_ 01 oIIllll'l1t OIq
~-o/l_o/olIa_(1ll'loO&QJ
SO&GCM ••llghtly oil & gal cuI mud ls.r. 0 a G) +18K Mud)
SOCM - sllghfty 011 cui onud (,.. 010 + Ill" Mud)
SOCSW ·lIIglltly oil CUI __Iar 15.. 0lIl- 185' S. WI,.)
SOCW - Illghlly 011 cut .1I\e< 15' OU) - 18'" WII.,)
SOCWB· oIg/llly 01 cut ..a l>Iankel(,.. OtQ -IllS.. WlrJ
SOCWC - oIIghlly 01 cut cu.hIon fh 011) _ 11510 WI,.)
apI- ample
1111 ch1Im . oampIa chambe'
SSG . oIlghl 011_ 8" C-'" Clu)
ssoao·aJgIllshowlJU a OlIIHoO & 0)
SSO - sllghlillow 01 (~OIIJ





SWISWTR • Mn WIll.'
swe......nwatt' cut mud
SWTS . a.H water 10 .urllce
dl•• tight
1I1d, 1I1g - '.II.d. 10"lng
TSTM • to arnaU to m•••ur.
VHGCM ...ry heavily (I>IghlYlII" cui muell51l' Qul-(1lO'IIl Mudl
VHGCSW •••ry helvlty (highly) g.. cut ..II_tar IIlO'IIl 000) -(all' S. Wlr.1
VHGCW • v.ry h.avtJy (I>Ighly1901 cut "'.10' C5ll'l1t Gul -151l' Wtrj
VHOIGCM • vary h••vIIy IhlghlY! o~ & II" 0U1 .all ","I.,
lsar. 0 & OJ - (1lO'IIl Sail Wa•..,
VHOCM • vary h.avtJy (highly) 011 cuI mud IIlO'IIl 011) -,_ Mud)
VHOCSW • ve<y heavily (highly) 011 cuI un ...111, (S01lo S. WI'J _ 15O'lIo Oill
VHOCW· vary h....Uy "'lghlyJ oU cui ","t., (1lO'IIl Oill- CIlO' W.'e~
YiK. . wiKOIit)'
.... -"""....
.,.oll •va'Y alight .l1gI\fty (2" 0< ,...)
VSGCM • ""'Y .lIghtly gaa tvt mud l~a.., _(811.. Mud)
VSGSW -"'Y IIlghlly g•• CU1 ..II ....' ... I~OU) _(~ s.. WU~
VSGCW .••ry ~11y gu CU1 ...10' (2'110 Oaa'- 1911... Wal.r!
V50aGCM ••ory oIlghfty 011 & g.. cui mud (~ 011 & G.I) _C9" Mud)
Y6O&GSCW -'.'Y llighfty on& g.. cut .0I1_le,(2'lIo0ll &Ou)-llIll..S. WI'.I
VSOCM • vary sllghlly oU cuI mud I~ Olll -(11", Mud)
VSOCSW - '.'Y IIlghlly 011 cuI san "",t., (2'110 Oil) -lll8'llo S. WI,.)
VSOCW •""'Y oIillhlly 011 cut ","I... (2'110 Ofll '18ll'11o Wit."
VSSG . vary .llghl .11"" gu I' 2" a.1l
VSSO - vary allghl ahovr 011 C- 2'110 010
WAB· ••ollalt_
we .••ter euahlon
weM - wei.. cut mud
WCO • wal., cul od
WCTS· ..Ie' ouohlO<llo 1Ut10c.0
wk· .....
WU . _ne 1.11
.,· ..t.,
~ ...I., 10 aurl...
•• """ InCh..
Figure A4: Abbreviations pertaining to DST data from an actual DST report.
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1) Radial Flow - fluid is flowing equally into the well bore from all directions, this
assumption is true for most sandstones but not fractured limestones (the effect of
fractures on empirical equations is negligible).
2) Homogeneous Formation - assumes horizontal fonnation and constant thickness and
length of zone being tested. Calculated formation characteristics are averages.
3) Steady State Conditions - during the pressure build-up curve formation and fluid
characteristics approach equilibrium and during flow the rate and pressure drop
causing flow are constant (deviation in formation tests is common).
4) Infinite Reservoir - amount of fluid removed during test is negligible compared to
the total amount of fluid in the reservoir.
5) Single Phase Flow - only one type of formation fluid is flowing into the well bore.
If gas is produced in a test in an oil-bearing formation, it is assumed gas came out of
solution in the well bore; conversely, ifoil is produced in a gas formation then it is
assumed to be gas condensate. Another assumption is that water is produced from
another horizon.
The DST is the only evaluation tool that obtains reservoir parameters under dynamic,
rather than static, conditions early enough to make a decision regarding wel1 completion
(Johnston, 1976, p. i).
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APPENDIXB
DST DATA FOR THE HUNTON GROUP IN THE ANADARKO BASIN





API Long La! Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv Ror Blk Sec Eiev ref Comp da! TO stat Prod Fm
35007000610000 -100.53068 36.65169 UNION OIL OF CAL PARKER-B 1 UNNAMED BEAVER N002 E023 12 2669 DF 19551130 7797 D&A-G
35007000610000 -100.53068 36.65169 UNION OIL OF CA PARKER-B 1 UNNAMED BEAVER N002 E023 12 2669 DF 19551130 7797 D&A-G
35007004970002 -100.70908 36.60721 HUBERJ M SAGER 1 Bl\LKO S BEAVER N002 E022 29 2821 KB 19680115 9980 GAS-W 354CSTR
35009201080000 -99.96896 35.32434 CONTINENTA GORDON UNI 1 MAYFIELDW BECKHAM NOlO W026 20 2104 DF 19720925 19969 GAS ooOGRWS
35009201700000 ·99.95132 35.31702 HELMERICH ADKERSON 1 MAYFIELDW BECKHAM N010 W026 28 2128 DF 19761105 18700 GAS 169ABCK
35009201870000 ·99.92456 35.31709 HELMERICH & PA CUPP 'D' UNIT 1 MAYFIELDW BECKHAM NOlO W026 26 2204 KB 19761223 15393 GAS 202V10L
35009201870000 -99.92456 35.31709 HELMERICH & PA CUPP 'D' UNIT 1 MAYFIELDW BECKHAM NOlO W026 26 2204 KB 19761223 15393 GAS 202V10L
35009202220000 -99.9398 35.30007 HELMERICH CUPPA 2 MAYFIELDW BECKHAM N010 W026 34 2030 DF 19771208 16030 GAS 269HNTN
35011000010000 -98.36917 36.13112 COYLE JOHN DOUGHERTY 1 WILDCAT BLAINE N019 W011 10 1250 DF 19560822 8902 D&A-G
35011000490000 -98.34546 36.15393 PANAMERIC WORLEYUNI 1 OKEENENW BLAINE N019 W011 2 1219 DF 19610308 8735 GAS 404CHRK
35011000490000 -98.34546 36.15393 PANAMERIC WORLEYUNI 1 OKEENENW BLAINE N019 W011 2 1219 DF 19610308 8735 GAS 404CHRK
35011200170000 -98.25016 36.13416 SHELL OIL MURDOCK 1-10 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 10 1206 KB 19660609 8533 D&A
35011201210000 -98.2413 36.14678 LONE STAR VELMA & FE 1 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 2 1187 DF 19680328 8496 GAS 269HNTN
35011201230000 -98.32781 36.11034 GETTY OIL LUETKEMEYE 1 OKEENENW BLAINE N019 W011 24 1234 DF 19671222 9251 D&A-O
35011201400000 -98.21634 36.10309 NATIONAL C EMBRY 1 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 24 1160 KB 19680426 8594 D&A
35011201460000 -98.33024 36.14854 JONES & PELLOV. DUGGINS UNIT 1 OKEENE NW BLAINE N019 W011 1 1259 DF 19680913 8718 GAS 404RDFK
35011201680000 -96.26027 36.13323 CLEARY PET DILL 1-10 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 10 1223 DF 19690331 9386 D&A-G
35011201710000 -98.30495 38.10501 CLEARY PET PAKAREK 1-19 WILDCAT BLAINE N019 W010 19 1212 OF 19690425 8890 D&A-G
35011201860000 -98.22572 36.13956 OKLAHOMAN EMMONS 1 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 12 1186 KB 19690626 8837 D&A-G
35011201860000 -96.22572 36.13956 OKLAHOMAN EMMONS 1 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 12 1186 KB 19690626 8837 D&A-G
35011202330000 -98.26926 36.15493 ANADARKO P NAYLOR A1-4 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 4 1208 KB 19710128 8900 D&A-O
35011202970000 -98.25889 35.98204 UNIVERSAL SDA 1-3 SOONERTRE~ BLAINE N017 W010 3 1240 KB 19720322 9484 GAS 354CSTR
35011203080000 -98.27037 36.13862 FARMERSRO WELDON LEI 1 WILDCAT BLAINE N019 W010 9 1233 KB 19720525 8940 D&A-G
35011203470000 -98.4013 36.03926 ARKLAEXPL WEBER 1-17 SOUTHARD SE BLAINE N018 W011 17 1301 DF 19730423 9940 GAS 402MRRW
35011203570000 -98.23985 35.84642 SHENANDOAH BUTLER 1 WILDCAT BLAINE N016 W010 23 1254 KB 19730916 10772 D&A-O
35011204140000 -98.48349 36.13874 FERGUSON a GRABOW 1 OKEENENW BLAINE N019 W012 9 1413 KB 19740315 9724 OIL 404RDFK
35011204920000 -98.33014 36.13401 TEXASO&G MCCULLOUGH 1 OKEENENW BLAINE N019 W011 12 1229 GR 19740813 9000 GAS 354CSTR
35011205050000 -98.30363 36.14063 DYCO PET FRECHEK 1 OKEENE NW BLAINE N019 W010 7 1213 GR 19740921 9030 GAS 354CSTR
35011205140000 -98.48879 36.07605 ARKLA EXPL MVFROST 1-33 CARLETON NE BLAINE N019 W012 33 1680 KB 19741230 9871 D&A-O
35011209470000 -98.29243 36.13587 HAMON JAKE KRAUSE 1 SOONERTRE~ BLAINE N019 W010 8 1216 OF 19781101 8990 D&A
35011300070000 -98.25154 36.12351 SHELL OIL Dill 1-15 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 15 1213 KB 19650506 8960 D&A-O
-
35011301310000 -98.239 36.13236 lAMMERTS R DIHL UNIT 1 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 11 1196 OF 19660927 8515 GAS 319MSRH
35011302710000 -98.23344 36.12235 CLEARY PET JANZEN 1 STAR BLAINE N019 W010 14 1181 OF 19660418 8588 GAS 319MSRH
35015000040000 -98.45101 34.9657 BRITISH AM PAU-TAN-PY 1 APACHE CADDO N006 W012 27 1351 DF 19581014 7661 D&A-G
35015000090001 -98.47228 35.28259 ELLISON KE MILLER-LON 1 COGAR CADDO N009 W012 4 1547 DF 19811228 21021 GA&-W 405HXBR
35015000330000 -98.45645 34.95754 SHELL OIL HOLCOMB 1 APACHE CADDO N006 W012 27 1341 ES 19560202 5318 D&A-O
35015000330000 -98.45645 34.95754 SHEll OIL HOLCOMB 1 APACHE CADDO N006 W012 27 1341 ES 19560202 5318 D&A-O
35015000460000 -98.56545 3503435 SHEll OIL ROGER TOFP 1 WILDCAT CADDO N007 W013 34 1405 KB 19550818 10364 D&A-G
-98.58423 35.04798 MAGNOLIAP KE-AH-BONE 1
•.
CARNEGIE SW CADDO N007 W013 28 1414 KB 19540928 11636 D&A-O35015000700000
35015000770000 -98.44307 34.89956 AN-SON CORP ANAGOOM 1 WILDCAT CADDO N005 W012 14 1357 DF 19541028 308S D&A
35015001270000 -98.55645 34.99807 GOFFER-LEE GILES 1 WILDCAT CADDO NOOe W013 15 1412 OF 19600916 e015 D&A
35015001410000 -98.51645 35.0158 SINCLAIR 0 SUSIE 2 ALDEN NE CADDO N006 W013 1 1412 DF 19571120 6984 OIL 202BRMD2




API DSTFm DSTTop DSTBas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpslat Multi-zn permHl Gradhl Use PS Rec Rese
35007000610000 301HRGN 3133 3160 700 700 1014 0.22 150 150 0.214 tight muUJ-zn h
35007000610000 301HRGN 3062 3092 600 600 867 0.19 tight multi-zn I
35007004970002 269HNTN 9365 9429 1195 1810 1810 -2716 0.19 959 959 959 0.530
35009201080000 269HNTN 16824 16930 8193 8247 8247 2909 0.49 1911 2106 2106 0.255 tight YF FmR OK
35009201700000 251CMNl 16100 16139 7763 7720 7763 2664 0.48 3648 2375 3648 0.470 YF FmR OK
35009201870000 269HNTN 14646 14695 5983 4625 5983 376 0.41 2590 1354 2590 0.433 multl-zn H I YO FmR OK
35009201870000 251CMNl 14713 14806 5934 6244 6244 826 0.42 1859 1947 1947 0.312 multi·zn l h
35009202220000 251CMNl 15830 16021 7943 7158 7943 3091 0.50 3216 2440 3216 0.405
35011000010000 301BORC 8833 8842 3800 3800 580 0.43 1300 3750 3750 0.987 Y FmR NolSIP
35011000490000 269HNTN 8583 8596 475 448 475 -6355 0.06 17 17 17 0.036 tight multi-zn l I
35011000490000 269HNTN 8585 8620 1095 906 1095 -5046 0.13 44 44 44 0.040 tight multi-zn H h
35011200170000 269HNTN 8460 8533 154 154 -6994 0.02 12 26 26 0.169 tight
35011201210000 269HNTN 8364 6422 2663 2071 2663 -1508 0.32 45 35 45 0.017 tight
35011201230000 269HNTN 8831 8854 3799 3794 3799 550 0.43 930 3709 3709 0.976 Y FmR OK
35011201400000 269HNTN 8504 8594 3408 3408 3408 ·105 0.40 3104 3104 0.911 FmR OK
35011201460000 269HNTN 8549 8570 1531 1506 1531 -4019 0.18 946 946 946 0.618 YO FmR OK
35011201680000 269HNTN 8504 8520 1436 1436 1436 -4209 0.17 703 703 703 0.490
35011201710000 269HNTN 8758 8790 3746 3746 3746 478 0.43 3682 3746 3746 1.000 FmR OK
35011201860000 269HNTN 8375 6410 3195 1938 3195 ·353 0.38 120 30 120 0.038 tight multl-zn l h
35011201860000 269HNTN 8310 8837 382 639 639 -6277 0.07 86 86 86 0.135 tight multi·zn H I
35011202330000 269HNTN 8427 6469 3544 3544 3544 361 0.42 329 400 400 0.113 tight YO FmR OK
35011202970000 269HNTN 9428 9442 4127 2704 4127 673 0.44 1217 2704 2704 0.655
35011203080000 269HNTN 8520 8580 1375 510 1375 -4390 0.16 153 153 153 0.111 tight
35011203470000 269HNTN 9395 9413 4027 4152 4152 817 0.44 3977 4002 4002 0.964 Y FmR OK
35011203570000 269HNTN 10357 10405 1675 1620 1675 ·5549 0.16 1343 1343 1343 0.802
35011204140000 269HNTN 9184 9208 3983 3983 3983 771 0.43 3897 3983 3983 1.000 Y FmR OK
35011204920000 269HNTN 8699 9000 3447 3186 3447 ·358 0.38 2092 2092 2092 0.607 YO FmR OK
35011205050000 269HNTN 8576 8590 1505 1288 1505 -4140 0.18 932 932 932 0.619
35011205140000 289HNTN 9813 9844 4153 4179 4179 823 0.42 3902 4204 4204 1.006 Y FmR OK
35011209470000 289HNTN 8578 8630 305 800 800 ·5694 0.09 282 188 282 0.353
35011300070000 269HNTN 8533 8577 3728 3728 3728 853 0.43 1229 3339 3339 0.896 FmR OK
35011301310000 269HNTN 8459 6460 3950 3925 3950 1231 0.47 tight Y FmR OK
ooסס3501130271 289HNTN 6486 8568 22 67 67 -7243 0.01 8 8 8 0.119 tight
35015000040000 269HNTN 3995 4150 100 100 -2584 0.02 90 90 0.900 suspect
35015000090001 301 BORC 19498 19875 8430 8430 1 0.43 1510 1630 1630 0.193 tight Y FmR No ISIP
35015000330000 269HNTN 2889 2901 25 25 ·1506 0.01 tight multi·zn
35015000330000 269HNTN 3479 3529 200 200 -1758 0.06 tight mulU·zn
35015000460000 269HNTN 6340 6418 700 700 -3508 0.11 250 325 325 0.484
35015000700000 269HNTN 7850 7918 40 40 -6416 0.01 tight
35015000770000 269HNTN 1620 1685 10 10 -306 0.01 tight
35015001270000 269HNTN 4513 4587 155 50 155 ·2842 003 tight
35015001410000 269HNTN 1571 7616 1185 1165 -3656 0.16 60 85 85 0.072 tight
35015002430000 269HNTN 2995 3180 264 298 298 -1236 0.09 93 93 93 0312 suspect
-N
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API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County TorSI"\I R or Blk Sec Bev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35015200480000 -98.45645 34.99108 SUN OIL DIRK GOEKE 1 BROXTONW CADDO N006 W012 15 1407 KB 19680605 8101 OIL 202VIOL
35015200480000 -98.45645 34.99108 SUN OIL DIRK GOEKE 1 BROXTONW CADDO N006 W012 15 1407 KB 19680605 8101 OIL 202VIOL
35015200700000 -98.52692 35.0335 JONES & PE HALL 1 ALDEN NE CADDO N007 W013 38 1381 OF 19890308 8533 OIL 319WDFD
35016200860000 -98.53466 35.03441 JONES &PE HARRISON 1 ALDEN NE CADDO N007 W013 35 1380 OF 19700114 9420 OIL 319WDFD
35016203170000 -98.58248 35.03466 WESTHEIMER LONE BEAR 1 WILDCAT CADDO N007 W013 33 1431 .oF 19720717 7380 D&A-O
35015203170000 -98.58248 35.03466 WESTHEIMER LONE BEAR 1 WILDCAT CADDO N007 W013 33 1431 OF 19720717 7380 O&A-O
35015203420000 -98.51249 35.0245 JONES & PE HALL 101 1 ALDEN NE CADDO NOOe W012 6 1385 KB 19731030 9592 D&A-O
35015212870000 -98.48424 34.9n48 BASS ENTER CECIL K1EF 1 WILDCAT CADDO N006 W012 20 1432 KB 19820423 9832 D&A-O
35015366180000 -98.45422 34.95018 HUBERJ M KIEFER 1 APACHE CADDO N006 W012 34 1347 OF 19800511 4050 D&A-G
35017000010000 -97.73103 36.50602 STANOLIND SMITH 1 MUSTANG N CANADIAN N012 Woo5 21 1341 OF 19560516 8293 OIL 301BDRC
35017000040000 -97.73468 35.45152 DUNCANWAL BORELLI 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N011 WOOS 4 1294 KB 19560314 8556 O&A-G
35017000080000 ·97.69009 35.47694 KINGWOOD 0 RUTIY 1 MUSTANG N CANADIAN N012 W005 35 1247 KB 19571010 7970 D&A-O
35017000090000 -97.70801 35.58818 PANAMERIC KAY BEE IN 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N013 W005 23 1218 OF 19570822 7721 D&A-G
35017000150000 -97.76973 35.43069 AMERADA HE LAWSON 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N011 WOOS 18 1362 OF 19450227 9541 O&A-O
35017000170000 -97.80498 35.62897 PHILLIPS P PIEDMONT 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N013 W006 2 1307 OF 19481103 9197 D&A-O
35017000190000 -97.90462 35.5142 SINCLAIR 0 COMMEMMA 1 EL RENO CANADIAN N012 W007 14 1357 .oF 19521007 11700 GAS 202WLCX2
35017000330000 -97.79149 35.66909 SINClAIR 0 WALTER TRE 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N014 W006 24 1289 .oF 19610627 8791 D&A-O
35017000670000 -97.69881 35.52496 PANAMERIC CORFF 1 UNNAMED CANADIAN N012 W005 11 1260 OF 19570329 8610 D&A-O
35017000670000 -97.69881 35.52496 PANAMERIC CORFF 1 UNNAMED CANADIAN 'N012 WOOS 11 1260 OF 19570329 8610 D&A-O
35017000930000 -97.73825 35.68734 IJULIAN OIL SIMPSON 1 PIEDMONT N CANADIAN N014 WOOS 16 1204 KB 19560328 8326 D&A-O 404BRVL
35017000930000 -97.73825 35.68734 JULIAN OIL SIMPSON 1 PIEDMONT N CANADIAN N014 WOOS 16 1204 KB 19560328 8326 O&A-O 404BRVL
35017000940000 -97.71597 35.67286 JONES SHEL PRUETT 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N014 W005 22 1182 KB 19581015 7449 D&A-G 405PRRY
35017000940000 -97.71597 35.67286 JONES SHEL PRUETT 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N014 W005 22 1182 KB 19581015 7449 D&A-G 405PRRY
35017001110000 -97.83268 35.40068 PANAMERIC PATZACK 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN NOll W006 28 0 19880717 10016 D&A-O
35017200520000 -97.9633 35.67844 APACHE COR ROTHER UNI 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N014 W007 20 1220 OF 19671001 9676 D&A-G
35017200540000 -97.7515 35.69812 MIDWEST 01 EVERY 1 REEDING S CANA.DIAN N014 W005 8 1199 KB 19670914 7942 D&A
35017200540000 -97.7515 35.69812 MIDWEST 01 EVERY 1 REEDING S CANADIAN N014 W005 8 1199 KB 19670914 7942 D&A
35017200670000 -97.91244 35.45538 PAN AMERIC ED COOKSEY 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN NOll W007 2 1410 KB 19680205 10540 D&A-O
35017200710000 -97.7652 35.70166 OKLAHOMAN MCGRANAHAN 1 REEDING S CANA.DIAN N014 WOOS 7 1197 OF 19680419 8101 D&A-O
35017200790000 -97.74263 35.66548 WARREN 0 F MONAR 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N014 WOOS 28 1211 KB 19680508 8093 O&A
35017200930000 -97.77108 35.45166 FERGUSON 0 WEDMAN 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N011 W005 6 1374 KB 19680918 9068 O&A-G
35017201170000 -98.19581 35.57459 CONTINENTA HADLOCK UN 1 CALUMET CANADIAN N013 W009 30 1611 .oF 19691229 14300 GAS 202V10L
35017201290000 -97.7176 35.3971 APACHE EXP CURTIS 1 MUSTANG N CANADIAN N011 W005 27 1324 KB 19700405 8580 OIL 269HNTN
35017201480000 -97.73537 3539713 CAPITOL WE KERR-MCGEE 1 MUSTANG N CANADIAN N011 W005 28 1328 .oF 19710602 8690 D&A-O
35017201480000 -97.73537 35.39713 CAPITOL WE KERR-MCGEE 1 MUSTANG N CANADIAN NOll WOOS 28 1328 OF 19710602 8690 D&A-O
35017201480000 -97.73537 35.39713 CAPITOL WE KERR-MCGEE 1 MUSTANG N CANADIAN N01' WOOS 28 1328 .oF 19710802 8690 D&A-O
35017201500000 -97.91207 3556023 MAGNESS PE DICK JENSE 35-1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N013 W007 35 1332 KB 19710219 11556 D&A-O
35017201530000 -97.83732 3546985 SOUTHLAND HUSMANN 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N012 W006 33 1337 KB 19710119 9626 D&A-O
35017201720000 -97.67325 35.4043 CAPITOL WE KRNANEK 1
-
UNNAMED CANADIAN N011 W005 25 1331 KB 19711130 9766 all 202V10L
35017201990000 -97.87706 35.43718 RAMSEY ENG K1RKEGARD 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN NOll W006 7 1360 KB 19720501 10635 D&A-O
35017202010000 -97.68597 35.35031 WILSHIRE 0 SUZANNE WE 1-12 MUSTANG N CANADIAN NOlO W005 12 1322 KB 19720530 6819 O&A-O
35017202120000 -97.79981 35.35896 CLEARY PET HUNT 1-11 MUSTANG SW CANADIAN N010 W006 11 1295 KB 19720905 9700 GAS 451 HART
35017202370000 -98.27309 35.58385 CONTINENTA LECK UNIT 1 CALUMET CANADIAN N013 W010 21 1557 KB 19730223 14146 2 GAS 401SPRG1
w
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API OSTFm DSTTop DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FPfSlP) Fpstat Multi-zn permHl Gradhl UsePS Rae ResC
35015200480000 251CMNl 6156 6216 525 498 525 -3660 0.08 16 21 21 0,040 tight multi-zn l h
35015200480000 269HNTN 5790 5626 217 237 237 -3909 0.04 8 44 44 0.166 tight multi·zn H I
35015200700000 269HNTN 6255 6339 116 143 143 -4650 0,02 61 36 61 0,427 suspect
35015200860000 269HNTN 6865 6915 890 195 890 -3621 0.13 80 110 110 0.124 tight
35015203170000 269HNTN 5032 5126 2390 2390 2390 1445 0.47 2149 2377 2377 0.995 multi-zn H h Y FmR OK
35015203170000 269HNTN 5810 6014 1383 999 1383 -1609 0.23 140 165 165 0.119 tight multi·zn l I
35015203420000 269HNTN 6576 6636 306 306 -4593 0.05 77 77 77 0,252 tight
35015212870000 251CMNl 7880 8006 92 126 126 -6303 0.02 99 96 99 0.786 suspect
35015366180000 269HNTN 2110 2240 890 890 890 1021 0.40 40 80 80 0.090 light
35017000010000 301BDRC 8180 8228 135 135 -6597 0.02 80 80 0.593 suspect
35017000040000 269HNTN 8380 8556 3925 3925 1179 0.46 3830 3100 3830 0.976
35017000080000 269HNTN 7875 7965 540 540 -5557 007 50 80 80 0.148 tight
35017000090000 301BDRC 7528 7575 70 70 -6208 0.01 70 70 1.000 suspect
35017000150000 269HNTN 6491 8515 3700 3700 804 0.43 light Y FmR NolSIP
35017000170000 301HRGN 8225 8319 3600 3600 730 0.43 1700 1700 0.472
35017000190000 251CMNl 9690 9735 4440 4440 1170 0.46 900 900 0.203 tight Y FmR No ISIP
35017000330000 269HNTN 8036 8136 90 45 90 -8653 0.01 45 45 45 0.500 suspect
35017000670000 269HNTN 7753 7805 2640 2640 -437 036 380 1120 1120 0.394 mulll·zn H h
35017000670000 289HNTN 7700 7757 2740 2740 -605 0.35 360 360 0.131 tight mulli-zn l I
35017000930000 269HNTN 7542 7586 1400 1400 -3351 0.19 100 100 0.071 tight multi-zn H h
35017000930000 269HNTN 7566 7588 1400 1400 -3373 0.18 tight multi-zn I
35017000940000 269HNTN 7347 7375 970 970 -4107 0.13 60 625 625 0.644 multi-zn H h
35017000940000 269HNTN 7352 7449 970 970 -4181 0.13 95 200 200 0.206 tight multi-zn l I
35017001110000 269HNTN 9110 9495 864 1156 1156 -7009 0.12 tight
35017200520000 269HNTN 9382 9676 2308 2210 2306 -3497 0.24 643 682 862 0.287 tight
35017200540000 269HNTN 7697 7940 904 260 904 -4797 0.11 13 27 27 0030 tight multi-zn l I
35017200540000 269HNTN 7602 7670 468 951 951 -4426 0.12 42 42 0.044 tight multi-zn H h
35017200670000 269HNTN 10089 10191 2261 2445 2445 -3523 0.24 102 140 140 0.057 tight
35017200710000 269HNTN 7708 8101 441 441 -5956 0.05 tight
35017200790000 269HNTN 7657 7663 212 352 352 -5695 005 88 106 108 0.301 suspect
35017200930000 289HNTN 8744 8777 2930 2930 -1102 0.33 662 706 706 0.241 tight
35017201170000 269HNTN 12768 12878 6734 6781 6781 3316 0.53 665 665 665 0.098 tight
35017201290000 269HNTN 6461 8560 3483 3483 3483 254 0.41 176 220 220 0.063 tight
35017201480000 289HNTN 8598 8690 3339 3148 3339 ·181 038 201 223 223 0.067 tight multi-zn M h YO FmR OK
35017201480000 269HNTN 6638 8690 198 208 208 -6915 0.02 44 88 68 0.423 suspect multi-zn H I
35017201480000 269HNTN 8590 8600 3215 3269 3269 -242 038 22 22 0.007 tight multi-zn l m
35017201500000 269HNTNl 9808 9873 3580 3580 -642 0.38 196 71 196 0.055 tight
35017201530000 269HNTN 9208 9255 898 806 898 -5987 0,10 522 522 522 0.581
35017201720000 269HNTN 7997 8051 339 388 368 -5929 0,05 43 43 43 0.117 tight
35017201990000 269HNTN 9633 9680 4361 4312 4361 1058 0.45 1539 1887 1887 0.433 Y FmR OK
35017202010000 269HNTN 8735 8800 4089 4089 4089 1316 0.46 222 259 259 0.063 tight Y FmR OK
35017202120000 269HNTN 9524 9550 3896 3826 3896 123 0.41 106 248 248 0.064 tight FmR OK
35017202370000 269HNTN 13341 13518 2232 1782 2232 -7161 0.17 1055 1191 1191 0534
~
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API Long La! Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO Slat Prod Fm
35017202420000 -97.81374 35.71271 BIG CHIEF MOFFAT 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N014 W006 2 1255 KB 19721031 8390 D&A-G
35017202590000 -97.78391 35.4847 CONTINENTA TILLIE SMR 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N012 W006 25 1357 KB 19730128 9240 D&A-O
35017203230000 -97.86259 35.70168 APEXCO HEINEN 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N014 W006 8 1273 KB 19740119 8975 D&A
35017203370000 -97.80465 35.62485 L.AMMERTS R MCLAIN-SAV 1 RICHLAND N CANADIAN N013 W006 2 1317 OF 19740313 8550 OIL 269HNTN
35017203380000 -97.69421 35.56566 MACK OIL WILDS 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N013 W007 24 1317 OF 19740426 10350 D&A
35017203690000 -97.6976 35.55262 AMOCO PROD GOODMAN 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N013 W005 35 1299 KB 19740627 6020 D&A-G
35017204230000 -97.8017 35.39708 JONES & PE BALES 261 WILDCAT CANADIAN N011 W006 26 1357 OF 19750219 9506 O&A-O
35017204260000 -97.72512 35.36174 JONES & PE ROBBERSON 9-1 MUSTANG N CANADIAN N010 W005 9 1276 OF 19750721 6669 D&A-O
35017204540000 -97.61722 35.43676 APEXCO STEJSKAL 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N011 W006 10 1351 GR 19750621 10090 O&A
35017206330000 -97.87665 35.50426 JONES & PE PORTA 19-1 ElRENO E CANADIAN N012 W006 19 1343 KB 19770610 9853 O&A-O
35017207610000 -96.02049 35.47536 JONES & PE MEYER 35-1 FORT RENO S CANADIAN N012 W008 35 1447 OF 19771207 11225 GAS 269HNTN
35017208020000 -97.73763 35.42777 MUSTANG PR SMITH 16-A MUSTANG NW CANADIAN N011 W005 16 1328 KB 19760322 8650 GAS 359MPLM
ooסס3501720840 -97.79314 35.70541 CALVERT DR REHERMAN 1 PIEDMONTNW CANADIAN N014 W006 12 1203 OF 19780222 8230 OIL 359MSSP
35017209060000 -97.78841 3540426 WILSHIRE 0 EDWARD BEJ 1 MUSTANGW CANADIAN N011 W006 25 1341 OF 19781013 9403 D&A-O
oo00סס35017300 -97.77509 35.40787 SINCLAIR 0 FRANK HORL 1 WILDCAT CANADIAN N011 W005 19 1376 GR 19650204 9792 D&A-G
35039000090000 -99.05066 35.778 HUNT OIL RENE GRAFT 1 ANTHON NW CUSTER N015 W017 18 1757 OF 19620402 15560 GAS 402MRRW
oo90000סס35039 -99.05066 35.778 HUNT OIL RENE GRAFT 1 ANTHON NW CUSTER N015 W017 18 1757 OF 19620402 15560 GAS 402MRRW
ooסס3503900010 -96.76722 35.77774 MOBIL OIL MATTIEHOR 1 CRANEW CUSTER N015 W015 14 1763 OF 19610328 14869 2 GAS 353MRMC
35039200120000 -96.6418 35.74206 PARKER ROB BELL 1 UNNAMED CUSTER N015 W015 30 1798 OF 19680102 14700 2 GAS 402MRRWl
35039200140000 -99.13915 35.79401 SINCLAIR 0 STATE OF 0 1 ALEDO CUSTER N015 W016 6 1676 OF 19660115 16106 D&A-G
35039200140000 -99.13915 35.79401 SINCLAIR 0 STATE OF 0 1 ALEDO CUSTER N015 W016 6 1676 OF 19680115 16108 D&A-G
ooסס3503920014 -99.13915 35.79401 SINCLAIR 0 STATE OF 0 1 ALEDO CUSTER N015 W018 8 1876 OF 19680115 16108 D&A-G
35039200190000 -98.65538 35.74912 PARKER ROB CORNELIUS 1 CUSTER CITY CUSTER N015 W016 25 1784 OF 19680511 14725 GAS 269HNTN
35039200230000 -98.96379 35.80152 RODEN OIL WILMOTHJO 1 WILDCAT CUSTER N015 W017 1 1955 KB 19680803 15536 D&A-G
35039200290000 -98.88648 35.80709 SUNRAY OX FRANS 1 WILDCAT CUSTER N015 W016 3 1846 KB 19681216 14950 D&A-G
35039200290000 -98.88648 35.60709 SUNRAY OX FRANS 1 WILDCAT CUSTER N015 W016 3 1846 KB 19681216 14950 D&A-G
35039200330000 -98.63563 35.72245 APACHE EXP CAMPBELLU 1 CUSTER CITY CUSTER N014 W015 6 1770 KB 19690423 14620 GAS 269HNTN
35039200400000 -99.01095 35.75997 WHITESHIE KINCAID 1 ANTHON NW CUSTER N015 W017 21 1826 OF 19691202 15600 D&A-G
35039200440000 -99.19231 35.73096 MCCULLOCH HANEY ETAl 1-35 WILDCAT CUSTER N015 W019 35 1721 OF 19700407 18410 D&A-O
35039200450000 -96.66892 35.56115 RODEN OIL HENRYE NI 35-1 UNNAMED CUSTER N013 W016 35 1702 OF 19701216 21054 GAS 401SPRG
35039200460000 -96.96174 35.6496 HUBERJ M ARAPAHO 1 WILDCAT CUSTER N014 W017 35 1738 KB 19700623 16049 D&A-O
35039200490000 -98.92836 35.71364 MCCULLOCH SCHIw.4.ER 1-5 WILDCAT CUSTER N014 W016 5 1610 OF 19710426 16290 D&A-O
35039200530000 -99.21332 35.7755 MCCULLOCH TOUCHSTONE 1-15 ALEDOSW CUSTER N015 W019 15 1845 KB 19720515 17805 GAS 404RDFK
35039200550000 -9666616 35.46216 KENNEDY HE WILBUR HAY 1-27 WEATHERFOR CUSTER N012 W014 27 1807 GR 19721001 19474 GAS 403ATOK
35039200560000 -99.00677 35.72079 ARKLAEXPL WRIGHT 1-4 ANTHON CUSTER N014 W017 4 1795 KB 19720512 16700 GAS 353MRMC
35039200560000 -99.12355 35.60675 HICKERSON FINE 1 ALEDO CUSTER N015 W016 4 1696 KB 19720816 15985 GAS 402MRRW
35039200560000 -99.12355 35.60675 HICKERSON FINE 1 ALEDO CUSTER N015 W016 4 1896 KB 19720618 15985 GAS 402MRRW
35039200740000 -98.66659 35.79249 SOUTHERN U JONES DROK 1 CUSTER CITY CUSTER N015 W016 10 1604 KB 19750327 15097 OIL 404RDFK
35039200760000 -9886845 35.75093 WESSELYEN MILLER UNI 1 CUSTER CITY CUSTER N015 W016 27 1840 KB 19750114 14642 GAS 354CSTR
35039200780000 -9888845 35.75093 WESSElY EN MILLERUNI 1 CUSTER CITY CUSTER N015 W016 27 1840 KB 19760114 14642 GAS 354CSTR
35039202030000 -99.06261 35.76266 WOODS PET CROM 23-1 ALEDO SE CUSTER N015 W018 23 1630 KB 19760731 16140 D&A-G
35039300120000 -98.91992 35.76471 MOBIL OIL DIEHL ESTATE \ 1 CUSTERcm CUSTER N015 W016 20 1849 OF 19650304 15177 GAS 269HNTN




API OSTFm OST Top OST Bas ISIP FSIP highSiP PSURF GRAO IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multi-zn permHL Gradhl UsePS Rec ResC
35017202420000 269HNTN 8200 8390 3533 3533 3533 463 0.42 319 254 319 0.090 tight
35017202590000 269HNTN 8654 8920 4076 3594 4076 1203 0.46 668 1021 1021 0.250 tight
ooסס3501720323 269HNTN 8540 8625 29 29 29 -7290 0.00 29 29 29 1.000 suspect
35017203370000 269HNTN 8207 8270 2713 2850 2850 -824 0.34 26 38 38 0.013 tight YO FmR OK
35017203380000 269HNTN 9455 9540 883 813 883 -6324 0.09 531 566 566 0.641
35017203690000 269HNTN 7630 7796 600 306 600 -5207 0.08 n 77 n 0.128 tight
ooסס3501720423 269HNTN 9042 9188 3080 3042 3080 -1207 0.34 957 1028 1028 0.334 YO FmR OK
35017204260000 269HNTN 8821 8854 3150 3510 3510 ·30 0.40 819 890 890 0.254 light
35017204540000 269HNTN 9129 9185 3127 3127 3127 -1109 0.34 143 270 270 0.086 tight
35017206330000 269HNTN 9749 9853 4800 1404 4800 1813 0.49 684 684 684 0.143 tight
35017207810000 269HNTN 10823 10924 960 1200 1200 -6896 0.11 665 663 665 0.554
35017208020000 269HNTN 8519 8650 3658 3658 3658 545 0.42 2278 3575 3575 0.977 YO FmR OK
35017208400000 269HNTN 8138 8163 2818 1867 2818 ·900 0.35 176 159 176 0.062 light
35017209060000 269HNTN 8907 8951 3600 3600 3600 132 0.40 123 123 123 0.034 tight
35017300000000 269HNTN 8765 8839 3289 3289 -390 0.37 449 524 524 0.159 tight
35039000090000 269HNTN 15147 15195 6765 6140 6765 1110 0.45 1350 2675 2675 0.395 mutti-zn H h Y FmR OK
35039000090000 269HNTN 15438 15580 4840 540 4840 -3414 0.31 tight multl-zn I
35039000100000 269HNTN 14258 14370 2625 2625 -6942 0.18 1820 1820 0.693
35039200120000 251CMNL 14336 14700 6456 7895 6456 5283 0.58 4454 4924 4924 0.582
35039200140000 269HNTN 15735 15775 7260 7260 1714 046 5754 6466 6466 0.891 multi-zn H I Y FmR No ISIP
35039200140000 269HNTN 15645 15680 7350 7350 7350 2002 0.47 4067 4067 40&7 0.553 multl-zn M m
35039200140000 269HNTN 15685 15730 7619 7619 2531 0.48 3766 3868 3866 0.507 mulli-zn L h
35039200190000 269HNTN 14516 14530 7539 7379 7539 3467 0.52 2975 3016 3016 0.400 YF FmR OK
35039200230000 269HNTN 15400 15536 3947 371 3947 ·5093 0.25 3233 218 3233 0.819
35039200290000 269HNTN 14514 14661 6140 5715 6140 369 0.42 2342 2447 2447 0.399 multi-zn L I YO FmR OK
35039200290000 269HNTN 14514 14721 6217 5654 6217 495 0.42 2385 2542 2542 0.409 multi-zn H h FmR OK
ooסס3503920033 269HNTN 14248 14367 5265 6668 6668 1743 0.46 1774 1774 1774 0.266 light YF FmR damage<
35039200400000 269HNTN 15150 15250 2747 7042 7042 1720 0.46 2747 2747 2747 0.390
35039200440000 269HNTN 17902 17932 7940 7940 7940 864 0.44 4320 7071 7071 0.891 Y FmR OK
ooסס3503920045 269HNTN 18212 18707 1286 1648 1648 -13461 0.09 tight
35039200460000 269HNTN 17508 17556 7332 7292 7332 -52 0.42 2632 3490 3490 0.476 FmR OK
35039200490000 269HNTN 15764 15860 6656 6656 6656 264 0.42 5425 6529 8529 0.981 Y FmR OK
ooסס3503920053 269HNTN 17534 17805 8376 8857 8857 3087 0.50 2603 4207 4207 0.475 FmR OK
35039200550000 269HNTN 18544 18700 13355 13355 11827 0.71 7830 6468 8466 0.634 Y FmR NolSIP
ooסס3503920056 269HNTN 15970 16015 7289 7289 7289 1455 0.46 1696 4177 4177 0.573 Y FmR OK
35039200580000 269HNTN 15835 15985 7302 7302 1614 0.46 3030 3038 3038 0.416 multi-zn L h FmR NotSIP
35039200580000 269HNTN 15603 15985 7168 7166 1322 0.45 3081 3140 3140 0.438 multi-zn H I YO FmR No FSIP
35039200740000 269HNTN 14598 14738 3468 3496 3496 -5414 0.24 3191 3191 3191 0.913
35039200780000 269HNTN 13446 13642 740 1289 1289 -9030 0.09 370 463 463 0.359 multi-zn H I
35039200780000 269HNTN 14~50 14642 741 1519 1519 -9535 0.10 222 262 262 0.172 tight muttl-zn L h
35039202030000 268HNTN 15450 15675 6722 2722 6722 611 0.43 2118 2118 0.315 YO FmR OK
35039300120000 269HNTN 15030 15047 3913 3978 3978 -4643 0.26 31 700 700 0.176 tight mulU-zn M m




API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec EJev ref Compdat TD Stat Prod Fm
35039300120000 -98.91992 35.76471 MOBIL OIL DIEHL ESTATE l1 CUSTER CITY CUSTER N015 W016 20 1849 DF 19650304 15177 GAS 269HNTN
35039300580001 -99.00938 35.80017 HUNT H L RENE GRAFT 2 UNNAMED CUSTER IN015 W017 4 1860 DF 19630118 14895 GAS-W 402MRRW
35039350320000 -98.87333 35.78348 SOCONYMOB TEDWEBBU 1 CUSTER CITY CUSTER N015 W016 23 1746 DF 19600622 14887 GAS 269HNTN
35039350330000 -98.8911 35.77804 MOBIL OIL LOUISE R C 1 CUSTER CITY CUSTER N015 W016 15 1802 DF 19600203 15165 GAS 269HNTN
35039500150000 -9S.8025 35.79258 MOBIL OIL C SDOBBIN 1 UNNAMED CUSTER N015 W015 9 1837 DF 19610529 14405 OIL 4040SWG
35039500150000 -98.8025 35.79258 MOBIL OIL C S DOBBIN 1 UNNAMED CUSTER N015 W015 9 1837 DF 19610529 14405 OIL 4040SWG
35043000030000 -99.086 35.96564 SINClAIR 0 KUNC 1 PUTNAM DEWEY N017 W018 11 1931 KB 19570103 14467 OIL 4040SWG
35043000100000 -98.89091 35.85045 MOBIL OIL MWHERRIN 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N016 W016 22 1925 DF 19591202 14608 D&A-O
35043000100000 -98.89091 35.85045 MOBIL OIL MWHERRIN 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N016 W016 22 1925 DF 19591202 14608 D&A-O
35043000500001 -99.29944 36.13562 MCCULLOCH CAIN 1-11 VICI DEWEY N019 W020 11 2243 OF 19710303 13355 GAS-W 359MSSP
35043200970000 -99.16889 35.8183 BARNESJ C WALKER/IV 1 ALEDO DEWEY N016 W019 36 1932 KB 19690108 15715 10&1G 269HNTN
35043201120000 -99.03529 35.85929 WESSELYPE SARKEYS-WA 1 PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 17 1980 KB 19680313 14685 D&A-G
35043201280000 -99.1696 35.83305 BARNESJ C EARNEST MA 1 ALEDO DEWEY N016 W019 25 1924 KB 19681015 16560 OIL 404SKNR
35043201280000 -99.1696 35.83305 BARNESJ C EARNESTMA 1 ALEDO DEWEY N016 W019 25 1924 KB 19681015 16560 OIL 404SKNR
35043201280000 -99.1696 35.83305 BARNESJ C EARNEST MA 1 ALEDO DEWEY N016 W019 25 1924 KB 19681015 16560 OIL 404SKNR
35043201340000 -99.33477 35.87463 HUMBLE OIL BOSWELL 1-9 WILDCAT DEWEY N016 W020 9 2058 KB 19690314 17004 D&A-O
35043201340000 -99.33477 35.87463 HUMBLE OIL BOSWELL 1-9 WILDCAT DEWEY N016 W020 9 2058 KB 19690314 17004 D&A-O
35043201470000 -99.23472 36.13361 NATiONALC CINNAMON 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N019 W019 9 2071 KB 19680916 12903 D&A-G
35043201500000 -99.10384 35.98002 FAIN-PORTE SEAL 1-A PUTNAM DEWEY N017 W018 3 1952 KB 19681021 13870 D&A-G
35043201500000 -99.10384 35.98002 FAIN-PORTE SEAL 1-A PUTNAM DEWEY N017 W018 3 1952 KB 19681021 13870 D&A-G
35043201500000 -99.10364 35.98002 FAIN-PORTE SEAL 1-A PUTNAM DEWEY N017 W018 3 1952 KB 19681021 13870 D&A-G
35043201550000 -98.87331 35.89008 HENDRICK D DAVIS 1 UNNAMED DEWEY N016 W016 2 1891 OF 19681218 13648 OIL 405CGGV
35043201810000 -99.1222 35.9195 ROYAL RESO AF MEYER 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N017 W018 28 2024 KB 19690801 14948 OIL 404RDFK
35043201860001 -99.01525 35.83591 APACHE COR CHRISTOPHE 1 PUTNAMSW DEWEY N016 W017 28 1894 OF 19760615 14569 GAS-W 269HNTN
ooסס3504320199 -99.3157 35.87541 MCCULLOCH HENRY HARR 1-10 UNNAMED DEWEY N016 W020 10 2043 KB 19700428 16892 GAS 289HNTN
35043201990000 -99.3157 35.87541 MCCULLOCH HENRY HARR 1-10 UNNAMED DEWEY N016 W020 10 2043 KB 19700428 16892 GAS 269HNTN
35043201990000 -99.3157 35.87541 MCCULLOCH HENRY HARR 1-10 UNNAMED DEWEY N016 W020 10 2043 KB 19700428 16892 GAS 269HNTN
35043201990000 -99.3157 35.87541 MCCULLOCH HENRY HARR 1-10 UNNAMED DEWEY N016 W020 10 2043 KB 19700428 16892 GAS 269HNTN
oo0סס350432020 -98.93151 36.12086 MCCULLOCH GADEN 1-17 WILDCAT DEWEY N019 W016 17 1816 OF 19691016 11868 D&A-O
35043202000000 -98.93151 36.12086 MCCUllOCH GADEN 1-17 WILDCAT DEWEY N019 W016 17 1816 OF 19691016 11868 D&A-O
35043202000000 -98.93151 36.12086 MC CULLOCH GADEN 1-17 WILDCAT DEWEY NOle W016 17 1816 OF 19691016 11868 D&A-O
35043202000000 -98.93151 36.12086 Me CULLOCH GADEN 1-17 WILDCAT DEWEY N019 W016 17 1816 OF 19691016 11888 D&A-O
35043202010000 -99.01751 35.64495 WESSELY PE POWERS 1 PUTNAMSW DEWEY N018 W017 21 1844 KB 19700313 14436 GAS 269HNTN
35043202020000 -99.03293 35.87587 WESSELYPE CLARK UNIT 1-8 PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 8 1930 KB 19700117 14493 GAS 269HNTN
35043202080000 -99.33885 36.0232 CITIES SER THOMSEN A 1 CAMARGOW DEWEY N018 W020 21 1890 KB 19700216 14438 D&A-G
35043202080000 -99.33885 36.0232 CITIES SER THOMSEN A 1 CAMARGOW DEWEY N018 W020 21 1890 KB 19700216 14438 D&A-G
35043202080000 -99.33885 36.0232 CITIES SER THOMSEN A 1 CAMARGOW DEWEY N018 W020 21 1890 KB 19700216 14438 D&A-G
35043202250000 -98.79358 36.06479 MCCULLOCH J A PETERM 1 UNNAMED DEWEY N019 W015 34 1957 OF 19700425 11580 OIL 402MRRW
35043202250000 -98.79358 36.08479 MCCULLOCH J A PETERM 1 UNNAMED DEWEY N019 W015 34 1957 OF 19700425 11580 OIL 402MRRW
35043202250000 -98.79358 36.06479 Me CULLOCH JAPETERM 1 UNNAMED DEWEY N019 W015 34 1957 DF 19700425 11580 OIL 402MRRW
35043202250000 -98.79358 36.06479 MC CULLOCH JA PETERM 1 UNNAMED DEWEY N019 W015 34 1957 OF 19700425 11580 OIL 402MRRW
oo0סס350432023 -99.0287 35.83405 APACHE COR SULLNAN U 1 PUTNAMSW DEWEY N016 W017 29 1882 KB 19700724 14656 GAS 289HNTN
oo0סס350432023 -99.0267 35.83405 APACHE COR SULLNAN U 1 PUTNAMSW DEWEY N016 W017 29 1882 KB 19700724 14656 GAS 269HNTN
w
~
API DSTFm DSTTop DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multl-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec ResC
35039300120000 269HNTN 14800 15074 2958 2416 2958 -6864 0.20 787 437 787 0.266 tight mutti-zn H I
35039300580001 269HNTN 14502 14522 3496 3496 -5144 0.24 1952 1952 1952 0.558
35039350320000 269HNTN 14194 14337 5320 5320 -1150 0.37 1650 1220 1650 0.310 YO FmR NolSIP
35039350330000 301BDRC 14697 14751 6445 6445 911 0.44 1825 1860 1860 0.289 light
35039500150000 269HNTN 14312 14378 5075 5075 -1627 0.35 1830 1830 1830 0.361 mulli·zn H h
35039500150000 269HNTN 14300 14368 4605 4605 ·2648 0.32 1345 1370 1370 0.298 light multi·zn L I
ooסס3504300003 289HNTN 13875 13920 4800 4800 ·1666 0.34 870 4500 4500 0.938
35043000100000 269HNTN 14200 14255 5560 5560 ·373 0.39 1795 1795 0.323 multi·zn L I FmR No ISIP
35043000100000 269HNTN 14474 14604 5695 5695 -432 0.39 1900 2205 2205 0.387 multi·zn H h Y FmR No \sIP
35043000500001 269HNTN 13050 13126 5421 5421 5421 775 0.41 2626 3944 3944 0.728
35043200970000 269HNTN 15580 15674 7049 7049 7049 1417 0.45 2922 2832 2922 0.415 Y FmR OK
35043201120000 269HNTN 14252 14270 6336 6336 1336 0.44 1627 2832 2832 0.447 Y FmR No ISIP
35043201280000 269HNTN 16175 16289 6803 6562 6803 265 0.42 2427 3675 3675 0.540 multi·zn H I FmR OK
35043201280000 269HNTN 16162 16169 6763 2266 6763 279 0.42 2266 2266 2266 0.335 multi-zn M m
35043201280000 269HNTN 16110 16160 7124 7084 7124 1084 0.44 2105 2186 2186 0.307 multJ-zn L h
35043201340000 269HNTN 16510 16604 7964 7848 7964 2581 0.48 2266 2282 2282 0.287 light multi-zn H h
35043201340000 269HNTN 16622 16750 2235 2685 2685 ·8918 0.16 tight mutll-zn I
35043201470000 269HNTN 12586 12631 5231 5253 5253 737 0.42 1663 1686 1686 0.321
35043201500000 269HNTN 13825 13870 6057 6043 6057 1108 0.44 1645 1944 1944 0.321 multl-zn L h Y FmR OK
35043201500000 269HNTN 13550 13639 5944 5944 5944 1096 0.44 3698 5921 5921 0.996 mulli-zn H m FmR OK
ooסס3504320150 269HNTN 13440 13552 2165 1961 2165 ·6944 0.16 1434 1411 1434 0.662 multi-zn M I
35043201550000 269HNTN 13765 13765 5995 5870 5995 1018 0.44 1825 1875 1875 0.313 Y FmR OK
35043201810000 269HNTN 14516 14590 6038 3758 6038 419 0.41 2439 2439 2439 0.404
35043201860001 269HNTN 14128 14180 6148 6107 6148 936 0.43 4345 5108 5108 0.831 FmR OK
35043201990000 269HNTN 16472 16716 7352 7228 7352 1138 044 2075 1372 2075 0.282 tight multi-zn M h Y FmR OK
35043201990000 269HNTN 16718 16841 7382 7302 7362 1077 044 1899 2100 2100 0.284 tight mulU-zn M m FmR OK
35043201990000 269HNTN 16468 16512 5608 5608 ·2409 0.34 1785 1785 1785 0.318 multi-zn H I
35043201990000 269HNTN 16470 16616 6430 5332 6430 ·745 039 1762 1787 1787 0.278 tight multi-zn L m
35043202000000 269HNTN 11510 11610 5027 5027 5027 1017 0.43 91 274 274 0.055 tight multl-zn H h y FmR OK
35043202000000 269HNTN 11410 11510 2278 186 2278 -4795 0.20 70 70 70 0.031 tight mulll-zn M m
35043202000000 269HNTN 11310 11410 2741 1851 2741 -3699 0.24 91 91 91 0.033 tight multl-zn M m
35043202000000 269HNTN 11250 11310 1897 1439 1897 -5414 017 45 45 45 0.024 tight mulij-Z11 L I
35043202010000 269HNTN 14168 14209 6262 6305 6305 1194 0.44 2192 2300 2300 0.365 YD FmR OK
35043202020000 269HNTN 13950 14150 6893 6893 2604 0.49 2435 2547 2547 0.370 YF FmR No FSIP
35043202080000 269HNTN 14298 14348 5303 5303 -1054 0.37 1837 2207 2207 0.416 mulij-zn H I FmR No FSIP
35043202080000 269HNTN 14161 14236 5877 5877 293 0.41 1798 1856 1856 0.316 multJ·zn M m
35043202080000 269HNTN 14135 14161 6018 6016 6018 671 0.42 1606 1808 1808 0.300 multi·zn L h
35043202250000 269HNTN 11077 11130 4671 4671 4671 872 0.42 3315 4413 4413 0.945 multi-zn H h Y FmR OK
35043202250000 269HNTN 11045 11070 4529 4436 4529 627 0.41 1108 1108 1108 0.245 tight muttl-zn M m
35043202250000 269HNTN 11014 11045 3896 3681 3896 ·710 0.35 1134 1155 1155 0.296 light multi-zn M I
35043202250000 269HNTN 11320 11356 4700 4488 4700 709 0.41 1141 1141 1141 0.243 light multi-zn L m
ooסס3504320230 269HNTN 14220 14260 5770 5770 5770 31 0.40 2394 2798 2798 0.465 multi-zn L m FmR OK
35043202300000 269HNTN 14183 14220 6129 6129 843 0.43 3170 3381 3381 0.552 multi-zn H m YO FmR NolSlP
w
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API Long Lal Operator Lease Wei Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Eley ref Compdal TO Stat Prod Fm
35043202330000 -98.88661 35.86492 WESSELY PETR LOVE UNIT 1 UNNAMED DEWEY N016 W016 15 1953 KB 19700826 14518 OIL 405CGGV
35043202330000 -98.88651 35.86492 WESSELY PETR LOVE UNIT 1 UNNAMED DEWEY N016 W016 15 1953 KB 19700826 14518 OIL 405CGGV
35043202340000 -99.32218 36.1051 MIDWEST 01 ROY TURNER 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N019 W020 22 2202 KB 19700609 13560 D&A-O
35043202340000 -99.32218 36.1051 MIDWEST 01 ROY TURNER 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N019 W020 22 2202 KB 19700609 13560 D&A-O
35043202380000 -99.03523 35.88642 WESSELYPE ATLANTlC-S 1
-_.
PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 5 1891 KB 19701014 14290 GAS 269HNTN
35043202380000 -99.03523 35.88642 WESSELYPE ATLANTlC-S --"f PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 5 1891 KB 19701014 14290 GAS 269HNTN
35043202380000 -99.03523 35.88642 WESSELYPE ATLANTIC-S 1 PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 5 1891 KB 19701014 14290 GAS 289HNTN
35043202510000 -99.2028 35.84469 CHAMPLIN E FE FERREL 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N016 W019 22 1967 KB 19710312 16766 D&A
35043202510000 -99.2028 35.84469 CHAMPLIN E FE FERREL 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N018 W019 22 1967 KB 19710312 16766 D&A
35043202640000 -99.12571 35.90442 MCCULLOCH KNOX ETAL 1-33 PUTNAM DEWEY N017 W018 33 2000 KB 19710505 15323 GAS 359MSSP
35043202750000 -98.67663 36.15751 BEARD OIL USA 3-2 WILDCAT DEWEY N019 W014 3 1678 KB 19710415 10326 D&A·G
35043202940000 -99.31502 36.14102 MCCULLOCH HOYT ETAL 1-10 VICI TOWNSIT DEWEY N019 W020 10 2208 KB 19711108 13559 GAS 359MSSP
35043203000000 -98.94082 35.89123 MCCULLOCH HENDRIX 1-6 PUTNAM N DEWEY N016 W016 6 1845 KB 19720104 14420 GAS 353MRMC
35043203020000 -99.22917 36.06588 MCCULLOCH PIPER ETAL 1-4 WILDCAT DEWEY N018 W019 4 2000 KB 19720104 13837 D&A-O
35043203110000 -99.32185 36.15371 MCCULLOCH STATEX-TUR 1-3 VlCI TOWNSIT DEWEY N019 W020 3 2286 KB 19720201 12750 GAS 359MSSP
350043203630000 -99.35918 36.09056 MONSANTOC JEFFREY 1 VlCI SW DEWEY N019 W020 29 2051 DF 19720925 13675 GAS 402MRRW
35043203830000 -99.36817 35.83202 SAMEDANOI WALTON 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N016 W020 30 1999 KB 19730606 18188 D&A-G
35043204060000 -99.32917 35.88083 MCCULLOCH SOUTH UNIT 1-9 LEEDEY DEWEY N016 W020 9 2035 KB 19731207 16910 D&A-O
350432004060000 -99.32917 35.88083 MCCULLOCH SOUTH UNIT 1-9 LEEDEY DEWEY N016 W020 9 2035 KB 19731207 16910 D&A-Q
ooסס3504320449 -99.33652 38.09413 MONSANTOC BASKETT 1 VlCISW DEWEY N019 W020 28 2173 KB 19731217 13516 GAS 402MRRW
35043204720000 -99.10177 36.1407 COQUINA 01 WARD 1 WILDCAT DEWEY N019 W018 10 1875 ES 19740228 12300 D&A-G
35043205510000 -98.96753 36.04333 HELMERICH TALOGA TOW 1-13 PUTNAM DEWEY N018 W017 13 1718 KB 19750701 12557 GAS 402MRRW
35043205640000 -98.76466 38.11207 HOOVER&B WALTERS 1-23 UNNAMED DEWEY N019 W015 23 1861 KB 19750505 11115 OIL 404RDFK
35043206480000 -99.02745 35.86386 SARKEYS STATE 1-17 PUTNAM DEWEY N018 W017 17 1961 KB 19760228 14685 D&A-G
35043206490000 -99.31112 35.66638 UNION OIL GAMBLE 1-15 LEEDEY DEWEY N016 W020 15 2027 KB 19760528 16803 GAS 269HNTN
35043206490000 -99.31112 35.86838 UNION OIL GAMBLE 1-15 LEEDEY DEWEY N016 W020 15 2027 KB 19760528 16803 GAS 269HNTN
35043207150000 -99.03935 35.93752 SARKEYS MILLIE 1-20 PUTNAM DEWEY N017 W017 20 1724 KB 19770405 13720 GAS 289HNTN
35043207800000 -99300if 35.86639 HOOVER&B GAMBLE 1-14 LEEDEY DEWEY N016 W020 14 2008 DF 19770505 16835 GAS 405CLVD
35043207610000 -99.32259 35.90966 DYCO PET MOORE 1 TRAIL S DEWEY N017 W020 34 2011 GR 19770721 16726 GAS 404CHRK
35043207610000 -99.32259 35.90966 DYCO PET MOORE 1 TRAILS DEWEY N017 W020 34 2011 GR 19770721 16726 GAS 404CHRK
35043207830000 -99.12354 35.81694 MARLIN OIL ROUNDS 1 ALEDO DEWEY N016 W016 33 1931 KB 19780602 15677 GAS 402MRRW
35043207740000 -99.01512 38.10606 TEXASO&G JONES H 1 CESTOSSE DEWEY N019 W017 21 1878 GR 19770510 13100 GAS 354CSTR
35043207740000 -99.01512 36.10806 TEXASO&G JONES H 1 CESTOS SE DEWEY N019 W017 21 1878 GR 19770510 13100 GAS 354CSTR
35043208410000 -98.93542 36.0453 COX EDWIN PANNELL 1 PUTNAM DEWEY N018 W016 8 1657 DF 19771130 12355 GAS 402MRRWl
35043209780000 -99.06603 3590996 HELMERICH GORE 1-36 PUTNAM DEWEY N017 W018 36 1740 KB 19790919 14050 2 GAS 4040SWG
35043210020000 -99.03132 35.97548 CHAMPLIN E THOMPSEN I 1 PUTNAM DEWEY N017 W017 5 1729 KB 19800605 13470 GAS 269HNTN
35043210180000 -99.05237 35.86334 MONSANTOC WILLIAMS 1-18 PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 18 1917 KB 19800415 14644 GAS 404RDFK
35043210180000 -99.05237 35.86334 MONSANTOC WILLIAMS 1-18 PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W017 18 1917 KB 19800415 14644 GAS 404RDFK
35043210860000 -99.19243- 36.08311 HILLIARD 0 KENNEDY 1 CESTOSSW DEWEY N019 W019 35 2084 KB 19800914 13350 GAS 402MRRW
35043212120000 -99.1016 35.99649 DYCO PET GORE 1-34 PUTNAM DEWEY N016 W018 34 1984 GR 19810510 13680 D&A-G
35043212880000 -99.07485 36.01826 ARCOO&G THOMSEN UN 2 PUTNAM DEWEY N018 W018 24 1858 KB 19811018 13370 D&A
35043218270000 -98.8004 36.06322 STONE PET PARMENTER 1-4 HUCMACNW DEWEY N018 W015 4 1929 KB 19831209 11685 OIL 354CSTRL
35043219770000 -98.85415 35.86688 HELMERICH BOYD 1-14 EAGLE CITY S DEWEY N016 W014 14 1824 KB 19841123 12490 D&A-G
-w
0\
API DSTFm OST Top OST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstal Multi·zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rae Rase
35043202330000 269HNTN 13915 14000 6113 5954 6113 1099 0.44 2076 2121 2121 0.347 mulli·zn L I
35043202330000 269HNTN 13910 14443 6307 6083 6307 1073 0.44 2656 3250 3250 0.515 mulli-zn H h
35043202340000 269HNTN 13250 13352 5818 5762 5818 1362 0.44 1898 2488 2488 0.428 mulli-zn L h
35043202340000 269HNTN 13208 13250 3427 2328 3427 ·3678 0.26 1594 1594 1594 0.465 mulli-zn H I
35043202380000 269HNTN 13906 14065 5900 5900 5900 514 0.42 2826 2868 2868 0.486 mulli·zn M m FmR OK
35043202380000 269HNTN 13910 13970 5689 5642 5689 155 0.41 2467 1763 2467 0.434 mulli·zn L I FmR OK
35043202380000 269HNTN 13980 14070 6121 8122 6122 987 0.44 2710 3445 3445 0.563 mulli·zn H h FmR OK
35043202510000 269HNTN 16335 16485 5510 6039 6039 -1531 0.37 2701 2701 2701 0.447 mulU-zn H I
35043202510000 269HNTN 16545 16756 7598 6024 7598 1551 045 tight multi-zn h
35043202640000 269HNTN 14890 14978 6567 6567 6567 1145 0.44 4144 4144 0.631 Y FmR OK
35043202750000 269HNTN 9759 9808 4225 4225 4225 956 0.43 1930 4225 4225 1.000 Y FmR OK
35043202940000 269HNTN 12736 12810 2432 5385 5385 979 0.42 3894 5159 5159 0.958 Y FmR damage<
35043203000000 269HNTN 13745 13906 6043 5928 6043 935 0.43 1928 4034 4034 0.668 Y FmR OK
35043203020000 269HNTN 13416 13549 2547 2409 2547 -6072 0.19 1953 2087 2087 0.819
35043203110000 269HNTN 12706 12730 5537 6158 6158 2799 0.48 1241 1280 1280 0.208 light
35043203630000 269HNTN 13470 13673 6095 6095 1486 0.45 2214 3028 3028 0.497 Y FmR No FSIP
35043203830000 269HNTN 17707 17839 8007 8007 8007 1379 0.45 3896 8007 8007 1.000 Y FmR OK
35043204060000 269HNTN 16375 16545 6752 6795 6795 103 0.41 2665 2665 2665 0.392 mUlti·zn L h
35043204060000 269HNTN 16375 16615 6666 6282 6666 -245 0.40 2708 2708 2708 00406 mulli-zn H I
35043204490000 269HNTN 13193 13430 5556 5411 5556 691 0.41 2066 2104 2104 0.379 FmR OK
35043204720000 269HNTN 11950 11994 4895 4895 4895 408 0.41 1493 1668 1668 0.341 Y FmR OK
35043205510000 269HNTN 12200 12281 5364 5391 5391 1031 0.44 1628 2137 2137 0.396 Y FmR OK
35043205640000 269HNTN 10553 10589 4482 4482 911 0.42 2045 2431 2431 0.542 Y FmR No FSIP
35043206480000 269HNTN 14235 14243 4968 4966 4966 -1602 0.35 3943 4881 4881 0.983 FmR OK
35043206490000 269HNTN 16535 16585 6494 6856 8856 186 0.4.1 1581 1137 1581 0.231 tight mulli·zn L h FmR OK
35043206490000 269HNTN 16535 16603 6294 6779 6779 2 0.41 1642 1381 1642 0.242 tight multl-zn H I YO FmR OK
35043207150000 269HNTN 13360 13442 5042 504 5042 -875 0.38 3929 4563 4563 0.905 FmR OK
35043207600000 269HNTN 16567 16719 4751 3979 4751 -4494 028 3034 3034 3034 0.639
35043207610000 269HNTN 16227 16345 5343 4084 5343 -2844 0.33 2132 2217 2217 0.415 multi-zn L I
35043207610000 269HNTN 16227 16282 5802 5715 5802 -1794 0.36 3304 3308 3308 0.570 mulli-zn H h
35043207630000 269HNTN 15282 15677 6719 6877 6877 1043 044 117 1915 1915 0.278 tight YO FmR OK
35043207740000 269HNTN 11924 12080 5833 5668 5833 2342 0.48 1801 1864 1864 0.320 mulli-zn L h
35043207740000 269HNTN 12338 12400 3952 3924 3952 -2023 0.32 2141 2141 2141 0.542 mulli-zn H I
35043208410000 269HNTN 11665 12039 5163 4336 5163 721 0.43 1616 1729 1729 0.335
35043209780000 269HNTN 13612 13670 5030 5030 -1113 0.37 53 53 0.011 tight
35043210020000 269HNTN 13070 13470 5780 5865 5865 872 0.44 1406 1594 1594 0.272 tight
35043210180000 269HNTN 14175 14260 6904 6849 6904 2504 0.48 4011 2220 4011 0.581 mulli·zn L h
35043210180000 269HNTN 14112 14160 4718 4718 -2097 0.33 4662 4662 4662 0.988 mulli-zn H I
35043210860000 269HNTN 12978 13350 6010 5983 6010 1639 0.45 2887 5983 5983 0.996 Y FmR OK
35043212120000 269HNTN 13550 13650 3787 5787 5787 779 0.42 4592 5787 5787 1.000 Y FmR l1amagec
35043212880000 269HNTN 12980 13370 5393 5697 5697 740 0.43 1800 1800 1800 0.316
35043218270000 269HNTN 11230 11361 4813 4791 4813 919 0.42 4746 4791 4791 0.995 Y FmR OK
35043219770000 269HNTN 11936 12036 4666 5314 5314 1216 044 888 850 886 0.167 tight
w
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API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35043219780000 -99.33853 35.88626 BRACKEN EX STOUT BENJ 2-4 LEEDEY DEWEY N016 W020 4 2106 KB 19850420 18588 GAS 269HNTN
35045000840001 -99.67407 36.16817 PANAMERIC BOYD UNIT 1 ARNETT NE ELLIS N020 W023 32 2470 DF 19650621 15000 GAS-W 269HNTN
35045000840001 -99.67407 36.16817 PANAMERIC BOYD UNIT 1 ARNETT NE ELLIS N020 W023 32 2470 OF 19650621 15000 GAS-W 269HNTN
35045000840001 -99.67407 36.16817 PANAMERIC BOYD UNIT 1 ARNETT NE ELLIS N020 W023 32 2470 OF 19650621 15000 GAS-W 269HNTN
35045000840001 -99.67407 36.16817 PANAMERIC BOYD UNIT 1 ARNETT NE ELLIS N020 W023 32 2470 OF 19650621 15000 GAS-W 269HNTN
35045000910001 -99.38793 36.04858 BROWN TOM CREE ESTAT 1-12 WILDCAT ELLIS N016 W021 12 2030 OF 19710211 15074 D&AWG
35045000910001 -99.38793 36.04858 BROWN TOM CREE ESTAT 1-12 WILDCAT ELLIS N018 W021 12 2030 OF 19710211 15074 D&AWG
35045200500000 -99.70211 36.48419 PANAMERIC HAINES UNI 1 UNNAMED ELLIS N023 W023 7 2293 OF 19660901 10830 GAS 402MRRW
35045200870000 -99.85688 36.18198 WOODS PET OBLANDER 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N020 W025 27 2495 KB 19670801 14422 D&A-G
35045201000000 -99.66293 36.17013 CLEARY PET STATE 1-33 ARNETT E ELLIS N020 W023 33 2504 KB 19670924 13563 D&A-G
35045201020000 -99.77284 36.41503 GETTY OIL COFFMAN-B 1 GAGEN ELLIS N022 W024 4 2324 OF 19671115 11586 D&A-G
35045201030000 -99.67888 36.19352 SAMEDAN-WO SOBER 1 ARNETT E ELLIS N020 W023 20 2428 KB 19671208 13580 D&A-G
35045201240000 -99.9427 36.19235 SHELL OIL TAYLOR 1-23 GOODWIN S ELLIS N020 W026 23 2460 KB 19680612 14385 D&A-G
35045201260000 -99.69873 36.06799 PANAMERIC BERRYMAN U 1 GRAND NE ELLIS N018 W023 6 2490 KB 19680807 15692 GAS 269HNTN
35045201370000 -99.70686 36.06785 PANAMERIC BERRYMAN U 1 GRAND NE ELLIS N018 W024 1 2475 KB 19681117 15300 D&A-G
35045201370000 ·99.70686 36.06785 PANAMERIC BERRYMAN U 1 GRAND NE ELLIS N018 W024 1 2475 KB 19681117 15300 D&A-G
35045201370000 -99.70686 36.06785 PANAMERIC BERRYMAN U 1 GRAND NE ELLIS N018 W024 1 2475 KB 19681117 15300 D&A-G
35045201490000 -99.66177 36.193 CLOVER HEF THOMPSON 1·21 ARNETT E ELLIS N020 W023 21 2454 KB 19690310 13658 D&A-G
35045201490000 -99.68177 36.193 CLOVER HEF THOMPSON 1-21 ARNETT E ELLIS N020 W023 21 2454 KB 19690310 13658 D&A-G
35045201500000 -99.68739 36.52825 RAMSEY ENGINEE FRISBY 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N024 W023 29 2151 OF 19690617 10430 D&A-G
35045201500000 -99.88739 36.52825 RAMSEY ENGINEE FRISBY 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N024 W023 29 2151 OF 19690617 10430 D&A-G
35045201870000 -99.82667 36.25519 APACHE OIL L F BRANDE 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N021 W025 36 2248 KB 19700527 13102 D&A-O
35045201870000 -99.82667 36.25519 APACHE OIL L F BRANDE 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N021 W025 36 2248 KB 19700527 13102 D&A-O
35045202010000 -99.44886 36.14856 MIDWEST 01 WCCLEM 1 UNNAMED ELLIS N019 W021 4 2369 KB 19701121 13740 GAS 269HNTN
35045202010000 -99.44886 36.14856 MIDWEST 01 WCCLEM 1 UNNAMED ELLIS N019 W021 4 2369 KB 19701121 1374Q GAS 269HNTN
I
35045202040001 -99.53973 36.08847 WESTERN ST PENZOIL-BA 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N019 W022 27 2308 KB 19720225 14912 D&AWG
35045202070000 ·99.87466 36.13565 MCCULLOCH IMKE 1·9 WILDCAT ELLIS N019 W025 9 2463 KB 19710209 15978 D&A·G
35045202080000 -99.75238 35.98673 Me CULLOCH JACKSON 1-34 WILDCAT ELLIS N018 W024 34 2395 KB 19710315 17500 D&A-G
35045202080000 -99.75238 35.98673 Me CULLOCH JACKSON 1-34 WILDCAT ELLIS N018 W024 34 2395 KB 19710315 17500 D&A-G
35045202120000 -99.72798 36.52777 RIMROCK EX ALLEY 1 LUTHER HILL E ELLIS N024 W024 25 2263 OF 19710421 10372 GAS 402MRRW
35045202160000 -99.62492 36.080519 MCCULLOCH GABERRYM 1-35 WILDCAT ELLIS N019 W023 35 2335 KB 19710307 15187 D&A-G
35045202160000 -99.62492 36.08099 MCCULLOCH GABERRYM 1-35 WILDCAT ELLIS N019 W023 35 2335 KB 19710307 15187 D&A-G
35045202270000 -99.65591 36.06652 MCCULLOCH AC BERRYM 1-4 GRAND NE ELLIS N018 W023 4 2364 KB 19720515 15510 GAS 402MRRW
35045202270000 -99.65591 36.06652 MCCULLOCH AC BERRYM 1-4 GRAND NE ELLIS N018 W023 4 2364 KB 19720515 15510 GAS 402MRRW
35045202370000 -99.86987 36.09493 MCCULLOCH IDS-STATEX 1-28 WILDCAT ELLIS N019 W025 26 2369 KB 19720606 15395 D&A-G
35045202580000 -99.7701 36.09715 MCCULLOCH OIL IDS-STATEX-HAl 1-28 ARNETT S ELLIS N019 W024 28 2386 KB 19721024 15253 D&A-G
35045202610000 -99.71453 35.93766 LONE STAR BERRYMAN U 1-24 PEEKS ELLIS N017 W024 24 2353 KB 19731016 17068 GAS 402MRRW
35045202650000 -99.42721 36.14015 NATOLPETR LIZZIE CAM 1 VlCIW ELLIS N019 W021 10 2332 KB 19730315 13735 GAS 402MRRWl
35045202850000 -99.45884 36.12431 CITIESSER SNIDER A 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N019 W021 17 2280 KB 19730513 13970 D&A-G
35045202920000 -9969012 36.51154 TEXASO&G WITTENBERG 1 GAGENE ELLIS N024 W023 32 2178 KB 19730724 10755 GAS 402MRRW
35045202940000 -99.44816 36.16278 ODESSA NAT MILSTEAD 1 VICIW ELLIS N020 W021 33 2365 KB 19731015 13700 GAS 402MRRW
35045202940000 -99.44818 36.16278 ODESSA NAT MILSTEAD 1 VlCIW ELLIS N020 W021 33 2365 KB 19731015 13700 GAS 402MRRW




API DSTFm DSTTop DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multi-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec Rese
35043219780000 269HNTN 16700 16832 7208 7208 775 0.43 3042 3417 3417 0.474
35045000640001 269HNTN 13425 13476 5763 5763 1388 0.43 3287 3623 3623 0.629 multi-zn L m FmR No FSIP
35045000840001 269HNTN 13370 13425 5648 5836 5646 1621 0.44 4712 4264 4712 0.606 multi-zn H h Y FmR OK
35045000640001 269HNTN 13498 13499 500 5610 5610 1036 0.42 tight multl-zn I
35045000640001 269HNTN 13431 13432 5700 5600 5700 1296 0.42 light multl·zn m
35045000910001 269HNTN 14345 14467 6394 6117 6394 1314 0.44 1667 2075 2075 0.325 mulli-zn H I Y FmR OK
35045000910001 269HNTN 14350 14450 6505 6007 6505 1569 0.45 1667 1770 1770 0.272 light multl-zn L h
35045200500000 269HNTN 10520 10560 4400 4166 4400 1195 0.42 4072 4110 4110 0.934 Y FmR OK
35045200670000 269HNTN 14039 14063 5633 5693 5693 675 0.40 2632 2632 2632 0.497
35045201000000 269HNTN 13423 13516 3647 4693 4693 -922 0.35 1875 1912 1912 0.407
35045201020000 269HNTN 11160 11251 67 13 67 -8783 0.01 13 13 13 0.194 tight
35045201030000 269HNTN 13213 13319 4338 5058 5056 ·14 0.36 2165 2161 2161 0.431
35045201240000 269HNTN 13740 13666 6012 5615 6012 1521 0.43 2266 2750 2750 0.457
35045201260000 269HNTN 14966 15001 6343 6150 6343 1130 0.42 2973 3991 3991 0.629 FmR OK
35045201370000 269HNTN 15130 15300 6438 6436 6438 1020 0.42 3575 6138 6138 0.953 multl-zn M m FmR OK
35045201370000 269HNTN 15105 15158 6446 6424 6446 1179 0.43 5338 6317 6317 0.960 multi-zn H h Y FmR OK
35045201370000 269HNTN 14854 15060 4396 4116 4396 -3131 0.29 2460 2468 2468 0.561 multi-zn L I
35045201490000 269HNTN 13330 13658 4870 4757 4870 -731 0.36 1435 1870 1870 0.384 multl-zn H I YO FmR OK
35045201490000 269HNTN 13330 13446 5053 5259 5259 318 0.39 1590 1630 1630 0.310 multi-zn L h
35045201500000 269HNTN 10192 10210 4166 4166 900 0.41 tight multi-zn I Y FmR No FSIP
35045201500000 269HNTN 10192 10210 4658 4615 4658 1958 0.46 1983 2089 2089 0.448 mUlti-zn h
35045201870000 269HNTN 12909 12980 2242 2272 2272 -5846 0.16 1143 1169 1169 0.515 mUlti-zn H I
35045201870000 269HNTN 12980 13092 4174 4103 4174 -1666 0.32 1166 1126 1166 0.279 tight multl-zn L h
35045202010000 269HNTN 13447 13500 5649 5649 5649 1447 0.43 2666 3605 3605 0.651 multi-zn H h Y FmR OK
35045202010000 269HNTN 13410 13447 5625 5569 5625 1019 0.42 2126 2154 2154 0.363 multl·zn L I
35045202040001 269HNTN 14674 14912 6210 6279 6279 899 0.42 2913 5341 5341 0.851 Y FmR OK
35045202070000 269HNTN 14750 14793 4954 3625 4954 -1676 0.33 2407 2516 2516 0.506
35045202060000 269HNTN 16017 16085 3939 3325 3939 -5219 0.24 2787 2767 2767 0.706 mulli·zn L h
35045202080000 269HNTN 16085 16185 3513 3692 3692 -5650 0.23 2706 2706 2706 0.733 mulli-zn H I
35045202120000 269HNTN 10192 10372 3950 3621 3950 386 0.38 954 954 954 0.242 tight
35045202160000 269HNTN 15070 15167 6611 6671 6671 1494 0.44 61 6611 6611 0.991 multi-zn H h Y FmR OK
35045202160000 269HNTN 14680 14928 6351 6230 6351 1065 0.43 1197 1197 1197 0.188 tight multi-zn L I
35045202270000 269HNTN 15086 15160 6548 5940 6546 1266 0.43 1350 1447 1447 0.221 tight mUlti-zn L I
35045202270000 269HNTN 15066 15366 6855 6626 6855 1740 0.45 1466 1553 1553 0.227 tight multl-zn H h
35045202370000 269HNTN 15045 15395 7276 6861 7276 2641 0.47 1710 1770 1770 0.243 tight
35045202560000 269HNTN 14912 15240 6365 6363 6385 877 0.42 2572 2705 2705 0.424 Y FmR OK
35045202610000 269HNTN 16720 17066 7301 7258 7301 966 0.43 3858 4461 4461 0.611 Y FmR OK
35045202650000 269HNTN 13606 13735 5538 5501 5536 507 0.40 2248 2501 2501 0.452 YO FmR OK
35045202650000 269HNTN 13795 13890 3661 3295 3861 -3307 0.28 2196 2196 2198 0.569
35045202920000 269HNTN 10472 10755 4257 4375 4375 832 0.41 1641 1785 1785 0.408 Y FmR OK
35045202940000 269HNTN 13437 13467 5320 4060 5320 319 0.39 2052 2013 205.2 0.386 multl-zn L h
35045202940000 269HNTN 13397 13441 2492 2474 2492 -5717 0.19 2090 2090 2090 0.839 multi·zn H I
35045203260000 269HNTN 15968 16110 6645 6579 6645 727 0.42 3397 4771 4771 0.697 y FmR OK
-W
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API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County TorSrv R or Blk Sec Elell ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35045203580000 -99.96849 36.13142 WESSELYEN STEINLE UN 1 WILDCAT ELLIS N019 W026 10 2589 KB 19740417 14735 D&A-O
35045204380000 -99.76037 36.00245 HDOVER&B JACKS 1-28 UNNAMED ELLIS N018 W024 28 2392 OF 19750905 16200 GAS 402MRRW
35045206000000 -99.61762 36.19172 BRAUN C F LOWERY 1 UNNAMED ELLIS N020 W023 23 2485 KB 19770623 13735 GAS 402MRRW
35051000250000 -97.68984 34.92966 SUPERIOR 0 STATE 1 BRADLEY NE GRADY N005 WOOS 2 1157 KB 19550504 14124 20lL 202TPCK
35051000350000 -97.68667 34.9866 SUPERIOR 0 MOWDY 1 WILDCAT GRADY N006 WOOS 13 1112 KB 19550504 14166 D&A-G
35051001160000 -97.67216 34.92246 GULF OIL E MAINKA-RIN 1 BRADLEY NE GRADY N005 W005 12 1160 DF 19510605 13651 OIL 251CMNL
35051201030000 -97.67272 35.2964 FERGUSON 0 STATION 1 WILDCAT GRADY N010 WOOS 36 1274 KB 19691229 10665 D&A-G
35051201300001 -.97.71172 35.10703 CLARCAN PE LUDLOW 1 MIDDLEBURG GRADY N007 WOOS 3 1314 KB 19740126 11852 GAS-W 269HNTN
35051201300001 -97.71172 35.10703 CLARCAN PE LUDLOW 1 MIDDLEBURG GRADY N007 W005 3 1314 KB 19740126 11852 GAS-W 269HNTN
35051201300001 -97.71172 35.10703 CLARCAN PE LUDLOW 1 MIDDLEBURG GRADY N007 WOOS 3 1314 KB 19740126 11852 GAS-W 269HNTN
35051204350000 -97.68935 35.3264 DUNCANWAL DARROW 1 TUTTLEE GRADY N010 WOOS 23 1195 KB 19750103 8918 OIL 269HNTN
35051207870000 -98.07383 35.33791 HELMERICH CURTIS 1-17 WATONGATR GRADY N010 W008 17 1367 KB 19790507 13908 GAS 269HNTN
35051210730000 -97.86945 35.21451 SUNRISE EX CULBERTSON 1 AMBER N GRADY N009 W006 31 1219 DF 19810413 12095 GAS 4040SBR
35OS135493OOO1 -97.67689 34.8767 CITIES SERVICE BROWNJ 1 BRADLEY GRADY N005 WOOS 25 1016 GR 19601120 13037 OIL-WO 251CMNL
35OS1354940000 -97.6725 34.87524 CITIES SER SELZER 1 BRADLEY DIST GRADY N005 WOOS 25 1016 GR 19560411 12360 OIL 251CMNL
35051354950000 -97.68021 34.89674 GULF OIL BRANCH UNI 1 BRADLEY N GRADY N005 WOOS 24 1054 OF 19550601 12523 OIL 202BRMD1
35051354960000 -97.67688 34.88601 SINCLAIR 0 GABROWN 1 GOLDEN TREII GRADY N005 W005 24 1017 ES 19551207 12204 OIL 404HART
35051355070000 -97.66995 34.91109 SINCLAIR 0 CLARACUDO 1 BRADLEY DIST GRADY N005 WOOS 14 1090 GR 19571023 12424 D&A-O
35051355070000 -97.68995 34.91109 SINCLAIR 0 CLARACUDD 1 BRADLEY DIST GRADY N005 W005 14 1090 GR 19571023 12424 D&A-O
35051355210000 -97.69335 34.93302 SUPERIOR 0 TOKLAN ROY 1 BRADLEY NE GRADY N005 W005 2 1119 GR 19550631 13330 OIL 202BRMD1
35051355210000 -97.69335 34.93302 SUPERIOR 0 TOKLAN ROY 1 BRADLEY NE GRADY N005 W005 2 1119 GR 19550631 13330 Oil 202BRMD1
35051355240000 -97.68559 34.93325 GULF Oil MAINKADOU 1 BRADLEY NE GRADY NODS W005 1 1144 GR 19560711 13528 Oil 202VIOL
35051355250000 -97.6804 34.92938 GULF OIL E MAINKA-RIN 2 BRADLEY NE GRADY N005 WOOS 1 1141 GR 19520520 13445 OIL 202BRMDl
35051359610000 -97.74522 35.17106 CLEARY PET HILLTOP UN 2 BLANCHARD N GRADY N008 WOOS 17 1340 OF 19610421 11909 GAS 202BRMD
35059000900001 -99.5591 36.76251 NATIONAlC SCHUYLER 1 WILDCAT HARPER N026 W022 3 1886 KB 19740327 8285 D&AWG
35059200540000 -99.4683 36.76346 COX EDWIN MCCORMICK 1 SELMAN HARPER N026 W021 4 1783 DF 19670217 7478 10&1G 406TNKW
35059200540000 -99.4683 36.76346 COX EDWIN MCCORMICK 1 SELMAN HARPER N026 W021 4 1763 OF 19670217 7478 10&1G 406TNKW
35059200700000 -99.4815 36.76334 COX EDWIN JOHNSON 1 LOVEDALE HARPER N026 W021 5 1801 KB 19670626 7500 GAS 406TNKW
35059200930000 -99.46197 36.63182 CLEARY PET KINNEY 1-20 FORT SUPPLY HARPER N025 W021 20 2139 OF 19671111 8996 D&A
35059201230001 -99.355 36.63222 ANDERSON R CLARK UNIT 1 WILDCAT HARPER N027 W020 9 1783 OF 19680409 7350 D&AW
35059201350000 -99.56072 36.8296 MESA PET HUCKABY 1-1 a WILDCAT HARPER N027 W022 10 1770 KB 19680720 7744 D&A-G
35059201470000 -99.42635 36.84331 SUN OIL J B RUBLE 1 WILDCAT HARPER N025 W021 14 2000 KB 19681014 8750 D&A
35059201570000 -99.46307 36.76691 COX EDWIN CAMERON 1 LOVEDALE HARPER N026 W021 4 1752 DF 19681209 7400 D&A
35059201610000 ·99.48678 36.62456 CHAMPliN P LUCY KJNNE 1 FORT SUPPLY HARPER N025 W021 20 2116 DF 19681222 9265 D&A-G
35059201760000 -99.39261 36.83056 KlRPATRICK WOOLFOLK 1 SELMAN E HARPER N027 W020 7 1831 OF 19690807 7355 O&A-O
35059201810000 -99.39818 36.80862 KIRKPATRIC ART HEPNER 1 SELMAN E HARPER N027 W020 19 1858 KB 19700313 7550 D&A-O
35059202240000 -99.57423 36.69089 TEXAS PACI MOBERLY RA 1-33, WILDCAT HARPER N026 W022 33 1877 KB 19700904 6600 D&A-G
35059202300000 -99.36882 36.73784 PAYNEWC HAYES 1 LOVEDALE HARPER N026 W020 17 1782 KB 19701129 7704 D&A-O
35059202860000 -99.42957 36.78725 PUBLISHERS JOSEPHINE 1 LOVEDALE HARPER N027 W021 26 1784 KB 19720721 7545 GAS 402MRRW
35059203910000 -99.4795 36.80142 COTION PET WEAVER 1 LOVEDALE HARPER N027 W021 20 1741 KB 19740112 7450 D&A-O
35059203910000 -99.4795 36.80142 COnONPET WEAVER 1 LOVEDALE HARPER N027 W021 20 1741 KB 19740112 7450 D&A-O
35059204350000 -9929956 36.67806 WOODS PET SCHAEFER 1 LOVEDALE SE HARPER N025 W020 1 1877 KB 19741004 8390 D&A-G




API DSTFm DST Top DST Bas ISIP rSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multi-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rae ResC
35045203580000 269HNTN 14624 14652 2775 2498 2775 -6095 0.19 2221 2221 2221 0.800
35045204360000 269HNTN 15870 18200 5954 5542 5954 -1004 0.37 3435 3444 3444 0.578
35045206000000 269HNTN 13462 13513 4722 2985 4722 -873 0.35 1972 2080 2080 0.440
35051000250000 251CMNL 12036 12073 4550 4550 -1131 0.36 1525 1525 0.335
35051000350000 251CMNL 12300 12371 1350 1350 -8356 0.11 1155 1155 0.856
35051001160000 251CMNL 13065 13138 5650 5650 175 0.43 tight Y FmR NolSIP
35051201030000 301BDRC 8950 9045 334 3453 3453 -345 0.38 296 345 345 0.100 tight
35051201300001 269HNTN 11779 11852 1415 1345 1415 -7495 0.12 945 945 945 0.668 mutti-zn H I
35051201300001 269HNTN 11135 11175 2561 3176 3176 -3031 0.28 602 600 602 0.190 tight mutti-zn M m
35051201300001 269HNTN 11172 11175 4404 4120 4404 -390 0.39 615 630 630 0.143 light multi-zn L h
35051204350000 289HNTN 8820 8842 4104 4104 4104 1179 046 71 118 118 0.029 tight Y FmR OK
35051207870000 289HNTN 13184 13280 220 261 261 -11352 0.02 70 70 70 0.268 light
35051210730000 269HNTN 11912 12095 4841 4867 4867 -409 0.40 1018 1032 1032 0.212 tight YO FmR OK
35051354930001 251CMNL 11005 11006 2965 2965 -3614 0.27 1195 2240 2240 0.755 YO FmR NoISIP
35051354940000 269HRGH 10764 11037 875 875 -8139 0.08 125 150 150 0.171 light
35051354950000 269HNTN 10144 10233 1100 1410 1410 -6147 0.14 light
35051354960000 269HNTN 10999 11044 2300 2300 -5081 0.21 600 950 950 0.413
35051355070000 269HNTN 10884 10909 2445 2445 -4561 0.22 950 950 0.369 multi-zn H h
35051355070000 269HNTN 11350 11395 1135 1135 -7864 0.10 light multi-zn I
35051355210000 251CMNL 12215 12289 1700 1700 ·7514 014 525 575 575 0.338 multi-zn H I
35051355210000 269HNTN 11920 11946 4415 4415 ·1332 0.37 540 605 605 0.137 light multi-zn L h
35051355240000 269HNTN 12326 12384 2600 2600 -5649 0.21
. ----
1580' 1580 0.608
35051355250000 269HNTN 11928 11981 4300 4300 ·1593 0.36 light YO FmR NolSIP
35051359610000 269HNTN 10801 10868 4865 4225 4685 504 0.43 295 1285 1285 0.275 light
35059000900001 269HNTN 8146 8285 1087 762 1087 -4061 013 610 675 675 0.621
35059200540000 269HNTN 7286 7400 2735 2712 2735 265 0.37 837 1045 1045 0.382 multi-zn H h YO FmR OK
35059200540000 269HNTN 7244 7286 607 1718 1718 ·1808 0.24 48 46 46 0.027 lighl multi-zn L I
35059200700000 269HNTN 7~7 7390 116 92 118 -5340 0.02 69 59 69 0.595 suspect
35059200930000 269HNTN 8726 8760 3502 3516 3516 940 0.40 3160 3488 3488 0.992 Y FmR OK
35059201230001 269HNTN 7215 7350 483 992 992 -3434 0.13 127 165 165 0.166 light
35059201350000 269HNTN 7543 7610 3228 3159 3228 11G2 0.42 23 47 47 0.015 light
35059201470000 269HNTN 8690 8750 2960 2960 -384 0.34 2911 2944 2944 0.995 YO FmR NolSIP
35059201570000 269HNTN 7250 7400 267 242 267 ·5074 0.04 191 216 216 0.809 suspect
35059201610000 269HNTN 8695 8760 108 88 108 -6412 0.01 76 88 68 0.815 suspect
35059201760000 269HNTN 7195 7300 2047 2868 2888 742 0.40 94 490 490 0.170 tight
35059201810000 269HNTN 7340 7550 1202 2004 2004 -1382 0.27 64 106 106 0.053 light
35059202240000 269HNTN 8630 8651 175 64 175 -8398 002 20 46 46 0.263 tight
35059202300000 269HNTN 7600 7704 2431 808 2431 -694 0.32 1695 655 1695 0.697 YO FmR OK
35059202860000 269HNTN 7371 7393 121 109 121 -5349 0.02 tight
35059203910000 269HNTN 7258 7304 2925 2527 2925 727 040 62 208 208 0.071 light multi-zn L h Y FmR OK
35059203910000 289HNTN 7258 7304 2541 2222 2541 -98 0.35 101 233 233 0.092 light multi-zn H I FmR OK
35059204350000 289HNTN 8150 8390 3459 3464 30464 979 0.42 2982 3421 3421 0.982 Y FmR OK
35059205450000 269HNTN 7510 7660 3083 3008 3083 699 0.40 258 456 458 0.148 tight Y FmR OK
.......
.J:>........
API Long La! Operator Lease Well Field County i or Srv R or Blk sec Elev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35059205750000 -99.70103 36.70647 FITKlN PEi PALMER 1-29 STOCKHOLMS HARPER N026 W023 29 2228 DF 19770130 9090 D&A-G
35059206540000 -99.4539 36.6773 AMERADA HE BRIZZOLARA 1 WILDCAT HARPER N025 W021 3 1961 KB 19780420 8485 D&A-O
~5920953OO00 -99.42501 36.80853 KENNEDY & JOSEPHINE 31-1 LOVEDALENW HARPER N027 W021 23 1854 KB 19801021 7701 GAS 402MRRW
35059209610000 -99.48101 36.83788 PREMIER RE MILLER A02 LOVEDALENW HARPER N027 W021 9 1781 KB 19800629 7600 D&A-G
35059300080001 -99.54163 36.74439 RAMSEY ENG BARNETT 1 WILDCAT HARPER N026 W022 11 1870 KB 19700513 8362 D&AWG
35059352300001 -99.57045 38.8083 CAYMA.N COR CARMICHAEL 1 WILDCAT HARPER N027 W022 21 1794 DF 19691027 8363 D&AWG
35073000200000 -98.14971 38.06287 UTAH SOUTH HILL 1 LACEYSW KINGFISH N018 W009 3 1121 KB 19571023 9330 GAS 4041NOL
35073000210000 -97.91403 35.93293 CALVERT DR PERDUE 1 DUNLAP NE KlNGFISH N017 W007 23 1086 KB 19590527 8035 OIL 404BGLO
35073000290000 -97.9008 35.95109 CALVERT DR CORR 1 DOVERSW KlNGFISH N017 W007 13 1022 DF 19591028 7850 Oil 405ClVD
35073000350001 -98.13212 36.0889 CALVERT EXPL CLINE 1 LACEY SW KlNGFISH N019 W009 26 1119 DF 19631118 8661 10&1GW 404RDFK
35073000350001 -98.13212 36.0889 CALVERT EXPL CLINE 1 LACEYSW KINGFISH N019 W009 26 1119 DF 19631118 8661 1O&1GW 404RDFK
35073000470000 -97.94423 35.94295 SUPERIOR 0 LONG 1 DOVERSW KINGFISH N017 W007 16 1128 KB 19481214 9026 2 GAS 269HNTN
35073000550000 -97.96201 35.94297 CARTER ED PECK 1 DOVERSW KINGFISH N017 W007 17 1137 DF 19530915 8175 D&A-G
35073000570000 -97.72953 35.82924 PHILLIPS & HASLEY 1 PLEASANT RID KINGFISH N016 W005 28 1010 DF 19450508 7867 Oil 202WlCX2
35073000570000 -97.72953 35.82924 PHilLIPS & HASLEY 1 PLEASANT RID KINGFISH N016 W005 28 1010 DF 19450508 7867 Oil 202WlCX2
35073000640000 -97.81827 35.8692 NATIONAL A J STEPHENS 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N016 W006 15 1098 DF 19501114 7906 D&A-G
35073000740001 -98.07791 35.97617 ClEARYPEi GLAZIER 1-5 WilDCAT KINGFISH N017 W008 5 1117 DF 19660916 9110 D&AW
35073000740001 -·98.07791 35.97617 CLEARYPEi GLAZIER 1-5 WilDCAT KINGFISH N017 W008 5 1117 DF 19660916 9110 D&AW
35073000750000 -97.89622 35.93656 CALVERT PE SEEFELDT 1 WilDCAT KlNGFISH N017 W007 24 1030 DF 19601115 7856 D&A
35073000780001 -97.99048 36.06772 HALl-JONES THROCKMORT 1 DOVER-HENNE KlNGFISH N018 W007 6 1168 DF 19630214 8320 Oll-W 269HNTN
35073000850000 -97.95029 36.05342 JONES & PE STINSON 1 DOVER-HENNE KINGFISH N018 W007 9 1111 DF 19600810 8040 20ll 4040SWG
35073001810000 -98.0527 36.13974 JONES & PE COLE 1 LACEY NE KlNGFISH N019 W008 9 1218 DF 19630516 8285 2 Oil 3520SGE
35073001850000 -98.07519 36.13956 JONES & PE DITMARS CH 1 lYONSSE KINGFISH N019 W008 8 1219 DF 19630302 8288 2 Oil 353MRMC
35073001890000 -98.00324 36.06368 HAll-JONES CHOATE 1 DOVER-HENNE KINGFISH N018 W008 1 1165 DF 19630509 8240 Oil 353MRMC
35073001920001 -98.03837 35.92192 NATIONAlC BARNARD 1 WilDCAT KINGFISH N017 W008 27 1193 KB 19650727 9173 D&AWO
35073001920001 -98.03837 35.92192 NATIONALC BARNARD 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH NO17 W008 27 1193 KB 19650727 9173 D&AWO
ooסס3507300207 -98.13207 36.07417 CALVERT EX NELSON 1 LACEYSW KINGFISH N019 W009 35 1102 DF 19620802 9190 10&2G 353MRMCB
35073002220000 -98.18448 36.12036 GULF Oil AOMAY 1 STAR KlNGFISH N019 W009 17 1131 DF 19621101 8749 Oil 353MRMC
35073002270000 -98.13663 36.11023 TOMMY WARD NELSON 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N019 W009 23 1119 DF 19620625 8592 D&A-O
35073002310000 -97.86841 35.87924 lYNCH G J GASAWAY 1 WilDCAT KlNGFISH N016 W006 8 1099 DF 19500531 7819 D&A-O
35073002420000 -97.92979 35.81842 PANAMERIC POST UNIT 1 OKARCHEW KINGFISH N016 W007 34 1086 DF 19640103 9274 D&A-O
35073200660000 -97.89412 35.83304 BROOKWOOD HElT 1 WilDCAT KINGFISH N016 W007 25 1150 DF 19660914 8397 D&A-O
35073200860000 -97.89412 35.83304 BROOKWOOD HElT 1 WilDCAT KINGFISH N016 W007 25 1150 OF 19660914 8397 D&A-O
35073200860000 -97.89412 35.83304 BROOKWOOD HElT 1 WilDCAT KINGFISH N016 W007 25 1150 DF 19680914 8397 D&A-O
-98.17317 36.10827 KING RESOU CIMARRON R 1-21 STAR
-
KINGFISH N019 W009 21 1097 KB 19660930 D&A35073200900000 8476
35073201620000 -97.70519 35.78192 PlCKENSW CRONKITE 1 EDMONDW KINGFISH N015 W005 14 1102 KB 19670224 7148 D&A-O
35073201840000 ·98.03253 35.89407 GRAHAM-MIC THOMPSON 1-3 KINGFISHER V\ KlNGFISH N016 W008 3 1183 KB 19670526 9018 OIL 269HNTN
35073201840000 -98.03253 35.89407 GRAHAM-MIC THOMPSON 1-3 KINGFISHER V\ KINGFISH N016 W008 3 1183 KB 19670526 9018 Oil 269HNTN
35073201860000 -98.02351 35.87962 SINCLAIR 0 MARIESVOB 1 KINGFISHER V\ KINGFISH N016 W008 11 1141 GR 19670609 9009 OIL 269HNTN
35073202120000 -98.01764 35.9598 PANAMERIC KUNTZ UNIT 1 WilDCAT KINGFISH N017 WOO8 11 1072 OF 19670717 8840 D&A-O
35073202120000 -98.01764 35.9598 PANAMERIC KUNTZ UNIT 1 WilDCAT KINGFISH N017 WOO8 11 1072 OF 19670717 8840 D&A-O
35073202170000 -98.07041 35.98764 NATOLPEi PARADIS 1 WilDCAT KINGFISH N018 W008 32 1131 KB 19670714 9060 D&A




API DSTFm DST Top DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FPISIP) Fpstat Multi-zn permHL Gradhl UsePS Rec Rese
35059205750000 269HNTN 6950 9020 774 621 774 -5127 0.09 136 162 162 0.209 tight
35059206540000 269HNTN 8316 8380 1721 1582 1721 -2718 0.21 1104 1456 1456 0.846
35059209530000 269HNTN 7308 7450 2891 2691 2891 621 0.39 1765 2740 2740 0.948 YO FmR OK
35059209610000 269HNTN 7221 7600 2943 2891 2943 510 0.39 179 204 204 0069 tight
35059300060001 269HNTN 8244 8350 3030 2678 3030 36 0.36 141 235 235 0.078 tight Y FmR OK
35059352300001 269HNTN 7798 7942 454 259 454 -5172 0.06 65 65 65 0.143 tight
35073000200000 269HNTN 8464 8469 810 810 -5606 0.10 60 60 0.074 tight
35073000210000 269HNTN 7979 7996 3470 3325 3470 552 0.43 1090 1650 1650 0.476
.'.
FmR OK
35073000290000 269HNTN 7805 7850 440 335 440 -5882 0.06 145 170 170 0.386 suspect
35073000350001 269HNTN 8460 8660 864 1518 1518 -4276 0.18 115 510 510 0.336 multl-zn H I
35073000350001 269HNTN 8480 8660 4075 4261 4281 1665 0.49 835 835 0.195 tight mulll-zn L h
35073000470000 251CMNL 8210 8230 3275 3275 -59 0.40 tight
35073000550000 269HNTN 8147 8175 3565 3565 629 0.44 1505 1505 0.422 Y FmR NolSIP
35073000570000 269HNTN 7090 7102 3050 3050 467 0.43 tight multi-zn h Y FmR NolSIP
35073000570000 269HNTN 7223 7360 2900 2900 -113 0.39 tight mUlti-zn , FmR NolSIP
35073000640000 269HNTN 7604 7614 2975 2975 -118 0.39 700 750 750 0.252 tight
35073000740001 269HNTN 8700 8709 3917 3917 832 0.45 691 2429 2429 0.620 mulU-zn H h Y FmR NolSIP
35073000740001 269HNTN 8898 9110 419 669 669 -6554 0.07 167 167 167 0.250 tight multi·zn L I
35073000750000 269HNTN 7834 7856 3480 3500 3500 701 0.45 275 960 980 0.280 tight FmR OK
35073000780001 269HNTN 7992 6043 3190 3110 3190 -15 0.40 230 270 270 0.085 tight
35073000850000 289HNTN 7833 7850 370 35 370 -5943 0.05 20 20 0.064 tight
35073001810000 269HNTN 8034 8148 567 567 -5711 0.07 517 517 517 0.912
36073001850000 269HNTN 8185 8285 720 720 -5518 0.09 610 610 610 0.847
35073001890000 269HNTN 8042 8144 1045 1045 -4732 0.13 820 825 825 0.789
35073001920001 269HNTN 8821 8833 1088 1088 1088 ·5300 0.12 435 435 435 0.400 mulli-zn H I
35073001920001 269HNTN 8989 9018 3386 3516 3516 -264 0.39 475 498 498 0.142 tight multi-zn L h
35073002070000 269HNTN 8383 8430 3635 3635 489 0.43 1409 1407 1409 0.388
35073002220000 269HNTN 6604 8609 690 480 690 -5994 0.08 15 15 15 0.022 tight
35073002270000 269HNTN 8264 8271 15 260 260 ·6593 003 85 225 225 0.855 suspect
35073002310000 269HNTN n93 7818 3200 3200 163 041 700 700 0.219 tight FmR NolSIP
35073002420000 269HNTN 8257 8327 655 393 655 -5832 0.08 240 240 240 0.366
35073200860000 269HNTN 8092 8150 33n 3606 3606 755 0.44 95 703 703 0.195 tight multi-zn H m Y FmR OK
35073200860000 269HNTN 8250 8252 3525 3525 3525 479 0.43 tight multl-zn I FmR OK
35073200860000 269HNTN U 8113 8115 3900 3775 3900 1422 0.48 tight multi-zn h
35073200900000 269HNTN 8305 8353 794 794 794 ·5548 0.10 514 514 514 0.647
35073201620000 269HNTN 7105 7136 2995 295a 2995 407 0.42 82 297 297 0.099 light y FmR OK
35073201840000 289HNTN 8804 8840 3540 3566 3566 12 040 1572 1674 1674 0.469 multl-zn H h FmR OK
35073201840000 269HNTN 8992 9008 3189 2819 3189 -967 035 446 446 ...6 0.140 tight muttl-zn L I
35073201860000 269HNTN 8765 8820 3734 3667 3734 351 042 2301 2719 2719 0.728 FmR OK
35073202120000 2lnlHNTN 8600 8840 3645 3508 3645 71 0.41 657 1452 1452 0.398 multl-zn H I FmR OK
35073202120000 269HNTN 8618 8619 3700 3700 3700 410 0.43 tight multi·zn h YO FmR OK
35073202170000 289HNTN 86'2t 8630 3932 3932 3932 957 0.46 95 1570 1570 0.399 Y FmR OK




API Long La! Operator lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Compda1 TO Stat Prod Fm
35073202330000 -97.69393 35.79998 KlRKPATRIC PRITCHETT- 1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N015 W005 2 1133 KB 19671207 7135 OIL 359MSSP
35073202600000 -98.1145 36.08129 CITIES SER MCMEEKAN- 1 LACEYSW KINGFISH N019 W009 36 1123 KB 19671224 8662 OIL 359MSSP
35073202610000 -98.00556 35.86521 APACHE COR SARAH LOVE 1 KINGFISHER VI KINGFISH N016 W006 13 1124 KB 19680201 8860 OIL 359MSSP
35073202630000 -97.82023 35.95071 CALVERT FU MUSICK 1 SOONERTRE~ KlNGFISH N017 W006 15 1021 KB 19671228 7871 2 Oil 404BGLM
35073202630000 -97.82023 35.95071 CALVERT FU MUSICK 1 SOONER TRE~ KlNGFISH N017 W006 15 1021 KB 19671228 7671 2 Oil 404BGLM
35073202910000 -97.80248 35.77471 FEDERAL pI: CERNY 1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N015 W006 14 1202 KB 19680318 8160 OIL 269HNTN
35073203290000 -97.9865 35.86268 APACHE COR HILL UNIT 1 OKARCHE N KINGFISH N016 W007 18 1071 KB 19680417 8950 D&A
35073203480000 -98.10955 35.92197 PAYNEWC MAJOR 1 WILDCAT KlNGFISH N017 W009 25 1165 KB 19680517 9431 D&A-G
35073203630000 -98.03419 35.96558 APACHE COR ENGLEKING 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N017 W008 10 1076 OF 19660717 8930 D&A·O
35073203630000 -96.03419 35.96558 APACHE COR ENGLEKlNG 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N017 W008 10 1076 OF 19680717 8930 D&A·O
35073203720000 -97.99878 3607472 MAGNESSPE STATE 36-1 SOONER TRE~ KlNGFISH N019 W008 36 1163 OF 19680722 8390 2 OIL 359MSSP
35073204190000 -97.8651 35.85115 PICKENSW EVERY 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N016 W006 19 1141 KB 19681023 8150 D&A·O
35073204190000 -97.8851 35.85115 PICKENSW EVERY 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N016 WOO6 19 1141 KB 19681023 8150 D&A-O
35073204490000 -97.8271 35.8111 RANCHO OIL VAIL 1 SOONERTRE~ KlNGFISH N015 W006 3 1175 KB 19690104 7866 10&1G 404PRUE
35073204680000 -97.93299 35.93571 CALVERT FU GERBER 1 SOONERTRE~ KlNGFISH N017 W007 22 1151 KB 19690106 6459 D&A-G
35073204770000 -97.85146 35.94339 BORELLI GE WILLIAMS 1 SOONERTRE~ KlNGFISH N017 W006 16 1015 KB 19690613 7856 OIL 359MSSP
35073204810000 -98.02807 35.68685 BlAIKOIL HILL 1 OKARCHE N KINGFISH N016 W008 2 1172 KB 19690217 8866 OIL 269HNTN
35073204820001 -97.72954 35.80736 TURLEY OIL WELLER 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N015 W005 4 1070 OF 19690502 7515 D&AW
35073205310000 -96.03669 35.88347 CLINTON 01 BENGS 1-V OKARCHEN KINGFISH N016 W008 10 1177 KB 19690801 9200 D&A-O
35073205590000 -97.87165 35.85474 PICKENS CO EVERY 2 WILDCAT KlNGFlSH N016 W006 19 1158 KB 19690604 8196 O&A
35073205880000 -98.02543 35.9912 CAlVERT EX TURNER 35-1 UNNAMED KINGFISH N016 WOOS 35 1122 DF 19690909 8762 D&A
35073205900000 -98.07218 35.79253 SUN OIL AH BREDEL 1 WILDCAT KlNGFISH N015 W008 8 1183 KB 19690922 9921 O&A-G
35073206840000 -98.02342 35.66674 BROWNJAME Me CULLY 1 OKARCHE N KINGFISH N016 W008 14 1130 KB 19691021 9197 OIL 354MNNGZ
35073207580000 -97.95646 35.76045 AN·SON COR REHERMAN 1 OKARCHE N KlNGFISH N015 W007 21 1179 KB 19700319 9140 OIL 269HNTN
35073208540000 -97.95475 35.895n ELPASONA STRUCK 1 OKARCHE N KlNGFISH N016 W007 4 1120 KB 19700621 8428 OIL 354MSSPU
35073208580000 -97.98067 36.01297 KING RESOURCE ROMERMAN 1-3C SOONERTRE~ K1NGFISH N018 W007 30 1099 OF 19700523 8450 D&A-G
35073208840000 -97.82716 35.86466 EARLSBORO CLARA HONE 1 UNNAMED KlNGFISH N016 W006 10 1129 OF 19700807 7982 GAS 269HNTN
35073209420000 -98.03441 36.0091 MAGNESS PE HILDA 27-1 SOONERTRH KINGFISH N018 W008 27 1130 OF 19701117 8526 D&A-G
35073209470000 -97.70742 35.81095 EASON OIL FLORINE JI 1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N015 WOOS 2 1104 KB 19701125 7433 OIL 269HNTN
35073209550000 -97.86103 36.01709 FLAG-REDFE BAILEY 1 SOONER TRE~ KlNGFISH N018 W006 20 1125 KB 19701217 7972 D&A-G
35073210110000 -98.01904 35.87965 BLAIKOIL HARRYTHOM 1 OKARCHE N KINGFISH N016 W008 11 1159 KB 19710708 8845 GAS 404CHRK
35073210310000 -98.04785 36.00182 BOOKER OIL GRABOW 1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N018 W008 27 1138 DF 19710914 8900 D&A-G
35073210520000 -97.95416 35.96416 BEARD OIL EVERETT 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N017 W007 4 1055 KB 19710721 8345 D&A
35073210560000 -98.01011 35.88152 BLAIKOIL HOLSTINE 1 OKARCHl: N K1NGFISH N016 W008 12 1150 KB 19720508 8800 OIL 269HNTN
35073210980000 -97.94963 35.99545 MAGNESS PE VINCENT 33-1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N018 W007 33 1062 OF 19711104 8290 D&A-G
35073211020000 -97.94631 36.0644 FERGUSON 0 STRIBAL 1 SOONERTRE~ KlNGFISH N018 W007 4 1111 KB 19711204 8185 OIL 269HNTN
35073211520000 -98.03447 36.04901 AN-SON COR HUFFMAN 1 SOONERTRE~ KlNGFISH N01e W008 10 1134 KB 19720503 8587 OIL 269HNTNU
35073211650000 -96.20529 35.9747 V1ERSEN & WINTERS 1-8 COOPERE KINGFISH N017 W009 6 1185 OF 19720926 9184 OIL 3S4CSTR
35073211750000 -97.87171 35.65561 FLAG-REDFE KARRENBROC 1 WILDCAT KlNGFISH N016 W006 18 1147 KB 19720610 8230 D&A-O
35073211750000 -97.87171 35.86561 FLAG-REOFE KARHENBROC 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N016 W006 18 1147 KB 19720610 8230 D&A-O
35073211870000 -98.12355 36.14989 EASON OIL MEWHERTER 1 SOONER TREfI KINGFISH N019 WOO9 2 1187 GR 19720811 8870 D&A-G
35073212100000 -97.952 35.76411 WESSElY EN WOJAHN 1 OKARCHEN KINGFISH N015 W007 21 1164 DF 19721212 9007 D&A-G
35073212840000 -9805511 35.93009 DUNCANWAL BARNAROG 1 DUNLAPW KINGFISH N017 W008 21 1117 KB 19730613 8907 O&A-G
~
.f::>.
API DSTFm DST Top DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/S1P) Fpstat IMultl-zn permHl Gradhl Use PS Rec ResC
35073202330000 269HNTN 7076 7088 581 581 561 -4706 0.08 18 18 18 0.031 light
35073202600000 251CMNL 8556 6638 262 512 512 -6414 0.06 19 19 19 0.037 tight
35073202610000 269HNTN 8756 8765 3741 3741 3741 404 0.43 40 312 312 0.083 light Y FmR OK
35073202630000 269HNTN 7390 7490 2581 280 2581 -918 0.34 21 21 21 0.008 light multi-zn l h
35073202630000 269HNTN 7500 7671 2137 1041 2137 -2054 0.28 13 41 41 0.019 light multi-zn H I
35073202910000 269HNTNL 7945 8177 397 353 397 -6121 0.05 tight
35073203290000 269HNTN 8590 8608 3714 3721 3721 465 0.43 3714 3671 3714 0.998 YD FmR OK
35073203480000 269HNTN 9005 9050 4029 4064 4064 855 0.45 3049 4012 4012 0.987 Y FmR OK
35073203630000 269HNTN 8494 8519 96 540 540 ·6262 0.06 124 276 276 0.511 muJli-zn H I
35073203630000 269HNTN 8463 6513 3050 2090 3050 -676 0.36 330 456 456 0.150 light multl·zn l h
35073203720000 269HNTN 8083 8090 1563 707 1563 -3566 0.19 515 431 515 0.329
35073204190000 269HNTN 8008 8100 3491 3491 3491 549 0.43 869 1096 1098 0.315 multi-zn l I FmR OK
35073204190000 269HNTN 7932 8010 3452 3325 3452 555 0.43 1269 3071 3071 0.890 multi-zn H h FmR OK
35073204490000 269HNTN 7831 7666 3435 3368 3435 696 0.44 64 640 640 0.186 tight Y FmR OK
35073204680000 269HNTN 8287 6315 1254 2047 2047 -2762 0.25 45 68 68 0.033 tight
35073204770000 269HNTN 7525 7540 3320 3320 615 0.44 220 660 660 0.199 Ught Y FmR No FSIP
35073204810000 269HNTN 8600 8638 3317 3296 3317 -533 0.38 720 730 730 0.220 tight FmR OK
35073204820001 269HNTN 7186 7218 2798 2712 2796 ·131 0.39 132 132 0.047 tight YD FmR OK
35073205310000 269HNTN 9046 9056 3264 3240 3264 -862 0.36 516 609 609 0.187 light
35073205590000 269HNTN 7682 7905 3418 3390 3416 604 0.43 919 1155 1155 0.338 FmR OK
35073205680000 269HNTN 8360 8762 306 372 372 -6840 0.04 20 20 20 0.054 tight
35073205900000 269HNTN 9583 9640 2588 2686 2686 -2681 0.28 568 568 568 0.211 tight
35073206840000 269HNTN 9134 9197 97 97 97 -7858 0.01 65 81 81 0.635 suspect
35073207580000 269HNTN 8770 8833 4084 3904 4084 1129 0.46 775 803 803 0.197 tight Y FmR OK
35073208540000 269HNTN 8350 8428 3540 3540 3540 305 0.42 535 469 536 0.151 tight FmR OK
35073208580000 269HNTN 8074 8111 2720 1977 2720 -1163 0.34 139 169 169 0.069 light
35073208840000 269HNTN 7830 7982 3574 3393 3674 1048 0.45 117 117 117 0.032 tight Y FmR OK
35073209420000 269HNTN 8375 8526 208 195 208 -6949 0.02 90 105 105 0.505 suspect
35073209470000 259HNTN 7055 7132 2065 2128 2128 -1452 0.30 164 227 2.27 0.107 light
35073209550000 269HNTN 7580 7755 2420 1692 2420 -1426 0.31 light
35073210110000 269HNTN 8770 8795 3611 3575 3611 130 0.41 531 1307 1307 0.362 FmR OK
35073210310000 269HNTN 8400 8500 75 75 76 -7199 0.01 56 56 . 0.737 suspect
35073210520000 269HNTN 7900 8029 3286 3221 3265 93 0.41 737 1389 1389 0.423 FmR OK
35073210560000 269HNTN 8685 8745 3628 3659 3659 274 0.42 964 2708 2708 0.740 YO FmR OK
35073210980000 269HNTN 8030 8290 3887 3710 3667 1131 0.47 1203 3087 3087 0.794 Y FmR OK
35073211020000 269HNTN 7760 7887 410 637 537 -5406 0.08 91 118 118 0.165 Ught
35073211520000 269HNTNU 8228 8260 2581 2286 2581 -1575 0.31 296 333 333 0.129 tight
35073211650000 269HNTN 9159 9184 3979 4052 4052 715 0.44 2950 4419 4419 1.091 Y FmR OK
35073211750000 269HNTN 7810 7886 3408 342 3408 590 0.43 700 970 970 0.285 light multi-zn H h YD FmR OK
35073211750000 269HNTN 8018 8050 3254 3331 3331 260 0.41 467 493 493 0.148 tight multi-zn L I
35073211870000 269HNTN 8260 8328 222 233 233 -6640 0.03 34 31 34 0.146 light
35073212100000 269HNTN 6654 8739 474 1806 1806 -3691 021 86 107 107 0.059 light
35073212840000 269HNTN 8804 8907 3546 3245 3546 -164 0.40 93 167 167 0.047 Ught
-~
VI
APt Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv Ror Blk Sec Etev ref Compdat TD Stat Prod Fm
35073212900000 ·97.92107 35.84404 MARLIN OIL ZAlABAK 1 OKARCHEN KtNGFISH N016 W007 23 1049 GR 19730608 8750 D&A-G
35073213070000 -97.90316 35.86949 MARLIN OIL WHITE 1 OKARCHE N KINGFISH N016 W007 13 1100 GR 19730717 8450 D&A
35073213100000 ·97.93632 35.98029 WITHROW 01 EVERETTSM 3-1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N017 W007 3 1043 KB 19730806 8263 OIL 269HNTN
35073213500000 -98.05515 35.93735 DUNCANWAL PECK 1 DUNLAPW KINGFISH N017 W008 21 1119 KB 19730920 9140 D&A
35073213710000 -97.94123 35.97675 WITHROW 01 BOBBY STIT 3-1 SOONERTRE~ KtNGFISH NO17 W007 3 1047 KB 19731023 8270 D&A-O
35073213780000 ·97.7029 35.77468 CALVERT EX WATKtNS 1 EDMONDW KINGFISH N015 W005 14 1112 KB 19740116 7210 GAS 404SKNR
35073213780000 -97.7029 35.77468 CALVERT EX WATKINS 1 EDMONDW KtNGFISH N015 W005 14 1112 KB 19740116 7210 GAS 404SKNR
35073213970000 -97.95422 35.96943 EASON OIL HOBBS 1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N017 W007 9 1040 KB 19740201 8386 D&A
35073216820000 -97.82383 35.88102 NCZ PETRO SCHROEDER 1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N016 W006 10 1130 KB 19760203 7966 OIL 4040SWG
35073216930000 ·97.8226 35.82197 COTIONPET JECH 1 SOONERTRE~ KlNGFISH N016 WOOS 34 1184 KB 19751201 8130 OIL 359MSSP
35073217100000 -97.83441 35.89899 COTIONPET LANKARD 1 LINCOLN SW KtNGFISH N017 W006 34 1074 KB 19751213 7950 OIL 269HNTN
35073217290000 -97.85269 35.89722 DALCO EXPL WILLMS 3 LINCOLN SW KtNGFISH N016 W006 5 1068 KB 19760308 8034 OIL 4040SWG
35073217290000 -97.85269 35.89722 DALCO EXPL WILLMS 3 LINCOLN SW KINGFISH N016 W006 5 1068 KB 19760308 8034 OIL 4040SWG
35073218450000 -97.96322 35.96214 MACKELLAR WELLS 1 SOONERTRE~ KlNGFISH N017 W007 8 1078 DF 19761109 8535 D&A
35073219130000 -97.80033 35.76019 RESOURCES COREY 1 SOONERTRE~ KINGFISH N015 W006 23 1233 GR 19770618 8131 D&A-O
35073219240000 -98.12266 35.88851 FERGUSON 0 BETIYLOU 1 ALTONA KINGFISH N016 W009 2 1232 KB 19770703 9730 D&A-G
35073237080000 -97.99043 35.98772 PETROLEUM WADES HOB 1 SOONERTRE~ KtNGFISH N018 W007 31 1051 KB 19821007 8500 OIL 269HNiN
35073300010000 -98.037 35.89045 SINCLAIR 0 HILL-BONNE 1 OKARCHE N KtNGFISH N016 W008 3 1179 DF 19670329 9702 OIL 269HNTN
35073300010000 -98.037 35.89045 SINCLAIR 0 HILL-BONNE 1 OKARCHE N KINGFISH N016 W008 3 1179 DF 19670329 9702 OIL 269HNTN
35073300380000 -98.02991 38.00187 CALVERT PE GARMS 1 SOONERTRa KING FISH N018 W008 26 1112 DF 19651126 8645 D&A-G
35073300470000 -97.77402 35.85802 MACKELLAR DRIL KADAVY 1 DOVER-HENN KINGFISH N016 W005 18 1061 DF 19650421 7389 OIL 359MSSP
35073300520000 -98.04155 35.89407 SINCLAIR 0 HARtEr SPE 1 OKARCHEN KINGFISH N016 W008 3 1176 GR 19651001 9208 D&A-G
35073301050000 -98.19036 36.11763 JOHNSON E MAY 1 STAR KtNGFISH N019 W009 17 1130 KB 19650609 8410 D&A
35073302580000 -97.72971 35.78904 RICHARDCH WINANS 1 UNNAMED KINGFISH N015 W005 9 1144 KB 19660404 7345 1O&1G 4040SWG
35073302600000 -98.04008 35.88639 SINCLAIR 0 MEL-KEN HI 1 OKARCHE N KlNGFISH N016 W008 3 1172 GR 19660331 9110 OIL 289HNTN
35073303920000 -98.07477 36.02341 BOOKER OIL WEHRENBERG 1 WILDCAT KINGFISH N018 W008 20 1177 DF 19660829 9011 D&A
35073356560000 -97.93756 35.94477 ARMER L H EMIL BOECH 1 DOVERSW KINGFISH N017 W007 15 1129 GR 19550309 8132 GAS 269HNTN
35073356580000 -97.95312 35.94667 TRIGG DRLG KREMKE 1 DOVERSW KINGFISH N017 W007 16 1112 GR 19530804 8829 D&A-O
35073356640000 -97.94641 35.93751 TRIGG DRLG J R PORTER 3 DOVERSW KINGFISH N017 W007 21 1127 GR 19541215 8095 OIL 289HNTN
35073357630000 -97.71628 35.84016 REASOR G L J N RAY 1 CASHION NW KINGFISH N016 W005 27 1056 GR 19530414 7135 OIL 301BDRC
35073357630000 -97.71628 35.84018 REASOR G L J N RAY 1 CASHION NW KINGFISH N016 W005 27 1058 GR 19530414 7135 OIL 301BDRC
35073357650000 -97.70744 35.8366 REASOR G L V J JIRIK 1 CASHION NW KtNGFISH N016 W005 26 1077 GR 19520611 7130 OIL 289HNTN
35073358110001 -97.9517 35.77459 MAGNESS PE STATE UNIT 1 OKARCHE N KINGFISH N015 W007 16 1163 KB 19700820 9510 D&AW
35073359680001 -97.91376 36.0971 SUPERIOR 0 BRITTAIN 1 SOONERTRE' KlNGFISH N019 W007 26 1089 DF 19741220 7734 D&AW
35073362020000 -98.08626 35.91196 AMERADA HE NELLIE GAL 1 DOVERSW KINGFISH N017 W008 31 1148 GR 19581119 9990 D&A-O
35073501000000 -97.90534 36.10417 COASTALST HENNESSEY 1 DOVER-HENNI K1NGFISH N019 W007 24 1147 DF 19630809 7589 10&lG 354MNNGZ
35073503170000 -97.98581 36.04603 KlNG-STEVE DIXON 1 DOVER-HENN KINGFISH N018 W007 7 1132 KB 19630314 8092 D&A
35073503340000 -98.13213 36.06688 CALVERT EX BLODGETI 1 LACEYSW KINGFISH N016 WOOS 2 1104 DF 19630118 8765 2 OIL 353MRMC
35073503350000 ·98.13657 36.06385 CALVERT EX BLODGETT U 1 LACEY SW KlNGFISH N018 W009 2 1098 DF 19631014 8851 2 OIL 353MRMC
35073503360000 -98.1277 36.06325 CALVERT EX BOETTLER 1 LACEYSW KINGFISH N018 W009 2 1092 DF 19621214 8800 3 OIL 251CMYHH
35073503990000 -98.02129 36.10734 ASHLAND 01 ANNIETUTI 1 LACEY SE KINGFISH N019 W008 23 1197 DF 19621119 8080 2 GAS 353MRMC
35073504080000 -98.00766 36.07835 UNION OFC STATE OF 0 2-36 DOVER-HENNI K1NGFISH N019 W006 38 1151 DF 19641030 8030 OIL 353MRMC




API OSTFm DSTTop DST Bas (SIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat MuJtl-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec Rase
35073212900000 269HNTN 8158 8200 3491 3491 3491 357 0.43 1542 2755 2755 0.789 YO FmR OK
35073213070000 269HNTN 6175 8450 3469 3469 3469 110 0.41 3505 3469 3505 1.010 FmR OK
35073213100000 269HNTN 7810 7925 284 573 573 -5650 0.07 92 130 130 0.227 tight
35073213500000 269HNTN 8no 8806 21 53 53 -7573 0.01 17 17 17 0.321 suspect
35073213710000 269HNTN 7825 7841 3496 3489 3498 729 0.45 1172 2657 2657 0.760 Y FmR OK
35073213780000 269HNTN 7096 7106 2857 2834 2857 148 0.40 871 1549 1549 0.542 multi-zn H I FmR OK
35073213780000 269HNTN 7110 7210 2929 2911 2929 201 0.41 372 814 814 0.278 tight mUlti-zn L h FmR OK
35073213970000 269HNTN 8100 8388 3373 2987 3373 ·92 0040 1124 1124 1124 0.333
35073216820000 301BORC 7640 7650 3392 3345 3392 775 0.44 318 706 706 0.208 tight FmR OK
35073216930000 269HNTN n98 7830 3358 3358 3358 576 0.43 294 855 855 0.255 tight FmR OK
35073217100000 269HNTN 7617 7627 992 1460 1460 -3413 0.19 67 1100 1100 0.753
35073217290000 269HNTN 7679 7693 3243 3248 3248 360 0.42 122 270 270 0.083 tight mulli-zn L h
35073217290000 269HNTN 7858 8034 243 358 358 -8196 0.04 51 66 66 0.184 tight multi-zn H I
35073218450000 269HNTNU 8034 8144 3357 275B 3357 153 0.41 813 1555 1555 0.463 FmR OK
35073219130000 269HNTN 8010 8131 235 251 251 -8358 0.03 116 140 140 0.558 suspect
35073219240000 269HNTN 9357 936S 3717 3m 37n -11 0.40 488 638 638 0.169 tight YO FmR OK
35073237080000 269HNTN 8135 8156 3070 3070 -503 0.38 2063 2238 2238 0.729 YO FmR No FSIP
35073300010000 269HNTN 8793 8833 31328 3519 3628 148 0.41 1001 1341 1341 0.370 multl-zn H h FmR OK
35073300010000 269HNTN 8994 9089 3274 3070 3274 -869 0.36 524 524 524 0.160 tight mulU-zn L I FmR OK
35073300380000 269HNTN 8492 8494 250 250 -BB44 0.03 tight
35073300470000 269HNTN 7353 7388 3229 3229 3229 617 0.44 76 - 479 479 0.148 tight Y FmR OK
35073300520000 269HNTN 8818 8863 1509 880 1509 -4442 0.17 - 686 639 668 0.441
35073301050000 269HNTN 8324 8410 488 342 468 -6231 0.06 254 81 254 0,520 suspect
35073302580000 269HNTN 7299 7345 348 348 -5453 0.05 99 132 132 0.379 suspect
35073302600000 269HNTN 8842 8858 3671 3671 209 041 1131 2185 2165 0.590 FmR NolSIP
35073303920000 269HNTN 8516 8596 68 66 66 -7277 001 33 50 50 0}'58 suspect
35073356580000 269HNTN 8070 80n 3410 3410 385 042 45 90 90 0.026 tight YO FmR No ISIP
35073356580000 269HNTN 8075 8100 2500 2500 ·1612 0.31 tight
35073356640000 269HNTN 8080 8095 3450 3450 451 0.43 1700 2600 2600 0.754 FmR No ISIP
35073357630000 301BDRC 7080 7093 2000 2000 -1734 0.26 tight mulli-zn h
35073357630000 30160RC 7108 7135 2000 2000 -1776 0.28 light muUi-zn I
35073357650000 289HNTN 7098 7113 1300 1300 -3240 0.18 300 300 0.231 tight
~58110001 269HNTN 8806 8940 553 645 645 -6390 0.07 138 230 230 0.357
35073359680001 269HNTN 7459 7734 504 488 504 -5561 0.07 260 260 260 0,516
35073362020000 269HNTN 8938 9034 3985 3985 684 0.44 490 525 525 0.132 tight Y FmR NolSJP
35073501000000 269HNTN 7548 7588 2459 2459 -1153 0.32 37 37 37 0,015 tight
8092 -6874 0.00 29
- ~ ._-
29 0.725 suspect35073503170000 269HNTN 8030 40 40
35073503340000 269HNTN 8351 8446 2915 1554 2915 -1073 0.35 179 179 179 0.061 tight FmR OK
35073503350000 269HNTN 8750 8a50 3847 3820 3847 521 043 210 305 305 0.079 tight Y FmR OK
35073503360000 269HNTN 8B70 8750 812 812 -5912 009 241 376 376 0.483
35073503990000 269HNTN 7975 8080 3513 3513 3513 672 043 59 148 148 0.042 tight
35073504080000 289HNTN 7975 8030 2982 1523 2962 -4$8 0.37 light
35073504120000 269HNTN 8460 8523 3833 3840 3840 900 0.45 3568 3840 3840 1.000 Y FmR OK
-~
-....l
API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35093000010001 -98.91362 36.2075 READING & LOUTHAN 1 SEILING NE MAJOR N020 W016 16 1712 OF 19710629 10969 D&AWG
35093000070001 -98.68686 36.2988 SARKEYSIN WILLITS 1 WILDCAT MAJOR N021 W014 15 1609 OF 19661205 9270 D&AW
35093000140000 -98.91647 36.42274 SINCLAIR 0 E E SPAFFO 1 CAMPBELL MAJOR N023 W016 33 1504 GR 19590624 9400 GAS 269HNTN
35093000140000 -98.91647 36.42274 SINCLAIR 0 E E SPAFFO 1 CAMPBELL MAJOR N023 W016 33 1504 GR 19590624 9400 GAS 269HNTN
35093000140000 -96.91647 36.42274 SINCLAIR 0 E E SPAFFO 1 CAMPBELL MAJOR N023 W016 33 1504 GR 19590624 9400 GAS 269HNTN
35093000180000 -98.86408 36.3833 PANAMERIC ANNAHARRI 1 CEDARDALE N MAJOR N022 W016 13 1832 DF 19580108 9359 GAS 405CGGV
35093000280000 -98.86397 36.43255 SINCLAIR 0 RAYCAMPBE 1 WILDCAT MAJOR N023 W016 36 1509 OF 19511218 8923 D&A-O
35093000330000 -98.90137 38.16499 CONTINENTA KIMBALL 1 SEILING NE MAJOR N020 W016 34 1692 DF 19520422 11861 GAS 354CSTR
35093000330000 -98.90137 36.16499 CONTINENTA KIMBALL 1 SEILING NE MAJOR N020 W016 34 1892 OF 19520422 11861 GAS 354CSTR
35093000780001 -98.73594 36.1971 SARKEYSIN MC CONNELL 1 UNNAMED MAJOR N020 W014 19 1778 OF 19690915 10238 OIL-W 359MSSP
35093000840000 -98.41801 38.35534 UNIONTEXA GLIDEWELL 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W011 30 1222 OF 19610425 7985 10&1G 3504MNNGZ
35093001060000 -98.28665 36.20863 CLEARY PET LEMBECK 1-A ISABELLASE MAJOR N020 W010 17 1185 OF 19630212 9014 OIL 359MSSP
35093001080000 -98.50854 36.41462 UNITED PRO o H CORNEL 1 CLEOW MAJOR N022 W012 5 1282 OF 19630118 7889 GAS 354MNNGZ
35093001350000 -98.93549 36.43993 SINCLAIR 0 MFGORANF 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N023 W016 29 1638 GR 19640720 8583 GAS 354CSTR
35093001350000 ·98.935049 36.43993 SINCLAIR 0 M F GORANF 1 CAMPBELLW MAJOR N023 W016 29 1638 GR 19640720 8583 GAS 354CSTR
35093001390000 -98.41915 38.25164 LMNGSTON EPP 1 UNNAMED MAJOR N021 W011 31 1272 KB 19640323 8467 GAS 404RDFK
35093001390000 -98.41915 36.25164 LMNGSTON EPP 1 UNNAMED MAJOR N021 W011 31 1272 K8 19640323 6467 GAS 404RDFK
35093001640000 -98.11546 38.42521 SHELL OIL CAMPBELL 1-36 WILDCAT MAJOR N023 W009 36 1262 OF 19640714 7383 D&A-O
35093001670000 -98.45211 38.16779 PANAMERIC NICHOLS UN 1 UNNAMED MAJOR N020 W012 35 1331 OF 19610426 9410 GAS 354CSTR
35093200120000 -98.43617 36.40339 CLEARY PET ROSE 1·12 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W012 12 1285 OF 19660708 7794 20&20 4040SWG
35093200190000 ·98.47505 36.34366 KlRKPATRIC NICKEL UNI 1 ORIENTA MAJOR N022 W012 34 1283 OF 19660728 8147 2 GAS 353MRMC
35093200470000 -98.78422 38.43803 SUN OJL T J INMAN 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 27 1386 DF 19660906 8140 D&A
35093200790000 -98.16003 38.20096 TENNECO 01 LUCY FISHE 1 AMES SE MAJOR N020 W009 21 1232 KB 19661219 8290 D&A
35093200790000 -98.16003 38.20096 TENNECO 01 LUCYFISHE 1 AMES SE MAJOR N020 WOOS 21 1232 KB 19661219 8290 D&A
35093201200000 -96.40135 36.42871 BELCO PETR KIRKENDALL 2-32 RINGWOOD MAJOR N023 W011 32 1352 KB 19670331 7981 D&A-O
35093201390000 -98.7529 36.43969 HIBBERT R PDWEST 1 WILDCAT MAJOR N023 W015 25 1350 KB 19670605 8092 D&A
35093201460000 -9868221 36.32713 TENNECO 01 JAY JORDAN 1 CHEYENNE VA MAJOR N021 W014 3 1489 KB 19670821 8927 OIL 269HNTN
35093201460000 -98.68221 36.32713 TENNECO 01 JAY JORDAN 1 CHEYENNE VA MAJOR N021 W014 3 1489 KB 19670821 8927 OIL 269HNTN
35093201540000 -98.93542 36.33883 SINCLAIR 0 PARKER E B 1 CEDARDALE N MAJOR N022 W016 32 1800 TS 19670821 9494 OIL 354CSTR
35093201600000 -98.46546 38.21114 NATIONAL P KLIEWER 1-A OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 15 1348 KB 19670921 9120 D&A-G
35093201600000 -98.46546 36.21114 NATIONALP KLIEWER 1-A OKEENE NW MAJOR N020 W012 15 1348 KB 19670921 9120 D&A-G
35093201670000 -96.12876 36.32751 BELCO PET COULTER UNIT 1-2 SOONERTRE~ MAJOR N021 W009 2 1282 K8 19671022 8032 OIL 202WLCX
35093201710000 -98.25722 36.23732 MID-WEST 0 KEFISHER 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N020 W010 3 1163 K8 19671222 8768 GAS 269HNTN
35093201710000 -98.25722 36.23732 MID-WEST 0 KEFISHER 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR ND20 W010 3 1163 KB 19671222 8768 GAS 269HNTN
35093201800000 -96.48769 38.22571 WOODS PET TAYLOR 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 9 1368 OF 19680111 9091 GAS 269HNTN
35093201830000 -96.13336 38.32395 BELCO PETR SHREVE UNI 1-2 SOONERTRE~ MAJOR N021 W009 2 1306 KB 19671229 8050 D&A-O
35093201870000 -98.55482 38.21054 CLEARY PET MARIEJANZ 1·14 WILDCAT MAJOR N020 W013 14 1636 OF 19680125 9170 D&A-G
35093201880000 -98.53998 38.36736 NATOLPETR GARD 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W013 24 1296 KB 19680127 8286 D&A-G
35093202010000 -98.47201 38.22025 NATOLPETR WAHL 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 10 1353 KB 19680329 9080 D&A-G
35093202010000 -98.47201 36.22025 NATOl PETR WAHL 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 10 1353 KB 19680329 9080 D&A-G
35093202040000 -98.49894 38.22751 WOODS PET WAHL-B 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 8 1420 OF 19680419 9160 D&A-O
35093202120000 -98.27054 36.24083 MIDWEST 01 HUGHESUNI 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N020 WOlD 4 1158 K8 19680626 8272 GAS 353MRMC
35093202130001 -98.67728 36.2261 WOODS PET CLASSEN-A 1 WilDCAT MAJOR N020 W014 10 1788 OF 196aD517 10000 D&AWG
~
00
API DSTFm DSTTop DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD fFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpslat Multi-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec Rese
35093000010001 269HNTN 10420 10470 4560 4610 4610 1156 0.44 1665 4411 4411 0.957 Y FmR OK
35093000070001 269HNTN 8779 8786 3774 3740 3774 939 0.43 1391 1505 1505 0.399 Y FmR OK
35093000140000 269HNTN 8337 8377 3650 3270 3650 976 0.44 50 50 0.014 tight mulU-zn L h Y FmR OK
35093000140000 269HNTN 8400 8445 1435 1085 1435 -3855 0.17 55 55 0.038 tight multi-zn M I
35093000140000 269HNTN 8306 8332 3315 3315 301 0.40 390 340 390 0.118 tight multi-zn H m
35093000180000 269HNTN 8835 8864 20 40 40 1.000 suspect
-- -
40 40 -7146 000
35093000280000 269HNTN 8390 8440 1100 1100 ·4565 0.13 750 750 0.682
35093000330000 269HNTN 11150 11230 5450 5450 2182 0.49 4825 4825 0.885 multi-zn L h
35093000330000 269HNTN 10895 10985 1125 1125 -6874 0.10 1125 1125 1.000 multi-zn H I
35093000780001 269HNTN 9708 9720 3208 3717 3717 52 0.38 1044 3717 3717 1.000
35093000840000 269HNTN 7720 7770 3400 3400 3400 764 0.44 2805 3400 3400 1.000 Y FmR OK
35093001080000 269HNTN 8285 8590 380 380 -6588 0.04 70 70 70 0.184 tight
35093001080000 269HNTN 7700 7889 439 303 439 -5663 0.06 154 181 181 0.412 suspect
35093001350000 269HNTN 8434 8484 76 76 -6685 0.01 36 36 36 0.474 suspect mulU-zn L h
35093001350000 269HNTN 8379 8429 51 38 51 -6683 0.01 38 38 38 0.745 suspect multi-zn H I
35093001390000 269HNTN 8400 8467 3566 332 3588 517 0.42 369 852 852 0.238 tight mulU-zn L h FmR OK
35093001390000 269HNTN 8275 8350 664 539 664 -5650 0.08 449 449 449 0.676 multi-zn H I
35093001640000 269HNTN 7219 7221 2810 2825 2825 116 0.39 tight
35093001670000 269HNTN 8871 8891 3950 3970 3970 978 0.45 3860 3950 3950 0.995 Y FmR OK
35093200120000 269HNTN 7558 7577 3342 3342 3342 895 0.44 2515 3220 3220 0.963 Y FmR OK
35093200190000 269HNTN 7879 7906 3496 3496 3496 895 0.44 2807 3458 3458 0.989 FmR OK
35093200470000 269HNTN 7986 8140 2021 2021 -2428 0.25 244 295 295 0.146 tight
35093200790000 269HNTN 8090 8133 66 66 66 -6759 0.01 66 54 66 1.000 suspect multi-zn H I
35093200790000 269HNTN 8096 8147 2271 2385 2385 -1786 0.29 30 31 31 0.013 tight multi-zn L h
269HNTN 7681 3189 3151 3189 529 0.42 257 371 371 0.116 tight
--
35093201200000 7633
35093201390000 269HNTN 7879 7910 41 54 54 -6444 0.01 41 41 41 0.759 suspect
35093201460000 269HNTN 8492 8509 3647 3657 3657 845 0.43 2598 3392 3392 0.928 mulU-zn L I FmR OK
35093201460000 269HNTN 8512 8556 3753 3753 3753 1004 0.44 595 3528 3528 0.940 mulli-zn H h Y FmR OK
35093201540000 269HNTN 9151 9233 3925 3913 3925 1008 0.43 920 1251 1251 0.319 Y FmR OK
35093201600000 269HNTN 9050 9120 1654 1011 1654 -4215 0.18 165 197 197 0.119 tight multl-zn L h
35093201600000 269HNTN 8619 8630 1360 637 1360 -4357 0.16 167 40 167 0.123 tight multl-zn H I
35093201670000 269HNTN 7595 7620 1293 1130 1293 -3557 0.17 82 82 82 0.063 tight
35093201710000 269HNTN 8050 8073 3374 3345 3374 346 0.42 277 248 277 0.082 tight multl-zn L h FmR OK
35093201710000 269HNTN 8026 8046 86 66 86 -6698 001 50 50 50 0581 suspect multi-zn H I
35093201800000 269HNTN 8575 8635 3778 3778 856 0.44 3555 3555 3555 0.941 FmR No ISIP
35093201830000 269HNTN 7515 mo 2951 2007 2951 -118 038 23 33 33 0.011 tight
35093201870000 269HNTN 9094 9120 3914 3914 3914 933 0.43 386 3875 3875 0.990 FmR OK
35093201880000 269HNTN 8056 8256 2441 2896 2896 -732 0.35 203 203 203 0.070 tight
35093202010000 269HNTN 8609 8623 2638 2591 2638 -1597 0.31 25 15 25 0009 tight mutti-zn L h
35093202010000 269HNTN 8610 8648 177 2628 2628 -1643 0.30 44 44 44 0.017 tight multi-zn H I
35093202040000 269HNTN 8678 8690 3750 3763 3763 822 0.43 419 419 419 0.111 tight
35093202120000 269HNTN 7946 8272 226 457 457 -6131 006 269 269 269 0.589 suspect




API Long La! Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv Ror Blk Sec Elev ref Comp dat TO Stat Prod Fm
35093202180000 -98.48459 36.21309 ASHLAND 01 MARTENS-A 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 16 1376 KB 19680312 8830 D&A-O
35093202250000 -98.41887 36.17671 NATOL PETR DAN SMITH 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W011 30 1289 KB 19680719 8900 D&A-G
35093202380000 -98.64692 36.30235 HUNT H LE STATE 13 2 UNNAMED MAJOR N021 W014 13 1593 KB 19881002 9155 OIL 404RDFK
35093202380000 -98.64692 36.30235 HUNTH L E STATE 13 2 UNNAMED MAJOR N021 W014 13 1593 KB 19681002 9155 OIL 404RDFK
35093202390000 -98.72949 36.23515 NATOL PETR THOMPSON U 1 UNNAMED MAJOR N020 W014 6 1763 OF 19681025 10080 OIL 404RDFK
35093202520000 -98.54007 36.22193 CLEARY PET SCHOEPPEL 1-12 UNNAMED WUOR N020 W013 12 1551 KB 19681125 9060 GAS 354CSTR
35093202520000 -98.54007 36.22193 CLEARY PET SCHOEPPEL 1-12 UNNAMED MAJOR N020 W013 12 1551 KB 19681125 9060 GAS 354CSTR
35093202590000 -98.77072 36.4397 BLAIKOIL INMAN "A" 1 CAMPBELLE MAJOR N023 W015 26 1347 KB 19681116 8180 D&A-G
35093202590000 -98.77072 38.4397 BlAIK OIL INMAN "A" 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 26 1347 KB 19681116 8180 D&A-G
35093202850000 -98.5131 38.35488 CHAMPLIN J HIEBERT 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W012 29 1282 KB 19690127 8154 GAS 269HNTN
35093202980000 -98.80218 36.43225 BlAIKOIL MEE 1 CAMPBELL E WUOR N023 W015 33 1388 KB 19690325 7959 OIL 269HNTN
35093203000000 -98.35494 36.22242 CAYMAN COR ELMER BOEH 1-T OKEENENW WUOR N020 WOll 10 1322 DF 19890210 8633 GAS 354MNNGZ
35093203040000 -98.12393 36.2081 BASIN PETR CRAWFORD 14-1 SOONERTRE~ WUOR N020 W009 14 1239 DF 19690218 8201 OIL 359MSSP
35093203070000 -9833426 38.41079 KIRKPATRIC CRAWFORD 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W011 1 1383 KB 19690312 7640 OIL 269HNTN
35093203090000 -98.83786 36.43936 WOODS PET BARNES-FED 1 CAMPBELL E WUOR N023 W015 30 1550 OF 19690306 8223 D&A-O
35093203260000 -98.88217 38.31317 WHITEMAN I R PARKER I 1 UNNAMED MAJOR N021 W014 10 1474 KB 19690705 9066 OIL 353MRMC
35093203310000 -98.45482 36.29137 CHAMPLIN P ALICE HEFF 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W012 14 1250 DF 19690811 8365 GAS 354MNNGU
35093203350000 -98.73954 36.42515 PANAMERIC INMAN UNIT 1 TOGOE MAJOR N023 W014 31 1347 KB 19690707 8225 GAS 269HNTN
35093203520000 -98.18548 36.23686 WHITESHIE FULLER 5-1 AMESSE WUOR N020 W009 5 1202 DF 19700126 8400 GAS 269HNTN
35093203600000 -98.7751 36.4433 BLAIKOIL SUSAN 1 CAMPBELL E WUOR N023 W01S 26 1338 KB 19690826 8015 OIL 359MSSP
35093203620000 -98.85934 36.45031 DUNCANWAL VALENTINE 1 UNNAMED MAJOR N023 W016 24 1430 DF 19890814 8267 GAS 359MSSP
35093203630000 -98.87735 36.43058 KING RESOU BARNES 1-35 UNNAMED MAJOR N023 W016 35 1611 KB 19690803 B72B GAS 269HNTN
35093203770000 -98.31572 36.30978 SUN OIL JOHN NICHO 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W010 7 1227 KB 19690908 8130 D&A-G
35093203860000 -98.61712 36.37204 ANADARKO P HUBBLE/AJ 1 ROSCOENW MAJOR N022 W013 20 1310 DF 19891211 8301 2 GAS 354MSSPU
35093203670000 -98.72248 36.4252 PANAMERIC BROWN UNIT 1 TOGOE MAJOR N023 W014 32 1326 KB 19691017 8250 D&A-O
35093203900000 -98.83077 3627176 MAY PET RUMSEY 1 WILDCAT MAJOR N021 W015 29 1733 KB 19891019 9960 D&A-G
35093204080000 -98.61605 36.38555 SHENANDOAH ALBERT JES 1 ROSCOENW MAJOR N022 W013 17 1297 KB 19700202 8180 OIL 353MRMC
35093204080000 -98.61605 36.38555 SHENANDOAH ALBERTJES 1 ROSCOENW MAJOR N022 W013 17 1297 KB 19700202 8180 OIL 353MRMC
35093204130000 -98.2516 36.22736 SUPERIOR 0 COLLEY UNI 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N020 W010 10 1163 KB 19700110 8270 GAS 269HNTN
35093204180000 -98.77522 36.43241 ANADARKOP BANE B-1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 35 1355 DF 19700111 8250 OIL 269HNTN
35093204190000 -98.81553 36.43346 SARKEYS IN ANGELL 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 33 1479 DF 19691224 8354 D&A
35093204280000 -98,n075 36.43242 HIBBERT R RW INMA.N E 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 35 1345 KB 19700318 8144 OIL 269HNTN
35093204310000 -98.15092 36.21164 DIAMONDSH CAROLYN SU 1 AMESSE MAJOR N020 W009 15 1231 KB 19700306 8313 OIL 359MSSP
35093204360000 -98.91277 36.46842 CAYMAN COR EBY 1 CAMPBELL NVIi MAJOR N023 W016 16 1480 KB 19700310 8286 GAS 359MSSP
35093204500000 -98.19607 36.29865 BARRETT DR CHARLES RI 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W009 18 1262 KB 19700319 8175 D&A
35093204540000 -98.17366 36.29866 VlERSEN & FARBER 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W009 16 1298 KB 19700325 8073 O&A
35093204570000 -98.57298 36.20656 CLARKCANA RANDOLPH 1 DANE MAJOR N020 W013 15 1874 KB 19700410 9714 D&A-G
35093204590000 -98.7524 36.42569 PANAMERIC SLATER UNI 1 TOGOE MAJOR N023 W015 36 1360 KB 19700520 8250 OIL 269HNTN
35093204610000 -98.85911 36.48269 OSBORNWB JACaUITH 1 UNNAMED MAJOR N023 W018 12 1407 DF 19700504 8057 GAS 359MSSP
35093204670000 -98.16539 36.22812 TENNECO 01 RCSUrrU 1-9 AMESSE MAJOR N020 W009 9 1221 KB 19700427 8452 D&A
35093204680000 -98.93559 36.46857 CAYMAN COR WADKINS 1 CAMPBELL NVIi MAJOR N023 W016 17 1549 KB 19701210 8410 D&A-O
35093204680000 -98.93559 36.46857 CAYMAN COR WADKINS 1 CAMPBELL NW MAJOR N023 W016 17 1549 KB 19701210 8410 D&A-O
35093204700000 -98.41031 36.43592 El PASO NA PATTERSON 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N023 W011 30 1349 KB 19700610 7872 2 OIL 289HNTN
-VI
o
API OSTFm DSTTop DST Bas ISIP FSIP high$IP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multi-zn permHl Gradhl UsePS Rec ResC
35093202160000 269HNTN 8665 8698 749 794 794 -5614 0.09 23 46 46 0,058 tight
35093202250000 269HNTN 6648 8662 3930 3914 3930 1079 0.45 2846 3903 3903 0.993 Y FmR OK
35093202360000 269HNTN 8610 8720 2248 1674 2248 -2293 0,26 148 120 148 0.066 tight multi-zn l h
35093202360000 269HNTN 8735 8760 894 485 894 ·5244 0.10 167 139 167 0.187 tight mut\l.zn H I
36093202390000 269HNTN 9566 9591 1530 1460 1530 -4538 0.16 990 990 0.647
36093202520000 269HNTN 8934 8951 3892 3749 3892 970 0.43 89 320 320 0.082 tight multi-zn H I Y FmR OK
35093202520000 269HNTN 8905 8916 3097 1912 3097 -705 0.35 171 171 171 0.055 tight multi-zn l h
35093202590000 269HNTN 7931 7971 2506 3367 3367 617 0.42 296 457 457 0.136 tight multl-zn l h
35093202590000 269HNTN 7920 7930 992 1520 1520 -3314 0.19 372 372 372 0,245 tight multl-zn H I
35093202850000 269HNTN 7868 7996 2931 2885 2931 -411 0.37 445 472 472 0.161 tight FmR OK
35093202980000 269HNTN 7955 7959 3017 2446 3017 -83 0.38 21 21 21 0.007 tight FmR OK
35093203000000 269HNTN 8321 8360 158 158 -6698 0.02 39 57 57 0361 suspect
35093203040000 269HNTN 8038 8201 411 654 654 -5556 0.06 131 131 131 0,200 tight
35093203070000 269HNTN 7608 7640 737 737 737 -4692 0.10 63 63 63 0.085 tight
35093203090000 269HNTN 8135 8169 2260 2195 2260 -1759 0.28 146 171 171 0076 tight
35093203260000 269HNTN 8676 8704 3705 3705 3705 738 0,43 303 606 606 0.164 tight FmR OK
35093203310000 269HNTN 8070 6120 382 678 678 -5412 0.08 22 61 61 0.090 tight
35093203350000 269HNTN 7964 7961 3527 3527 3527 951 0.44 105 421 421 0.119 tight y FmR OK
35093203520000 269HNTN 8144 6146 2632 2832 2832 -854 0.35 320 445 446 0,157 tight FmR OK
36093203600000 269HNTN 7920 7927 1371 1371 -3841 0.17 189 443 443 0.323
35093203820000 269HNTN 8056 8066 3274 3188 3274 405 0.41 22 22 0.007 tight FmR OK
35093203630000 269HNTN 8344 8372 3591 3549 3591 962 0.43 929 1420 1420 0.395 Y FmR OK
35093203770000 269HNTN 7638 8130 2782 2782 -920 0.34 454 494 494 0.176 tight
35093203860000 269HNTN 7668 8000 145 183 183 -6296 0.02 43 81 81 0.443 suspect
ooסס3509320387 269HNTN 7927 8250 3421 3421 3421 433 0.41 108 367 367 0.107 tight
35093203900000 269HNTN 9542 9560 4923 4152 4923 2760 0.51 822 809 822 0.167 tight
35093204080000 269HNTN 8060 8180 3457 3559 3559 771 0.44 91 206 206 0.058 tight multl-zn l h FmR OK
35093204080000 269HNTN 7875 7920 3259 3425 3425 743 0.43 222 273 273 0080 tight multi-ZIl H I YO FmR OK
35093204130000 269HNTN 8081 8112 3581 3341 3581 752 0.44 2522 3004 3004 0.839 Y FmR OK
35093204180000 269HNTN 7942 7953 3422 3422 3422 761 0.43 830 1091 1091 0.319 F~ OK
35093204190000 269HNTN 7911 8059 3362 3336 3382 693 0.42 246 434 434 0.128 tight FmR OK
35093204280000 289HNTN 7951 7962 3382 3382 3382 656 0.42 351 701 701 0.207 tight FmR OK
35093204310000 269HNTN 7984 8305 230 768 768 -5422 0.09 66 66 66 0.086 tight
35093204360000 269HNTN 8172 8280 3649 3521 3649 1047 0.44 232 142 232 0,064 tight Y FmR OK
35093204500000 269HNTN 7980 8175 833 279 833 -5122 0,10 65 65 65 0.Q78 tight
35093204540000 269HNTN 7972 8073 371 232 371 -5977 0,05 64 64 64 0.173 tight
35093204570000 289HNTN 9212 9225 3923 3923 3923 886 043 3923 3923 3923 1,000 FmR OK
35093204590000 269HNTN 7988 8002 1891 1656 1891 -2575 0,24 47 82 82 0.043 tight
35093204610000 269HNTN 7874 8057 2742 2422 2742 -753 0.34 281 325 325 0,119 tight
35093204670000 269HNTN 8246 8290 2865 2865 2865 -908 0,35 843 1766 1766 0616 FmR OK
35093204680000 269HNTN 8253 8280 1162 1213 1213 -4122 0.15 21 21 21 0.017 tight multi-zn l h
35093204680000 269HNTN 8284 8310 1060 1209 1209 -4161 0.15 65 85 65 0.054 tight multi-zn H I
35093204700000 269HNTN 7487 7672 3027 3027 187 0.39 1067 794 1067 0.352 YO FmR No ISIP
-VI
API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35093204740000 -98.35717 36.17772 TENNECO 01 R 0 BOZELL 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W011 27 1219 KB 19700713 8944 D&A-O
35093204810000 -98.60041 38.38017 ANADARKOP GARD A1-1 ROSCOENW MAJOR N022 W013 16 1300 OF 19700813 8220 2 GAS 354CSTR
35093205170000 -98.47765 36.21293 JONES&PE WAHL 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 16 1350 GR 19711201 8664 D&A-G
35093205210000 -98.55645 36.22553 FERGUSON 0 LOVELL 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W013 11 1631 GR 19710121 9141 GAS 354CSTR
ooסס3509320521 -98.55845 36.22553 FERGUSON 0 LOVELL 1 OKEENENW Ml>.JOR N020 W013 11 1631 GR 19710121 9141 GAS 354CSTR
35093205320000 -98.3038 36.19194 RODMI>.N COR EDDIEMETZ 1 STAR MAJOR N020 W010 19 1161 KB 19710801 8620 OIL 4040SWG
35093205360000 -98.3945 38.32758 LVO CORP COPPOCKH 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR NO.21 W011 5 1256 KB 19701217 8000 D&A
35093205370000 -98.78687 36.3961 CAYMONCOR GRAHAM 1 TOGOS MAJOR N022 W015 10 1396 KB 19710125 8578 D&A-O
35093205390000 -98.52196 38.32409 CLEARY PET WICHERT 1-6 UNNAMED MAJOR N021 W012 6 1308 OF 19710420 8388 2 GAS 354MNNG
35093205410000 -98.78675 38.42506 HELMERICH INMI>.N 1 CAMPBELLE MAJOR N023 W015 34 1379 KB 19710120 8251 OIL 269HNTN
35093205410000 -98.78875 36.42506 HELMERICH INMI>.N 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR NQ23 W015 34 1379 KB 19710120 8251 OIL 269HNTN
35093205410000 -98.78875 36.42506 HELMERICH INMAN 1 CAMPBELLE MAJOR N023 W015 34 1379 KB 19710120 8251 OIL 269HNTN
35093205860000 -98.&465 36.35298 ASHLAND 01 BYFIELD 1-25 CHEYENNE VA MAJOR N022 W014 25 1358 KB 19710625 8510 GAS 359MSSP
35093205950000 -98.54318 36.2789 PUBLISHERS MCGEE 1 WILDCAT MAJOR N021 W013 24 1416 KB 19710809 8760 2 GAS 354CSTR
35093206260000 -98.88641 36.33424 TENNECO 01 ECVLH 4-2 CHEYENNE VA rNUOR N022 W014 34 1492 KB 19711018 8689 1O&1W 269HNTN
35093206360000 -98.54205 36.29339 SNEE& EBE Ml>.RTENS 1 ROSCOE MAJOR N021 W013 13 1354 KB 19711202 8650 OIL 353MRMC
35093206450000 -98.64755 36.17915 EASON OIL EVERETT 0 1 WILDCAT Ml>.JOR N020 W014 25 1693 OF 19720320 10115 D&A..Q
35093206480000 -98.20057 36.29862 BLAIKOIL RICE 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W009 16 1266 KB 19720418 6120 OIL 269HNTN
35093206560000 -96.69554 36.32386 TENNECO 01 USA 3-4 CHEYENNE VA MAJOR N021 W014 4 1645 KB 19711230 8882 D&A
35093206760000 -98.89529 36.2368 CLARKCANA DVORAK 1 SEILING NE Ml>.JOR N020 WOt6 3 1647 KB 19720421 10820 OIL 354CSTR
35093206870000 -98.57361 36.37218 KIRKPATRIC SMITH-JORD 1 ROSCOENW Ml>.JOR N022 W013 22 1339 KB 19720708 8216 OIL
35093207150000 -98.40119 36.26421 BLAIKOIL HUGHESUNI 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W011 20 1217 KB 19720918 8257 2 GAS 404RDFK
ooסס3509320723 -98.56456 36.38033 K1RKPATRIC KLIEWER 1-14 ROSCOENW MAJOR N022 W013 14 1310 KB 19720827 8108 D&A-G
35093207260000 -98.57378 36.36027 K1RKPATRIC KLIEWER 1-15 ROSCOENW Ml>.JOR N022 W013 15 1315 KB 19721106 8153 GAS
35093207260000 -98.57378 36.38027 K1RKPATRIC KLIEWER 1-15 ROSCOENW MAJOR N022 W013 15 1315 KB 19721106 8153 GAS
35093207400000 -98.89839 36.43696 lOLLER-DAN HARMON 1 CEDAROALE N MAJOR N023 W016 27 1604 KB 19721205 8600 GAS 269HNTN
35093207730000 -98.20044 36.2615 GETTY OIL H G DITTME 1 RINGWOOD Ml>.JOR N021 W009 30 1211 GR 19730215 8350 GAS 269HNTN
35093207730000 -98.20044 36.2615 GETTY OIL H G DITTME 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W009 30 1211 GR 19730215 8350 GAS 269HNTN
35093207770000 -98.54286 36.23308 BONRAY OIL KUSCH 1 DANE MAJOR N020 W013 1 1533 KB 19730324 9100 GAS 269HNTN
35093207770000 -98.64286 36.23308 BONRAYOIL KUSCH 1 DANE Ml>.JOR N020 W013 1 1533 KB 19730324 9100 GAS 269HNTN
35093207810000 -98.74728 36.42933 FERGUSON 0 INMI>.N 1 CAMPBELL E Ml>.JOR N023 W015 36 1347 KB 19730209 8202 D&A
35093207970000 -98.79331 36.42504 HELMERICH INMI>.N IN 1 CAMPBELL E Ml>.JOR N023 W015 34 1393 KB 19731009 8255 OIL 269HNTN
35093208060000 -98.20044 36.26972 GETTY OIL G UMDENSTO 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W009 30 1223 GR 19730520 8291 D&A-G
35093208770000 -98.80613 36.42492 HELMERICH DOOLIN 1 CAMPBELLE Ml>.JOR N023 W015 33 1562 KB 19731228 8245 D&A-O
35093209010000 -98.<44773 36.22184 PETROLEUM DAVIS 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 11 1317 KB 19740214 8741 D&A-O
35093209010000 -98.44773 36.22184 PETROLEUM DAVIS 1 OKEENENW Ml>.JOR N020 W012 11 1317 KB 19740214 8741 D&A-O
35093209070000 -98.79329 36.42141 HELMERICH BOUSE 1 CAMPBELL E rNUOR N023 W015 34 1397 KB 19740305 8158 D&A-O
35093209070000 -98.79329 36.42141 HELMERICH BOUSE 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 34 1397 KB 19740305 8158 D&A-O
35093209320000 -96.72698 36.42337 Ml>.RLlN OIL JUDD 1 CHEYENNE VA MAJOR N023 W014 32 1330 !GR 19750506 8215 2 OIL 359MSSP
35093209530000 -98.59802 36.33842 CLINTON 01 JORDAN 1 CHEYENNE VA MAJOR N022 W013 33 1419 KB 19750522 8600 OIL 359MSSP
35093209560000 -98.63538 36.27903 TEXASO&G SCHOEPPEL 1 DANE Ml>.JOR N021 W013 19 1458 KB 19741130 8788 OIL 354CSTR
35093209690000 -98.2362 36.26335 FRENCH L RJR DETRICK fBI 2 RINGWOOD Ml>.JOR N021 W010 26 1233 OF 19741105 8510 D&A-OG
35093210100000 -98.83734 36.2428 PIONEERPR JELLISON 1-6 SEILING NE Ml>.JOR N020 W015 8 1866 KB 19750518 10340 2 GAS 354CSTR
IJI
N
API OSTFm DSTTop DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpslat Multi-ZJl permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec ResC
35093204740000 269HNTN 8510 8540 66 50 66 -7179 0.01 tight
35093204810000 269HNTN 8070 8220 3557 3582 3582 783 0.44 185 261 261 0.073 light
35093205170000 269HNTN 8593 8685 3903 3m 3903 1059 0.45 1444 1930 1930 0.494 y FmR OK
35093205210000 269HNTN 8993 9005 3789 3888 3888 987 0.43 1214 1235 1235 0.318 multi-zn H h
35093205210000 269HNTN 9003 9020 3483 3483 101 0.39 90 10B 108 0.031 tight mul'ti·zn L I
35093205320000 269HNTN 8234 8240 3503 3319 3503 474 0.43 148 260 260 0.074 tight FmR OK
35093205360000 269HNTN 7878 7894 1981 1184 1981 -2378 0.25 83 145 145 0.073 light
35093205370000 269HNTN 8264 8286 1928 1928 -2744 0.23 43 43 43 0.022 lig.h1
35093205390000 289HNTN 8254 8388 3532 3532 3532 516 0.42 184 230 230 0.065 tight
35093205410000 269HNTN 7963 7997 2382 2433 2433 -1386 030 185 223 223 0.092 tight mutti-zn M m
35093205410000 269HNTN 7960 7979 2394 2624 2624 -957 033 95 108 108 0.041 tight mulli-zn L h
35093205410000 269HNTN 7803 7968 2101 2228 2228 -1798 0.28 210 223 223 0.100 tight mulli·zn H I
35093205860000 269HNTN 8168 8164 3542 3442 3542 791 0.43 44 81 81 0.023 tight y FmR OK
35093205950000 269HNTN 8460 8468 3650 3650 797 0.43 82 539 539 0.148 tight y FmR No FSIF
35093206260000 269HNTN 8612 8620 2135 2020 2135 -2537 025 566 1204 1204 0.564 FmR OK
35093206360000 269HNTN 8323 8339 2104 2749 2749 -1073 0.33 16 32 32 0.012 tight
35093206450000 269HNTN 9540 9611 4138 4100 4138 981 049 27B6 3972 3972 0.960 Y FmR OK
35093206480000 269HNTN 7937 7990 164 108 164 -6369 002 65 77 77 0.470 suspect
35093206580000 269HNTN 8590 8700 3550 3575 3575 633 0.41 1067 3550 3550 0.993 FmR OK
35093206760000 269HNTN 10335 10480 4479 4499 4499 1042 0.43 3072 4499 4499 1.000 Y FmR OK
35093206870000 269HNTN 7976 8005 3437 3437 3437 725 0.43 13 19 19 0.006 tight FmR OK
35093207150000 269HNTN 7900 7973 1549 1771 1771 -2947 0.22 111 148 148 0.084 tight
35093207230000 269HNTN 8018 8037 3463 3437 3463 720 0.43 1502 3306 3306 0.955 FmR OK
35093207260000 269HNTN 7905 7914 3236 3358 3358 623 0.42 1376 1307 1376 0.410 mulli-zn H 1 FmR OK
35093207260000 269HNTN 7902 7914 3462 3410 3462 846 0.44 142 638 638 0.184 tight multJ-zn L h Y FmR OK
35093207400000 269HNTN 8362 8600 2617 3346 3346 200 0.39 138 231 231 0.069 light
35093207730000 269HNTN 8128 8178 3359 3345 3359 257 0.41 190 112 190 0.057 tight mulli-zn L h
35093207730000 269HNTN 8176 8265 431 1583 1563 -3650 0.19 99 89 99 0.063 tight mulll-ZJl H I
3509320mOOOO 269HNTN 8767 8864 3817 3825 3825 895 0.43 221 304 304 0.079 light mulli-zn H h YO FmR OK
3509320moooo 269HNTN 9010 9031 2149 2678 2678 -1739 030 44 44 44 0.016 light mutti-ZJl L 1
35093207810000 269HNTN 7927 7936 54 214 214 -6129 0.03 54 511 511 2.388 suspect
35093207970000 269HNTN 7850 7991 2624 2667 2667 -863 0.33 436 914 914 0.343 FmR OK
35093208060000 269HNTN 8165 8291 464 540 540 -5907 007 234 261 261 0.483
35093208770000 269HNTN 8169 8177 2859 2823 2859 -467 0.35 273 409 409 0.143 tight
35093209010000 269HNTN 8661 8741 3849 3849 3849 853 0.44 3B49 3649 3649 1.000 multi·zn H h FmR OK
35093209010000 269HNTN 8440 8520 611 658 658 -5788 008 1BB 188 188 0.286 tight multi-ZJl L I
35093209070000 269HNTN 784S 8025 3079 3079 3079 -6 0.38 244 380 380 0.123 light mulU-ZJl L h YO FmR OK
35093209070000 269HNTN 8012 8022 2972 3015 3015 -141 0.38 198 396 396 0.131 light mulli-zn H I FmR OK
35093209320000 269HNTN 7835 8045 2148 2126 2148 -2096 0.27 77 152 152 0.071 light
35093209530000 269HNTN B225 8300 260 411 411 -5997 0.05 93 93 93 0.226 light
35093209580000 269HNTN 8650 8788 905 1874 1874 -3300 0.21 99 124 124 0.066 light
35093209690000 269HNTN 8250 8510 2422 2400 2422 ·206a 0.28 680 725 725 0.299 light YO FmR OK




API long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec flell ref Comp dat TD Slat Prod Fm
35093210100000 -98.83734 36.2428 PIONEER PR JELLISON 1-6 SEILING NE MAJOR NOZO W015 6 1866 KB 19750518 10340 2 GAS 354CSTR
35093210260000 -98.83621 36.22697 PIONEERPR MARTIN 1-7 SEILING NE MAJOR NOZO W015 7 1823 KB 19750523 10438 GAS 269HNTN
35093210420000 -98.84019 36.25005 ASHLAND 01 V FOUTTY 1-31 SEiliNG NE MAJOR N021 W015 31 1832 KB 19751008 10250 OIL 354CSTRB
35093210420000 -98.84019 36.25005 ASHLAND 01 V FOUTTY 1-31 SEILING NE MAJOR N021 W015 31 1832 KB 19751008 10250 OIL 354CSTRB
35093210570000 -98.8269 36.22684 PIONEER PR MARTIN 1-8 SEILING NE MAJOR N020 W015 8 1809 I<B 19751116 10383 D&A-O
35093211260000 -98.16841 36.21334 DyeO PET MUNKRES 1-A RINGWOOD MAJOR N020 W009 16 1209 GR 19760417 8360 Oil 269HNTN
35093211260000 -98.16841 36.21334 DYCO PET MUNKRES 1-A RINGWOOD MAJOR N020 W009 16 1209 GR 19760417 8360 OIL 269HNTN
35093211350000 -98.8097 36.24119 TEXASO&G BOEHS 1 SEILING NE MAJOR N020 W015 4 1811 KB 19760426 10211 D&A-O
35093211590000 -98.82725 38.24068 PIONEERPR RUMSEY 1-5 SEILING NE MAJOR N020 W015 5 1646 KB 19761114 10300 OIL 354CSTR
35093211740000 -98.64201 36.34937 ASHLAND 01 BYFIELD 2-25 CHEYENNE VA MAJOR N022 W014 25 1356 KB 19761022 8541 GAS 269HNTN
35093212650000 -98.80952 36.22722 RAMBLER 01 RUMSEY 1-9 ORION SE MAJOR N020 W015 9 1805 KB 19770820 10300 GAS 269HNTN
35093212780000 -98.4315 36.35905 UNIONTEXA GLiDEWELL- 2 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W012 25 1224 KB 19770814 8000 GAS 359MSSP
35093213450000 -98.81838 36.22716 PIONEER PR HURT 1-8 SEILING NE MAJOR N020 W015 8 1832 KB 19780227 10350 GAS 353MRMC
35093213880000 -98.33708 36.21895 ELDER&VA NIGHTENGAL 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N020 W011 11 1299 DF 19780322 8600 OIL 354MNNG
35093214250000 -98.64812 36.49543 OSBORNW B JAQUITH 2 CAMPBELLE MAJOR N023 W015 6 1366 KB 19780712 8020 GAS 353MRMC
35093215460000 -98.33143 36.18009 RESOURCES BIERIG 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W011 25 1185 GR 19781123 8616 D&A
35093216140000 -98.46093 36.22017 RESOURCES DAVIS 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 10 1343 KB 19790611 8730 OIL 269HNTN
35093218520000 -98.48092 38.22651 RESOURCES KARBER 1·10 OKEENENW WWOR N020 WD12 10 1334 GR 19790430 8680 D&A-G
35093217760000 -98.44212 36.22452 FERGUSON O&G EMMA 1 OKEENE~ MAJOR N020 W012 11 1308 t<B 19791220 8760 OIL 269HNTN
35093218010000 -9ll.45656 36.23283 TEXASO&G FASTB 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 2 1318 KB 19600215 8700 GAS 269HNTN
35093220370000 -98.45436 38.21557 OLD DOMINI AL·KAR FAR 1 OKEENENW WWOR N020 W012 14 1324 KB 19811107 B725 GAS 404RDFI<
35093220710000 -98.44661 36.22819 ENNEXPROD E-D 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 11 1312 KB 19810426 8700 GAS 269HNTN
35093231070000 -98.83225 36.43848 WALKER COR BARNES L1L 1 CAMPBELL MAJOR N023 W015 29 1457 GR 19860310 8352 OIL 269HNTN
35093300170000 -98.51936 38.19657 PANAMERIC Me DONALD 1 OKEENENW MAJOR N020 W012 19 1454 KB 19651007 9424 GAS 40JATOK
35093300440000 -98.25384 36.39558 HODGET F A P RUTH-A 1 RINGWOODN MAJOR N022 W010 10 1314 DF 19850304 7680 OIL 359MSSP
35093300700000 -98.4146B 36.41437 CLEARY PET FICKEL 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 WOll 8 1328 KB 19651028 7755 10&3G 4040SWG
35093300700000 -98.41468 36.41437 CLEARY PET FICKEL 1 RINGWOOD WWOR N022 WOll 6 1328 KB 19651026 7755 10&3G 4040SWG
35093300700000 -98.41468 36.41437 CLEARY PET FICKEL 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W011 6 1328 KB 19651028 7755 10&3G 4040SWG
35093300760000 -98.43217 38.41119 ASHLAND OIL CLEO SPRINGS 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W012 1 1284 OF 19651202 7768 4 GAS 4040SWG
35093300820001 -98.41484 36.42506 LMNGSTON BURl< 1-31 CLEO NE MAJOR N023 W011 31 1327 KB 19650901 7666 OIL-W 4040SWG
35093301240000 -98.1688 36.20839 BLACKSTOCK H L HAND 1 AMESSE MAJOR N020 WOO9 18 1222 KB 19650506 8690 10&lG 359MSSP
35093301440000 -98.49089 36.36749 EARLSBORO KROUSEUNI 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W012 21 1265 OF 19660120 8130 GAS 404RDFK
36093301450000 -98.73807 36.4142 JENNINGSP INMAN 1 TOGOE MAJOR N022 W014 6 1360 OF 19660303 8356 GAS 4040SWGL
35093301650000 -98.42833 36.42503 CLEARY PET STORY 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N023 W012 36 1296 DF 19650909 7692 2 GAS 4040SWG
35093301750000 -98.16432 38.19741 MAYFLO OIL LULAMMYE 1-21 AMES SE MAJOR N020 WOO9 21 1217 DF 19660214 8340 OIL 35SlMSSP
35093301830000 -98.79327 36.43688 HIBBERT R E INMAN 1 CAMPBELL MAJOR N023 W015 27 1383 DF 19660510 8000 OIL 269HNTN
35093301910000 -96.9132 38.40388 SAMEDANOI MANZElMAN 1 CEDARDALE N MAJOR N022 W016 9 1653 GR 19650923 8544 D&A
35093302030000 -98.83335 3643232 PANAMERIC BARNESUNI 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 32 1649 DF 19650902 8425 D&A-0
35093302150000 -98.16783 38.22228 DAVlDOR& MLENHENBA 1 AMES SE MAJOR N020 WOO9 9 1219 KB 19650916 8393 OIL 359MSSP
35093302340000 -98.15076 36.19529 FERGUSON 0 GREGORY 1 AMESSE MAJOR N020 WOO9 22 1223 KB 19660517 8285 DM
35093302350000 -98.90381 36.4178 MAYFLOOIL USAWHEELE 1-3 CEDARDALE N MAJOR N022 WOle 3 1623 DF 19660217 8560 D&A
35093302520000 -98.79782 36.43231 PANAMERIC U SAINMA 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 34 1397 KB 19650920 8100 Oil 269HNTN
35093303250000 -98.47336 38.37075 NATIONALC DIRKS 1 ORIENTA MAJOR N022 W012 22 1245 OF 19660906 7940 OIL 353MRMC
-VI
.J:>.
API DST Fm I DST Top DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high fOP (FP/SlP) Fpstat Multi-zn permHl Gradhl Use PS Rae ResC
35093210100000 269HNTN 9894 9912 4206 4172 4206 999 0.42 141 141 141 0.034 tight multi-zn l h FmR OK
35093210250000 269HNTN 9933 9957 4253 4308 4308 1131 0.43 1418 1708 1708 0.396 Y FmR OK
35093210420000 269HNTN 9833 9900 2724 2554 2724 -2210 0.28 844 888 888 0.326 multi-zn H I
35093210420000 269HNTN 9840 9860 3757 2529 3757 52 0.38 826 890 890 0.237 tight multi·zn l h
35093210570000 269HNTN 9920 9933 3794 3958 3958 388 0.40 129 386 386 0.098 tight
35093211260000 269HNTN 8080 8140 2186 2186 2186 ·2230 0.27 1782 1972 1972 0.902 multi-zn H I FmR OK
35093211260000 269HNTN 8220 8360 2966 2476 2966 ·773 0.35 38 38 38 0.013 tight mUlti·zn l h FmR OK
35093211350000 269HNTN 9559 9690 2153 3346 3348 -679 0.35 150 240 240 0.072 tight
35093211590000 269HNTN 9850 9894 3120 2538 3120 -1338 0.32 178 151 178 0.057 tight
35093211740000 269HNTN 8182 8210 1547 2047 2047 -2452 0.26 184 109 184 0.090 tight
35093212650000 269HNTN 9812 9900 4016 4016 542 0.41 3051 3194 3194 0.795 FmR No FSIP
35093212780000 269HNTN 7725 7805 2942 2942 2942 -254 0.38 229 2942 2942 1.000 FmR OK
35093213450000 269HNTN 9874 9930 3954 3930 3954 405 0.40 122 141 141 0.036 tight FmR OK
35093213880000 269HNTN 8290 8368 593 857 857 -5226 0.10 184 118 184 0.215 tight
35093214250000 269HNTN 7764 7877 927 839 927 -4517 0.12 88 66 88 0.095 tight
35093215460000 269HNTN 8426 8445 212 678 678 ·5802 0.08 47 42 47 0.089 tight
35093216140000 269HNTN 8575 8634 3604 3463 3604 460 0.42 170 1317 317 0.088 tight FmR OK
35093216520000 269HNTN 8523 8553 1.266 1254 1266 -4496 0.15 58 70 70 0.055 tight
35093217760000 269HNTN 8472 8484 1122 1179 1179 -4641 0.14 494 507 507 0.430
35093218010000 269HNTN 8474 8544 1102 2634 2634 -1561 0.31 tight
35093220370000 269HNTN 8553 8563 3635 3699 3699 716 0.43 3624 3699 3699 1.000 FmR OK
35093220710000 269HNTN 8457 8474 2321 3166 3166 -353 0.37 139 139 139 0.044 tight
35093231070000 269HNTN 8041 8055 375 395 395 -5749 0.05 103 179 179 0.453 suspect
35093300170000 269HNTN 8956 8959 4000 4000 4000 1097 0.45 0.000 tight y FmR OK
35093300«0000 269HNTN 7535 7675 1708 531 1708 -2688 0.22 130 464 484 0.272 tight
35093300700000 269HNTN 7602 7610 2633 2633 2633 -620 0.35 tight multi-zn I
35093300700000 269HNTN 7620 7620 3200 3275 3275 751 0.43 tight mulU·zn m
35093300700000 7605 7605 3300 3300 3300 820 0.43 tight multi-zn h
35093300760000 269HNTN 7540 7552 3424 3424 1095 0.45 2930 3373 3373 0.985 Y FmR No ISIP
35093300820001 269HNTN 7607 7609 3375 3375 3375 976 0.44 tight
35093301240000 269HNTN 8094 8125 3300 3300 3300 194 0.41 420 580 580 0.176 tight y FmR OK
35093301440000 269HNTN 7884 7926 2138 2009 2138 -2063 0.27 78 130 130 0.061 tight
35093301450000 269HNTN 8050 8356 3480 3391 3480 488 0.42 460 2185 2185 0.628 FmR OK
35093301650000 269HNTN 7622 7690 3324 3324 3324 754 0.43 232 464 464 0.140 tight Y FmR OK
35093301750000 269HNTN 8135 8148 3248 3240 3248 54 0.40 1200 2619 2619 0.806 FmR OK
35093301830000 269HNTN 7852 7920 2110 2110 -1999 0.27 248 301 301 0.143 tight YO FmR NolSIP
35093301910000 269HNTN 8460 8522 3079 3002 3079 -247 036 1894 2715 2715 0.882 FmR OK
35093302030000 269HNTN 8268 8300 3527 3478 3527 934 0.42 118 252 252 0.071 tight Y FmR OK
35093302150000 269HNTN 8085 8125 48 30 48 -6803 001 0.000 tight
35093302340000 269HNTN 8104 8134 228 228 -6421 003 65 65 65 0.285 tight
35093302350000 269HNTN 8470 8535 1208 1076 1208 -4314 0.14 945 945 945 0.782
35093302520000 269HNTN 7953 7956 3700 3700 1398 0.47 tight Y FmR No F$IP
35093303250000 269HNTN 7733 7742 3375 3375 3375 761 0.44 1280 2342 2342 0.694 YD FmR OK
-VI
VI
API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv Ror Blk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35093355880001 -98.70406 36.34248 HUBERJ M PHILUPS 3 CHEYENNE VA MAJOR N022 W014 33 1461 KB 19720407 8808 OIL-W 269HNTN
35093355980000 -98.89902 36.41144 SUNRAY OX USA BOESCH 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N022 W016. 3 1659 OF 19600106 8865 D&A
35093355990000 -98.91815 36.41467 SINCLAIR 0 CORAGCAS 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N022 W016 4 1493 OF 19600120 8595 GAS 269HNTN
35093355990000 -98.91815 36.41467 SINCLAIR 0 CORAGCAS 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N022 W016 4 1493 OF 19600120 8595 GAS 269HNTN
35093355990000 -98.91815 36.41467 SINCLAIR 0 CORAG CAS 1 CAMPBEll W MAJOR N022 W016 4 1493 OF 19600120 8595 GAS 269HNTN
35093355990000 -98.91815 36.41467 SINCLAIR 0 CORAGCAS 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N022 W016 4 1493 OF 19600120 8595 GAS 269HNTN
35093357160001 -98.38228 36.32504 LVO CORP COPPOCK/AI 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W011 4 1268 GR 19700805 7969 GAS-WO 269HNTN
35093357190001 -98.42478 36.3049 WESTHOMAO NIGHTENGAL 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N021 W011 7 1224 OF 19700421 8220 D&AW
35093357740000 -98.8113 36.44315 PANAMERIC MONFORT UN 1 CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 28 1405 KB 19620521 8200 20lL 353MRMC
35093357840000 -98.29441 36.38189 ClEARY PET SPEECE UNI 1 RINGWOODN MAJOR N022 W010 17 1325 OF 19640522 7790 GAS 354MNNGU
35093358650000 -98.93093 36.41488 SINClAIR 0 LLOYDVICK 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N022 W016 5 1620 GR 19620629 8748 GAS 269HNTN
35093358670000 -98.91768 36.40028 SINCLAIR 0 MANZElMAN 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N022 W016 9 1645 OF 19621012 8810 GAS 269HNTN
35093358850000 -98.18215 36.21208 BOND ROlAN MYERS 1 AMESSE MAJOR N020 W009 17 1202 OF 19640713 8185 OIL 359MSSP
35093358850000 -98.18215 36.21208 BOND ROLAN MYERS 1 AMESSE MAJOR N020 W009 17 1202 OF 19640713 8185 OIL 359MSSP
35093361010000 -98.81114 36.45405 PANAMERIC HUTCHINSON 1 CAMPBElL E MAJOR N023 W015 21 1353 OF 19630527 8050 D&A-O
35093361080000 -98.82379 36.43882 PAN AMERIC BARNESUNI 2-A CAMPBEll E MAJOR N023 W015 29 1431 KB 19640413 8179 D&A-G
35093361080000 -98.82379 36.43882 PANAMERIC BARNES UNI 2-A CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 29 1431 KB 19640413 8179 D&A-G
35093361080000 -98.82379 36.43882 PANAMERIC BARNES UNI 2-A CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W01S 29 1431 KB 19640413 8179 D&A-G
35093361080000 ·98.82379 36.43882 PANAMERIC MRNES UNI 2-A CAMPBELL E MAJOR N023 W015 29 1431 KB 19640413 8179 D&A-G
35093361110000 -98.91767 36.43963 SINClAIR 0 BLANCHE YO 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N023 W016 28 1506 GR 19621214 8488 D&A-O
35093361110000 -98.91767 36.43963 SINCLAIR 0 BLANCHE YO 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N023 W016 28 1506 GR 19621214 8488 D&A-O
35093361120000 -98.94896 36.4292 SINClAIR 0 DANIEL E G 1 CAMPBELL W MAJOR N023 W016 31 1676 GR 19630802 8740 GAS 269HNTN
35093500130001 -98.38344 36.41069 CLEARY PET JETT 1 RINGWOOD MAJOR N022 W011 4 1336 KB 19650702 7707 GAS-W 4040SWG
35129201030000 -99.46615 35.88592 MCCULLOCH- MORGAN ET 1-6 WILDCAT. ROGER ML N016 W021 6 2252 KB 19700329 17433 D&A-O
35129201030000 -99.46615 35.88592 MCCULLOCH- MORGAN ET 1-8 WILDCAT ROGER ML N016 W021 6 2252 KB 19700329 17433 D&A-O
35129201030000 -99.46615 35.88592 MCCULLOCH- MORGAN ET 1-6 WiLDCAT ROGER ML N016 W021 6 2252 KB 19700329 17433 D&A-O
35129201030000 -99.46615 35.88592 MCCULLOCH- MORGAN ET 1-6 WILDCAT ROGERML N016 W021 6 2252 KB 19700329 17433 D&A-O
35129201030000 -99.46615 35.86592 MCCULLOCH- MORGAN ET 1-6 WILDCAT ROGER ML N016 W021 6 2252 KB 19700329 17433 D&A-O
35129201190000 -99.93532 35.7732 FOREST WILTON EAR 1 WILDCAT ROGERML N015 W026 14 2312 OF 19710704 20181 J&A-G
35129201280000 -99.60168 35.7786 GASSANADAR WICKHAMRA 1-13 ROLL SE ROGERMl N015 W023 13 2278 OF 19720916 19690 GAS 404MRMN
35129201280000 -99.60168 35.7786 GASSANADAR WICKHAMRA 1-13 ROLL SE ROGERML N015 W023 13 2278 OF 19720916 19690 GAS 404MRMN
35129201540000 -99.93735 35.70749 MCCULLOCH GARVER 1-11 WILDCAT ROGER ML N014 W026 11 2417 KB 19750423 21755 D&A·G
35129201770000 -99.46734 35.97285 AMERICANa JIMMYWILS 1-5 PEEKS ROGER ML NO17 W021 5 2045 KB 19751108 15888 Oil 405CGGV
35129201770000 -99.46734 35.97285 AMERICANa JIP.'MY WILS 1-5 PEEKS ROGERML N017 W021 5 2045 KB 19751108 15888 OIL 405CGGV
35129201770000 -99.46734 35,97285 AMERICANQ JIMvlYWILS 1-5 PEEKS ROGERML N017 W021 5 2045 KB 19751108 15888 Oil 405CGGV
35129202610000 -99.46268 35.92388 ARKLA EXPL HARRELL 1-29 PEEKS ROGER ML N017 W021 29 2142 KB 19780724 16800 D&A-G
35129202810000 -99.46268 35,92388 ARKlAEXPL HARRELL 1-29 PEEKS ROGERML N017 W021 29 2142 KB 19780724 16800 D&A-G
35129203130000 ·9945976 3582308 WOODS PET G SWITZER 1 LEEDEY SW ROGERML N016 W021 32 2006 KB 19790220 18470 GAS 404RDFK
35151000090001 -98.73912 36.71637 HARPER OIL BROCKMAN 1 WILDCAT WOODS N026 W014 19 1463 KB 19760517 6625 D&AW
35151000180000 -98.60262 36.54451 AMERADA HE WH FARRIS 1 OAKDALE NW WOODS N024 W013 21 1414 KB 19550907 8130 OIL 202SMPS
35151000180000 -98.60262 36.54451 M'lERADA HE WH FARRIS 1 OAKDALE NW WOODS N024 W013 21 1414 KB 19550907 8130 OIL 202SMPS
35151000190000 -98.95962 36.80684 MCDURMOTT filA MURROW 1 TEGARDEN WOODS N027 W016 19 1789 OF 195041102 7238 GAS 359MSSP





API DSTFm OST Top DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Mulli-zn permHl Gradhl UsePS Rec ResC
35093355880001 269HNTN 6313 8430 3581 3581 3581 732 0.42 893 2453 2453 0.685 Y FmR OK
35093355980000 269HNTN 8551 8622 895 690 895 -5038 0.10 500 500 500 0.559
35093355990000 269HNTN 8308 8353 3655 3685 3685 1065 0.44 2260 2710 2710 0.735 mulli-zn M h Y FmR OK
3S0933559~0000 269HNTN 8358 8403 1755 1755 -3136 0.21 475 560 560 0.319 mulli-zn l m
35093355990000 269HNTN 8458 8503 60 120 120 -6752 0.D1 40 60 60 0.500 suspect mulli-zn M m
35093355990000 269HNTN 8408 8453 45 45 45 -6863 0.01 45 45 45 1.000 SUSpect multi-zn H I
35093357160001 269HNTN 7894 7900 3378 3378 3378 633 0.43 1424 1453 1453 0.430 YO FmR OK
35093357190001 269HNTN 7909 7955 3435 3435 656 0.43 3382 3435 3435 1.000 Y FmR No FSIP
35093357740000 269HNTN 7940 7940 3450 3500 3500 992 0.44 tight
35093357840000 269HNTN 7708 7790 3353 3292 3353 746 0.43 565 1841 1641 0.489 Y FmR OK
35093358650000 269HNTN 8433 8458 3625 3612 3625 958 0.43 1863 2178 2178 0.601 YO FmR OK
ooסס3509335867 269HNTN 8502 8593 3874 3674 3674 953 0.43 2442 2903 2903 0.790 YO FmR OK
35093358850000 269HNTN 8117 8185 3242 3192 3242 -11 0.40 189 1108 1106 0.341 multi-zn L h YO FmR OK
35093358850000 269HNTN 8062 8115 9 7 9 -6894 0.00 7 7 7 0.778 suspect mulli·zn H I
35093361010000 289HNTN 7864 7866 1175 1175 -3986 0.15 light
35093361080000 269HNTN 8035 8038 1575 200 1575 -3220 0.20 tight multi-zn m
35093361080000 269HNTN 8044 8047 1200 150 1200 -4035 0.15 tight multi-zn m
35093361080000 269HNTN 8126 8129 4125 370 4125 2173 0.51 tight mUlli-zn h
35093361080000 269HNTN 8053 8056 1200 200 1200 -4044 0.15 tight multi-zn I
35093361110000 269HNTN 8355 8415 3309 2903 3309 207 0.39 88 86 88 0.027 light multi-zn L h
35093361110000 269HNTN 8250 8350 345 859 859 -4997 0.10 74 74 74 0.086 tight muJti-zn H I
35093361120000 269HNTN 8490 8540 3630 3615 3630 942 0.43 132 132 0.036 tight Y FmR OK
35093500130001 269HNTN 7678 7707 3350 3328 3350 833 0.43 79 241 241 0.072 light FmR OK
35129201030000 269HNTN 17163 17329 7518 7581 7581 1226 0.44 4158 7269 7269 0.959 mulli-zn M
..
FmR OKm
35129201030000 269HNTN 17162 17349 7621 7621 7621 1292 0.44 4504 7621 7621 1.000 muHi-zn H h Y FmR OK
35129201030000 269HNTN 17010 17160 4091 3568 4091 -6110 0.24 2987 2987 2987 0.730 multi-zn M I
35129201030000 269HNTN 16931 17004 5743 4463 5743 -2401 0.34 3281 3261 3261 0.568 multJ-zn l m
35129201030000 269HNTNU 16928 17010 6232 4817
...
6232 -1356 0.37 light multi-zn m
35129201190000 269HNTN 19618 19766 8797 7402 8797 1464 0.45 3531 7359 7359 0.837 Y FmR OK
35129201280000 269HNTN 19455 19690 9194 8762 9194 2360 0.47 6799 6851 6851 0745 multi-zn l I
35129201280000 269HNTN 19224 19466 9312 9059 9312 2838 0.48 7064 7106 7106 0.763 multl·zn H h
35129201540000 269HNTN 21110 21134 9026 8863 9026 694 0.43 5009 S009 5009 0.555
35129201770000 269HNTN 15710 15888 6957 6957 6957 1118 0.44 968 3570 3570 0.513 multi-zn M h Y FmR OK
35129201770000 269HNTN 15702 15720 5006 4328 5006 -2909 0.32 2038 2086 2086 0.417 multi-zn l I
35129201770000 269HNTN 15549 15683 1686 5415 5415 -1993 0.35 1686 4185 4185 0.773 multi-zn H m
35129202810000 269HNTN 16620 16638 7240 7240 7240 1074 0.44 3345 7174 7174 0.991 multl-zn H I FmR OK
35129202810000 269HNTN 16307 16343 7230 7230 7230 1347 0.44 2618 3287 3287 0.455 mulll-zn l h
35129203130000 269HNTNU 18005 18092 6280 6280 -2581 0.35 3610 3610 0.575
35151000090001 269HNTN 6459 6625 2603 2603 2603 436 0.39 2192 2603 2603 1.000 FmR OK
ooסס3515100018 269HNTN 7125 7140 3060 3060 855 0.43 705 885 885 0.289 tight mUlti-zn H h FmR No ISIP
35151000180000 269HNTN 7180 7236 1575 1575 -2435 0.22 435 435 0.276 tight multi-zn l I
35151000190000 269HNTN 6593 6602 10 10 -4791 0.00 5 5 0.500 suspect
35151000350001 269HNTN n65 7795 92 41 92 -6159 0.01 41 41 41 0.446 SUSpect
VI
-l
API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk ISec Elev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35151000370000 -99.02795 36.76052 DEEP ROCK COY PHILLI 1 WILDCAT WOODS N026 W017 4 1615 OF 19510807 7610 D&A-G
35151000760001 -98.59197 36.69401 HALL-JONES MINNIE 1-34 ALVASE WOODS N026 W013 34 1388 OF 19650517 6510 D&AWO
35151000760001 -98.59197 36.69401 HALL-JONES MINNIE 1-34 ALVASE WOODS N026 W013 34 1388 OF 19650517 6510 D&AWO
35151000760001 -98.59197 36.69401 HALL-JONES MINNIE 1-34 ALVASE WOODS N026 W013 34 1388 OF 19650517 6510 D&AWO
35151000770000 -98.58031 36.45358 STATEX PET PHILLIPS U 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W013 22 1443 OF 19610301 7916 D&A
35151000810000 -98.89884 36.55605 MAYFLO OIL DE VlLBISS 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W016 15 1542 OF 19610419 8150 D&A-O
35151000810000 -98.89884 36.55605 MAYFLO OIL DEVILBISS 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W016 15 1542 OF 19610419 6150 D&A-O
35151001010000 -98.63622 36.67249 ASHLAND 01 MACKEY 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 W013 6 1415 OF 19630827 6720 D&A-O
35151001080000 -98.87504 36.5403 ASHLAND 01 KELLN 1 WAYNOKAS WOODS N024 W016 23 1540 OF 19620918 7705 GAS 405CGGV
35151001130000 -98.84801 38.56954 SINCLAIR 0 LORENVDE 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W015 7 1552 OF 19620515 7538 D&A-O
35151001220000 -98.78417 36.49771 MARION OIL HULL 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W015 3 1497 OF 19640922 8500 D&A-O
35151001440000 -98.89091 36.54876 TEXOMAPRO BUREAU OF 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W016 22 1527 KB 19570123 6480 D&A-O
35151001440000 -98.89091 36.54876 TEXOMAPRO BUREAU OF 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W016 22 1527 KB 19570123 8480 D&A-O
35151200240000 -98.7897 36.62186 AMERADA HE BEARD ESTA 1 WAYNOKANE WOODS N025 "'1015 26 1730 DF 19660913 7272 GAS 405CGGV
35151200260000 -98.7495 36.61408 GREAT WEST MORRISUNI 1 GREENSBURG WOODS N025 W014 30 1565 KB 19660726 7190 D&A-O
35151200270000 -98.83414 36.67256 CLEARY PET FEESE 1-5 UNNAMED WOODS "1025 "'1015 5 1558 DF 19660823 7540 OIL 354CSTR
35151200430000 -98.68161 36.69399 CRESTEXPL YOHN 1-35 WILDCAT WOODS N026 W014 35 1412 KB 19660622 7273 D&A-G
35151200550001 -98.56281 36.45787 ANADARKOP SACKET fAl 2 OAKDALE WOODS N023 "'1013 23 1428 GR 19720225 7872 D&AWO
35151200670000 -98.67703 36.71959 CLEARY PET Me GILL 1-23 UNNAMED WOODS N026 "'1014 23 1454 KB 19670117 6550 GAS 269HNTN
35151200660000 -98.78557 36.60157 CALVERTMI MORSBACH 1 UNNAMED WOODS N027 "'1015 23 1505 OF 19670327 6310 GAS 269HNTN
35151200980000 -98.76838 36.80129 CALVERTMI MCKEEVER 1 AVARD N WOODS N027 W015 24 1525 KB 19670503 6347 GAS 269HNTN
35151201020000 -98.79581 36.79386 CALVERTMI FULLERTON 1 AVARD N WOODS N027 "'1015 27 1525 KB 19670530 8383 D&A
35151201060001 -99.09022 36.7885 CHAMPLIN PET SMITH UNIT 1 FREEDOMNW WOODS N027 W018 25 1670 KB 19690715 6805 OIL-WO 269HNTN
35151201080000 -98.7774 38.52449 HUBER J M HULL 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W015 26 1530 KB 19670728 7888 D&A-O
35151201080000 -987774 36.52449 HUBERJ M HUU 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 "'1015 26 1530 KB 19670726 7686 D&A-O
35151201210000 -98.54235 36.65037 WOODS PET JOHNSON UN 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 "'1013 13 1382 OF 19670907 7042 D&A-O
35151201210000 -98.54235 36.65037 WOODS PET JOHNSON UN 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 W013 13 1382 OF 19670907 7042 D&A-O
35151201210000 ·98.54235 36.65037 WOODS PET JOHNSON UN 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 "'1013 13 1382 OF 19670907 7042 D&A-O
35151201290001 -99.09027 36.77401 APACHE COR SHADID UNI 1 FREEDOMNW WOODS N027 W018 36 1592 KB 19671011 6802 D&AWO
35151201320000 -98.7956 36.80157 CALVERTMI PORTER 1 AVARDN WOODS N027 "'1015 22 1546 KB 19670926 6294 GAS 269HNTN
35151201430000 -98.92611 36.55209 YUCCAPETR GOVERNMENT 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 "'1016 17 1414 KB 19671224 7551 D&A-G
35151201450000 -98.66853 36.51545 JONES & PE MURRY 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W014 35 1550 DF 19681220 7724 D&A-G
35151201470000 -98.83174 3683034 OSBORNWB KLETKE 1 AVARD NW WOODS N027 "'1015 8 1618 KB 19680217 8220 GAS 269HNTN
35151201760000 -98.84993 36.83033 OSBORNWB MCCOY 1 AVARDNW WOODS N027 W015 7 1727 GR 19680606 6385 OIL 289HNTN
35151201790000 -98.68868 36.70677 CLEARY PET PFLEIDER 1-27 HOPETON N WOODS N026 W014 27 1444 OF 19680611 6625 GAS 269HNTN
35151201860000 -98.55139 36.63223 CAMEO OIL YORE 1 DACOMAS WOODS N025 W013 24 1359 KB 19680823 7030 D&A-O
35151201870000 -98.6864 36.55895 lNTERNATIO MCCRAYUNI 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W014 15 1560 OF 19680908 7541 D&A
35151201870000 -98.6864 36.55895 INTERNATIO MCCRAYUNI 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 "'1014 15 1560 OF 19680906 7541 D&A
35151201900000 -98.69721 36.74322 ANADARKO P WILSON-F 1 HOPETON N WOODS N026 "'1014 10 1455 DF 19880916 6500 OIL 289HNTN
35151201920000 -99.1158 36.85487 COX EDWIN STEWART 1 WILDCAT WOODS N027 W018 3 1738 KB 19680921 6567 D&A-G
35151201930000 -98.8294 36.80313 ATLANTIC R MARCUMUNI 4 AVARDNW WOODS N027 W015 20 1578 KB 19681008 8335 OIL 269HNTN
35151201940000 -98.91215 36.80833 CITIES SER SHARP-B 1 UNNAMED WOODS N027 W016 22 1757 KB 19681017 6532 OIL 269HNTN
35151201940000 -98.91215 36.80833 CITIESSER SHARP-B 1 UNNAMED WOODS N027 W016 22 1757 KB 19681017 6532 OIL 269HNTN
VI
00
API DSTFm DST Top DST Bas lSIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Mulli-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rae ResC
35151000370000 269HNTN 6766 6774 2670 2670 1013 042 light Y FmR NolSIP
35151000760001 269HNTN 6435 6455 2345 2770 2770 690 0,43 419 1574 1574 0,566 mUlli-zn M m FmR OK
35151000760001 269HNTN 6366 6495 2840 2630 2640 1001 0,44 1980 2640 2640 1,000 mulli-zn H h Y FmR OK
35151000760001 269HNTN 6435 6450 2744 2744 2744 639 0.43 286 512 512 0.167 light multi-zn L I FmR OK
35151000770000 269HNTN 7730 7760 65 55 65 -6154 0.01 55 55 55 0.647 suspect
35151000610000 269HNTN 7589 7605 3312 3312 3312 1060 0.44 2087 3298 3298 0.996 mulli-zn H h Y FmR OK
35151000810000 269HNTN 7569 7590 3205 3150 3205 644 042 110 110 0.034 light mulli-zn L I FmR OK
35151001010000 269HNTN 6623 6637 2714 2409 2714 615 0,41 62 246 246 0.091 light YD FmR OK
35151001080000 269HNTN 7672 7686 3268 3266 3288 925 0.43 1467 3083 3083 0.936 FmR OK
35151001130000 269HNTN 7476 7535 3297' 3202 3297 1107 0.44 443 580 580 0.176 light Y FmR OK
35151001220000 269HNTN 7621 7703 2671 1467 2671 -462 0.35 63 36 63 0.024 light
35151001440000 269HNTN 7563 7592 3250 3250 924 0.43 2000 3200 3200 0.985 multl-zn L h FmR No ISIP
35151001440000 269HNTN 7568 7578 25 25 -5997 0.00 25 25 1.000 suspect mulli-zn H I
35151200240000 269HNTN 7235 7270 2933 2933 2933 766 0.40 556 2933 2933 1.000 FmR OK
35151200260000 269HNTN 7132 7150 2964 2996 2996 658 0.42 264 1115 1115 0.372 FmR OK
35151200270000 269HNTN 6927 6967 2925 2925 2925 881 0.42 103 2227 2227 0.761 Y FmR OK
35151200430000 269HNTN 6560 6620 2825 2625 2625 667 0.43 737 2573 2573 0.911 Y FmR OK
35151200550001 269HNTN 7720 7872 3365 3375 3375 614 0.43 322 757 757 0.224 light Y FmR OK
35151200670000 269HNTN 6369 6500 2806 2806 2806 986 0.43 1217 1710 1710 0.609 Y FmR OK
35151200860000 269HNTN 6165 6310 2656 2658 2658 911 0.42 2114 2107 2114 0.795 FmR OK
35151200980000 269HNTN 6176 6347 2621 2621 2621 815 0.41 2116 2392 2382 0.813 FmR OK
35151201020000 269HNTN 6240 6383 2688 2688 2689 925 0.42 2689 2669 1.000 Y FmR OK
35151201060001 269HNTN 6712 6800 2761 2761 651 0.41 46 70 70 0.025 light Y FmR No ISIP
35151201080000 269HNTN 7472 7495 3199 3238 3238 998 043 3174 3199 3199 0.966 mulU-zn H h Y FmR OK
35151201060000 269HNTN 7558 7602 3059 3046 3059 506 040 133 235 235 0.077 tight mulli-zn L I FmR OK
35151201210000 269HNTN 6658 6737 2861 2690 2690 660 0.43 545 2672 2872 0.994 mulli-zn H m Y FmR OK
35151201210000 7017 7042 3026 3026 3026 646 0.43 47 474 474 0.157 light mulU-zn M h FmR OK
35151201210000 269HNTN 6646 6660 2643 2643 2643 836 0.43 189 244 244 0.086 tight mulli-zn L I FmR OK
35151201290001 269HNTN 6700 6749 183 1211 1211 -2553 0.18 18 18 18 0.015 light
35151201320000 269HNTN 6210 6262 2594 2594 662 0.41 1994 2217 2217 0.655 FmR No ISIP
35151201430000 269HNTN 7472 7551 3268 3266 3266 691 0.43 323 603 603 0.185 light YO FmR OK
35151201450000 269HNTN 7610 7717 3314 3314 3314 960 0.43 958 3085 3085 0.931 Y FmR OK
35151201470000 269HNTN 6100 6220 2409 2409 2409 579 0.38 66 91 91 0.038 tight FmR OK
35151201760000 269HNTN 6238 6343 2341 2314 2341 418 0.37 126 146 146 0.062 tight FmR OK
35151201790000 269HNTN 6546 6625 2835 2835 2835 916 0.43 1132 1460 1460 0.515 FmR OK
35151201860000 269HNTN 6611 6720 2490 2562 2582 192 0.38 90 231 231 0.089 light FmR OK
35151201870000 269HNTN 7316 7420 3125 3168 3168 953 0.43 2740 3125 3125 0.966 mulli-zn H h Y FmR OK
35151201670000 269HNTN 7424 7457 232 558 558 -4697 0.07 23 32 32 0.057 light mUlb-zn L I
35151201900000 269HNTN 6268 6500 2764 2645 2784 942 0.43 2064 2014 2084 0.749 Y FmR OK
35151201920000 269HNTN 6490 6567 132 299 299 -4166 0.05 43 48 46 0.161 tight
35151201930000 269HNTN 6161 6256 2473 2473 2473 638 0.40 1349 1955 1955 0.791 YO FmR OK
35151201940000 269HNTN 6400 6485 2669 2689 2669 1012 0.41 871 1313 1313 0.492 mulli-zn L h Y FmR OK
35151201940000 269HNTN 6455 6465 66 86 -4543 0.01 57 57 0.663 suspect multi-zn H I
-Ul
\0
API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv RorBlk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO SIBt Prod Fm
35151201950000 -98.79312 36.48313 BONRAY OIL HULL UNIT 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W015 10 1450 KB 19881021 7843 D&A
35151202020000 -98.73339 38.68515 ASHLAND 01 MABEL ROMJ 1 WILDCAT WOODS N026 W014 32 1485 t<e 19681110 6800 D&A
35151202080000 -98.90572 36.8031 CITIES SER MARCUM A 1 CORA WOODS N027 W016 22 1741 KB 19681224 6491 D&A-O
35151202100000 -98.89113 36.44075 CALVERT FU HEPNER 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W014 27 1378 KB 19690107 8050 D&A
35151202200000 -98.78009 36.73418 ANADARKOP TANNER/AI 1 UNNAMED WOODS N026 W015 14 1485 OF 19690320 6650 GAS 364MSSPU
35151202210000 -98.75098 38.88527 KIRKPATRJC PARKER UNI 1 WILDCAT WOODS N026 W014 31 1499 KB 19690418 6900 D&A
35151202400000 -98.71788 38.48676 CHAMPLIN PET H B ENGLISH 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W014 8 1498 OF 19690809 7976 D&A-OG
35151202460000 -98.8136 36.83028 OSBORNW B MARCUM-SHE 1 AVARD NW WOODS N027 W015 9 1556 KB 19690907 6145 OIL 269HNTN
ooסס3515120250 -98.77777 38.74328 ANADARKOP ELSIEVARN 1-A AVARD WOODS N026 W015 11 1514 DF 19691022 6537 GAS 359MSSP
35151202550000 -98.90044 36.56967 DIAMOND SH L VDEVlLB 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W016 10 1487 KB 19691021 7585 D&A
35151202560000 -98.82068 36.73778 PIONEER PR BROWN-LANE 1 WILDCAT WOODS N028 W015 16 1524 KB 19691218 8592 D&A-G
35151202570000 -99.02283 38.78358 MAY PET MARCELLAH 1 WILDCAT WOODS N028 W017 3 1639 OF 19691024 7240 D&A-G
35151202620000 -98.90857 36.50874 NATIONALC WHITLAW 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W018 33 1396 KB 19691103 7915 D&A
35151202730000 -96.74116 36.63176 PETROLEUM GOUCHER UN 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 W014 19 1533 OF 19691220 7110 D&A-G
35151202740000 -99.02199 38.77314 DIAMOND SH IWAAS 1 TEGARDEN WOODS N027 W017 34 1683 KB 19700211 7125 D&A-O
35151202740000 -99.02199 38.77314 .DIAMOND SH KAMAS 1 TEGARDEN WOODS N027 W017 34 1683 KB 19700211 7125 D&A-O
35151202760000 -98.84798 38.43888 KlRKPATRIC HEPNER 1-25 OAKDALE WOODS N023 W014 25 1408 DF 19700210 8085 GAS 289HNTN
35151202820000 -99.021 36.77929 MAY PET KAMAS 2 TEGARDEN WOODS N027 W017 34 1710 KB 19700305 6825 D&A-O
35151202840000 -98.91918 38.80131 GRAHAM-MIC SNODDY 1-21 CORA WOODS N027 W016 21 1789 KB 19700428 6615 GAS 269HNTN
35151202900000 -98.88888 36.42523 KIRKPATRIC HEPNER UNI 1-34 UNNAMED WOODS N023 W014 34 1311 KB 19700728 8100 GAS 269HNTN
35151202980000 -98.66759 36.47117 SNEE&EBE BAYS 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W014 14 1476 KB 19700710 8308 D&A
35151203050000 ·98.77078 36.54085 SOUTHERN U MORRISUNI 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W015 23 1566 KB 19700918 7815 D&A-O
35151203050000 -98.77078 38.54085 SOUTHERN U MORRISUNI 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W015 23 1566 KB 19700918 7615 D&A-O
35151203140000 -99.21042 36,80778 SOUTHLAND DEVINE 23 1 WILDCAT WOODS N027 W019 23 1688 KB 19701208 8922 D&A-G
35151203150000 -98,83674 38.89049 BLAIK Oil MCARTHUR 1 DACOMANW WOODS N026 W013 31 1402 KB 19701123 6600 D&A-O
35151203150000 -98.63674 38.89049 BLAIKOIL MCARTHUR 1 DACOMANW WOODS N026 W013 31 1402 KB 19701123 6600 D&A-O
35151203210000 -98,94186 36,80683 DUNCANWAL SMITHSON U 1 TEGARDEN WOODS N027 W016 20 1832 KB 19710125 6680 GAS 269HNTN
35151203210000 -98.94166 36.80683 DUNCANWAL SMITHSON U 1 TEGARDEN WOODS N027 W016 20 1832 KB 19710125 6680 GAS 289HNTN
35151203230000 -98.7244 36.67785 MAGNESSPE WENZEL 5-1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 W014 5 1460 KB 19701222 6761 D&A-G
35151203280000 -98.91261 36.80117 GRAHAM-MICHAE SNODDY 1-2~ CORA WOODS N027 W016 22 1764 KB 19710113 6565 D&A
35151203370000 -98,92595 36.79591 TEX-STAR SMITHSON 1 CORA WOODS N027 W016 28 1782 KB 19710512 8700 D&A..{)
35151203370000 -98,92595 36,79591 TEX-STAR SMITHSON 1 CORA WOODS N027 W016 28 1782 KB 19710512 8700 D&A-Q
35151203480000 -99.09021 36,78125 FERGUSON 0 SHADID 1 FREEDOMNW WOODS N027 W018 36 1652 KB 19710922 6769 D&A-O
35151203510000 -98.61165 36,41105 HELMERICH CLOW UNIT 1 OAKDALE WOODS N()22 W013 5 1329 KB 19711213 8034 GAS 4040SWG
35151203640000 -98.67709 36,61794 LITTLE QUI CHAFFIN 1 OAKDALE WOODS N025 W014 26 1460 KB 19711204 7137 D&A
35151203660000 -98.68604 36.5963 lITTLE QUI RIGGS 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 W014 34 1510 KB 19720214 7300 D&A-G
35151203660000 -98.68604 365963 LITTLE QUI RIGGS 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 W014 34 1510 KB 19720214 7300 D&A-G
ooסס3515120367 -98.9057 36,807 AN-SON COR MARCUM 1 CORA WOODS NOV W016 22 1750 KB 19720316 6500 D&A
35151203770000 -98.62734 36.3981 HELMERICH VOREUNIT 1-7 OAKDALE WOODS N022 W013 7 1297 KB 19720818 8059 GAS 353MRMC
35151203840000 -98.8234 36,70679 W1L·MCOIL HAGER 1 ALVASE WOODS N026 W013 29 1416 KB 19720820 8540 D&A-G
35151203920000 -98.77506 36.45783 TENNECO 01 lFLOYDUN 1-23 UNNAMED WOODS NOn W015 23 1343 KB 19721221 8150 GAS 354CSTR
35151204460000 -98.59649 36,70849 COTTON PET ROMJUE 1 AlVASE WOODS N026 W013 28 1405 KB 19740226 6480 D&A-O




API OSTFm OST Top OST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) FpSlSt Multl·zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec ResC
35151201950000 269HNTN 7678 7698 1664 3414 3414 1094 0.44 125 1 125 0.037 tight
35151202020000 269HNTN 6720 6800 161 115 181 -4969 0.02 69 69 69 0.429 suspect
35151202080000 269HNTN 6420 6491 286 557 557 ·3552 0.09 200 314 314 0.564
35151202100000 269HNTN 7835 8050 1548 1825 1825 ·2747 0.23 776 776 776 0.425
35151202200000 269HNTN 6426 6650 2876 2690 2890 620 0.40 2462 2676 2676 0.995 Y FmR OK
35151202210000 269HNTN 6752 8900 2769 2769 2789 554 0.40 1716 2769 2769 1.000 FmR OK
35151202400000 269HNTN 7780 7807 210 1026 1026 ·4103 0.13 56 30 56 0.055 tight
35151202460000 269HNTN 6012 6145 2423 2427 2427 630 0.39 816 1330 1330 0.548 FmR OK
35151202500000 269HNTN 8396 6537 2575 2575 515 0.39 tight FmR No FSIP
35151202650000 269HNTN 7455 7567 3130 3130 3130 651 0.41 278 2232 2232 0.713 FmR OK
35151202560000 269HNTN 6454 8588 2581 2603 2603 534 0.40 1592 2340 2340 0.699 YO FmR OK
35151202570000 269HNTN 6768 6785 2715 2715 2715 693 0.40 342 2715 2715 1.000 FmR OK
35151202820000 289HNTN 7796 7886 3450 3450 3450 929 0.44 152 3450 3450 1.000 YO FmR OK
35151202730000 269HNTN 7040 7062 2902 2902 712 0.41 485 1498 1498 0.516 YO FmR No (SIP
35151202740000 269HNTN 6751 6805 2692 2565 2692 667 0.40 244 423 423 0.157 tight muJIi-zn L h Y FmR OK
35151202740000 269HNTN 8696 6760 2662 2582 2662 648 0.39 140 544 544 0.204 tight multi·zn H I FmR OK
35151202750000 269HNTN 7788 7848 3364 3364 3384 837 0.43 118 236 236 0.070 light Y FmR OK
35151202820000 269HNTN 6729 6745 2641 2641 2641 645 0.39 104 181 181 0.069 light FmR OK
35151202640000 269HNTN 6490 6585 2618 2518 2518 619 0.38 769 1265 1265 0.502 FmR OK
35151202900000 269HNTN 7838 7848 3454 3429 3454 891 0.44 415 772 772 0.224 tight Y FmR OK
35151202980000 269HNTN 7759 7770 81 41 61 ·8163 0.01 41 37 41 0.672 suspect
35151203050000 269HNTN 7448 7466 3138 3138 3138 848 0.42 1980 3138 3138 1.000 multi-zn H h YO FmR OK
35151203050000 269HNTN 7493 7526 2880 2855 2880 234 0.38 45 57 57 0.020 tight muttl·zn L I FmR OK
35151203140000 269HNTN 6790 6818 83 83 83 ·5052 0.01 83 83 1.000 suspect
35151203150000 289HNTN 6524 6543 2643 2643 2643 543 0.40 587 1838 1838 0.695 mult.i·zn H h y FmR OK
35151203150000 269HNTN 6440 6534 2810 2505 2610 461 0.40 318 681 881 0.261 tight mulli·zn L I
35151203210000 289HNTN 6595 6680 2480 2480 2480 485 0.37 46 92 92 0.037 tig.h1 mulli·zn L h YO FmR OK
35151203210000 269HNTN 6591 6680 2465 2465 2465 453 0.37 38 140 140 0.057 Ught multl·zn H I FmR OK
35151203230000 269HNTN 6718 6760 2700 2700 2700 506 0.40 954 2312 2312 0.856 FmR OK
35151203280000 289HNTN 6466 6545 121 96 121 -4531 0.02 24 38 38 0.314 suspect
35151203370000 269HNTN 6556 6862 2432 2408 2432 350 0.37 459 1518 1518 0.624 mu"Ii·zn H h YO FmR OK
35151203370000 289HNTN 6608 6618 2358 2358 2358 235 0.36 54 95 95 0.040 light multl·zn L I
35151203480000 269HNTN 6724 6767 1905 1879 1905 -1018 0.28 72 137 137 0.072 tight YO FmR OK
35151203510000 269HNTN m5 7820 63 83 a3 -6313 0.01 41 41 41 0.494 suspect
35151203640000 269HNTN 7067 7098 2961 2993 2993 799 0.42 2830 2961 2961 0.989 Y FmR OK
ooסס3515120366 269HNTN 7167 7189 2943 2975 2975 719 0.41 911 2814 2814 0.946 multi·zn H h Y FmR OK
35151203660000 269HNTN 7190 7245 2975 2943 2975 663 0.41 423 650 650 0.218 tight mulli·zn L I FmR OK
35151203670000 269HNTN 6391 6500 750 883 883 -2851 0.14 176 176 176 0.199 tight FmR OK
35151203770000 269HNTN 7805 7901 291 944 944 ·4574 0.12 85 109 109 0.115 tight FmR pamagec
35151203840000 269HNTN 6370 6540 2544 2507 2544 347 0.39 1623 2029 2029 0.798 YO FmR OK
35151203920000 269HNTN 7851 8150 3241 3292 3292 273 0.40 416 442 442 0.134 light
35151204460000 269HNTN 6426 6480 2536 2536 2536 379 0.39 1727 2512 2512 0.991 FmR OK
35151204540000 269HNTN 7725 7766 1155 216 1155 -3804 0.15 48 46 46 0.040 tight multi-zn L I
......
0\......
API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO Slat Prod Fm
35151204540000 -98.66422 36.47333 FERGUSON 0 LOGES 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W014 14 1478 KB 19741112 7912 D&A-G
35151204630000 -98.68601 36.72321 WIL-MC OIL JOSEPH 1 HOPETON N WOODS N026 W014 22 1451 ES 19740424 6516 D&A-G
35151204720000 -98.93926 36.70516 TUTHILL S BOLAND 1 UNNAMED WOODS N026 W016 29 1664 KB 19740916 7075 GAS 404RDFK
35151205020000 -99.04732 36.71444 TUTHILL S EDEN 1 WILDCAT WOODS N026 W017 20 1515 KB 19741120 7378 D&A-O
35151205030000 -96.83126 36.58227 PUBLISHERS MRCAMP 1 WAYNOKA NE WOODS N024 W015 5 1603 DF 19750130 7520 D&A-G
35151205190000 -96.71632 36.54558 SKELLY OIL E S HALTOM 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W014 20 1654 KB 19750127 8500 D&A-G
35151205190000 -96.71632 36.54556 SKELLY OIL E S HALTOM 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W014 20 1654 KB 19750127 8500 D&A-G
35151205430000 -98.99339 36.7176 TUTHILL S CHAMBERLAI 1 FAIRVALLEY S WOODS N026 W017 23 1585 KB 19750717 6970 GAS 404RDFK
35151205880000 -98.93024 38.71463 PIONEER PR BOLAND 1-21 BRACE E WOODS N026 W016 21 1757 KB 19760602 7035 GAS 404RDFK
35151206520000 -98.86623 36.55319 BONRAYOIL KELLIN UNI 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W018 13 1538 KB 19760910 7665 D&A-O
35151206760000 -96.60698 36.45056 CIMARRON P REIHM CPC OAKDALE WOODS N023 W013 20 1453 KB 19761104 7756 D&A-O
35151207000000 -98.66262 36.48834 AMOCO PROD SARGENT-WA 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W014 11 1508 KB 19770122 7802 D&A
35151207180000 -98.85891 36.69255 WARDLOO LANDRETH 1 BRACE NE WOODS N026 W015 31 1554 KB 19770218 6871 D&A-G
35151207350000 -98.84087 36.83034 OSBORNW B KlETKE 2 AVARD NW WOODS N027 W015 8 1656 KB 19770614 8277 OIL 269HNTN
35151207470000 -98.93082 36.72692 PIONEER PR MILLER 1-16 AVARD NW WOODS N026 W016 18 1742 KB 19770623 6983 D&A-G
35151208130000 -96n52 36.47239 CRESLENN 0 LEE FLOYD 1 CAMPBELL E WOODS N023 W015 14 1427 KB 19780501 7960 D&A-O
35151209880000 -98.78421 36.47238 DEMINEX US BAIRD 2 CAMPBELL WOODS N023 W015 15 1388 KB 19810212 7674 D&A-O
35151211020000 -98.84078 36.54591 CLEMENTS E KELLN 1 WAYNOKAS WOODS N024 W015 19 1516 KB 19801225 7626 D&A-G
35151213110000 -98.87627 36.79217 IREYCORP WINTERS 1 AVARDNW WOODS N027 W016 25 1751 KB 19820422 6610 GAS 269HNTN
35151213920000 -98.90346 36.79404 IREXCORP SMITHSON 0 1 AVARDNW WOODS N027 W016 27 1752 KB 19830925 8561 D&A
35151214010000 -98.80575 36.80222 IREXCORP BLOYD 1 AVARDNW WOODS N027 W015 22 1554 KB 19831019 6428 OIL 269HNTN
35151214400000 -98.60665 36.71487 IREXCORP HOPETON 21-1 ALVASE WOODS N026 W013 21 1428 KB 19840305 6531 GAS 269HNTN
35151215240000 -98.75065 36.4667 MACLAND EN WILSON 1 CAMPBELL WOODS N023 W015 13 1420 KB 19850519 8092 D&A
35151300050000 -98.6906 36.68949 EARLSBORO YOHN UNIT 1 GREENSBURG WOODS N026 W014 34 1432 KB 19651230 6732 D&A-O
35151300250000 -98.58746 36.70483 CALVERT DR BROWN 1 ALVASE WOODS N026 W013 27 1392 DF 19650812 6460 GAS 269HNTN
35151300300000 -98.54004 36.41442 MARION OIL HODGDEN 1 CLEO WEST WOODS N022 W013 1 1273 KB 19650222 7793 D&A-G
35151300350000 -98.58021 36.42895 HUMBLE OIL C L RICH 1 OAKDALE SW WOODS N023 W013 34 1362 OF 19650701 7845 GAS 404RDFK
35151300360000 -98.62506 36.43977 CALVERT DR DIETZ 1 OAKDALESW WOODS N023 W013 30 1045 DF 19650204 7950 OIL 4040SWG
35151300410001 -98.86841 36.58932 NATOl PETR TISUE 1 WAYNOKANE WOODS N024 W016 1 1528 KB 19660809 7510 D&AWG
35151300650000 -98.76737 38.61787 AMERADA HE AARONMORR 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 W015 25 1680 DF 19650429 7611 D&A-O
35151300990000 -98.60077 36.71552 CALVERTMI BONNER UN! 1 ALVASE WOODS N026 W013 21 1426 KB 19660303 6520 GAS 269HNTN
35151302090000 -98.7501 36.60272 SAMEDANOI KUTZ 1 GREENSBURG WOODS N025 W014 31 1578 GR 19660802 8303 2 GAS 319MSRH
35151302110000 -96.924113 36.67273 KING-STEVE SCHMOLCKE 1-A WAYNOKAN WOODS N025 W016 4 1741 DF 19660118 7312 2 GAS 406TNKW
35151303670001 -98.74441 36.67614 CALVERT FU WENZEL 1 WILDCAT WOODS N025 W014 6 1486 DF 19680828 8856 D&AWG
35151352360000 -98.59368 36.54452 AMERADA HE R ECOPENH 1 OAKDALENW WOODS N024 W013 21 1412 GR 19560815 7499 OIL 202SMPS
35151352390000 -98.54694 36.62494 AMERADA HE CHARLEYKA 1 DACOMAS WOODS N025 W013 24 1355 DF 19570918 7156 D&A
35151352400000 -98.60713 36.54452 AMERADA HE ROBERTMOR 1 OAKDALENW WOODS N024 W013 20 1416 GR 19580425 7608 GAS 404BRVL
35151352420000 -98.60263 36.54089 AMERADA HE F 0 SMITH 1 OAKDALENW WOODS N024 W013 21 1417 GR 19560509 7518 OIL 404CHRK"
35151352540001 -98.96527 36.80231 CLEARY PET DAVIDSON 1-19 TEGARDEN WOODS N027 W016 19 1758 DF 19680729 6640 GAS-W 4040SWG
35151352570000 -98.61619 36.58436 GULF OIL SADIEKEFF 1 WILDCAT WOODS N024 W013 5 1409 ES 19571002 7502 D&A.-O
35151500050000 -98.66433 36.42826 SUPERIOR 0 HEPNERUNI 1 WILDCAT WOODS N023 W014 35 1329 DF 19650713 603B D&A
35151500060000 -98.60262 36.55087 PETROLEUM HANSEN 1-16 OAKDALE NW WOODS N024 W013 16 1408 KB 19631111 7495 GAS 405CGGV
oo70000סס35153 -99.26149 36.50545 SINCLAIR 0 TROY PHllL 1 WOODWARDt WOODWAR N023 W019 5 2052 DF 19580409 9883 GAS 402MRRW
-0\
t'-)
API OST Fm OSTTop OST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpslat Multi-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec ResC
351512G45400oo 269HNTN 7723 7737 1288 167 1288 -3489 017 346 lG4 346 0.269 tight multi·zn H h
35151204630000 269HNTN 6492 6508 951 933 951 ·3012 0.15 54 135 135 0.142 tight FmR OK
ooסס3515120472 269HNTN 6909 7037 2767 2767 2767 578 0.39 1155 2363 2363 0.854 FmR OK
35151205020000 269HNTN 6905 7038 2850 2845 2850 606 0.40 1038 2127 2127 0.746 FmR OK
35151205030000 289HNTN 7430 7520 3070 2496 3070 685 0.41 645 646 846 0.210 tight FmR OK
35151205190000 269HNTN 7638 7686 2963 2673 2963 340 0.39 308 440 440 0.148 tight multi·zn L I YO FmR OK
35151205190000 269HNTN 7569 7622 3136 3136 776 0.41 2129 3092 3092 0.986 multi·zn H h
35151205430000 269HNTN 6930 6970 2744 2789 2789 613 0.40 252 573 573 0.205 tight YO FmR OK
35151205880000 269HNTN 6980 7035 2742 2742 2742 619 0.39 2205 2742 2742 1.000 Y FmR OK
ooסס3515120652 269HNTN 7574 7612 3137 3137 670 0.41 832 2643 2643 0.843 FmR NolSIP
35151206760000 269HNTN 7730 7756 2972 3276 3276 742 0.42 34 34 34 0.010 tigh1
35151207000000 269HNTN 7679 7802 826 826 -4518 0.11 138 321 321 0.389
35151207180000 289HNTN 6745 6871 2714 2723 2723 539 0.40 1696 2583 2583 0.949 YO FmR OK
35151207350000 269HNTN 6140 6277 587 522 587 ·3359 0.09 48 174 174 0.296 tight
35151207470000 269HNTN 6934 6983 2711 2723 2723 615 0.39 2030 2711 2711 0,996
35151208130000 269HNTN 7700 7780 3233 3060 3233 600 0.42 381 1764 1764 0.546
35151209880000 269HNTN 7683 7698 603 1010 1010 -4140 0.13 106 106 106 0.105 tight
35151211020000 269HNTN 7556 7826 3137 3137 3137 636 0.41 3137 3137 3137 1.000 YO FmR OK
35151213110000 269HNTN 6460 6610 2431 2441 2441 390 0.37 203 200 203 0,083 tight
35151213920000 269HNTN 6455 6536 2336 2411 2411 401 0.37 148 137 148 0.061 tight
35151214010000 269HNTN 6228 6275 2181 2294 2294 212 0.37 571 702 702 0.306 FmR OK
35151214400000 269HNTN 6385 6494 2712 2712 768 0.42 1361 1381 0.509 FmR No FSIP
35151215240000 269HNTN 7868 7905 1655 813 1655 -2926 0.21 54 64 64 0.039 tight
35151300050000 269HNTN 6644 6731 2800 2800 723 0.42 338 2717 2717 0,970 FmR NolSIP
35151300250000 269HNTN 6340 6440 2788 2788 2788 948 0.43 2611 2717 2717 0.975 FmR OK
35151300300000 269HNTN 7743 7793 3269 3223 3269 510 0.42 1933 1933 0.591 FmR OK
35151300350000 269HNTN 7723 7725 975 125 975 -4266 0.13 tight
35151300360000 269HNTN 6950 7760 247 143 247 -6184 0.03 62 77 77 0,312 suspect
3515130G410001 269HNTN 7449 7510 3233 3224 3233 971 0.43 505 1373 1373 0.425 YD FmR OK
35151300650000 269HNTN 7206 7230 2987 2987 2987 874 0.41 810 2987 2987 1.000 Y FmR OK
35151300990000 269HNTN 6338 6462 2752 2743 2752 884 0.43 1746 2210 2210 0.803 FmR OK
35151302090000 269HNTN 7060 7079 2970 2920 2970 886 0.42 2371 2739 2739 0,922 Y FmR OK
35151302110000 269HNTN 7216 7230 2891 2959 2959 874 0.41 11 340 340 0.115 tight Y FmR OK
35151303670001 269HNTN 6802 6813 2867 2833 2887 839 0.42 277 693 693 0242 tight FmR OK
35151352360000 269HNTN 7126 7140 3101 3101 941 0.43 633 1447 1447 0.467 Y FmR No ISIP
35151352390000 269HNTN 6714 6733 2930 2930 923 0.44 150 2255 2255 0.770 y FmR NolSfP
35151352400000 269HNTN 7161 7195 2790 2790 221 0,39 365 550 550 0,197 tight
35151352420000 269HNTN 7179 7199 2855 2855 358 0.40 40 426 426 0.149 tight FmR No !SIP
35151352540001 269HNTN 6540 6640 200 336 336 -4159 0.05 132 245 245 0.729 suspect
35151352570000 269HNTN 7046 7094 3130 3130 lG46 0.44 275 275 0.088 tight y FmR NolSIP
35151600050000 269HNTN 7786 7829 1689 1669 ·2911 0.21 45 59 59 0.035 tight
35151500060000 269HNTN 7127 7177 1105 643 1105 -3393 0.15 46 92 92 0.083 tight
35153000070000 269HNTN 9277 9322 225 225 -6786 0.02 tight
-0\w
API long La! Operator Lease Well Field County TorSrv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35153000130000 -99.31727 36.19748 MAGNOLIA P J C BORDEN lA WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W020 22 2164 KB 19560322 13538 D&A-G
35153000130000 -99.31727 36.19746 MAGNOLIAP J C BORDEN lA WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W020 22 2164 KB 19560322 13538 D&A-G
35153000130000 -99.31727 36.19746 MAGNOLIA P J C BORDEN lA WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W020 2.2 2164 KB 19560322 13538 D&A-G
35153000130000 -99.31727 36.19746 MAGNOLIA P J C BORDEN lA WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W020 22 2164 KB 19560322 13538 D&A-G
35153000130000 -99.31727 36.19746 MAGNOLIAP J C BORDEN lA WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W020 22 2164 KB 19560322 13538 D&A-G
35153000270000 -99 ..29149 36.38524 UNION OIL SHERMAN 1 WOODWARD~ WOODWAR N022 W020 13 2036 OF 19570410 11272 D&A-G
35153000300000 -98.97128 36.42932 ZAVOICOB WMVlCKER 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W017 36 1684 OF 19491111 9261 D&A-O
35153000390000 -99.01194 36.35428 SIGNAL OIL FBRADSHAW 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N022 W017 27 1781 KB 19511030 9524 D&A-O
35153000400000 -99.28591 36.49472 SINCLAIR 0 COMUNlTYO 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W019 6 2019 KB 19510703 10238 D&A-O
35153000400000 -99.26591 36.49472 SINCLAIR 0 COMUNlTY 0 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W019 6 2019 KB 19510703 10238 D&A-O
35153000470000 -99.13198 36.45501 PARKERG C HENSLEY 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W018 21 1968 OF 19600803 9260 D&A-O
35153000500001 -99.32956 36.55958 GETTY OIL EIKEV 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N024 W020 15 2127 KB 19681019 9350 D&AWG
36153000500001 -99.32956 36.55958 GETTY OIL EIKEV 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N024 W020 15 2127 KB 19881019 9350 D&AWG
35153000500001 -99.32958 36.55958 GETTY OIL EIKEV 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N024 W020 15 2127 KB 19681019 9350 D&AWG
--
35153000500001 -99.32956 36.55958 GETTY OIL EIKEV 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N024 W020 15 2127 KB 19681019 9350 D&AWG
35153000620000 -99.15288 36.64024 PURE OIL HENDERSON 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N025 W018 17 1729 DF 19610405 8614 D&A-G
35153001020001 -99.54482 36.45452 DAVIS EDWA PEOPLESST 1 TANGIERNW WOODWAR N023 W02.2 22 2145 OF 19770515 11400 D&AWO
35153001540000 -99.45447 36.55487 ASHLAND 01 FERGUSON 1 WILDCAT WOOOWAR N024 W021 16 1948 DF 19660203 10005 D&A-G
35153001550001 -99.41366 36.51451 MACKELLAR PHILLIP FE 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N024 W021 35 2030 KB 19660809 10406 D&AWG
35153200260000 -99.38166 36.50053 WESSLEYPE HAGEMANES 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W020 6 2018 KB 19661018 10070 D&A
35153200310000 -99.08941 36.43144 SAMEDANOI CAMPBElL 1 QUINLANNW WOODWAR N023 W018 35 1852 OF 19661213 9175 D&A-G
35153200310000 -99.08941 36.43144 SAMEOANOI CAMPBELL 1 QUINLANNW WOODWAR N023 W018 35 1852 OF 19661213 9175 D&A-G
35153200410000 -99.02383 36.42656 SAMEDANOI STATE 1-33 QUINLAN WOOOWAR N023 WOH 33 1724 KB 19670310 9069 GAS 354CSTR
-
35153200560000 -99.25755 36.34288 SHELL OIL STOCKING 1-32 WILDCAT WOO DWAR N022 W019 32 1971 KB 19670706 11300 D&A-O
35153200580000 -99.1946 38.67551 NORTHERN 0 T P STOUT 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N025 W019 1 1829 KB 19670723 7924 D&A
35153200590000 -99.08038 36.44047 SAMEOANOI MARY C GAR 1 WILDCAT WOO DWAR N023 W018 25 1853 OF 19670622 9123 O&A
35153200590000 -99.08038 36.44047 SAMEDAN 01 MARYCGAR 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W018 25 1853 OF 19670622 9123 D&A
35153200640000 -99.25577 36.51226 SHELL OIL BILLIE JEA 1-32 UNNAMED WOODWAR N024 W019 32 2068 KB 19670815 9494 D&A-G
35153200660000 -99.56262 36.35729 SHELL OIL LaCHMAN 1-28 TANGIER NW WOODWAR N022 W022 28 2210 KB 19671227 11917 GAS 402MRRW
35153200750000 -99.18081 36.47299 V1ERSEN & CASAD UNIT 1 UNNAMED WOODWAR N023 W019 13 1963 OF 19680112 9308 GAS 269HNTN
35153200790000 -99.00819 36.45924 CALVERT FU JOHNSON 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W017 22 1682 KB 19671220 8685 D&A-G
35153200790000 -99.00819 36.45924 CALVERT FU JOHNSON 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W017 22 1682 KB 19671220 8685 D&A-G
35153200970000 -99.14975 36.36263 ASHLAND 01 ZMRAMEY 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N022 W018 H 1891 KB 19660316 9833 D&A-O
35153200980000 -99.09725 36.45407 HALL-JONES BARTOW 1 QUINLAN NW WOODWAR N023 W018 23 1999 DF 19680404 9155 D&A-O
35153201010000 -99.32524 36.16917 VIERSEN & GRIFFITH U 1 UNNAMED WOOOWAR N020 W020 34 2221 KB 19660728 12934 2 GAS 269HNTNU
35153201010000 -99.32524 36.16917 V1ERSEN & GRIFFITH U 1 UNNAMED WOODWAR N020 W020 34 2221 KB 19660728 12934 2 GAS 269HNTNU
35153201030000 -99.16776 36.48394 V1ERSEN & TRISSEL UN 1 MOORELAND ~ WOODWAR N023 W018 7 2033 OF 19680514 9278 D&A-G
35153201170000 -99.0712 36.48195 PANAMERIC BURR-ANDER 1 QUINLAN NW WOODWAR N023 W018 12 1738 KB 19681007 8672 D&A-O
35153201210000 -99.21681 36.35733 WOODS PET PEACH 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N022 W019 27 1834 DF 19681012 10207 D&A-G
35153201220000 -99.3038 36.19746 CAMERON GE AACAMERO 23 UNNAMED WOODWAR N020 W020 23 2150 OF 19681206 12378 OIL 4OJATOK
35153201220000 -99.3038 36.19746 CAMERONGE AACAMERO 23 UNNAMED WOODWAR N020 W020 23 2150 OF 19681206 12378 OIL 403ATOK
35153201220000 -99.3038 36.19746 CAMERONGE AACAMERO 23 UNNAMED WOODWAR N020 W020 23 2150 OF 19681206 12378 OIL 40JATOK
ooסס3515320128 -98.98548 36.4004 MIDWEST 01 MCFADDEN 1 UNNAMED WOODWAR N022 W017 11 1857 KB 19681128 9020 GAS 354CSTR
0\
~
API DSTFm DST Top DSl Bas ISIP FSIP hlghSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multl·zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec ResC
35153000130000 269HNTN 12314 12328 5170 5170 954 0.42 2400 2400 0.464 mulli·zn M I FmR No ISIP
35153000130000 269HNTN 12340 12349 5245 6245 1095 0.42 3600 3600 0.686 multl-zn M m FmR NolSJP
35153000130000 269HNTN 12340 12390 5430 5430 1451 0.44 2830 4670 4670 0.860 multl·zn M m Y FmR No IS1P
35153000130000 269HNTN 12360 12366 5270 5270 1131 0.43 5145 5145 0.976 mUltl·zn H m FmR NolSIP
ooסס3515300013 269HNTN 12110 12260 5930 5930 2657 0.48 515 515 0.087 light multl-zn L h
35153000270000 269HNTN 10287 10312 3760 3760 -190 036 690 735 735 0.195 tight
ooסס3515300030 251CMNL 8820 8903 3700 3700 738 0,42 3500 3500 0.948 Y FmR NolSIP
35153000390000 269HNTN 9260 9289 4000 4000 1094 0.43 2000 3975 3976 0.994 Y FmR No ISIP
35153000400000 269HNTN 9310 9325 1200 1200 -4725 013 425 425 0,354 multi·zn H I
35153000400000 269HNTN 9359 9380 2800 2800 -1339 0,30 350 350 0125 tight multl·zn L h
35153000470000 301BDRC 8966 9040 1050 105 1050 -4814 012 50 50 0.048 light
35153000500001 269HNTN 9240 9350 3737 3737 3737 814 0.40 94 796 796 0.213 tight multi-zn M m y FmR OK
35153000500001 269HNTN 9182 9190 3679 3707 3707 909 0.40 1444 1444 1444 0.390 multl-zn H h
35153000500001 269HNTN 9193 9239 271 129 271 -6529 0.03 66 100 100 0.369 suspect multi·zn M I
oo1סס351530005 269HNTN 9182 9190 1513 3495 3495 453 0.36 71 71 71 0.020 tight multi·zn L m
35153000620000 269HNTN n81 7842 3260 3230 3260 898 0.42 225.5 3230 3230 0,991 Y FmR OK
35153001020001 269HNTN 10699 10758 365 375 375 -7807 0.03 375 164 375 1.000 suspect
35153001540000 269HNTN 8966 9005 3696 3107 3696 891 0.41 491 1249 1249 0.338 y FmR OK
35153001550001 269HNTN 9637 9900 3527 3244 3527 ·285 0.36 tight Y FmR OK
35153200250000 269HNTN 9840 9875 84 84 -7676 0,01 42 42 42 0.500 suspect
35153200310000 269HNTN 8853 8925 3898 3698 3698 880 0,41 3467 369ll 3698 1,000 multi·zn H h y FmR OK
35153200310000 269HNTN 8800 8858 3398 3639 3639 820 0.41 887 887 887 0.244 tight multi-zn L I
35153200410000 269HNTN 8748 8756 602 602 ·5737 0.07 21 43 43 0.071 tight
35153200560000 269HNTN 10248 10322 2397 1666 2397 -3196 0.23 91 368 368 0,154 light
35153200580000 269HNTN 7814 7912 1016 1016 ·3898 013 16 16 0,016 tight
35153200590000 269HNTN 8765 8797 1187 1110 1187 -4391 0.13 53 53 53 0.045 tight multi-zn l I
35153200590000 269HNTN 8725 8765 1340 1085 1340 -4030 0.15 66 66 66 0.049 tight mulU·zn H h
35153200640000 269HNTN 9220 9260 3780 3789 3789 956 0.41 112 132 132 0035 tight Y FmR OK
35153200680000 269HNTN 11556 11917 4740 4765 4765 540 0.40 4601 4765 4765 1.000 Y FmR OK
35153200750000 269HNTN 8911 8994 3623 3431 3623 760 0.40 692 757 757 0.209 tigh1
35153200790000 269HNTN 8496 8685 3783 3783 3783 1132 0,44 1120 2107 2107 0.557 mulli·zn L h y FmR OK
35153200790000 269HNTN 8367 8425 86 86 86 -6558 0.01 216 86 216 2.512 suspect multi-zn H I
35153200970000 269HNTN 9513 9530 3993 3993 3993 948 0.42 66 133 133 0.033 tight y FmR OK
35153200980000 289HNTN 8853 8907 3190 1811 3190 -48 0.36 70 70 70 0.022 Ught
35153201010000 269HNTN 12588 12620 5300 5300 999 0.42 1258 1258 0.237 tight muJU·zn L h FmR NoISIP
35153201010000 269HNTN 12670 12705 5392 5392 1112 0.42 1534 1534 0,284 light multi-zn H I YO FmR No ISIP
35153201030000 269HNTN 9050 9075 3688 3656 3688 889 0.41 829 3656 3658 0.991 FmR OK
35153201170000 269HNTN 8420 8557 3522 3542 3542 798 0.41 694 2936 2936 0.829 FmR OK
35153201210000 269HNTN 98n 9890 3979 4007 4007 561 0.41 301 433 433 0.108 tight Y FmR OK
35153201220000 269HNTNM 12090 12195 2765 2550 2765 -4099 0.23 1425 1425 1425 0515 muJti·zn M m
35153201220000 269HNTNU 12000 12085 2093 1688 2093 ·5434 0.17 1394 1394 1394 0.666 multi·zn H I
35153201220000 269HNTNl 12310 12310 5300 5300 5300 1238 0.43 tight mulli-zn h
35153201280000 269HNTN 8688 8842 2386 2513 2513 -1781 0.28 85 85 85 0034 tight
01
VI
API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv Ror Blk Sec flev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
35153201320000 -99.40577 36.20836 CLEARY PET TAYLOR 1-14 WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W021 14 2272 KB 19681228 12997 D&A-G
35153201330000 -99.27023 36.44409 RAMSEY ENG GARTEN 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W019 30 1857 KB 19690213 9845 D&A-O
35153201460000 ·99.31731 36.1793 VlERSEN & IRWIN UNIT 1 VICI WOODWAR N020 W020 27 2178 OF 19690327 12580 D&A-G
35153201460000 -99.31731 36.1793 VlERSEN & IRWIN UNIT 1 VlCI WOQDWAR N020 W020 27 2178 OF 19690327 12580 D&A-G
35153201480000 -99.22015 36.48651 ASHLAND 01 LAURA TRIS 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W019 10 1973 KB 19690501 9615 D&A-G
35153201500000 -99.28558 36.56152 MIDWEST 01 LEHMAN 1 UNNAMED WOODWAR N024 W020 13 2160 OF 19690612 9303 GAS 402MRRW
35153201500000 -99.28558 36.56152 MIDWEST 01 LEHMAN 1 UNNAMED WOODWAR N024 W020 13 2160 OF 19690612 9303 GAS 402MRRW
35153201620000 -99.44983 36.57297 CAYMAN COR FERGUSON 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N024 W021 9 1953 KB 19690624 9112 D&A
35153201690000 -99.03499 38.43218 JONES&PE ROBERTS UN 1 QUINLAN NW WOODWAR N023 W017 32 1735 OF 19690914 9010 GAS 354CSTR
35153201750000 -99.16783 36.46947 KING RESOU TRISSEL 1·18 MOORElAND ~ WOODWAR N023 W018 18 1987 KB 19690823 9310 D&A-G
35153201840001 -99.59503 36.29233 MIAMI OIL DRISKELL 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N021 W022 18 2247 KB 19710216 12500 D&AWO
35153201890000 -99.10935 38.55595 SHENANDOAH E L MADDUX 1 QUINlAN NW WOOOWAR N024 W018 15 1749 KB 19700116 8248 GAS 354CSTR
35153201920000 -99.47702 36.55134 OSBORNWB FERGUSON 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N024 W021 17 2055 OF 19700124 10125 D&A
35153201960000 -99.57994 36.5519 JONES&PE DEVORE UNI 1 FORT SUPPLY WOODWAR N024 W022 17 2067 GR 19700715 10058 GAS 354CSTR
35153201960000 -99.57994 36.5519 JONES&PE DEVORE UNI 1 FORT SUPPLY WOODWAR N024 W022 17 2067 GR 19700715 10058 GAS 354CSTR
35153202120000 -99.07182 36.4891 COX EDWIN HINDERLITE 1 QUINLAN NW WOODWAR N023 W016 12 1696 OF 19700525 8600 D&A-G
35153202120000 -99.07162 36.4891 COX EDWIN HINOERLITE 1 QUINLAN NW WOODWAR N023 W016 12 1696 OF 19700525 8600 D&A-G
35153202150000 -99.17258 36.24341 CITIES SER NEWMAN 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W019 1 1871 KB 19700612 11345 D&A-G
35153202160000 -99.48715 36.39733 SOUTHLAND C ECHESTN 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N022 W021 7 2267 KB 19700702 11192 D&A-G
35153202160000 -99.48715 36.39733 SOUTHlAND C ECHESTN 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N022 W021 7 2267 KB 19700702 11192 D&A-G
35153202310000 -99.25412 36.62038 MESA PET JANZEN 1-26 WILDCAT WOODWAR N025 W019 26 1674 DF 19700624 6566 D&A-G
35153202350000 -98.97356 36.41661 WOODS PET WHITLAW UN 1 CEDARDALE N WOODWAR N022 W017 1 1660 KB 19700621 6905 D&A
35153202370000 -99.09673 36.58411 HELMERICH HOllOWAYU 1 CEDARDALE N WOODWAR N024 W016 2 1755 KB 19701104 8130 D&A-G
35153202460000 -99.26749 36.74504 SUN OIL LUCAS 1 LOVEDALE WOODWAR N026 W019 7 1649 KB 19710210 7530 GAS 402MRRW
35153202610000 -99.0461 36.48993 ARKlA EXPL HARPER UNI 6-1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W017 6 1723 OF 19710415 8619 D&A-O
35153202730000 -99.21166 36.76332 TEXAS O&G USA 1 EDITH S WOODWAR N026 W019 2 1679 KB 19710819 7300 GAS 406TNKW
35153202950000 -99.27416 3657062 HADSON OHI RUTIM.A.N IU 1 BOILING SPRI~ WOODWAR N024 W019 7 2145 OF 19720102 9240 GAS 402MRRW
35153203150000 -99.44107 36.52565 MONSANTOC PHIL 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N024 W021 27 1967 OF 19720502 10011 D&A-G
35153203440000 ·99.04394 36.5026 VlERSEN & SIMMONS UN 5-1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W017 5 1753 KB 19720825 8559 D&A-C
35153204930001 -99.54476 36.46694 DAVIS EDWA WDALETHO 1 TANGIER WOODWAR N023 W022 15 2140 OF 19770912 11510 D&AWO
35153204930001 -99.54476 36.46694 DAVIS EDWA WDAlETHO 1 TANGIER WOODWAR N023 W022 15 2140 OF 19770912 11510 D&AWO
35153205550001 -99.60026 36.56165 PUBLISHERS- WILSON GAR 1 FORT SUPPLY WOOOWAR N024 W022 18 2066 KB 19600806 10640 D&AW
35153205600000 -99.42066 36.51666 WOODS PET FERGUSON 35-1 UNNAMED WOOOWAR N024 W021 35 2015 KB 19741127 9765 GAS 402MRRW
35153206260001 -99.08062 36.50317 HANOVER MANAC: KUERSTEINER 1-A CEDARDALE N WOOOWAR N023 W016 I 1704 OF 19760422 6462 OIL-WO 354CSTR
35153206410000 -99.46866 36.44261 HILLIARD 0 PHILLlPS-D I UNNAMED WOODWAR N023 W021 29 2063 Of 19751218 11220 2 GAS 269HNTN
35153206850000 -99.33664 38.16012 ASHLAND 01 WEAVER/HI 1 VICI WOODWAR N020 W020 26 2237 KB 19770622 12830 GAS 269HNTN
35153206850000 -99.33664 3616012 ASHlAND 01 WEAVERIBI 1 VICI WOODWAR N020 W020 28 2237 KB 19770622 12830 GAS 269HNTN
35153206690001 ·99.35085 36.19149 ASHLAND EXPL ANTlS 1-20 VICI WOOOWAR N020 W020 20 2216 KB 19771231 12817 GAS-WO 354MSSPU
35153207810000 -99.01566 3623979 ASHLAND EX FOX UNrT 2-4 CHESTER W WDOOWAR N020 W017 4 1736 OF 19771116 10530 GAS 359MSSP
35153207630000 -99.26571 36.49634 WOOOSPET HIGHFill 6-1 WOOOWAROt WOODWAR N023 W019 6 2028 KB 19770605 10244 D&A-D
35153209080000 -99.2463 36.22604 ATLANTIC R ARCO-NFCT 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W019 8 1971 GR 19780923 11775 D&A
35153209080000 -99.2463 36.22604 ATLANTIC R ARCO-NFC T 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W019 8 1971 GR 19780923 11775 D&A
ooסס3515321060 -99.26357 38.69993 NATIONAL C DOTIER 1-29 LOVEDALE WOODWAR N026 W019 29 1764 KB 19600726 7950 D&A
-0\
0\
API oSTFm oSTTop DST Bas ISIP FSIP hlghSlP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multl-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec Rese
35153201320000 269HNTN 12674 12776 336 4479 4479 -872 0.35 1532 1554 1554 0,347
35153201330000 269HNTN 9570 9596 4006 4006 4006 876 0.42 1254 1322 1322 0.330 Y FmR OK
35153201460000 269HNTN 12380 12450 2563 2059 2563 -4760 0.21 1373 1373 1373 0.536 mulll-zn L h
35153201460000 269HNTN 12450 12560 2372 2049 2372 -5281 0.19 1392 1382 1392 0.587 multi-zn H I
35153201460000 269HNTN 9226 9242 3766 3787 3787 875 0.41 37 187 187 0.049 tight Y FmR OK
35153201500000 269HNTN 9134 9158 3677 3677 3677 910 0.40 230 1336 1336 0.363 multl-zn H h Y FmR OK
35153201500000 269HNTN 9085 9143 3150 1244 3150 -209 0.34 23 115 115 0.037 tight multl-zn L I
35153201620000 269HNTN 8862 8924 38 325 325 -6272 0.04 91 114 114 0.351 suspect
35153201690000 269HNTN 8676 8700 2020 1390 2020 -2621 0.23 560 560 560 0.277 tight
35153201750000 269HNTN 9035 9061 1073 890 1073 -4766 0.12 457 457 457 0.426
35153201840001 269HNTN 12261 12274 4637 4337 4637 -55 0.38 1074 1074 1074 0.232 tight
35153201890000 269HNTN 8124 8158 3369 3305 3369 836 0.41 106 423 423 0.126 tight Y FmR OK
35153201920000 269HNTN 9796 9858 672 731 731 -6231 0.07 249 292 292 0.399
35153201960000 269HNTN 9897 9990 1764 1449 1784 -4129 0.18 864 682 864 0.490 multl-zn H I
35153201960000 269HNTN 9883 10058 2017 996 2017 -3653 0.20 43 85 65 0.032 tight multi-zn L h
35153202120000 269HNTN 8410 6440 3576 3550 3576 946 0.42 520 559 559 0.156 tight multl-zn L h Y FmR OK
35153202120000 269HNTN 8316 8385 1861 1506 1861 -2687 0.22 515 515 515 0.277 tight multl-zn H I
35153202150000 269HNTN 10990 11035 4704 4704 4704 952 0.43 186 418 418 0.089 tight Y FmR OK
35153202180000 269HNTN 10980 11004 4348 1523 4348 614 0.40 928 936 936 0.215 tight mUlti-zn L h Y FmR OK
35153202180000 269HNTN 10998 11023 4308 4308 509 0.39 651 953 953 0.221 light multl-zn H I FmR NolSIP
35153202310000 269HNTN 8324 8490 3427 3427 3427 754 0.40 2855 3427 3427 1.000 Y FmR OK
35153202350000 269HNTN 8597 8609 476 1142 1142 -4493 0.13 62 72 72 0.063 tight
35153202370000 269HNTN 7885 8052 3230 3240 3240 671 0.40 553 1005 1005 0,310 YO FmR OK
35153202460000 269HNTN 7468 7530 3110 3045 3110 807 0.41 65 108 108 0.035 tight
35153202610000 269HNTN 8362 8382 3433 3476 3476 816 0.41 2248 3173 3173 0913 Y FmR OK
35153202730000 269HNTN 7158 7300 620 2634 2634 44 0.36 tight
35153202950000 269HNTN 9002 9022 3629 3629 927 0.40 tight Y FmR No ISIP
35153203150000 269HNTN 9485 9570 3593
_.
3745 3745 451 0.39 1028 1053 1053 0.281 tight
35153203440000 269HNTN 8343 8363 3453 3389 3453 816 0.41 370 2262 2262 0.655 FmR OK
35153204930001 269HNTN 10594 10650 3947 3522 3947 -22 0.37 2687 2366 2687 0.681 mulll-zn L h Y FmR OK
35153204930001 269HNTN 10574 10602 2300 2300 -3516 0.22 1575 1575 0.685 - multi-zn H I FmR NolSIP
35153205550001 269HNTN 9851 9956 907 747 907 -5917 0.09 506 533 533 0.588
.
35153205600000 269HNTN 9715 9765 3412 3397 3412 -412 0.35 1647 2846 2846 0.834 FmR OK
35153206260001 269HNTN 8223 8263 3466 3468 3468 899 0.42 2607 3468 3468 1.000 FmR OK
35153206410000 269HNTN 10340 10356 4399 4399 1167 0.42 1144 1144 0.260 tight Y FmR No FSIF
35153206850000 269HNTN 12400 12675 5546 5267 5546 1489 0.44 2243 2424 2424 0.437 mUltl-zn L h FmR OK
35153206850000 269HNTN 12450 12830 5187 5187 562 0.40 1907 5175 5175 0.998 mUlti-zn H I YO FmR NolSIP
35153206890001 269HNTN 12594 12733 5520 5247 5520 1354 0.43 1483 3664 3664 0,664 YF FmR OK
35153207810000 269HNTN 10090 10130 4031 429 4031 277 0.40 1627 3337 3337 0.828 FmR OK
35153207830000 269HNTN 9326 9385 3843 3843 3843 908 0.41 117 200 200 0.052 tight Y FmR OK
ooסס3515320908 269HNTN 11665 11750 4978 4978 4978 926 042 3798 4933 4933 0.991 multi-zn H h Y FmR OK
35153209080000 269HNTN 11356 11456 68 131 131 -9203 0.01 88 110 110 0.840 suspect multl-zn L I
35153210800000 269HNTN 7870 7883 640 640 -4723 008 10 10 0.016 tight
-0\
-..l
API Long Lal Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Comp da! TO Stat Prod Fm
35153212820000 -99.3419 36.4849 GRAHAMEXP RILEY 1 WOODWARD WOODWAR N023 W020 9 2026 KB 19820609 10000 D&A-G
35153300350001 -99.23293 36.19704 BREWER OIL MATHEWS 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N020 W019 21 2060 KB 19880805 12056 D&AWG
35153300370000 -99.09169 36.42601 ASHLAND 01 CAMPBELL J 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W018 35 1871 OF 19650311 9241 D&A-O
35153300370000 -99.09169 36.42601 ASHLAND 01 CAMPBELL J 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W016 35 1871 OF 19650311 9241 D&A-Q
35153300510000 -99.02484 36.44392 ASHlAND 01 MUllINSWM 1 QUINlAN NW WOODWAR N023 W017 28 1655 DF 19660203 9528 D&A
35153351880001 -99.2925 36.39707 SAMEDAN OIL HUNDORF 1 UNNAMED WOODWAR N022 W020 12 2045 OF 19660809 10477 D&AW
35153351880001 -99.2925 36.39707 SAMEDAN OIL HUNDORF 1 UNNAMED WOODWAR N022 W020 12 2045 DF 19660809 10477 D&AW
35153352050000 -99.16701 36.55645 PHILLIPS P CALDWELL-F 1 QUINLAN NW WOODWAR N024 W018 18 2078 DF 19600330 8761 GAS 354CSTR
35153352910000 -99.34631 36.48312 GOFF-LEEPE HARRISON 1 WILDCAT WOODWAR N023 W020 9 2009 DF 19811017 10026 D&A-O
35153353190000 -99.52848 36.56798 PANAMERIC STTEBRDA 1 FORT SUPPLY WOODWAR N024 W022 11 1978 DF 19630401 9985 OIL 404DSMS
35153353190000 -99.52848 36.56798 PANAMERIC STIEBROA 1 FORT SUPPLY WOOOWAR N024 W022 11 1978 DF 19630401 9985 OIL 4040SMS
42179000040001 -100.54099 35.45741 GULF OIL LALLIE E WEBB 1 WILDCAT GRAY H&GN A6 1 2730 KB 19640513 13531 D&AW
42179005920000 -100.5993 35.53743 HUMBLE OIL & RE ROBERTA F Lm 1 LAKETON E GRAY H&GN A6 68 2978 DF 19671226 12973 D&A-G
142179301450000 -100.62486 35.5061 PHILLIPS PET FRANKLIN 0 1 WILDCAT GRAY H&GN A6 53 2854 KB 19720814 13594 D&A-G
42179303020000 -100.56839 35.56969 TESORO PETROL BERRY 1 WILDCAT GRAY H&GN A6 72 3019 KB 19760210 12380 O&A
42179305890000 -100.7012 35.61034 AMAREXINC LOCKE TRUST 1 lAKETON GRAY BS&F M2 121 3105 DF 19771028 11066 O&A
42179306770000 -100.64351 35.46713 BOSWELL ENERG FRANKLIN RANC 1-19 WILDCAT GRAY H&GN A6 19 2742 KB 19790411 11976 D&A
42179306770000 -100.64351 35.46713 BOSWELL ENERG FRANKLIN RANC 1-19 WILDCAT GRAY H&GN A6 19 2742 KB 19790411 11976 D&A
42179350040000 -100.66116 35.46109 PAN AMERICAN J B FRANKLIN 1 WILDCAT GRAY H&GN AS 18 2720 KB 19660622 13203 D&A-OG
42179350040000 -100.66116 35.46109 PAN AMERICAN J B FRANKLIN 1 WILDCAT GRAY H&GN A6 18 2720 KB 19660622 13203 D&A-OG
42179350040000 -100.66116 35.46109 PAN AMERICAN J B FRANKLIN 1 WILDCAT GRAY H&GN A6 18 2720 KB 19660622 13203 D&A-OG
42179350150000 -100.55525 35.58833 STANDARD OIL 0 R B MATHERS 3 1 UNNAMED GRAY H&GN AS 74 2870 KB 19661122 12859 D&A-OG
42195300720000 -101.18298 36.45865 SIDWELL OIL & GJ C D ALEXANDER 1 BRILLHART HANSFORD WCRR 1 3 3021 KB 19721031 8657 D&A-OG
42195302440000 -10119182 36.43658 TEX-STAR O&G GULF-ALEXAND 1 BRILLHART HANSFORD WCRR 1 9 3027 KB 19780826 8620 D&A-OG
42195302440000 -101.19182 36.43658 TEX-STAR O&G GULF-ALEXAND 1 BRILLHART HANSFORD WCRR 1 9 30.27 KB 19780826 8620 O&A-OG
42211000730000 -100.47231 35.79948 HUMBLE OIL MIAMICATILE 1 WILDCAT HEMPHILL H&GN A2 37 2800 KB 19651112 16710 D&A-G
42211000730000 ·100.47231 35.79948 HUMBLE OIL MIAMICATILE 1 WILDCAT HEMPHILL H&GN A2 37 2800 KB 19651112 16710 D&A-G
42211000730000 -100.47231 35.79948 HUMBLE OIL MlAMlCATILE 1 WILDCAT HEMPHill H&GN A2 37 2800 KB 19651112 16710 D&A-G
42211200890000 -100.08319 35.98778 SAMEDAN MtDWE RIO BRAVO 2 FELDMAN HEMPHILL H&TC 42 23 2539 KB 19880322 15655 D&A-G
42211300220000 -100.22234 35.92194 MCCULLOCH OIL MATHERS RANC 1 MATHERS RAil HEMPHILL FLOWE ### 2405 OF 19700304 17017 GAS 269HNTN
42211300220000 -100.22234 35.92194 MCCULLOCH OIL W,THERS RANC 1 M.o\THERS RAil HEMPHILL FLOWE ### 2405 DF 19700304 17017 GAS 269HNTN
42211300220000 -100.22234 35.92194 MCCULLOCH OIL MATHERS RANC 1 MATHERS RAil HEMPHILL FLOWE ### 2405 DF 19700304 17017 GAS 269HNTN
42211300310000 -100.44595 35.92796 CONTINENTAL 011 E RMILLER 1 WILDCAT HEMPHill H&GN M1 65 2922 KB 19700417 18225 D&A-G
42211300600000 -100.21234 35.91927 MCCULLOCH OIL M<\THERS RANC 2 tMTHERS RAil HEMPHILL JACKS( 2479 OF 19700928 17016 GAS 269HNTN
42211300620001 -100.5204 35.69436 HAMON JAKE L LOCKE CATTLE 1 LOCKE HEMPHILL H&GN A2 40 2815 KB 19701002 13930 GAS-WO 169ABCK
42211300680000 -100.1991 35.90811 PHILCON DEVElO HUMPHREYS 1 UNNAMED HEMPHILL H&TC 41 163 2466 KB 19710322 17407 GAS 406DGLS
42211300720000 -100.52484 35.69413 HAMON JAKE L LOCKE CATTLE 2 HAMON LOCKf HEMPHILL H&GN A2 39 2636 KB 19710316 13850 GAS 202St.1PS
42211300750000 -100.2231 35.89142 MCCULLOCH OIL- M.o\THERS RANC 4 M.o\THERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 158 2281 KB 19710330 20080 GAS 269HNTN
42211300750000 -100.2231 35.89142 MCCULLOCH OIL M.o\THERS RANC 4 tMTHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 158 2281 KB 19710330 20060 GAS 269HNTN
42211300820000 -100.26776 35.84221 DIAMONOSHAMR CHARLESHWR 1-11 UNNAMED HEMPHILL H&TC 41 117 2435 KB 19710716 16257 GAS 269HNTN
42211300620000 -100.26778 35.84221 DIAMONDSHAMR CHARLESHWR 1-11 UNNAMED HEMPHILL H&TC 41 117 2435 KB 19710716 16257 GAS 269HNTN
42211300850000 -100.52037 35.69049 HAMON JAKE L LOCKE CATTLE 3 HAMON LOCKE HEMPHILL H&GN A2 37 2846 KB 19710416 13860 2 GAS 189ABCK
42211300860000 -100.41504 35.88376 DIAMOND SHAMR D a ISAACS SR 1 UNNAMED HEMPHILL CURTIS 2412 KB 19710617 17700 GAS 402MRRWL
-0\
00
API DSTFm OSTTop OST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SlP) Fpslat Multi-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rae Rase
35153212820000 269HNTN 9860 9893 3632 4008 4008 752 0.41 90 77 90 0.022 tight
35153300350001 269HNTN 11729 11769 4975 4786 4975 1010 0.42 1165 1226 1226 0.246 tight
35153300370000 289HNTN 8957 8959 4000 4000 4000 1514 0.45 tight multi-zn h
35153300370000 269HNTN 8951 8953 3825 3675 3825 1144 0.43 tight multi-zn I
35153300510000 269HNTN 8744 8767 3792 3790 3792 1043 0.43 1493 3372 3372 0.889 Y FmR OK
35153351880001 269HNTN 10220 10268 1491 1301 1491 -5017 0.15 1130 1130 1130 0.758 muttl·zn
35153351880001 269HNTN 10266 10393 4129 3575 4129 -1513 0.40 1145 1145 1145 0.277 tighl multi-zn
35153352050000 269HNTN 8635 8695 2430 3300 3300 480 0.38 1455 3.205 3205 0.971 FmR ~amag8(
35153352910000 269HNTN 9898 10026 4145 3830 4145 897 0.41 930 1030 1030 0.248 tight y FmR OK
35153353190000 269HNTN 9728 9729 2450 100 2450 -2482 0.25 tight multi-zn h
35153353190000 269HNTN 9615 9618 1200 100 1200 -5059 0.12 tight multi-zn I
42179000040001 269HNTN 12112 12117 4963 5028 5028 1426 0.41 5191 4232 5191 1.032 FmR OK
ooסס4217900592 269HNTN 10986 11250 3951 3908 3951 225 0.35 737 998 998 0.253 tight
42179301450000 269HNTN 12056 12108 4992 4879 4992 1481 0.41 1436 3139 3139 0.629 Y FmR OK
ooסס4217930302 269HNTN 11850 11938 3346 4292 4292 311 0.36 3346 3979 3979 0.927
42179305890000 269HNTN 10647 11068 3810 3757 3810 233 034 163 325 325 0.085 tight
42179306770000 269HNTN 11286 11324 2634 3278 3278 -1533 0.29 1086 2634 2634 0.804 multi-zn L h
42179306770000 269HNTN 10879 10941 43 43 -8107 0.00 43 43 1.000 suspect mul1i-zn H I
42179350040000 269HNTN 11240 11300 4284 3260 4284 633 0.38 1434 1337 1434 0.335 multi-zn H I
42179350040000 269HNTN 11430 11451 4948 4837 4948 1910 043 1172 1171 1172 0.237 tight multi-zn M h
42179350040000 269HNTN 11212 11228 4590 3822 4590 1363 0.41 946 948 0.207 tight multi-zn L m
42179350150000 269HNTN 12650 12699 5213 5213 5213 1382 0.41 1056 4177 4177 0.801 FmR OK
42195300720000 269HNTN 8605 8636 2740 2674 2740 277 0.32 165 675 675 0.246 tight FmR OK
42195302440000 269HNTN 8492 8620 3091 3091 3091 1054 0.36 214 235 235 0.076 tight multi-zn H h Y FmR OK
42195302440000 269HNTN 8502 8530 3012 3012 3012 974 0.35 47 71 71 0.024 tight mUlti-zii L I
42211000730000 269HNTN 14992 15156 5245 5690 5690 -119 0.38 2766 2843 2843 0.500 multi-zn M I
42211000730000 269HNTN 15330 15509 5734 6533 6533 1340 0412 3031 3119 3119 0477 mu1U-zn L m
42211000730000 269HNTN 14695 14795 6481 6297 6481 1943 0.44 2932 3325 3325 0.513 mUlti-zn H h
42211200890000 269HNTN 15240 15655 2808 2274 2808 -7077 0.18 1129 1308 1308 0.466
42211300220000 269HNTN 16750 16845 7961 7905 7961 2680 0.47 2198 4383 4383 0.551 multi-zn
...
L h Y FmR OK
42211300220000 269HNTN 16845 16929 7961 7961 7961 2596 0.47 3700 6556 6556 0.824 multi-zn H m FmR OK
42211300220000 269HNTN 16700 16750 2717 2444 2717 -8502 0.16 1981 2008 2008 0.739 multl·zn M I
42211300310000 269HNTN 17852 18225 7611 7554 7611 1065 0.42 3913 3970 3970 0.522
42211300600000 269HNTN 16739 16939 7952 7925 7952 2641 0.47 2435 2136 2435 0.306 FmR OK
42211300620001 269HNTN 12136 12500 815 772 815 -7932 0.07 365 386 386 0.474
42211300680000 289HNTN 17110 17292 3327 3427 3427 -7456 0.20 3152 3264 3264 0.952
42211300720000 269HNTN 12170 12412 165 236 236 -9066 0.02 47 94 94 0.398 suspect
42211300750000 269HNTN 17231 17440 7970 7906 7970 1981 046 2990 2572 2990 0.375 multi-zn L h FmR OK
42211300750000 269HNTN 17229 17350 950 927 950 -13026 0.05 827 927 927 0.976 mul1i-zn H I
42211300820000 269HNTN 17985 18085 7993 1993 1539 0.44 2436 2881 2881 0.360 multi-zn H I FmR No FSIP
42211300820000 269HNTN 17918 17985 8·033 7529 8033 1725 0.45 2158 911 2158 0.269 light multl-zn L h FmR OK
42211300850000 269HNTN 12386 12595 5295 4942 5295 1640 0.42 4294 4514 4514 0.853 Y FmR OK




API Long Lat Operator lease Wei Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Etev ref Camp del TO Stat Prod Fm
42211300860000 -100.41504 35.88376 DLt>.MOND SHAMR oa ISAACS SR 1 UNNAMED HEMPHILL CURTIS 2412 KB 19710617 17700 GAS 402MRRWl
42211300880000 -100.229 35.90814 MCCULLOCH OIL MATHERS RANC 5 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 165 2364 KB 19710802 17431 GAS 269HNTN
42211300920000 -100.52528 35.69051 HAMON JAKE L HOLlAND 1 LOCKE HEMPHILL H&GN A2. 38 2853 KB 19720417 13853 GAS 202SMPS
42211300960000 -100.1228 35.78804 MCCULLOCH OIL MATHERS RANC 6 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 159 2292 KB 19711004 17594 GAS 269HNTN
42211300980000 -100.24112 35.89178 MCCULLOCH OIL MATHERS RANC 7 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 157 2285 K.B 19711015 17700 GAS 269HNTN
42211301080000 -100.22197 35.88351 STEPHENS PROD LUCILLE WRIGH 1 WILDCAT HEMPHILL H&TC 41 124 2290 OF 19711119 18097 D&A-G
42211301090000 -100.27708 35.84036 DIAMOND SHAMR WAYNE-CLEVEl 1-11 BIG TIMBER CF HEMPHILL H&TC 41 118 2520 KB 19720201 18366 GAS 269HNTN
42211301130000 -100.24667 35.90341 MCCULLOCH OIL MATHERS RANC 10 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 166 2440 KB 19720301 17530 GAS 269HNTN
42211301240000 -100.19171 35.88591 AMAREXINC USA CANATSER 1 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 160 2284 KB 19720501 17764 GAS 269HNTN
42211301240000 -100.19171 35.88591 AMAREXINC USA CANATSER 1 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 160 2284 KB 19720501 17764 GAS 269HNTN
42211301330000 -100.26128 35.90068 MCCULLOCH OIL MATHERS RANC 12 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 167 2332 KB 19730216 17414 GAS 269HNTN
42211301480000 -100.51089 35.62494 SUN OIL o V BAILEY 1 WILDCAT HEMPHILL H&GN A2. 12 2980 KB 19720626 15732 D&A
42211301490000 -100.18486 35.87659 AMAREXINC CONATSER 1·14 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 147 2266 KB 19720914 17850 GAS 269HNTN
42211301590000 -100.19443 35.89677 PHILCON DEVELO HUMPHREYS 2 MATHERS RAN HEMPHILL H&TC 41 163 2371 KB 19721005 17523 GAS 269HNTN
42211301710000 -100.07391 35.83899 AMARILLO OIL BURTON 1 UNNMlED HEMPHILL H&TC 41 106 2320 KB 19731217 19175 GAS 402MRRW
42211302000000 -100.10547 36.01698 MONSANTO CO HODGSON 1 FELDMAN HEMPHILL H&TC 42 42 2643 KB 19730620 15245 GAS 404CHRK
42211302000000 -100.10547 36.01698 MONSANTO CO HODGSON 1 FELDMAN HEMPHILL H&TC 42 42 2643 KB 19730620 15245 GAS 404CHRK
42211302070000 -100.21461 35.89197 MCCULLOCH OIL WITHERS RANC 19 MATHERSRM HEMPHILL H&TC 41 159 2313 KB 19730122 17577 D&A-G
42211302390000 -100.25885 35.87714 MCCULLOCH OIL IDS-STATEX-WR 1-15 HEMPHILL HEMPHILL H&TC 41 151 2298 KB 19730809 17665 GAS OOOGRWS
42211302790000 -100.06648 35.67721 EL PASO NATURA GENE HOWE 3 HOWE RANCH HEMPHILL H&TC 41 140 2703 GR 19740121 17500 GAS 269HNTN
42211302820000 -100.06862 35.89937 DIAMONDSHAMR LEWIS H HUMP'" 1-34 MATHERSRAr-. HEMPHILL G&M 1 34 2460 KB 19731211 17007 GAS 269HNTN
42211303300000 -100.41898 356974 MCCULLOCH OIL ARRINGTON-B 1 HEMPHILL HEMPHILL H&GN A2. 45 2693 KB 19750630 20000 GAS OooGRWS
42211304440000 -100.14421 35.7037 HOOVER & BRAC. ALEXANDER 1 WASHITACRE HEMPHILL POITEY 1 2465 KB 19751124 20701 GAS 402MRRW
42211304660000 -100.18781 35.86266 HOOVER & BRAC. ISAACS 1 MATHERSRAr-. HEMPHILL H&TC 41 126 2293 KB 19750716 18000 D&A-G
42211306870000 -100.48425 35.64304 HOOVER & BRAC PRICE 1 WILDCAT HEMPHILL H&GN A2. 17 2932 GR 19770416 16170 D&A-G
42211309530000 -100.27902 35.68666 AMAREXINC FIlliNGIM-TEAS 1 BUFFALOWAL HEMPHILL H&GN Ml 87 2618 KB 19781120 20530 GAS 402MRRW
42233306280000 -101.47438 35.98911 SUN OIL ROBERTS 1 WILDCAT HUTCHNSN T&NO ST 104 3275 KB 19781014 8640 D&A
42295300710000 -100.03438 36.25621 CLARK CANADIA.N PARKER 1 LIPSCOMB E LIPSCOMB H&TC 43 618 2275 KB 19720416 14350 D&A-G
42295300790000 -100.50848 36.13817 PHILLIPS PET RACHEl-A 1 UNNMlED LIPSCOMB H&TC 43 292 2801 KB 19721123 13750 GAS 402MRRWl
42295302010000 -100.1743 36.1232 HAMON JAKE L JONES 1 WILDCAT LIPSCOMB H&TC 43 255 2843 KB 19751108 14835 D&A-OG
42357201440000 -100.7608 3622073 PHILLIPS PET L1NA 'C' 1 PSHIGODA OCHLTREE H&TC 43 570 2891 OF 19880716 11900 GAS 353STLS
42357203000000 -101.04234 36.15776 PHILLIPS PET NITSCHKE IAI 1 HANSFORD OCHLTREE T&NO 4T 110 3061 OF 19670105 10150 GAS 402MRRWl
42357301520000 -100.61496 36.19612 TEXAS PACIFIC 01 PARNEU BROT 1 WILDCAT OCHLTREE H&TC 43 474 2694 DF 19680720 12112 D&A-G
42357301520000 -100.61496 36.19812 TEXAS PACIFIC 01 PARNELL BROT 1 WILDCAT OCHLTREE H&TC 43 474 2694 OF 19680720 12112 D&A-G
42357314220000 -100.88395 36.41628 MRR OIL BOLERJACK 1-48 PERRYTON OCHLTREE AHREN 11 48 2963 KB 19850507 9955 OIL 354CSTR
42357601890000 -100.79771 36.35144 TEXAS PACIFIC 0 H C BRILLHART 1 PERRYTONW OCHLTREE H&TC 43 925 2927 KB 19670809 10355 OIL 404MRMN
42393000490001 -101.0396 35.78416 FEDERAL PETRO THEIS 1 WILDCAT ROBERTS I&GN 2 179 2881 KB 19680820 11800 D&AWOC
42393000720000 -100.81529 35.70367 PHIlliPS PET LOCKE 1-A ROBERTS I&GN 2 18 3107 OF 19560820 9960 10&1G 406LCMP
42393300060000 -100.76811 35.97295 DIAMONDSHAMR MORRISON ETA 1-21 WILDCAT ROBERTS H&TC 42 212 2480 OF 196901114 12140 D&A
42393300250000 -100.98761 35.8896 WESTERN STATE REYNOLDS 1 WILDCAT ROBERTS EL&RR 0 8 2687 KB 19720407 12040 D&A-0G
42393300250000 -100.98761 35.8896 WESTERN STATE REYNOLDS 1 WILDCAT ROBERTS EL&RR 0 8 2687 KB 19720407 12040 D&A-OG
42393300540000 -100.69275 35.89311 HElMERlCH & PA ANNIE JONES T 1 WILDCAT ROBERTS EL&RR A2. 13 2608 KB 19730515 13040 D&A-G
42393300540000 -100.69275 3589311 HELMERICH & PA ANNIE JONES T 1 WILDCAT ROBERTS EL&RR A2. 13 2608 KB 19730515 13040 D&A-G
......
-....Jo
API DSTFm DST Top DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (!=P/SIP) Fpstat Multi-zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec Rese
42211300860000 269HNTN 16180 16490 3129 2851 3129 -7349 0.19 1595 1695 1695 0.542 mulli·zn H I
42211300880000 269HNTN 16953 17207 7978 7978 2314 0.46 3325 3709 3709 0.465 FmR No FSIP
42211300920000 269HNTN 12415 12650 4885 3240 4885 708 0.39 679 463 679 0.139 tight FmR OK
42211300960000 269HNTN 17154 17590 7198 7758 7758 1386 0.44 3580 3597 3597 0.464
ooסס4221130098 269HNTN 17306 17500 8006 8006 8006 2002 0.46 4539 4878 4878 0.609 FmR OK
42211301080000 289HNTN 17860 17978 7878 7878 7878 1254 0.44 5833 6824 6824 0.866 FmR OK
42211301090000 269HNTN 18099 18366 7627 7563 7627 556 0.42 4143 4175 4175 0.547
42211301130000 269HNTN 17083 17530 7900 7900 1899 045 4289 3972 '4289 0.543 FmR No FSIP
42211301240000 269HNTN 17430 17640 8356 8356 8356 2614 0.47 3872 3281 3872 0.463 mulli-zn L h FmR OK
42211301240000 269HNTN 17361 17390 3824 3906 3906 -6706 0.22 3350 3330 3350 0.858 multi-zn H I
42211301330000 269HNTN 17104 17377 7854 7854 7854 1845 0.45 3886 2785 3686 0.495 FmR OK
42211301460000 269HNTN 14075 14225 5642 5559 5642 888 0.40 2953 4119 4119 0.730 FmR OK
42211301490000 269HNTN 17552 17714 6182 7908 8162 2146 0.46 3461 3296 3481 0.425 Y FmR OK
42211301590000 269HNTN 17245 17523 7966 7966 7966 1979 0.45 3897 3063 3897 0.489 FmR OK
42211301710000 269HNTN 16880 19175 7532 6644 7532 -657 0.39 3966 4069 4069 0.540
42211302000000 269HNTN 14982 15245 3343 3692 3692 -4662 0.24 2299 2299 2299 0.623 mulll-zn L h
42211302000000 269HNTN 14875 14950 2353 2326 2353 -7247 0.16 2299 2298 2299 0.977 multi-zn H I
42211302070000 269HNTN 17057 17557 7400 7883 7883 1709 0.45 2944 3948 3946 0.501
42211302390000 269HNTN 17325 17665 3971 4802 4802 -5040 0.27 3204 3204 3204 0.667
42211302790000 269HNTN 16832 17500 7709 7615 7709 1781 0.44 877 711 677 0.114 tight FmR OK
42211302620000 269HNTN 16800 17007 7973 7973 7973 2599 047 3300 3364 3364 0.422 Y FmR OK
42211303300000 269HNTN 19169 19533 8237 8237 6237 874 0.42 5997 7372 7372 0.895 Y FmR OK
42211304440000 269HNTN 20325 20701 932 9489 9489 2170 0.46 9321 9321 9321 0.982
42211304660000 289HNTN 17780 18000 7035 7035 -578 0.39 3036 3036 3036 0.432
42211306870000 269HNTN 15255 16170 6053 5973 6053 -221 0.37 2914 3005 3005 0496
42211309530000 269HNTN 20040 20530 9547 9547 2619 0.47 4856 4934 4934 0.517
42233306280000 269HNTN 7975 8032 2739 2739 2739 1133 0.34 2631 2631 0.961 Y FmR OK
42295300710000 269HNTN 13062 13225 3729 2898 3729 -2931 0.28 2270 2270 0.609
42295300790000 269HNTN 13446 13750 5863 5863 1660 0.43 1485 1724 1724 0.294 light
42295302010000 269HNTN 14006 14103 4262 3930 4262 -2294 0.30 2332 2332 2332 0.547
42357201440000 289HNTN 11063 11138 2355 2070 2355 -3182 0.21 510 482 510 0.217 light
42357203000000 269HNTN 9372 9430 3486 3466 3486 1128 0.37 1386 2137 2137 0.613 Y FmR OK
42357301520000 269HNTN 11276 11310 4611 4536 4611 1300 0.41 973 973 0.211 tight multi-zn l h
42357301520000 269HNTN 11276 11310 3943 2504 3943 -136 0.35 962 982 0.249 light multi-zn H ,
42357314220000 269HNTN 9778 9612 1868 1906 1906 -2750 0.19 194 369 369 0194 tight
42357601890000 269HNTN 9670 9946 3595 3058 3595 712 0.36 67 218 218 0.061 light
42393000490001 269HNTN 10488 10520 3992 3969 3992 926 0.36 902 952 952 0.238 tight
42393000720000 269HNTN 9675 9757 2800 2ltOO -628 0.29 100 100 0.036 tight
ooסס4239330006 269HNTN 10565 10719 7316 3794 7316 7494 0.68 527 606 606 0.083 tight
42393300250000 269HNTN 11135 11205 4311 4184 4311 753 0.38 1204 1331 1331 0309 multi·zn l I FmR OK
42393300250000 269HNTN 10912 11119 4475 4475 4475 1192 0.40 1714 2700 2700 0.603 multi·zn H h Y FmR OK
42393300540000 269HNTN 12470 12620 5930 5709 5930 2741 0.47 1618 1784 1784 0.301 multi-zn H h
42393300540000 269HNTN 12700 12794 1885 5283 5283 1175 0.41 687 687 687 0130 tighl multi·zn l I
......
-....l......
API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Bey ref Comp dat TO Stat Prod Fm
42393352620000 -100.78316 35.68791 PHILLIPS PET GAY 2 UNNAMED ROBERTS BS&F M-2 201 3113 OF 19550905 12122 2 OIL 406LCMP
42393352620000 -100.78316 35.68791 PHILLIPS PET GAY 2 UNNAMED ROBERTS BS&F M-2 201 3113 OF 19650905 12122 2 OIL 406LCMP
42393352620000 -10078316 35.68791 PHILLIPS PET GAY 2 UNNAMED ROBERTS BS&F M-2 201 3113 OF 19550905 12122 2 OIL 406LCMP
42393600620000 -10097624 35.68253 PAN AMERICAN AA SMrrH 1 WILDCAT ROBERTS I&GN 2 137 3184 KB 19671208 9926 D&A-O
42393610120000 -100.6015 35.85727 AMARILLO OIL RAFLOWERS 1 MENDOTANW ROBERTS BS&F C 6 2861 KB 19721223 15160 GAS 402MRRW
42483001010000 -100.40375 35.59557 PHILLIPS PET LEEC 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER H&GN M1 80 2773 OF 19641028 17102 2 GAS 269HNTN
42483001010000 -100.40375 35.59557 PHILLIPS PET LEEC 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER H&GN M1 80 2773 OF 19641028 17102 2 GAS 269HNiN
42483023690000 -100.35672 35.57921 PHILLIPS PET THORN-A 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER H&GN M1 63 2696 KB 19660808 16075 D&A-G
42483300160000 -100.34767 35.48473 TEXSTAR EXPLOF S E MOBEETIE L 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A4 30 2595 GR 19710421 13485 OIL 269HNTN
42483300160000 -100.34767 35.48473 TEXSTAR EXPLOF S E MOBEETIE L 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A4 30 2595 GR 19710421 13485 OIL 269HNTN
42483300160000 -100.34767 35.48473 TEXSTAR EXPLOF S E MOBEETIE L 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A4 30 2595 GR 19710421 13485 OIL 269HNTN
42483300180000 -100.34668 35.43547 GULF OIL SIVAGE 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN AS 56 2605 KB 19700523 14660 D&A
42483300180000 -100.34668 35.43547 GULF OIL SIVAGE 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A8 56 2605 KB 19700523 14660 D&A
42483300190000 -100.33179 35.47086 BASIN PET S E MOBEETIE 2 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A4 12 2578 KB 19700724 13718 GAS 269HNTN
42483300200001 -100.35451 35.56967 HUBER J M CORP TREADWELL-B 1 GAGEBY CREE WHEELER SIMPSO 8 2677 OF 19700914 15794 D&AWG
42483300200001 -100.35451 35.56967 HUBER J M CORP TREADWELL-B 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER SIMPSO 8 2677 OF 19700914 15794 D&AWG
42483300200001 -100.35451 35.56967 HUBER J M CORP TREADWELL-B 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER SIMPSO 8 2677 OF 19700914 15794 D&AWG
42483300240000 -100.4015 35.58656 PHILLIPS PET CARWILE-B 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER H&GN A5 98 2820 KB 19860801 17788 D&A-G
42483300240000 -100.4015 35.58656 PHILLIPS PET CARWILE-B 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER H&GN A5 98 2820 KB 19660801 17788 D&A-G
42483300500000 -100.43991 35.59738 AMOCO PROD CWALSER 1 WILDCAT WHEELER BS&F 3 2781 KB 19711028 15296 D&A-G
42483300530000 -100.45708 35.57381 PIONEER PRODU SHINN UNrr 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A5 86 2861 KB 19711107 14450 D&A-G
42483300540000 -100.51685 3557918 PHILLIPS PET BAILEY-A 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A5 92 2831 OF 19720225 13864 D&A-OG
42483300540000 -100.51685 35.57918 PHILLIPS PET BAJLEY-A 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A5 92 2831 OF 19720225 13864 D&A-OG
42483300570000 -100.07938 35.36806 FREEPORT SULP~ SIDNEY FABIAN 1 MILLS RANCH WHEELER H&GN A7 45 2182 KB 19721030 21195 GAS 269HNTN
42483300580000 -100.38364 35.6158 KERR-MCGEE CO GEORGE 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER H&GN M1 74 2752 KB 19721010 20162 D&A-G
42483300600000 -100.48082 35.4274 COLORADO INTEF JOHNSON 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A9 24 2613 GR 19720911 13754 D&A-G
42483300600000 -100.48082 35.4274 COLORADO INTEF JOHNSON 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A9 24 2613 GR 19720911 13754 D&A-G
42483300600000 -100.48082 354274 COLORADO INTEF JOHNSON 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A9 24 2613 GR 19720911 13754 D&A-G
42483300600000 -100.48082 35.4274 COLORADO INTEF JOHNSON 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A9 24 2613 GR 19720911 13754 D&A-G
42463300900000 -100.26682 35.45508 AMAREXINC STILE5-WALKEF 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A4 5 2488 KB 19740819 16824 D&A
42483300910000 -100.25821 3540456 GETTY OIL S K WILLIAMS U 1 UNNAMED WHEELER T&NO E 2 2574 KB 19741009 17250 GAS 269HNTN
42483300910000 -100.25821 35.40456 GETTY OIL S K WILLIAMS U 1 UNNAMED WHEELER T&NO E 2 2574 KB 19741009 17250 GAS 269HNTN
42483300950000 -100.12236 35.38069 AMAREXINC MOORE UNIT 1 MILLS RANCH WHEELER TINDAL 1 2289 OF 19750716 21391 GAS 402MRRW
42483301080000 -100.24489 3538272 HELMERICH & PA PYLE-DAVIS 1 WHEELER-PM WHEELER POrrE\! 1 2437 KB 19750711 15008 GAS 269HNTN
42483301080000 -100.24489 35.38272 HELMERICH & PA PYLE-DAVIS 1 WHEELER-PA~ WHEELER POrrE\! 1 2437 KB 19750711 15008 GAS 269HNTN
42483301200000 -100.23816 35.36996 HELMERICH & PA GIERHART UNrr 1 WHEELER-PAIl WHEELER H&GN A8 32 2367 KB 19750809 14608 D&A-G
42483301200000 -10023816 35.36996 HELMERICH & PA GIERHART UNrr 1 WHEELER-PM WHEELER H&GN AS 32 2367 KB 19750809 14608 D&A-G
42483301210000 -100.23175 35.46262 PHILLIPS PET FARRIS-C 1 FARRIS WHEELER H&GN A4 18 2466 KB 19761028 16510 GAS 269HNTN
42483301230000 -1002326 35.39182 GETTY OIL UNASANDERS 1 WHEELER-PA~ WHEELER POrrE\! 3 2498 KB 19760423 15250 GAS 269HNTN
42483301290000 -100.15213 35.36604 COQUINA OIL BURRELL 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A7 49 2297 KB 19760906 21753 D&A-G
ooסס4246330129 -100.15213 35.36604 COQUINA OIL BURRElL 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A7 49 2297 KB 19760908 21753 D&A-G
ooסס4248330133 -100.26339 35.5372 AMARILLO OIL LANCASTER 1-5E UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A4 58 2583 KB 19760909 18900 GAS 402MRRW




API DSTFm DST Top DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multi·zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec ResC
42393352620000 269HNTN 9270 9470 2700 2700 ·551 0.29 850 1500 1500 0.556 multi·zn H h
42393352620000 269HNTN 9070 9090 2500 2500 -601 0.28 500 500 0.200 tight multi·zn M m
42393352620000 269HNTN 9066 9267 1350 1350 ·3251 0.15 50 50 0.037 light multi-zn L I
42393600620000 269HNTN 8983 8986 1600 1600 -2361 0.18 tight
42393610120000 269HNTN 14768 15160 7430 6722 7430 3679 049 2549 3414 3414 0.459 Y FmR OK
42483001010000 269HNTN 15068 15150 6500 6500 6500 1601 0.43 3409 2984 3409 0.524 multi-zn L I FmR OK
42483001010000 269HNTN 15152 15228 6566 5513 6566 1665 043 3520 4107 4107 0.625 multi·zn H h FmR OK
42483023890000 269HNTN 15859 16075 6781 6807 6807 1260 042 3609 5604 5604 0.823 FmR OK
42483300160000 269HNTN 13387 13468 5888 6743 5743 1478 043 2019 5597 5597 0.975 mUlti-zn M h FmR OK
42483300160000 269HNTN 13161 13211 4221 4588 4588 ·749 0.35 2203 4496 4496 0.980 multi-zn H I
42483300160000 269HNTN 12975 13025 4955 5046 5046 422 0.39 1377 1377 1377 0.273 tighl multi·zn l m
42483300180000 269HNTN 13765 13986 5958 5718 5958 1432 043 3958 3958 3958 0.664 multi·zn l h FmR OK
42483300180000 269HNTN 13410 13672 4794 5276 5276 279 0.39 3589 3964 3964 0.751 multi·zn H I
42483300190000 269HNTN 13556 13597 5594 5625 5625 1078 0.41 4413 3307 4413 0.785 FmR OK
42483300200001 269HNTN 15345 15500 6625 7173 7173 2603 0.46 190-0- 2198 2198 0.306 ! multl·zn M h YF FmR OK
42483300200001 289HNTN 15540 15598 5479 3939 5479 ·1138 0.35 1382 1715 1715 0.313 multi·zn H I FmR OK
42483300200001 269HNTN 15250 15345 6332 6112 6332 949 0.41 1530 1594 1594
. -
0.252 tight multi-zn L FmR OKm
42483300240000 289HNTN 15595 15595 6300 6500 6500 1203 0.42 tight multi·zn I
42483300240000 269HNTN 15571 15571 6<440 6550 6550 1335 0.42 tight multi·zn h
42483300500000 269HNTN 14990 15060 6506 6506 6506 1712 0.43 2795 2827 2827 0.435 FmR OK
42483300530000 269HNTN 14170 14450 5929 5929 5929 1162 0.41 5229 5810 5810 0.980 FmR OK
42483300540000 269HNTN 11996 12096 3579 2442 3579 ·1568 0.30 1653 1653 1653 0.462 multi-zn H I FmR OK
42483300540000 269HNTN 12175 12250 5102 5102 5102 1553 0.42 1543 2295 2295 0.450 multl-zn L h
42483300570000 269HNTN 21037 21195 9874 9624 9874 2221 0.47 6000 5471 6000 M08 Y FmR OK
42483300580000 269HNTN 19550 19834 8862 8830 8662 1976 0.45 0.000 tight Y FmR OK
42483300600000 269HNTN 12258 12302 4535 3792 4535 64 0.37 652 1878 1878 0.414 multi-zn M m FmR OK
42483300600000 269HNTN 12325 12345 5297 5297 5297 1659 043 883 1265 1265 0.239 tight multl-zn L h YF FmR OK
42483300600000 269HNTN 12210 12290 4628 3959 4628 276 0.38 893 1915 1915 0.414 multl·zn M m
42483300600000 269HNTN 11980 12255 220 166 220 ·9169 0.02 166 166 166 0.755 suspect multi·zn H I
42483300900000 269HNTN 16640 16690 7401 7401 7401 1714 0.44 3538 7401 7401 1.000 FmR OK
42483300910000 269HNTN 15040 {5122 6658 6658 1770 0.44 1360 4091 4091 0.614 multi-zn H h YF FmR No FSIP
42483300910000 269HNTN 14560 14650 5565 6180 6180 1214 0.42 999 1018 1018 0.185 tight multi·zn l I FmR OK
42483300950000 289HNTN 21059 21391 9416 9416 9416 1147 044 9416 9416 9416 1.000 YD FmR OK
42483301080000 251CMNl 14877 14906 6549 6549 6549 1615 044 2783 4792- 4792 0.732 multi·zn H h YF FmR OK
42483301080000 269HNTNM 14483 14803 5952 6002 6002 742 041 1404 1535 1535 0256 tight multi·zn L I FmR OK
42483301200000 251CMNL 14484 14608 6191 6371 6371 1460 0.44 6012 6064 6064 0952 multj·zn H I FmR OK
42483301200000 269HNTN 14278 14394 3890 6411 6411 1760 0.45 1640 1640 1640 0.256 tight multi·zn L h
42483301210000 269HNTN 16235 16345 7101 7101 1392 0.43 5573 6424 6424 0.905 FmR No FSlF
42483301230000 289HNTN 15000 15250 5847 5852 5852 ·167 038 1553 2367 2367 0.404 FmR OK
42483301290000 269HNTN 17519 17765 6867 7976 7976 1685 0.45 6867 7976 7976 1000 multi-zn H h FmR OK
42483301290000 269HNTN 16950 17357 5611 6087 6087 ·11170 0.35 7981 4816 7981 1.311 multi·zn I
ooסס4248330133 269HNTN 18032 18450 5874 5656 5874 -3235 0.32 5225 5060 5225 0.890




API Long Lat Operator Lease Well Field County Tor Srv R or Blk Sec Elev ref Compdat TO Stat Prod Fm
42483301500000 -100.50793 35.5347 SKELLY OIL V MURRELL 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN AS 69 2709 KB 19770113 12661 2 GAS 202SMPS
42483301650000 -100.21538 35.36302 HELMERICH & PA HALE UNIT 1 WHEELER-PA~ WHEELER H&GN A8 30 2327 KB 19780902 15468 D&A-OG
42483301650000 -100.21538 35.36302 HELMERICH & PA HALE UNIT 1 WHEELER-PA~ WHEELER H&GN A8 30 2327 KB 19780902 15468 D&A-OG
42483301820000 -100.37254 35.52242 AtMRILLO OIL BOY SCOUTS AI 1-6C WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN AS 60 2585 KB 19771003 15320 D&A-G
42483305090000 -100.32724 35.42825 HELMERICH & PA MITCHELL UNIT 1 WHEELER-PA~ WHEELER H&GN A8 54 2590 GR 19780518 14017 D&A-G
42483305100000 -100.42966 35.44278 HUDSON OHIO au WATERS 1-3'1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A9 34 2622 KB 19780524 12935 D&A-G
42483305170000 -100.23441 35.40268 HELMERICH & PA BONNER UNIT 1 WHEELER-PA~ WHEELER JM L 13 2534 KB 19780619 15392 D&A-G
42483305190000 -100.33171 35.45215 NATOMAS NORTl- HUNTER 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A4 9 2567 GR 19780630 14550 GAS 269HNTN
42483305250000 -100.51555 35.58878 PENNZOILCO BAILEY 1 THORNDIKE WHEELER H&GN A5 92 2972 KB 19780814 12746 D&A-G
42483305250000 -100.51555 35.58878 PENNZOIL CO BAILEY 1 THORNDIKE WHEELER H&GN AS 92 2972 KB 19780814 12746 D&A-G
42483305250000 -100.51555 35.58878 PENNZOILCO BAILEY 1 THORNDIKE WHEELER H&GN A5 92 2972 KB 19780814 12748 D&A-G
42483306260000 -100.4743 3549266 DIAMOND SHAMR HARRIEMLEE 1 MOBEETIE WHEELER H&GN A5 34 2690 KB 19791010 13700 D&A-G
42483306260000 -100.4743 35.49266 DIAMOND SHAMR HARRLEM LEE 1 MOBEETIE WHEELER H&GN A5 34 2690 KB 19791010 13700 D&A-G
42483307030000 -100.31398 3546263 MONSANTO CO HUNTER 1 WHEELER-PM WHEELER H&GN A4 13 2576 KB 19800321 14565 GAS 269HNTN
42483307100000 -100.34238 35.56004 MORAN EXPL HENDERSON U~ 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER GRiMa 2629 KB 19800723 17100 GAS 402MRRW
42483308400000 -100.29707 35.40309 PHILUPSPET JACO-A 2 WHEELER-PM WHEELER H&GN A8 49 2650 KB 19810504 13990 D&A-G
42483350400000 -100.37267 35.56618 PHILLIPS PET HORN A 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A5 81 2716 OF 19640909 18855 D&A-OG
42483600160000 -100.39267 35.5865 PHILLIPS PET CARWILE/AI 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A5 99 2760 DF 19640122 17702 GAS 202SMPS
42483600160000 -100.39267 35.5865 PHILLIPS PET CARWILE/AI 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A5 99 2760 OF 19840122 17702 GAS 202SMPS
42483600160000 -100.39267 35.5885 PHILLIPS PET CARWILE/AI 1 UNNAMED WHEELER H&GN A5 99 2760 DF 19640122 17702 GAS 202SMPS
42483600560001 .100.36565 35.57195 HALL BROOKS ET TREADWELL 1 GAGEBYCREE WHEELER H&GN A5 81 2703 KB 19680325 15541 D&AWOC:
42483600610000 -100.26514 35.48051 STANDARD OfL 0 WHEELER 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A4 25 2478 KB 19690218 18438 D&A-OG
42483600810000 -100.26514 35.48051 STANDARD OIL 0 WHEELER 1 WILDCAT WHEELER H&GN A4 25 2478 KB 19690218 18438 O&A-OG




API DSTFm DST Top DST Bas ISIP FSIP highSIP PSURF GRAD IFP FFP high FP (FP/SIP) Fpstat Multi·zn permHL Gradhl Use PS Rec Rese
42483301500000 269HNTN 11337 11366 4479 4457 4479 975 0.39 846 802 846 0.189 tight mUlti-zn L h
42483301650000 269HNTN 14945 15132 5334 6437 8437 1038 0.43 1952 1995 1995 0.310 mUlti-zn L I FmR OK
42483301650000 251CMNL 15426 15442 6807 6807 6807 1524 0.44 3927 6701 6701 0.984 multi-zn H h YF FmR OK
42483301820000 269HNTN 14855 15094 1757 2454 2454 -7232 0.16 586 558 586 0.239 tight
42483305090000 269HNTN 13940 14017 5922 5868 5922 1-308 0.42 1890 2372 2372 0.401 FmR OK
42483305100000 251CMNL 12750 12800 5233 5233 5233 1076 041 1680 1761 1761 0.337 FmR OK
42483305170000 269HNTN 15070 15386 3812 3383 3812 -4654 0.25 1615 1641 1641 0.430
42483305190000 269HNTN 13722 13831 6452 6543 6543 2807 0.47 865 865 0.132 tight
42483305250000 269HNTN 12574 12746 5144 5144 5144 1288 040 3196 4466 4466 0.868 multi-zn H h FmR OK
42483305250000 269HNTN 12410 12556 2945 2945 -3251 023 812 812 812 0.276 tight multi·zn M I
42483305250000 269HNTN 12432 12524 4528 4528 186 036 674 632 674 0.149 tight multl-zn L m
42483306260000 269HNHI 12086 12455 3857 4946 4946 872 0.40 1622 3823 3823 0.773 multi-zn H h
42483306260000 269HNTN 12160 12220 1360 3621 3621 -1743 0.30 109 165 165 0.046 tight multi-zn L I
ooסס4248330703 269HNTN 13910 13988 5877 6038 6038 1573 0.43 820 927 927 0.154 tight FmR OK
42483307100000 269HNTN 15610 15875 7576 7347 7576 3046 0.48 2681 2717 2717 0.359 FmR OK
42483308400000 251CMNL 13760 13893 5672 5757 5757 1138 0.41 4970 5672 5672 0.985 FmR OK
42483350400000 269HNTN 15804 15879 6888 6888 6888 1650 0.43 3627 6460 6460 0.938 FmR OK
42483600160000 269HNTN 14885 14928 6610 6610 6610 2047 0.44 2590 5164 5164 0.781 multi-zn M m YF FmR OK
42483600160000 269HNTN 14938 14978 6476 6420 6476 1709 0.43 2322 5663 5663 0.874 muttl-zn H m FmR OK
42483600180000 269HNTN 15089 15092 6400 6400 1431 0.42 200 200 0.031 tight mulli-zn L m
42483600560001 269HNTN 15435 15470 6046 6020 6046 235 0.39 1785 2282 2282 0.377 FmR OK
42483600610000 269HNTN 16118 16287 7364 2312 7364 2028 0.45 185 238 238 0.032 light muJti-zn L h YF FmR OK
42483600610000 251CMNL 18475 16525 7296 7296 1843 0.44 tight mulli-zn m FmR No FSIP




Explanation of DST Well Headers
API = American Petroleum Institute unique well ill number
Long = Longitude, negative for Western Hemisphere
Lat = Latitude, positive for Northern Hemisphere
Operator = Well operator
Well = Well number
Field = Oil and gas field
CoWlty = County of well location
Tor Srv = Well located by Township (Oklahoma) or Survey (Texas)
R or Blk = Well located by Range (Oklahoma) or Block (Texas)
Sec = Section (Oklahoma or Texas)
Elev = Elevation above sea level
Ref= Reference elevation usually kelly bushing, ground level, or derick floor
Comp dat = Completion date orwell
TO =Total depth of well
Stat = current producing or non-producing status
ProdFm = producing formation
DST Fm = Hunton zone tested where: OST Top = Top ofDST interval and OST bas = Base ofOST interval
ISIP and FSIP = Initial and Final Shut-in Pressure
highSIP = Highest Shut-in pressure (either initial or final)
PSVRF = Potentiometric surface or hydraulic head = (highSIP)/0.465) + (elevation - OST base)
GRAD = pressure gradient = (highSIPIDST base)
IFP and FFP = Initial and final flowing pressure from Petroleum Intormation database
highFP = highest flowing pressure (either InitiaJ or final)
(FP/SIP) = highest flowing pressure I highest shut-in pressure
Fpstat = filter to screen out tests with low pressures and high permeability indexes. if-then statement:
= IF(high FP/S/.P>OJ, IF(high SIP < 500, "suspect", no,), "tight")
Multi-zn = multiple zoned DSTs are quickly identified with the tollowing if-then statement:
= IF(API2=APIl,"multi-zn", IF(AP12=API3, "multi-zn", ""»
permHL = used only for multiple zoned tests to distinquish the highest (H) or lowest (L), FP/SIP ratio
Gradhl = used only for multiple zoned tests to for highest (h) or lowest (I) pressure gradient
UsePS = identify hydraulic heads to be used for contouring (Y=Yes use it), (YD=depleted pressure), (YF=compartment or fault)
Rec = FmR (formation fluid recovery such as gas, oil, or water measured in feel within the drillstem)
ResC = Reservoir condition, determination of presence of ISIP and FSIP and their agreement, related 10 formation damage.
= If{FSIP = .... , "No FSIP", IF(lSIP="",''No ISIP", IF(lSIP/FSIP<={1.8,"damaged", IF(ISIPIFSIP>O.8,"OK n»»).
APPENDIXC
HUBBERT'S PROOF THAT FLUID PRESSURE
AND POTENTIAL ARE NOT THE SAME
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Hubbert's Proof
Fluid potential and pressure are not the same, as illustrated in a personal
communication by DaWberg (1982, p. 135) with M. K. Hubbert.
Consider a container with a static fluid density D and with pressures PI and P2
measured at levels 2 j and 22 above a reference datum.
-
. .. ....
-- _. - c%>.....: - - - P.,. 1
.' ..
-f- -.- ---:' 11>2-.- -. .
Z::;;; 0 --'-_L..- _
P2 will exceed PI due to the greater weight ofoverlying water by a factor of the
pressure gradient for the fluid Dg multiplied by the vertical distance between the two
depths.




Substituting Equation 1 into Equation 3 gives
p.
cI\ =-~+ gZ.. D I which is also cD), therefore cD! = <1>2 so that
although pressures differ at Zj and 22, the potential energy is the same at both levels.
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